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Abstract 
This research explores the challenges that trade unions face in organising workers in south-
east England in the context of union decline and labour market change. It focuses particularly 
on what trade unions are doing to organise black and minority ethnic (BME) workers and 
assesses strategies that are being developed for increased recruitment and inclusion of these 
workers. While the issue of women's involvement in trade unions has received attention from a 
variety of researchers with a few exceptions, there is a relative paucit) of recent work relating 
to BME workers and their relationship with trade unions. 
The research addresses the issue of disadvantage faced by BME workers: both in the labour 
market and in trade unions and the impact this has on trade union density. It explores whether 
the particular nature of uneven development in London provides clues as to the specific nature 
of trade unionism in this region, where union density is the lowest in the UK. The nature of this 
uneven development is characterised. primarily, in terms of unequal wealth and class relations, 
but at the same time it is also acutely racialised. This manifests itself not only in an unequal 
spatial distribution of labour but also in an ethnic spatial distribution of labour which has an 
impact on the involvement of BME workers in trade unions in the region. 
In contrast to much of the research carried out on trade unions, this work takes a geographical 
perspective on labour organisation by looking at how organisational scale impacts on trade union 
campaigns. It is believed that de\eloping new forms of trade union organisation, which extend 
beyond the workplace, could be a key factor the successful recruitment of BME workers. 
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Introduction 
In the place where we are working there are people from Sri Lanka. the Congo. Ghana 
and Sierra Leone. We never see English people on the factory floor ... only the managers 
are white and they are upstairs ... We want the union to do something. please. 
(Tundi, union member, 20-3-03) 
Tundi, a migrant worker from Congo, spends 8 hours a-day standing at a conveyor belt 
preparing sandwiches for a multi-national company in west London. His work is 
monotonous, laborious and low-paid. His 500 fellow workers are predominantly migrants or 
people seeking asylum, and they represent some of the most vulnerable workers in society, 
subjected to a whole range of social and economic injustices. This factory, and other 
workplaces described in this research, reflect an increasingly racialised labour market in 
London where black and minority ethnic (BME)· workers are disproportionately found in the 
lowest paid jobs and, in some cases, are segregated from white workers. Tundi's workplace is 
typical of a growing number of companies in London employing BME workers, many of 
which are non-unionised. A large number of these workplaces are found in industrial sectors 
where union density is at its lowest and where trade unions have been slow to develop 
organisation and recruitment drives. The thesis explores how trade unions have begun 
organising such workers in an attempt to challenge this exploitation and oppression. 
Following 20 years of membership decline, the UK trade union movement has, in recent 
years, acknowledged that its future is dependent on rebuilding its membership and 
encouraging greater recruitment and organising activity across all sections of the labour 
force. The Trades Union Congress (TUC) has suggested that unions need to reach out to 
under-represented workers, like Tundi, making particular reference to the necessity of 
organising 8ME workers, who suffer particular disadvantage in the labour market. 
I have used the tenninology BME in this research to describe people from 'non-white' minority groups 
because not all participants in the research self-identified as 'black' - the lenn more commonly used in trade 
union discourse. 
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The research reported in this thesis has explored whether trade unions would be more 
effective organisations if they were to review how they addressed the 'race'z discrimination 
which many BME workers experience prior to, as well as in and beyond, the workplace. The 
thesis questions the union movement's almost exclusive focus on economic goals and 
suggests that a greater emphasis be placed on trade unions' commitment to wider issues of 
social justice. Such an approach might include rethinking trade union structure and 
organisation to acknowledge much wider and potentially geographically defined 
constituencies in today's increasingly diverse labour market. This thesis explores whether 
trade unions would be more successful in rebuilding their membership if their organising 
strategies acknowledged the synergy of claims for economic and social justice, and the 
interrelationships between these claims. In this respect, the research draws on theoretical 
discussions that have taken place around 'race', class and identity. These debates are 
reconsidered in the context of trade unionism to assess the extent to which they can provide 
insight into the challenges faced by trade unions organising new membership constituencies in 
BME communities. The thesis considers the practical difficulties of converging cultural and 
economic concerns of trade union members by focusing on case studies where unions are 
struggling to rebuild their membership and strength among BME workers. It assesses the 
organising methods adopted by unions and the attitudes of BME workers to their trade unions. 
The first question the research sought to answer was: 
• To what extent do trade union r.ecruitment and organising campaigns, at the level at which 
they interface with workers, adequately recognise the experiences of Britain's BME 
workforce? 
This question highlighted the ways in which particular organising strategies affect the way in 
which BME workers engage with or participate in trade unions, leading to a number of 
secondary questions, which were: 
2 It is accepted that the concept of 'race' is socially constructed. It is recognised that as a subjective 
categorisation of humankind, the division of peoples into distinct groupings is political and cultural rather than 
scientific or neutral. Robert Miles (2000) rejects the use of the tenn 'race' as an analytical concept and argues 
that the object of analysis should be racism. As 'race' is a social construct created within the ideology of 
racism, Miles believes that it should be deconstructed 'so that the process of racialisation and the expression 
of racism within the development of the capitalist world economics system are more clearly exposed' . 
Accordingly, I follow Miles' convention of using quotation marks when referring to 'race'. 
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• To what extent does the scale at which campaigns are strategised impact on the success of 
the campaigns? 
• What is the impact of different organising methods on the level of BME involvement and 
organising success? 
• Are the current structures of trade unions enabling or disabling to BME members, and do 
they need to change to reflect a more diverse membership? 
The first question focused on the general policy and strategy of the trade unions towards 
organising and asked if trade unions were taking on board the TUe policy to specifically 
target, recruit and organise BME workers. Accordingly, the research began by focusing on 
the macro picture. It then looked at organising campaigns at the micro-level through three 
case studies where the majority of the workers were from BME groups. The aim was to see 
how campaign strategies were formulated as well as looking at the methods and techniques 
used in the campaigns. It investigated whether campaigns reflected the specific needs of 
BME workers or not, and the impact this had. 
The research also looked at the impact that the structures of unions had on the organising 
process. Trade unions are characterised as organisations that are slow to change and resistant to 
innovation. Their structures and practices are not wholly dissimilar to those of 100 years ago. 
Yet these structures, rules, habits of organisation and practices may militate against the 
involvement of whole sections of workers, whose work patterns, life experiences, culture and 
social commitments restrict them from having the time or space to join and participate in trade 
unions. These workers can be excluded from involvement in trade unions both by social factors 
external to the trade unions and by the structures of unions themselves. The experience of some 
BME workers is that they cannot easily change the internal structures because of their 
exclusion, and it is hard to alter the external factors because of the consequent lack of 
collectivisation. The self-organisation of BME, women, lesbian and gay workers, and workers 
with disabilities, has provided potential for greater involvement, but its impact has often been 
limited to those members who have already considered active involvement (Humphrey, 2000; 
Parker, 2003). This research considers the role of union structure at a wider scale by asking 
what impact does a union's structure have on the outcome of union organising, and how does 
policy and practice translate across different levels of the union? 
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Trade unions and black and minority ethnic workers: the need for new theory and practice 
Much research into trade unions and the need for union renewal has focused on the 
competing demands of servicing existing members and organising members for growth3 
(Carter, 2000; Waddington and Kerr, 2000; Williams, 1997). Other work has focused on the 
role of union activists in revitalising trade unionism (Findlay and McKinlay, 2003; Kessler 
and Heron, 2001; Waddington and Whitston, 1997) or the role of union officials (Kelly and 
Heery, 1994). There has also been extensi ve debate about the effecti veness of union 
organising (Bronfenbrenner et ai, 1998, Charlwood, 2004, Fiorito, et ai, 1995) and the 
tension between union organising and union/employer partnerships (Danford et al 2002; 
Heery, 2002, 2003; Kelly, 1999). In some of the earlier research in this field, particularly in 
the debates around servicing and organising, the focus was on the resource implications of 
developing an organising agenda and whether existing members would be prepared to 
subsidise the next generation of union members. 
In recent years, an important strand of research into union organising has been developed by 
Heery and his co-authors. This research has concentrated on the role played by the TUC's 
Organising Academy, where union organisers are being trained to lead the development of an 
'organising culture' within their respective trade unions (Heery et ai, 2000, 2000a, 2000b, 
2001, 2003). This body of work has at looked trends at a national scale, assessing how new 
models of union organising are being translated into practice. As a complement to this work, 
this thesis, however, examines how trade unions could expand and become more inclusive of 
a particular segment of UK workers who remain largely outside the trade union fold: BME 
workers in low paid jobs. A significant percentage of the 70 per cent of workers who are 
unorganised in the UK, are part of distinct or disadvantaged social categories such as women, 
low-paid, part-time, contingent, and BME groups. The fact that some workers suffer multiple 
disadvantage suggests that organising strategies may need to reflect the distinct social 
experiences of these particular workers. There is some evidence to suggest that union 
organisers are now beginning to adopt specific tactics to recruit these workers. In a recent 
survey, 79 per cent of unions reported that they gave high priority to the recruitment of 
l Organising unionism and servicing unionism are often seen to as two different and counterpoised approaches 
to trade unionism. Organising unions are seen as those that aim to establish an organising culture at all levels 
within the union. Union members are encouraged to organise themselves in their own workplace with a view 
to resolving most of their problems without relying on union officials. In contrast. servicing unions are likened 
to an insurance company where union members calion union officials to resolve their problems at work. 
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women workers and 57 per cent gave priority to organising workers from ethnic minorities 
(Heery et ai, 2000a: 995). However, there has been little in-depth case study research into the 
organisation of these specific or 'different' groups of workers and nothing to explore the 
development of workplace organising campaigns with BME workers. 
Since the 1980s, labour geographers have added to this field of enquiry by exploring the 
geographies of union organising, highlighting the importance of rethinking union strategies to 
adequately reflect the changing contours of capital and work (Berman, 1998; Herod, 1998; 
Wills, 2002). As yet, however, few labour geographers have considered how the identities of 
workers (and union members) are constructed in geographically specific forms. Moreover, 
although there has been some focus on the role of women in this context, labour geographers 
have failed to look specifically at BME workers and the ways in which their identities impact 
upon the process of organising at work (Savage, 1998). 
In the field of industrial relations, the issue of women's involvement in trade unions has received 
attention from a number of academics (Crain, 1994; Hunt, 1982; Colgan and Ledwith, 2002; 
Green and Kirton, 2003 Kirton, 1998; Kirton and Healy, 1999; Mann et ai, 1998, Parker, 2(03). 
Yet, as in labour geography, there is a relative paucity of research relating to BME workers and 
their relationship with trade unions (for example, see Bradley et ai, 2002, 2002a; CRE, 1995; Lee, 
1987; Kirton and Green, 2002; Wrench and Virdee, 1996; Virdee, 2000, 2000a, 2ooob). This 
thesis seeks to redress this neglect by focusing on the experiences of BME union members as they 
try to organise in non- or under-unionised workplaces. 
In an attempt to engage more closely with the literature on identity formation, I drew on the 
new ideas of social theorists who have called for a theoretical and political realignment that 
recognises the validity of gender, culture and 'race', and opposes a simple conflation of such 
groupings into the all-encompassing category of class (Fraser, 1997; Marable, 1995, 2000; 
Young, 1993). Here, the intention was to assess whether this literature could provide insight to 
the question of whether there are new ways of organising BME workers. Using ideas from this 
literature, this study has argued that unions need to give more consideration to the complex 
interrelationship between 'race', class and identity when developing organising strategies 
among BME workers. 
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This thesis also takes a geographical perspective to understand labour organisation looking at 
how the scale at which campaigns are conceived can impact on the success of trade union 
organising. Herod (1998) notes how economic geographers have tended to ignore the role of 
workers as agents of change, pointing out that much can be gained by examining the social 
and spatial patterns of workers' organisation. Similarly, many industrial relations researchers 
have often ignored the fact that workers are 'active geographical agents' and have instead 
tended to confine workers within the' spatial boundaries of the workplace' (Massey, 1995). 
Trade unions too have tended to concentrate on the economic needs of workers at work, often 
neglecting the wider geographical context within which workers live and work. This thesis 
has attempted to combine the social and the spatial by examining what impact the scale at 
which union campaigns among BME workers are conceived and executed has on union 
success in and beyond the workplace. 
The current geography of trade union structures are such that they reflect workplaces or 
industrial sectors rather than communities in their broadest sense. It may be that a different 
form of scalar politics is more appropriate to some groups of workers who have developed 
different social networks to cope with the disadvantage and discrimination they face in wider 
society. These networks may provide new ways for trade unions to organise workers who 
currently remain beyond the reach of traditional unionisation campaigns, by allowing unions 
to forge coalitions with other groups campaigning for social justice. 
In the light of the approach outlined, the research builds on the work of Heery et al and adds 
to the growing field of labour geography (Castree et aI, 2004; Herod, 1998,2003; Wills, 
1996, 1998, 2001). 
Structure of the thesis 
Chapter 1 sets out the theoretical framework of the thesis by reviewing debates about the 
intersections between 'race', class, identity, the politics of difference and their relevance to 
current trade union organising strategies. It advances an argument that campaigns for justice 
- in this context, the struggles of trade unions for economic justice - need to consider the 
complex interrelationship of 'race' and class in identity formation if they are to be successful 
in reaching out to the diverse constituencies of workers in the labour market. 
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Chapter 2 takes a historical perspective to explore BME workers' experiences of trade unions 
from the 1970s to the present day. A review of the literature of this period suggests that the 
trade union movement's 'economistic' approach and its 'colour-blind' attitude towards the 
concerns of BME workers has been an obstacle to building united and inclusive trade unionism. 
In recent years, the union movement has adopted a more progressive agenda to challenge 
racism, recognising the additional difficulties faced by BME members in the workplace. 
Current BME activists share their views on this progress, describing the problems that still 
remain for BME members in their unions. This chapter concludes by outlining the TUC's new 
organising agenda and how this might facilitate the recruitment and inclusion of BME union 
members. 
As an ESRC CASE research project, one of the aims of this work has been to provide the 
collaborative partners with practical information to inform policy and decision-making. In 
this regard, Chapter 3 contextualises the research within the area covered by the Southern and 
Eastern Regional Trades Union Congress. This chapter analyses the extent to which the 
recruitment and organisation of BME workers is important to this region. Data gathered from 
the Labour Force Survey (LFS) describes the geographical patterns of BME workers and 
trade unionists across different sectors of the labour market in London, outlining the 
contemporary landscape of 'race' , employment and unionisation in the region. 
Chapter 4 sets out the research methodology and practice of the thesis, describing how the 
research questions were formulated and how the process of working with a collaborative 
partner was managed. This research is situated within the tradition of emancipatory research, 
and the chapter explores the claims to objectivity within that tradition. There is a particular 
focus on the research encounter and how relationships of trust were built. 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 present the empirical findings from three case studies where trade unions 
were attempting to organise BME workers. The organising campaigns at a chain of retail stores, 
a sandwich factory and a video factory, are used to reflect on the processes of union organising, 
and the extent to which BME workers were involved in and empowered by the campaigns. In 
each case, I am looking for answers to the research questions exploring how the campaign 
strategies are devised within the context of union policy, how organising methods impact on the 
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level of involvement of BME workers and how the union's geographical structures facilitate the 
inclusion of BME union members. 
Chapter eight concludes the thesis by drawing together the theoretical and practical conclusions 
which have arisen from the research, highlighting how issues of policy, union structures, 
identity and the lived experiences of BME workers combine to impact upon the effectiveness of 
union organising campaigns. The theoretical analyses, which demonstrated the importance of 
synthesising claims for social and economic justice, are applied to the organisation of BME 
workers in trade unions. The co-existing exploitation and oppression experienced by BME 
workers in the labour market and at work demonstrates this relationship in practice and 
provides context to the theorisation of how these two claims for justice can be integrated into 
. . 
umon orgamsmg campaigns. 
Finally, in recognition that the work includes SERTUC as a collaborative partner, the research 
ends with some thoughts and recommendations that may be useful to the development of policy 
and practice of future planning of organising campaigns. 
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Chapter 1: 'Race', class and the politics of identification: unifying 
struggles for economic and social justice 
Introduction 
Seen from today' s vantagepoint, the history of postwar political radicalism presents a 
striking trajectory. Starting with social democracy and ending with identity politics, the path 
runs from a mid-twentieth century imaginary centered on class and economic redistribution 
to a fin de siecle imaginary centered on culture and recognition. (Fraser, 2003: I) 
Debates about 'race', class, identity and the politics of difference,4 and how they intersect, 
have largely taken place outside the confines of the trade union movement. Analysing recent 
theoretical debates in these areas, can provide insight into the practical implications that the 
intersection of class-based and culture-based claims might have for trade union organising of 
BME workers in the UK. 
Marxism and trade unionism presume that the most significant social actions will be defined 
by class relationships rooted in the process of production and, by and large, all other social 
identities are secondary in constituting collective actors (Buechler and Cylke, 1997). 
Sociologist, Avtar Brah (1996: 10) notes how economic and cultural concepts are rarely 
addressed together in practical politics, remarking that to be concerned about cultural issues 
is to lay oneself open to the charge of being 'divisive' or 'diluting' the struggle for 
redistributive equality. 
In the post-war period there has been a de-coupling of economic/social politics and 'cultural ,5 
politics at both a theoretical and practical level, leaving little room to debate how issues such 
as 'race' and class intersect in the lived experience of people at work. Further, as Brah 
(1996: 14) has stated, attempts to raise questions within the academy about what she refers to 
as the 'politics of intersectionality' have often been dismissed with 'sheer disdain by some of 
5 
It should be noted at the outset that usage of the term 'politics of difference' is problematic in that it is 
identified largely with the one camp in the economy/culture debate. that of the cultural left. Thus in 
discussions about the politics of difference the scene has often been set before the debate has began, with rival 
camps already fixed in their positions. Consequently, the phrase the 'politics of identification' is preferred and 
is used in this thesis in a generic sense to describe these critical theories. 
Although definitions of culture are contested, it is conceptualised here as evidenced by socially acquired 
difference, where learned beliefs and behaviour creates identifiable patterns which can lead to differentiation 
between individuals, groups or societies. It is, however, a relative concept without universal quality, having 
both positive and negative aspects. It is used here to differentiate between 'economic' and 'cultural' politics, 
although it is ack.nowledged that to distinguish between the two is artificial and problematic. 
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those who saw themselves as doyens of "high theory".' By accepting Marx's view that it is 
impossible to eliminate inequality without first abolishing class society, priority was, until 
recently, afforded to struggle in the economic sphere, relegating . cultural , politics or identity 
politics to secondary concern. Similarly, within the field of geography, academic debates 
around the' cultural turn' have been presented in terms of a binary opposition with economic 
geography in one corner and cultural geography in the other. Unhelpful phrases in 
geographical literature, such as 'the economy, stupid' and 'the culture, stupid' display the 
extent of the polarisation of much of the debate (see Barnes, 1995; McDowell, 2000a; Sayer, 
1994). However, some geographers have begun to engage with the intersection of the 
economic and the cultural in the context of social movement studies, arguing that the 
construction of identity (combining categories of class, ethnicity, gender and sexuality) is key 
to understanding people's participation in social movements. Moreover, they have suggested 
that studies of social movements must also theorise the spatial nature of social and political 
life when attempting to explain how political mobilisation takes place (Bauder, 2001; Herod, 
2001; Marston, 2001; Miller, 2000). 
As this thesis is primarily concerned with BME workers, this chapter seeks to understand the 
practical implications of the intersection of 'race' and class for trade union organisation. It 
situates the debates within a historical-materialist context. Orthodox Marxists have argued that 
the universality of class is sufficient to unite workers and activists in bringing about a more 
equitable and just society. However, the realisation by other social theorists that the 
marginalisation of BME groups (as well as other disadvantaged groups) could not be 
subordinated in a hierarchy of injustices, has led to challenges to the primacy of class-based 
politics (Bulmer and Solomos, 1998; Brah, 1996; Gilroy, 1987). 
The next section of this chapter traces these debates historically looking at the New Left in 
the late 1950s in Britain; the growth of the Civil Rights movement; the rise of Black Power in 
the USA; the revival of feminism and the development of the gay liberation movement. The 
resultant 'new social movements' initiated debates about 'race', class, culture, and the 
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politics of identification ,6 which have gained increased currency since the 1990s. This section 
reviews these developments and the contribution these struggles have made to political 
formations. Multiculturalism and identity politics are then explored in the light of the views 
of critics who consider these political strategies to be deeply flawed (Fraser, 2003; 
Hobsbawm, 1996; Sivinandan, 2(00). 
The third section looks at the work of a number of current critical social theorists (Fraser, 
1995, 1997; Marable, 1995, 2000; Young, 1993) who have begun to develop new analytical 
frameworks in which to re-theorise 'old' and 'new' social movements, with the intention of 
providing new directions for radical social advancement in the twenty-first century. The aim 
is to consider the implications of these ideas in the context of trade union organisation. In this 
respect, theoretical debates around 'race', class, and identity may provide some insights into 
the difficulties trade union are facing today in organising new membership constituencies 
across diverse communities. 
The 'race'/class question: a complex interrelationship 
Trade unions are characterised as organisations established to represent the collective 
interests of workers in the workplace. The aim of trade unions is thus, primarily, to negotiate 
with employers and governments to defend and improve the conditions in which workers sell 
their labour to capital (Flanders, 1972; Hyman, 1975). This basic economistic position 
prioritises contractual terms and conditions over wider social justice claims such as the right 
not to be discriminated against on the basis of 'race', gender, sexuality, disability, age or 
religion. While this may be an internally consistent position based on a narrow view of 
capital/labour relations and the exploitation of workers, it tends to give only secondary 
importance to intra-class divisions which capital also helps to create and exploit. Moreover, 
division within the working class is central to the debate about how workers challenge 
exploitation and inequality in all its forms. Historically, this debate has, however, focused 
6 In this thesis 'politics of identification' is used as a generic phase for those critical theories that attempt to 
analyse claims for social and economic justice within a single paradigm (other writers prefer the phrase 
'politics of recognition' (Fraser. 1997), 'politics of difference' (Young, 1990) or 'politics of transfonnatioo' 
(Marable, 1995». This is not to assume that the theories of these writers can be conflated within the meaning 
of this term, but that it is a useful generic term that does not suggest a greater or lesser identification with 
either the 'cultural' or 'economic' camps within which debates in this field usually take place. The term is also 
used to create a distinction from identity politics by recognising and incorporating difference in the fonnation 
of coalitions to fight for social. economic and cultural justice. In this respect. the politics of identification is 
about collective multiple-identity organisation rather than individual-group identification. 
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around the primacy of either class or 'race' in the practical struggle against inequality rather 
than the nature of their intersection (Back and Solomos, 2000; Balibar and Wallerstein, 1991: 
Callinicos, 1992; Cox, 1970; Gilroy, 1987; Martin, 1972; Miles, 1988; 2000; Sivinandan, 
1973). In practice, trade unions have had a wider social agenda and have, at times, also 
played significant roles in wider social justice issues. Occasionally, they have led political 
movements for example, in South Africa over apartheid and in Poland in the 1980s but 
generally, issues of equality, cultural recognition and wider social issues have been secondary 
to the main focus, which is on pay and working conditions. 
Orthodox Marxists have generally attached primacy to class, believing that the struggle 
against 'racial' inequality cannot be achieved without the elimination of the material cause of 
that inequality, which is the capitalist system (Alexander, 1987; Callinicos, 1992; Marx, 
1956; Williams, 1964). For Marxists, racism is an ideological construct of capitalism which 
is used by the dominant class to justify and maintain the exploitation of workers (Cox, 1970). 
Eric Williams (1964), in his seminal book Capitalism and Slavery, provides a detailed 
economic study of the origin of racism in which he argues that slavery provided the capital 
that financed the Industrial Revolution. He demonstrates the contribution of slavery to the 
development of British capitalism. In his view, the use of black people as slaves was not 
imposed by any racist doctrine in the initial stages of slavery: the key concern of slave 
owners at that time was, primarily, the cheapness of labour. It was only at a later stage of 
economic development that the necessity of a defensive ideology of racism emerged: 
Slavery in the Caribbean has been too narrowly identified with the negro. A racial twist 
has thereby been given to what is basically an economic phenomenon. Slavery was not 
born of racism.' rather racism was a consequence of slavery. (Williams, 1964: 7) 
Sivinandan (1973: 384) also locates the roots of racism in the colonial period of capitalist 
expansion, when the 'opportunity to amass vast profits from the enslavement and 
proletarianisation of whole continents of people required a commensurate philosophy of 
justification'. This is echoed in the influential early work of black Marxist Oliver Cromwell 
Cox in his 1948 book Caste, Class and Race: 
Racial antagonism is part of the class struggle because it developed within the capitalist 
system as one of its fundamental traits. It may be demonstrated that racial antagonism, as we 
know it today, never existed in the world before 1492; moreover, racialfeeling developed 
concomitantly with the developmellf of our moder" social system. (Cox, 1970: 330) 
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In their work, these writers suggest that racism originated as a result of the needs of capital 
and that it helped to facilitate a process of labour exploitation and division. The 
stigmatisation of differing 'races' and the creation of fear of the 'Other' assist in producing 
racial divisions that create new opportunities for capitalist exploitation, while also weakening 
the possibility of class unity. Extending this line of argument, some Marxists have suggested 
that the removal of class-based inequality would ultimately lead to the elimination of 
inequality rooted in 'racial antagonisms', as the material circumstances which gave rise to its 
existence would no longer be there (Alexander, 1987; Callinicos, 1992). However, the nature 
of 'race' /class politics is dialectical and such a reductionist class analysis appears to suggest 
that those suffering racism will need to wait for the demise of capitalism before their 
liberation can be achieved. And, as other writers from the black radical tradition have stated, 
if racism divides the working class, then the class unity necessary to defeat capitalism (and 
thus racism) may be compromised in the first place (Gilroy, 1987; Du Bois, 1903). 
Other writers suggest that divisions across 'racial' lines are sufficiently embedded to prevent 
class unity developing. They believe that BME communities experiencing racism should 
struggle independently for social justice (see Martin, 1976 for a detailed explanation of 
Garvey's 'race first' politics). In this scenario, only when 'races' are united will it be possible 
to challenge capital. However, these positions present a stark polarisation of the 'race' /class 
debate. The presentation of the debate in terms of this binary opposition has proven no more 
useful than Marxist critiques in finding empirical or theoretical solutions to the problem of 
simultaneously challenging racism and class-based inequalities (Anthias and Yuval-Davis, 1992). 
Developments in race and class theorisation 
In their book Racialized Boundaries Anthias and Yuval-Davis (1992) summarise several 
different theoretical positions which seek to establish how 'race' and class are linked and the 
possibilities of breaking down the divisions created: the underclass thesis, migrant labour 
theory, dual labour market theory, ideology, and c1assl'race' formation. In each of these, the 
authors attempt to explain the differentiated position of racialised7 workers in the labour 
7 The term 'racialised' is used in this thesis to describe the process of ascribing 'racial' meaning to relationships 
or actions in social processes. While it is understood that in the emerging field of 'white studies' there is 
debate about the silencing of whiteness as a racialised identity, and thus 'racialised' could be used to describe 
all 'race' -structured processes, I intend to use the term here to describe the process whereby people experience 
racism (see Gunaratnam. 2003, and Bolaffi. 2003. for further discussion on this subject). 
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market. John Rex's (1973) underclass thesis suggests that people are positioned by 'colour' 
or 'race' and capital exploits this by separating racialised workers from the rest of the class, 
positioning them in the labour market as an 'underclass' or 'sub-proletariat'. Migrant labour 
theory and dual labour market theories suggest that BME and migrant workers also form a 
section of the working class either as a 'class fraction' (Phizacklea and Miles, 1980) or 
'secondary sector' of the labour market. In both cases, these raciaIised sectors of the labour 
market challenge the homogeneity of class, creating divisions within class formation. 
In contrast to the above, there are some writers who begin by assuming a material basis to 
'race': Gabriel and Ben Tovin (1978) argue that 'race' is an ideological category that enters 
economic relations and positions workers through the process of racism. In this respect, 
'race' becomes a policy issue to be dealt with by education and legal means rather than a 
class issue to be dealt with by economic change. However, Paul Gilroy (1987), writing from 
a black radical tradition, holds a different conceptualisation of racism to all of the above 
theorists. He rejects the theory that racial meanings are ideological and instead argues that 
they are culturally and historically constructed. Race formation in his view is conceived as 
separate from, although related to, class formation. 
For Anthias and Yuval-Davis (1992: 91), these theories, while making incisive contributions 
to the' race' /class debate, expose many gaps in the theorisation and, in doing so, raise a 
number of unanswered questions. For example, they state; 'the heterogeneity within the 
ethnic minority population ... cannot be accounted for by seeing racialized groups as one 
class'. They argue that different minority ethnic groups experience varied structural positions 
in the labour market which are differentiated by factors such as gender and legal status (as 
well as class), making it difficult to talk about them as a distinct class stratum. Anthias and 
Yuval-Davis therefore ask us to 'look beyond the economy' in order to understand the 
position of ethnic minorities in society because racism on its own is not an adequate 
explanation for the economic position of BME workers: 
Indeed what appears in the guise of 'race and class' is a number of heterogeneous 
questions about class formation, race formation, racism. exclusion and economic and 
social position and disadvantage. These questions cannot be collapsed together under the 
issue of the links between race and class. These involve looking at wider social processes, 
in terms of economc, representational, political and discursive conditions and of course 
also to relate to other divisions, such as gender. (Anthias and Yuval-Davis, 1992: 75) 
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The wider social processes referred to by Anthias and Yuval-Davis are not accounted for in 
many of the aforementioned theories on race, but are of central importance to theorising 
today's struggle for social justice. In the 1950s and 1960s the New Left and new social 
movements emerged to confront traditional left politics. While the 'old' (socialist) social 
movement represented the classical Marxist tradition of the class struggle and the proletarian 
revolution, the 'new' social movements were a critical reaction to the failure of class politics, 
focusing on 'race', sexuality, and gender inequality. It is this divide between 'old' and 'new' 
that has led to the theoretical separation of culture (including gender, 'race', identity, 
ethnicity, sexuality, disability, etc) and economy, and which now needs to be overcome. 
The emergence of the New Left and the development of a more pluralist approach to politics 
It was not until the 1950s that the political landscape of the left began to take on a different 
shape. Old certainties and beliefs were challenged by a rapidly changing economic and 
political situation that gave cause to consider a more 'participatory pluralist conception of 
political mobilisation' (Kenny, 1995: 5). The modern Western world demanded consideration 
of wider social and cultural concerns and a greater sensitivity to seemingly increasingly 
diverse constituencies within the working c1ass.s This reassessment of political ideas arose 
due to disillusionment of the achievements and possibilities of class-based politics, and 
particularly a growing awareness of the failures of 'actually existing socialism' and a 
questioning of the ability of social democracy. Key international events such as the death of 
Stalin, the Soviet invasion of Hungary in 1956 and growing awareness of Soviet human 
rights abuses, caused debate and criticism amongst disillusioned socialists and communists 
around the world. This was combined with growing affluence in the West, where the 
traditional working class, which socialists understood to be the agent of change, was 
undergoing transformation. It was argued that the decline of the old industrial class and the 
growth of new white-collar workers with their more affluent lifestyles would weaken the 
possibility of socialist advancement (Sassoon, 1997). Previous class-based assumptions of 
what constituted agency were reassessed in the light of these events. 
II In much of the literature there appears to be an assumption that diversity within the working class is a 
relatively new phenomena. This presupposes that women. BME, migrant workers, gays and lesbians etc., did 
not exist in the workforce prior to a certain time. 
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This critical rethinking of a leftist political ideology was an international phenomenon, but its 
influence on future political movements was differentiated across space. In Britain, it was 
characterised by the development of the New Left, which arose from intellectual debates both 
inside and outside the Communist Party. While the New Left did not result in a political 
movement, as it only lasted six years, its intellectual legacy provided a base on which 
developments in feminist, cultural and political theorisation were later founded (Morgan, 
1989; Rowbotham et ai, 1979). Those within the New Left rejected the narrow manner in 
which politics was defined, believing that the diverse reality of social and cultural life lay 
beyond the reach of orthodox socialist definitions of politics (Kenny, 1995). Seth Morgan 
(1989: 4) described how it 'initiated a sophisticated analysis of culture as the sphere in which 
men and women actively create their identities and define their forms of social organisation.' 
Two distinct paths emerged within the New Left formation, reflecting concerns about the 
degree of centrality of cultural issues for political advancement. The 'socialist humanists' 
around EP Thompson focused on an analysis of the limitations of mainstream socialist 
discourse and looked towards a 'broader emancipation than merely achieving the 
socialisation of ownership and productive relations' (Kenny, 1995: 17). This group argued 
that socialist political parties had to consider how they achieved the basic goal of socialism. 
In contrast, the' culturalists' around Stuart Hall and Raymond Williams rejected the 
determinism and reductionism of traditional Labour and socialist politics, claiming that they 
gave no consideration to the effects of the interaction of social and cultural processes on 
economic processes. The New Left divide, in part, reflected early debates about the primacy 
of class, but then the argument focused on the degree of emphasis placed on class in relation 
to wider cultural concerns. 
Clearly, both groups were moving beyond the traditional Marxist orthodoxy of class politics 
and were calling for a reappraisal of the left's attitude to a wider constituency, but the 
discussion was now about how this should happen in practice. The addition of cultural issues 
to the political agenda had opened up space for consideration of individual experiences, 
which were outside the previous boundaries of left formulations. However, within a short 
time, some on the left became less preoccupied with 'finding new forms of class 
struggle ... and more involved in cultural analyses of popular working class attitudes and 
customs' (Rowbotham 1979: 25). 
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The resultant birth of multiculturalism and identity politics was seen, by some, as an 
abandonment of class politics (Harvey, 2000; Sivinandan, 1990). The orientation towards 
identity politics or cultural issues has, according to Hobsbawm (1996), himself a theorist of 
the New Left, set groups of workers against each other, making it more difficult to pursue the 
political project of socialism. However, this presupposes that there was/is one collective 
identity, universally defined in terms of class, which requires individuals to 'set aside' their 
other identities while pursing class interests. Moreover, this approach fails to answer the 
question of why individuals or groups have felt excluded from politics and social movements 
and why the vast majority of the working class remain outside the realm of class-based 
politics or the trade union movement. 
Yet, despite the fact that some groups clearly did abandon the economic struggle in favour of 
cultural politics, the exploration of concepts of culture and identity provided later social 
movements with the possibility of developing a richer understanding of political inclusivity 
and an agenda for mobilising previously marginalised groups. 
New social movements and the demand/or recognition 
The influence of the New Left lasted only until the mid-1970s. In 1979, a major critique of 
this political period was written. Beyond the Fragments (Rowbotham et ai, 1979) called for a 
rethink of political organisation so as not to marginalise the voice of oppressed groups. The 
authors were concerned with exploring the divisions of the new social movements arguing for 
a radical review of the structure and organisation of liberation politics. The writers contended 
that the feminist tradition provided a theorisation of the personal and the political, which 
demonstrated that the cause of oppression was social as well as economic. The contribution 
of Beyond the Fragments to the culture/economy debate was that, while its main criticism 
was of the left and the way that it resolutely stuck to its preoccupation with class, it also 
acknowledged that there were weaknesses inherent in the new social movements. Lynne 
Segal (1979: 199) remarked; 'feminist politics became preoccupied with living a liberated 
life rather than becoming a movement for the liberation of women.' 
Following the economic recession of 1 fTl5, there was a general offensive by governments and 
employers against organised labour. During this period there was an increased identification by 
sections of the left with 'cultural feminism' and a greater preoccupation with life-style politics 
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at the expense of an engagement with collective class-based politics. It is this tum to culture 
that is at the heart of much of the dismissal of identity politics, causing it to be labelled 
individualistic. The Director of the Institute for Race Relations, in typically polemic style, takes 
issue with identity politics, accusing its protagonists of failing to connect with wider struggles 
and warning of their tendency to become conservative and inclined to self-interest: 
The touchstone of any issue-based politics has to be the lowest common denominators in 
our society. A women's movement that does not derive its politics from the needs, 
freedoms, rights of the most disadvantaged among them is by that very token reformist 
and elitist. Conversely, a politics that is based on women qua women is inward-looking 
and narrow and nationalist and, above all, failing of its own experience. So too, the blacks 
or gays or whoever. So too, are the green and peace movements Eurocentric and elitist 
that do not derive their politics from the most ecologically devastated and war-ravaged 
parts of the world. Class cannot just be a matter for identity, it has to be the focus of 
commitment. (Sivinandan, 1990: 43-44) 
Sivinandan's concern is with the relationship between the personal, the political and the 
economic, as well as the dialectical nature by which these processes interrelate and are 
determined by each other. In his opinion, it was the failure of identity politics and 
multiculturalism to understand this relationship that, in part, led to the dissipation of 
radicalism and the struggle against racism, but it was also a failure of the politics of the left 
(Sivinandan, 1982: 75). 
Sivinandan's criticism of orthodox left politics in Britain is that it has failed to understand the 
view of the world from the perspective of the specific experience of BME communities. 
Workers from BME communities are often racialised and exploited and therefore may have a 
'double consciousness' that influences their involvement in struggle (see Bradley et al, 2002 
for recent research on this).9 Too often, argues Sivinandan, these experiences contradict each 
other, disabling the possibility for challenging exploitation in its totality. Consequently, 
'race' cannot be subsumed under class and 'race' has to be looked at in terms of class, while 
'at the same time bringing to an understanding of the class struggle the racial dimension' 
(Sivinandan, 1990: 14). 
9 It would be wrong to assume that BME workers fonn a homogenous group in the labour market. Oass and 
gender divisions are clearly evident across all ethnic groups. 
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Sivinandan's understanding of the impact of the cultural perspective on the class struggle has 
been incisive in ongoing debates. In reference to orthodox Marxism, he warns of the danger 
of adopting theories and practice from another time or place that do not fit with the specific 
experiences of current struggles. He is critical of Western working-class movements, 
accusing them of 'refusing to re-assess both their class instinct and their class position in the 
light of new historical forces, especially the forces of revolution removed from their own' 
(Sivinandan, 1982: 77). The importance of Sivinandan's analysis is that it binds economic 
and cultural struggles, which in his view are' interdependent and retroactive'. 
Multiculturalism, communities and the politics of anti-racism 
In Britain during the 1970s and 1980s, racism was high on the political agenda, and major 
debates were initiated about the way to tackle the resultant social exclusion and injustice faced 
by many BME workers and residents (see Braham et al 1992). Equal opportunities policies, 
'celebrating difference' and anti-racist policies were measures adopted by local authorities and 
government alike, and multiculturalism became the preferred ideology for managing diverse 
communities. 10 Multiculturalism became a politically significant movement as the official state 
response to racism and marginalisation of minority ethnic groups. However, one of the effects 
of multiculturalism is the tendency to culturally embed difference and to universalise beliefs 
and practices leading to the stereotyping of ethnic groups (Parekh 2000: 5). 
Cathie Lloyd (1999: 264) is critical of how multiculturalism has tended to 'encourage the 
development of simplistic models of "minority" cultures', whereby minority ethnic groups 
are viewed as homogenous. The danger with multiculturalism, she feels, is that social 
marginalisation within ethnic groups is not addressed, particularly as the communities' 
agendas are set by those able to edge themselves into positions of power when negotiating 
with the State for resources. This, Lloyd believes, can have a particular 'pernicious effect on 
women, whose social marginalisation is often not challenged by traditionalist 
multiculturalism' as agendas are primarily set by male community leaders. 
10 Although there are many definitions of multiculturalism I have adopted that used by Anthias and Yuval-Davis 
(1992: 158): Multiculturalism constructs society as composed of a hegemonic homogeneous majority. and 
small unmeltable minorities with their own essentially different communities and cultures which have to be 
understood. accepted. and basically left alone - since their differences are incompatible with the hegemonic 
culture - in order for the society to have harmonious relations. 
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Some of the harshest critics of multiculturalism also hold that it has been used to police 
communities from within, preserving conservative cultures (Kundnani, 2002; Sivinandan, 
1990) and reifying the essential ideals of community (Alexander and Alleyne, 2002). 
Community leaders, often eagerly self-appointed, are described as 'powerbrokers and middle 
men' mediating between communities and the state: 
Needless to say, such leaders are male, from religious, business and other socially 
conservative backgrounds, who, historically, have had little or no interest in promoting an 
agenda for social justice and equality, least of all for the rights of Asian women. (Patel, 
1997:263) 
Other critics of multiculturalism have argued that it was the institutionalisation of 'race' and 
'race relations' by local authorities that led to the depoliticisation of anti-racist struggles, 
which had seen BME communities uniting to defend themselves against racist attacks in the 
1970s and 1980s (see CARF/Southall Rights, 1981 for detailed discussion on this). One of 
the strengths of the black and Asian communities in Britain in the 1970s and 1980s had been 
the nature of the self-help organisations they formed. Forced together by the racism of 
society, they sought to form infrastructures of support in trade unions, workplaces and 
communities. These groups were instrumental in challenging racism and in fighting and 
defending their communities against attack from racists on the far right. 
In the period of 'municipal anti-racism' in the 1980s, state funding of ethnic groups 
transformed these institutions and this environment and tended to take away their self-
reliance, autonomy and their distinctive anti-racist practice (Sivinandan, 1990). 
Consequently, the cohesion within 'the black community' was broken down as people were 
divided into ethnic groups. The effect was to create a 'parallel society with their own class 
leadership, which could be relied on to maintain control' (Kundnani, 2002: 68). Instead of 
uniting groups in the struggle for social justice, multiculturalist policies were criticised for 
redirecting the focus to that of celebrating culture and 'difference', placing individuals firmly 
back within the confines of their own communities: 
.. . multiculturalism changed from a line of defence to a mode of control . . . cultural 
difference came to be seen as an end in itself, rather than an expression of revolt. and the 
concept of culture became a straitjacket. hindering rather than helping the fight against 
race and class oppression. (Kundnani, 2002: 68) 
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One effect of defining cultures within the framework of multiculturalism has been to freeze-
frame communities in cultural time zones. Communities are thus conceptualised as fixed, 
rather than as socially constructed, contested and internally differentiated by gender, religion, 
language, caste and shifting geographies. Multiculturalism tries to preserve cultures (most 
often BME cultures) in forms that seem fossilised from another times and places. As Marable 
(1995: 186) points out; an 'oppressed "racial group" changes over time, geographical space 
and historical conjuncture'. The concept of multiculturalism, as defined in the UK context, 
locks groups into their respective cultures and 'assumes definite, static, ahistorical and 
essentialist units of "culture" with fixed boundaries and with no space for growth or change' 
(Anthias and Yuval-Davis, 92: 38). 
The politics o/identity or the politics o/identification? 
The political project of the Left is universalist: it is for all human beings ... And identity 
politics is essentially not for everybody but for members of a specific group only. 
(Hobsbawm, 1996: 43) 
This quote typifies criticism by the left of identity politics. Essentially, the charge is that identity 
politics is apolitical and divisive: it rejects the collective identity of class in favour of collective 
identity based on objective characteristics such as 'biology, gender or skin colour'. In doing so, 
Hobsbawm (1996: 24) argues, 'this proletarian identity politics not only isolates the working 
class, but also splits it by setting groups of workers against each other.' He notes (1996:44) that 
the danger for the political project of the left is that it becomes a coalition of minority groups, 
guaranteed to fail as the 'winning of majorities is not the same as adding up minorities.' 
Hobsbawm's critique of identity politics addresses the concept of multiple and changing 
identities, recognising that real-life identities are like garments, 'wearable in combination rather 
than unique'. Individuals have different and changing identities but, when it comes to social and 
political movements of the left, Hobsbawm feels these identities will become combined and 
indistinct as the greater, universal, claim for equality and social justice takes over. 
The problem with the belief that the universalism of the left is able to unite people under 
common cause is that it fails to question whose normative values are at the heart of this 
project. While it is true that much identity politics has tended to narrow the scope of political 
activity and moved away from class-based politics, it did nevertheless raise the question of who 
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sets the agenda in determining the strategy for social and economic justice. The identity politics 
of the 1960s forced the left to confront many of the issues raised by women and BME 
communities and opened up space to debate questions of inclusivity and exclusivity in politics. 
Yet there remains a difficulty for the left seeking to formulate a practical politics which 
incorporates the multiple and changing identities of the working class. 
The rejection of the concept of identity as singular or fixed is central to recent debates on 
'race', class, identity and culture. New social movements have shown that there are different 
constituencies for struggle such as workplaces and communities, where cultural and class-
based networks are utilised to progress claims for justice and respect. As individuals move in 
and out of these different arenas, and struggles take place at different scales, identities 
emerge as historically and geographically contingent, and multi-constituted such that identity 
becomes a 'changing illusion' (Brah, 1996). 
Avtar Brah (1996; 93) makes a distinction between a 'politics of identification' and a 
'politics of identity'. She attributes the values of individualism and personal choice to the 
'politics of identity', or lifestyle politics, whereas the processes of collective activism and 
liberation are ascribed to the 'politics of identification'. The latter suggests a form of political 
activism that encourages individuals to look outwards rather than inwards where 'we learn to 
see ourselves as part of many imagined communities' (Brah, 1996: 93). The politics of 
identification thus recognises the importance of difference in practical politics, but does not 
reify it in the way that the politics of identity is apt to do. In this respect, a politics of 
identification, whereby respect is afforded to the needs of different groups, provides practical 
opportunities for collective communities, or social movements, to act in coalition over 
struggles for social and economic justice. 
In his work Geography and Social Movements, Miller (2000: 61) reminds us that identities 
are also constructed geographically: in his view 'place-based collective identities ... can offer 
social movements a very effective means (although not the only means) by which to bridge or 
partially transcend identities constructed along lines of class, race, ethnicity, gender and 
sexuality.' This geographical dimension to identity and social movements is one that is often 
overlooked in practical politics, especially in relation to trade union organisation. 
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For example, Jane Wills' work on how trade union traditions are translated across time and 
space tells us that identification with trade unionism is an important factor in understanding 
how workplace organisation takes place (Wills, 1996). It is noted how the tradition of trade 
union membership is constituted on a geographical basis in the UK. Well-established union 
heartlands can still be mapped across the UK, reflecting the past presence of large-scale 
manufacturing and primary industries. (Massey and Miles, 1984; Martin et ai, 1996). 
Economic processes and historical traditions established local and regional concentrations of 
trade union membership, where people still retain their identity as trade unionists, even in 
cases when they are no longer working (see Wray, 2003 for a discussion on retired Durham 
miners union membership). In addition, recent research appears to shows that social 
geographies are also important in creating identification with trade unionism, as workers who 
do not experience any of the potential benefits of unionisation from family or friends are less 
inclined to become union members (Bryson and Gomez, 2002). 
As the next section demonstrates, constructing collectivities requires an inclusive politics and 
an awareness of the historical and geographical influences that give rise to identity formation, 
and this cannot be achieved by imposing or ignoring identities. 
The formation of a 'black' identity 
Social movement theorists have problematised the often fragile processes of constructing 
collective identities and identifying group interests (McAdam, 1997; Gamson, 1997; Taylor 
and Whittier, 1997). It is similarly important to understand the implications of this process 
for trade union organisation and how identity formation takes place amongst racialised 
workers in the UK. In UK discourse, ethnic minorities have been defined by 'race' or more 
often colour, rather than by ethnicity. More specifically, 'black' is the common discursive 
category used in relation to UK non-white minority ethnic groups. 11 Yet, in recent years, 
'black' has become a contested typology having lost the saliency of its earlier political 
construction (Anthias and YuvaI-Davis, 1992; Brah, 1996; Hall, 2000; Modood, 1988). In the 
1970s and 1980s, 'black' was adopted as the terminology of a politics of solidarity and anti-
racism. It became a political identity adopted mainly by people of African-Caribbean and 
south Asian descent in the face of the experience of racism and the struggles against it: 'for 
many who suffer from white domination "black" has become a focus of collective pride' 
II There is often a presumption that the tenn ethnic minority equates with 'black' thereby raciaiising ethnic groups. 
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(Modood, 1998). But this usage has to be understood in relation to the specific historical, 
political and cultural context of the time (Hall, 2(00). 
Since the decline of the anti-racist movement of the 1970s and 1980s, 'black' has become 
splintered as a politically inclusive term, and it has become predominately linked to an 
African-Caribbean identity (Alexander, 2002). Modood (1988: 400) suggests that the use of 
'black' is problematic in a number of ways. It sets up a white/black dichotomy assuming that 
people are either 'white' or 'non-white' and implies non-white to be a term of negative 
contrast (although not always the case). Moreover, it is more apt for some groups than others. 
This is particularly true, he argues, of the Asian l2 community in Britain, most of whom tend 
not to conceive of themselves as 'black' either descriptively, or in the context of political 
consciousness: 
Of course some Asians ... do accept the term 'black' .. .{but there are other Asians who] 
know that society refers to them as black, [and] tolerates this while studiously avoiding 
referring to themselves as black. [And] there is the group of Asians to whom it simply has 
not occurred to that when local authorities, politicians, media, etc. speak of 'black' ... that 
they are being referred to ... (Modood, 1998: 401) 
Although it is generally accepted that 'black', as part of the left project, has played a useful 
role in the arena of political activism, it is now time to 'recognise the split and explore its 
implications for the conception of African-Caribbean and Asian communities within British 
academe' (Alexander, 2002: 556). In the UK, the TUC still uses the term 'black' in a political 
sense, and there is considerable resistance to the reopening of this particular debate amongst 
many trade unionists. 13 However, given that the political climate has changed, and with the 
emergence of new BME trade unionists who were not party to those debates, it is perhaps 
time to reconsider who does, and who does not, currently identify with this terminology. 
12 The use of the term 'Asian' is generally taken to mean people of South Asian decent (or from the Indian sub-
continent) in Britain. There is a tendency to construct Asians as a unitary category, although they are an 
extremely heterogeneous group. While accepting the term is problematic, it is used here in its typical UK 
context to refer to people from the Indian sub-continent. 
1.1 In a focus group I conducted with the SERTUC race relations committee, BME trade unionists expressed the 
view that the term 'black" should be retained as it was fought hard for in the I 970s11 980s. This view was 
reinforced by many long-standing trade unionists talked to in the course of this research. 
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It would be remiss to examine the conceptualisation of 'black' without briefly pausing to 
consider the concept of 'white' in the process of racialisation. In much academic and political 
discourse, 'white' remains essentialised and unproblematised. It is neither differentiated by 
national origin, nor ethnicity, but becomes a socially invisible norm (Alleyene, 2002). It is 
particularly notable that, historically, geographic enquiry in the West has been more 
concerned with 'racial' differences, rather than critical 'race' theory. More often than not the 
discipline has equated 'race' with non-white, with white assuming an unproblematic status in 
'racial' studies (see Bonnett, 1996, 1997 for a critique of 'race' in the discipline). While in 
the UK it is common to refer to 'non whites' as ethnic minorities, a consequence is to 
reinforce the normalisation of whiteness and the categorisation of all 'black' ethnic groups as 
'other'. Although it may be axiomatic, it is important when considering the formation of 
collective coalitions beyond the UK to remember that the 'white' population is a minority 
when viewed from a global perspective. 
Despite the influence of gender and 'black' politics, many on the lefe4 stilI fail to recognise 
the importance of establishing social and political agendas that differ from white male 
normative assumptions. Yet, the development of such an approach appears necessary in 
establishing an inclusive social movement. The 'new' social movements have not necessarily 
found answers to this problematic, but they have created an agenda where these issues are 
debated and, in doing so, have begun to challenge inadequate conceptualisations of 'race', 
class, identity and culture. 
Engaging with difference: towards a new paradigm for community/workplace trade unionism 
The counterpoised arguments between 'race' and class, or economic politics and cultural politics, 
have not provided significant insight into the problem of successful organisation. However, there 
is little positive engagement between the two debates. The ascendancy of either axis of this 
polarised debate has often corresponded with the state of the left's political confidence at 
particular times. In the post-war period, this debate has been kept in full flow, taxing political 
activists and academics alike, but there has been little attempt to reach a consensus . 
• 4 It is not my intention to suggest that the 'Ieftt is a universal category. or that all those on the left behave in this 
way. It is used here as shorthand to describe the prevailing views held in mainstream and far left politics. 
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The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the consequent collapse of the Soviet Union gave rise 
to pessimism about the possibility of finding any common basis for class struggle. This led 
some academics to argue that the' grand narrative' of Marxism was incapable of providing 
the answers to human emancipation (Fukuyama, 1992). Socialist politics appeared 
discredited and it was argued that we have reached a 'post-socialist condition' where there is 
an absence of any credible progressive vision of an alternative to the present order (see 
Fraser, 1997 for a discussion on the post-socialist condition). It is true that in the last 25 years 
a resurgent neo-Iiberalism has developed on the global stage, to put aggressive capitalism in 
the ascendancy. The Reagan/Thatcher years ushered in unprecedented attacks on organised 
labour, weakening the left in the labour and trade union movements, and this has set the 
scene for the twenty-first century. As a consequence, the politics of the individual became, 
for some, an alternative to the radical social movements of the 1960s/1970s. Since this time, 
organised labour in industrialised countries has suffered declining membership and industrial 
power as large manual worker constituencies have been devastated by the loss of 
manufacturing jobs, which have been transferred, at least, in part, to lower paid workers in 
the developing world (Moody, 1997). 
A sense of powerlessness has thus pervaded organised workers' and socialist organisations, 
largely banishing an unfashionable class analysis from the Western academic discourse. As a 
result, the 'cultural tum' and politics of identity have become a feature of both academe and left 
politics in general. Reflecting on the 'cultural tum' in geography, Linda McDowell (2000: 186) 
has noted the paradoxical nature of this focus on culture at a time when deepening inequalities 
between rich and poor have reached unprecedented levels at a global scale. Moreover, many 
people at the economic margins of society also have their economic exploitation reinforced by 
'race', gender, ethnicity and migrant status (Moody, 1997). 
However, in recent years there has been growing debate among geographers, sociologists, 
philosophers, political theorists and those working in the field of ethnic studies to find ways to 
address economic and social/cultural inequality by developing theoretical frameworks or 
critical analyses which attempt to integrate claims for recognition and redistribution (Butler, 
1998; Fraser, 1995, 1997; Harvey, 1996, 2000; Jordon, 1994; McDowell, 2000a 2000b, 
Marable, 1995; Philips, 1995, 1997; Young, 1990, 1997, 1998, 2(00). Although aitics of 
Fraser and Young have exposed some of the gaps in their analyses, the theoretical frameworks 
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they have adopted are useful in unpacking the previous dichotomised debates and assist in the 
process of looking for practical solutions (McDowell, 2000; 2000a; Philips, 1995, 1997). 
The writers considered here adopt different approaches to the problem of developing a 
unified political theory, they all accept that counterpoising the struggle for cultural and 
economic demands represents a false antithesis (Fraser, 1997; Marable, 1995; Young, 1993). 
The development of a critical political theory that allows for a comprehensive claim for 
justice is, however, no easy task (Fraser, 1995: 167). The problem lies in the fact that the 
claims for 'recognition' and 'redistribution' can create tensions that appear to pull in opposite 
directions. Three writers in particular have argued for a new paradigm that displaces the 
'primary/secondary' nature of the materialist approach, attempting to develop frameworks 
that identify the remedies necessary to reduce social inequality: namely Nancy Fraser, Iris 
Marion Young and Manning Marable. Writings from these scholars have been key in 
advancing theoretical propositions relating to issues of social justice. As contemporary social 
and political theorists, with long-standing interests in feminist theories, black history and 
racism, their work provides a solid theoretical base from which to analyse the current 
practical problems facing the trade union movement 
Nancy Fraser: the dilemma of redistribution and recognition 
In her book, Justice Interruptus Critical Reflections on the "Postsocialist" Condition, Nancy 
Fraser explores what she calls the 'redistribution/recognition dilemma'. She assesses how 
struggles for full social justice may require different approaches to previous class-based or 
identity-based politics, such that they do not result in a form of politics that reinforces difference 
in a negative way. In stating the problem, Fraser (1997: 13) notes that: 'Demands for cultural 
change intermingle with demands for economic change, both within and among social 
movements. Increasingly, however, identity-based claims tend to predominate, as the prospects 
for redistribution appear to recede.' This is what she wishes to avoid in her theoretical framework. 
The starting point for Fraser is the assumption that social justice, in its broadest sense, 
requires 'both redistribution and recognition'. The difficulties encountered in combining 
claims for social and economic justice are analysed by setting up a dichotomic framework, 
which assists in conceptualising the problem. Previously, redistribution and recognition have 
been analysed within separate paradigms, and earlier debates have shown that this often 
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results in economic and cultural campaigns for justice appearing to be mutually exclusive. By 
taking account of these antagonisms, Fraser believes that it is possible to arrive at a solution 
that overcomes these dilemmas. While distinguishing between socio-economic and cultural 
injustice, she aims to bring the claims for justice within a single paradigm. Taking abstract 
identities, which are unencumbered by the material realities that can cloud a clear 
understanding, Fraser uses a heuristic model to analyse the cause of injustice and the 
remedies necessary to restore justice. However, her critics, claim that in distinguishing 
between the two forms of injustice, there remains a tendency within her model of analysis to 
conceptualise the cultural and the economic as separate spheres which, despite the model's 
intent, returns to the dichotomy of previous debates (Philips, 1997; Young, 1997). 
As a heuristic devise to analyse a political theory of justice, Fraser does, nevertheless, establish 
a logical approach to addressing these tensions (McDowell, 20(0). In her framework, Fraser 
begins by taking a group of people rooted wholly in the political economy who suffer material 
injustice as a result of their position in society. Unaffected by any cultural injustice (these have 
been ruled out at this stage in the heuristic framework), the only remedy required by these 
people is the restructuring of the economy to remove their injustice. In removing class-based 
inequality, class is thus effectively abolished as a category of oppression. 
In the next stage of analysis, she posits a second group of people who do not belong to an 
economically exploited class, but are discriminated against by virtue of the fact that they do not 
'fit' in with the cultural norms of society. The root of their injustice is therefore cultural rather 
than economic and the remedy required is recognition or acceptance (cultural justice). As an 
example, Fraser uses people suffering injustice as a result of their sexuality where the remedy 
required for eliminating their injustice is 'recognition' or an acceptance of their 'difference' .15 
Having established economic and cultural injustices at the extremes of her framework, Fraser then 
takes a middle group of people SUbjected to both economic and cultural injustices who 
15 Although, Fraser stresses these are theoretic identities, created to think through the problematic, critics such as 
Judith Butler (1998) argues that to situate lesbian and gay struggles at the cultural end of the spectrum ignores 
the regulation of sexuality by capitalism. The role of the family in society in reproducing productive labour is 
integral to the functioning of political economy and state responses to sexuality often institutionalise this role 
by enacting laws, which exclude the recognition of same sex partners. In this respect. Butler asserts that it is 
therefore wrong to argue that injustice based on sexuality is purely a matter of recognition. 
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consequently require a different type of remedy. Taking those who experience racism as an 
example of such a 'bivalent' group, Fraser considers what remedy is required in this case: is it 
recognition or redistribution? As racism is a structural element in the capitalist division of labour, 
the remedy, in her view, is to transform the political economy in order to eliminate racism. But 
this cannot be done while privileging norms that are associated with 'whiteness'. Racialised 
workers need both cultural and economic justice, and thus Fraser builds a matrix that allows her 
to finesse her argument as to which provides the best solution to this problem (see Figure 1.1). 
Figure 1.1. Fraser's redistribution/recognition matrix 
Redistribution 
Recognition 
(Source Fraser: 1997: 27) 
Affirmation 
• the liberal welfare state: 
surface reallocations of existing goods to 
existing groups; supports group 
differentiation; can generate 
misrecognition 
• mainstream multiculturalism: 
surface reallocation of respect to existing 
identities of existing groups; supports 
group differentiation 
Transformation 
• socialism: 
deep restructuring of relations of 
production; blurs group differentiation; 
can help remedy some forms of 
misrecognition 
• deconstruction: 
deep restructuring of relations of 
recognition; destabilises group 
differentiation 
In this matrix, affirmation remedies (the liberal welfare state and multiculturalism) are rejected 
as having failed, in practice, to redress injustice both on an economic and cultural level; 
therefore, Fraser advocates a form of transformative politics in which claims for recognition 
and redistribution are given equal consideration (socialism and deconstruction). In practical 
terms, she envisages scenario where challenges to 'racial' injustice would result in 'some form 
of antiracist democratic socialism or antiracist social democracy', where both cultural and 
economic politics are combined (Fraser, 1997: 31). In terms of real-life politics, Fraser 
recognised that the practical application of such a theory is far removed from most people's 
lived experience, neither does she attempt to predict what form such political action might take. 
Fraser's framework is admittedly abstract, and the conflicts between economic and cultural 
injustice would, in reality, still present difficulties where injustices intersect, but she believes 
that the model offers an 'approach that minimises conflict between redistribution and 
recognition in cases where both must be pursued simultaneously' (Fraser. 1997: 31). Some 
critics warn that there remains a danger of recognition politics essentialising notions of 
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difference, whereas others feel the tension she sets up leads to a greater emphasis on claims 
for redistribution (see Philips, 1997 and Young, 1997 for further discussion on these points). 
At the start of Justicus Interruptus the aim was to 'think through' the possibilities for a 
transformative politics, aiming to provide a practical vision of achieving justice for oppressed 
groups in society. In arriving at a method that combines respect for identity with class-based 
politics, Fraser synthesises the two as one and the same struggle. Neither is subsumed under the 
other, nor are social movements pitted against each other, struggling for greater recognition. 
Iris Marion Young and the politics of difference 
In Iris Marion Young's (1990: 149) argument for a 'politics of difference' she rejects Nancy 
Fraser's reduction of injustice to two groups, feeling that it is unhelpful to theorise using a 
dichotomy. Instead, she believes that a theoretical conception of justice should, in the first 
instance, begin with an understanding of domination and oppression, rather than recognition 
and redistribution. 
For Young, the 'distributive' paradigm of traditional socialist politics is too narrow as the 
decisions made in the economic sphere reproduce cultural as well as economic injustices. 
Even if it was possible to create a distributive justice of material resources, this might not 
affect those social structures and institutions that replicate oppression or subject individuals 
to domination. Take, as a theoretical example, a workplace where everyone was paid an equal 
wage. The hierarchy in this instance is created not by income, but by the allocation of tasks. 
The white male manager, responsible for allocating the work, distributes the tasks according 
to racist and sexist views, giving the most favoured jobs to white men and the least favoured 
to the black women. In this scenario, distributive justice has had no impact on other social 
injustices and has left in place the structures that create ineqUality. 
Young therefore begins her theoretical analysis with a focus on the processes of domination 
and oppression. In particular, and unlike Fraser, she is careful to avoid the problem of 
separate systems of oppression whereby 'race', gender, sexuality or disability are seen as 
distinct categories, as this creates difficulties where individuals face 'double oppression' by 
virtue of falling into more than one of these categories. In order to avoid this problem, Young 
(1990: 39) establishes five criteria of oppression by which social groups experience the 
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consequence of injustice: namely exploitation, marginalisation, powerlessness, cultural 
imperialism and violence. A brief explanation of these categories is necessary to understand her 
reasoning in adopting this approach (see Figure 1.2). Young's 'five faces of oppression' attempt 
to encompass all oppressed individuals and groups, leaving space for inclusion for those who 
are not powerful or articulate enough to organise and lobby against their own injustice. 
Figure 1.2. Young's five categories of oppression 
ExplOitation Oppression that occurs through a steady process of the transfer of the results of the 
labour of one social group to benefit another. 
Marginalisation People the system of labour cannot or will not use. An underclass of people most of 
whom are racially marked. 
Powerlessness Results from the lack of opportunities to gain and develop skills, creating segmentation 
that extends from the workplace to the geographic locale as well as in other areas of 
social interaction. 
Cultural imperialism Expressed through the dominant ideology of a society asserting cultural hegemony by 
establishing norms of behaviour, identity, language, art, religion, etc. 
Violence Victimisation and harassment as a result of gender, 'race', sexuality or any other 
'difference'. Violence can occur at a group or individual level and is sometimes 
legitimised by the actions of governments. 
(Source Young: 1990) 
This theoretical framework creates the opportunity to consider organisational approaches to 
injustice on a wider collective level that unites rather than divides people according to their 
markers. She thus avoids the problems associated with identity politics, at which accusations 
of self-interest are sometimes levelled. By problematising 'difference' in terms of oppression 
rather than identity, this politics of difference has the potential to create wider alliances. The 
'race' versus class dichotomy is dispensed with, opening up space for consideration of new 
political formations based on a greater understanding of diverse group interests. 
This is what is distinctive and innovative in Young's theorisation of social categories of 
oppression. Her theory deconstructs individualism and the isolationism that is inherent in 
identity politics and it transcends the narrow confines of group identity by reconstituting 
oppression as a wider societal process, allowing links to be made between groups who are 
exploited or marginalised, regardless of their specificity. This approach allows for a greater 
consideration of the effects of multiple and changing identities. Rather than placing 
individuals within a specific marked group, whether it be 'race', gender, sexuality or 
disability, it accepts the notion of multiple identities that are not fixed, but ever-changing and 
dependent on material circumstances. 
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Although Young's approach is primarily identified with the cultural left, her work is often 
misinterpreted and there is much in her work that parallels that of Fraser (who is more closely 
associated with the 'economic lefC), thus their work is better read in tandem (McDowell, 
2000). Indeed, Fraser (1997b) says that Young's groups of oppression could really be 
classified into two areas: that of political oppression and that of cultural oppression, echoing 
her own schema of redistribution and recognition. Anne Philips (1997: 149) too recognises 
the similarities in both approaches, but suggests that the key point is • not whether we make 
an analytical separation, but whether we regard the things we have separated as having an 
independent life of their own'. In acknowledging the contribution both Young and Fraser 
have made in theorising the issue of social-economic equality, Philips nevertheless has 
reservations about the incorporation of all existing problems of inequality under a 'single 
rubric of difference': 
We need an analysis that can acknowledge potential conflicts, tensions and dilemmas, but 
we have to pursue this without presuming in advance that one set of initiatives always takes 
priority over another . . . 1 remain convinced, however, that we call build on Nancy Fraser's 
analysis of strategic choices to ensure that the new politics around the recognition of 
difference does not displace an older politics around economic inequality. Acknowledging 
the possibility of conflicts is the first crucial stage in this. (Philips, 1997: 53) 
While there are social theorists, like Philips, who see the potential of Fraser's and Young's 
work to inform political activism, there are others who do not particularly engage with these 
debates and seek to return to the universality of class as the arena of political struggle. In 
Justice, Nature and the Geography of Difference Harvey expresses his dismay at the lack of 
political response to a fire in a US chicken-processing factory in North Carolina, which killed 
25 workers. His reasoning for this unresponsiveness is that the refocusing of politics on 'race' 
gender, ethnicity, community 'and the like' since the 1970s has weakened class politics in the 
United States to the extent that the lack of concern shown to the workers in this factory is, 
sadly, unsurprising. In Harvey's (1996) critique of Young's thesis, he claims that a careful 
reading of her work shows that it is not 'so different from what liberal theory and the 
Enlightenment all along maintained.' Moreover, he claims that Young's conception of social 
justice 'smacks of a mere extension of traditional liberal notions of toleration across a 
broader spectrum of social affairs than usual.' Finding it problematic to conceptualise how a 
political framework can deal with the 'multiple otherness' that is inherent in Young's politics 
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of difference thus leads Harvey back to the universalism of class politics. For example, in 
relation to the North Carolina fire, he states: 
The commonality that cuts across race and gender lines in this instance is quite obviously 
that of class and it is not hard to see the immediate implication that a simple. traditional 
form of class politics could have protected the interests of women and minorities as well 
as those of white males [who worked in the factory]. (Harvey, 1996: 338) 
He concludes: 
A political program which successfully combats allY form of oppression has to face up to 
the real difficulty of a loss of identity on the part of those who have been victims of that 
oppression. (Harvey, 1996: 338) 
While it is possible to agree with the analysis that identity politics has become more 
concerned with individualism, Harvey's response to the difficulty of combining economic 
and cultural struggles appears to put 'other' (cultural) injustices to one side. A united class-
based politics is thus restored to pole position in the hierarchy of injustice and exploitation. 
Consequently, we are faced with the problem that Young and Fraser were at pains to avoid: 
that of denying the importance of identity and difference and how this impacts upon social 
movement formation. The problem with Harvey's theorisation is that it fails to answer the 
problem of how the differentiations within the working class can be overcome to create a 
class-based social movement that can act in a united way to mount a successful challenge to 
exploitation. These differentiations within the class are most clearly illustrated in the 
divisions between ethnic groups; particularly those which occur as a result of racism. Writing 
about the social and economic segregation of African Americans in the US, Manning 
Marable, argues that the only way to make 'race' an irrelevant social force within class 
formation is to restructure the power relations between groups and classes, where 'culture is 
both the result of and the consequence of struggle' (Marable, 1995: 226). 
Manning Marable: beyond black and white 
The writings of Manning Marable, historian and social theorist, arise out of his struggle to 
establish a political direction that will enable the liberation of black people (Marable, 2000: 
xv). A committed anti-racist, Marable sees the need for a theoretical framework that can 
assist in overcoming oppression and make the struggle for social justice a reality. He departs 
from many Marxists by ascribing a particular emphasis to the establishment of a social 
theory, which is derived from the 'lived experience' of the working class. 
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In Beyond Black and White. Marable makes clear the continuing importance of the politics of 
'race' and class when he ends his book with the words of CLR James, written in 1938: 
.. . the race question is subsidiary to the class question in politics, and to think of 
imperialism in terms of racism is disastrous. But to neglect the racial factor as merely 
incidental is an error only less grave than to make it fundamental. (Marable, 1995: 229) 
As a basis for understanding the contemporary politics of resistance and the importance of 
reviving trade union organisation, this observation is as relevant today as when it was first 
written. Marable takes CLR James's analysis of the 'race'/c1ass question from the 1930s and 
combining his experiences of the Civil Right movement in the 1960s, and the position of 
black people in America today, he develops a critical theory of social justice. 
Although not just a US phenomenon, restructured labour processes, which have occurred as a 
result of globalised capital's search for even greater surplus value, have caused drastic 
reductions in the terms and conditions of many workers, particularly at the lower end of the 
labour market (Moody, 1997). In the US, as in other industrialised countries, the gap between 
rich and poor has widened in the last few decades and the increase in contingent and part-
time labour has segmented the labour force between 'haves' and' have nots'. The bifurcation 
of the American labour market has created a situation where, in the most advanced 
capitalised country in the world, low-wage workers (mainly women and BME) are worse off 
than comparable workers in all other advanced countries. In contrast, the highest paid US 
workers are the most highly paid workers of any industrialised country. While this pattern is 
more severe and more advanced in the United States, it is also discernible in the UK and, 
according to recent figures, a chasm is likely to develop in a similar way (see Chapter 3). 
This changing composition of the global workforce, both demographically and 'racially', 
leads Marable to conclude that it is important to 'rethink and restructure the central social 
categories of collective struggle by which we conceive and understand our own political 
reality' (Marable, 1995: 199). He argues that it is necessary to understand the 'lived 
experience' of social actors in their specific changing material circumstances. His theory of 
radical transformation has, as its central dynamic, the notion that people change and are 
changed by their actions and experience, their consciousness and their material circumstances. 
Nowhere is this more evident than in the arena of the workplace, where individuals are forced 
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into fonns of social interaction according to the needs of capital rather than their own personal 
choices. The nature of that interaction means that people are able to learn and understand from 
cultures other than their own and are, potentially, able to recognise how economic interests can 
transcend cultural solidarity in the struggle for redistributive eqUality. 
Marable (1995: 214) observes that the marked intensification of 'race' and class inequality in 
society, makes it even more critical that 'a new paradigm must grasp the common-sense of 
our people, their recognition of the inequalities in daily life which exist under a racist and 
capitalist social order, and create the possibilities for new resistance movements.' bell hooks 
makes a similar point when she points out: 
Class matters. Race and gender can be used as screens to deflect attention away from the 
harsh realities class politics exposed. Clearly. just when we should be paying attention to 
class. using race and gender to understand and explain its new dimensions, society. even 
our government says let's talk about race and racial injustice (hooks, 2000: 7). 
In today's globalising economy, where the gap between rich and poor is increasing, a new 
emphasis on class, with a more sophisticated understanding of the politics of 'race', is 
essential to the formation of new models of organised resistance. Marable's transfonnationist 
theory begins from an understanding that 'although class prefigures all social relations, the 
burden of race is a powerful and omnipresent element that has helped to dictate the directions 
of contemporary politics.' Marable outlines his theory as follows: 
Black social theory must transcend the theoretical limitations and programmatic 
contradictions of the old assimilationist/integrationist paradigm on the one hand. and of 
separatist black nationalism on the other. We have to replace the bipolar categories. rigid 
racial discourses and assumptions of the segregationist past with an approach towards 
politics and social dialogue which is pluralistic. multicultural, and non-exclusionary. 
(Marable, 1995: 226) 
Marable's theoretical perspecti ve, like Fraser's and Young's, advocates a radical 
transformative politics, combining economic and cultural struggles. Marable's theory, 
however, advances this debate and considers how the changing democratic mix of 'racial 
identities', the increase in migrant labour and the effects of global capital affect the form of 
struggles for justice, particularly in the labour market. 
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Unlike many other social theorists, Marable places a particular emphasis on organised labour as a 
key determinant of building organisational forms of justice. His theory recognises the potential 
this could have for a unified approach to challenging socio-economic and cultural inequality: 
The basic challenge ahead of black labor is the construction of an alternative political 
culture, which can transcend the ideological boundaries and political limitations of black 
leadership in the Democratic Party and the civil rights community. "Organizing" is not 
just a means to articulate grievances or to demand higher wages. Its power lies in the 
transformation of its subjects. Ordinary people begin to see themselves in a different way. 
Workers acquire a new sense of power and possibility-that they call change the way 
things are both at the workplace and at home. The rhetoric of divisiveness and racial 
exclusivity offers no hope for black working people to challenge corporate capital or to 
reverse the conservative trends in public policy Oil issues of race. (Marable, 1998: 192) 
Marable believes that the task for social theorists is to create a transformative political 
framework that goes 'beyond black and white' and which 'link[s] their work to actual social 
forces within the black community - including religious, labour, community-based, women's 
and youth organisations' (Marable, 1995: 214). His transformative model is therefore more 
than an understanding of collective trade unionism; it is also grounded in a wider radical 
approach to politics, which accepts that people's consciousness is, in part, determined by 
their experiences and therefore changes according to their experiences. It is this dialectical 
nature of struggle that is at the heart of the Marable's transformative theory. It is also central 
to his radical approach to organisational form. In contrast to orthodox Marxists, Marable does 
not consider that there is one form of organisation that can become the radical political 
formation, which is why he advocates a liberation theory based upon principled radical 
coalitions. As Marable points out, with a philosophy reminiscent of CLR James, there is 
therefore a key question facing the organised labour movement: 
The long-term question confronting organised labor, however, is whether it will merge the 
interest of the black freedom movement with its own agendafor social reform. "Race-base" 
politics cannot address the basic economic interests and problems within the African 
American communities, and the majority of black workers implicitly understand this. But 
organised labor will not make its case for solidarity to minority workers unless it develops 
the capacity to address class and racial issues simultaneously. (Marable, 1998: 191) 
In acknowledging that there are few practical examples of coalitions that demonstrate his 
vision, Marable (2000: 19) nevertheless believes that 'all transformation begins with a 
criticism of existing social forces, the material and ideological component. which comprise 
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social reality.' Along with Fraser and Young, Marable is arguing that practical politics needs 
to begin by understanding the lived experience of social actors in the current climate. 
Nancy Fraser's framework also opens up space for a form of political organisation based on 
coalition building as an alternative to current political movements, although there are doubts 
as to how this will happen in practice as it is not spelled out in her work (McDowell, 2000a). 
Jane Wills has suggested that this new form of organising would require a radical rethinking 
of the way trade unions in the UK currently operate: 
In practice, any serious alignment of the cultural and economic left would demand 
dramatic change from the trade union movement itself. . . Doing this successfully would 
demand that unions rethought their objectives, structures, strategies and culture to 
become more like genuine social movements, mobilizing people around campaigns in and 
beyond the workplace. (Wills, 2001; 471) 
However, trade unions in the US, that have faced more critical union decline than those in the 
UK, can provide us with some recent examples of the advantage of organising through radical 
coalitions, finding common ground between ethnic communities, faith groups and workers to 
challenge exploitation and discrimination (see Savage, 1998, Jonas, 1998 and Chapter 2 for 
more detail). Many of these coalitions are a response to the inability of labour to mount an 
effective challenge to industry on its own, forcing unions to step outside the workplace and 
engage with other social actors. In addition, the nature of these campaigns (low-paid immigrant 
and female labour) has meant unions have had to develop a greater sensitivity to the 
constituents they are trying to organise and have had to adapt their tactics accordingly (see 
Figueroa, 1998 for a discussion on immigrant workers organising simultaneously in their 
unions and their communities). 
However, there are few examples of similar coalition-building by trade unions in the UK. 
Here unions and their structural formations remain wedded to the idea of mirroring the 
organisation of industry. Union spatial structures remain remarkably similar to when trade 
unions were formed in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The geography of trade 
unionism in the UK thus reflects the geographies of industry and, despite the role played by 
trades union councils in the past, there is little substantive trade union organisation based in 
localities as opposed to workplaces, or industry (see Wills, 2002). Yet, given the very low 
union densities in some sectors of the economy, unions in the UK may be forced to 
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investigate new forms of organisation, and as Wills' suggest, rethink their 'objectives, 
structures and strategies', if they are not to leave whole groups of workers without the benefit 
of unionisation. 
What is evident in the critical social theories of Fraser, Marable and Young is that, although 
they differ in emphasis, each of their theories appears to lend itself to a practical politics of 
coalition-building. Each rejects the essentialising tendencies of party politics, as they are 
currently constituted, with Young (2000: 89) arguing that we should 'conceive groups in 
relational rather than substantial terms'. Only this way, she believes, can we avoid fixing or 
reifying groups. All three writers express doubt that it is possible at this time to form a social 
movement based on the idea of a common identity. In Young's words (2000: 89), this tends 
to 'normalise the experiences and perspective of some of the group members while 
marginalising or silencing that of others. ' 
The common thread that runs through the work of these critical social theorists is how to 
move from the conceptualisation of combating injustice to a practical politics which will 
make a difference to people's lives. While none of these writers makes a claim to have found 
the answer to this problem, each conceives of social difference as a political resource, which 
can be mobilised by multiple groups into radical coalitions. These ideas have gained 
increased currency since the mass anti-captialist demonstrations, which began in Seattle in 
1999 and spread to cities across the globe. The trade union movement too, has begun to 
experiment with community/workplace coalitions as the geographies of work are changed by 
increasingly mobile, and spatially aware, capital. 
Where now for class and the politics of identification in trade union organising? 
A number of writers have come together to discuss the relevance of collective class-based 
action in the context of an increasingly differentiated workforce and it is encouraging to note 
how this is beginning to be re/addressed theoretically and practically in the context of trade 
union renewal (Van Gyes et ai, 2001). One author (Klandermans, 2001) begins by asking 
whether class ever did unite, before reminding us that labour history is full of examples 
where class has, most definitely, not united working people. History has shown that trade 
unions, rather than representing the whole working class, have created sectional, • race' and 
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gender divisions, where groups of workers have defended their own interests often at the 
expense of others (Hyman, 1997). 
At the height of trade union membership in the late 1970s, the image of trade union 
membership in the UK was still typically the white, male manual worker, despite a 
considerable increase in the female workforce in the post-war period and a consequential 
increase in female union membership. This image, however incorrect today, is still a 
prevalent view of trade unionism among the general public (TUC 2001). Union structures and 
union officials reflect this past history which, no doubt in part, has led to the 'crisis of 
representation' in trade unions today, where union agendas are filtered through the lens of the 
white male trade unionist. 16 Richard Hyman refers to the representational problems embedded 
in the current structures of unions as a form of 'organisational sclerosis'. By which he means: 
Trade unions have become institutionally consolidated on the basis of historically 
inherited constituencies and projects, and have generated procedural routines and 
internal systems of vested interests which are resistant to the radical changes which new 
circumstances require. (Hyman, 1992: 150) 
Bert Klandemans (2001: 326), social psychologist, makes an interesting point when he states 
that class is 'too inclusive a category to spontaneously generate high levels of identification'. 
His thesis is that people are more likely to identify with exclusive groups (such as the 
workplace, homeplace, ethnicity, etc.) and the more exclusive the group, the stronger the 
identification. Also, Klandermans reports that psychological social identity theory predicts 
that a negative evaluation of identity reduces group identification. This may have 
implications for work-based trade union organising in trying to establish how to generate 
group identity. If, as Klandermans suggests, class is 'too broad a category for class identity to 
develop' then it is logical to suggest that identification needs to take place at a more relevant 
16 A recent example, which clearly demonstrates this point, is the strike by mainly female workers at Heathrow 
Airport in 2003. This wildcat strike was ostensibly about the introduction of swipe-cards for 2,500 mainly 
female check-in staff. The workers claimed the company wanted to use the swipe-cards to introduce split 
shifts or to send workers home at quiet times, only to bring them back in when things got busy. The swipe-
card system had been previously introduced for 48,000 other workers (mainly men) without union objections. 
Union officials appeared not to have understood the consequences of this 'flexible' working for women. many 
of whom had childcare responsibilities. The introduction of the system as it stood would have made the job 
untenable for many women with children, resulting in a walkout by a traditionally non-militant group of 
workers, which cost the employer between £50 and £70 million. 
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scale. In the context of trade union organisation, the challenge is to marry these various 
identities rather than to organise them hierarchically. 
Mike Savage follows on from Klandermans by exploring the theme of social identification in 
his research on working-class identification. In his empirical work Savage found that, for 
some working-class people, there was a reluctance to identify themselves in class terms. 
When probed, even those who accepted that they were working class, preferred to describe 
themsel ves as 'ordinary working people': 
.. . the lack of a clear recognition of class actually demonstrated the hegemonic power of 
the middle classes to stigmatise, and thereby undermine working-class identities ... 
Discussions of class do not 'unite' people into a proud collectivity, but because they refer 
to various processes of division and inequality they raise fraught recognition of the extent 
to which promises of equality are not kept. (Savage, 200 1: 89) 
The relevance for trade union organising is that if appeals to class unity are premised on the 
formation of a class identity, then they are unlikely to be met with success, as there is 
currently a weak identification by working people with class (Savage, 2001). Thus, Linkon 
and Russo argue that it is more important for union organisers to start from an understanding 
of how people comprehend their own lives, their identity and the world around them: 
.. . organisations must learn to pay more attention to participants' perspectives in order to 
develop strategies to build coalitions that encompass frames based on racial, gender, 
sexual, ethnic and class perspectives. (Linkon and Russo, 2001: 320) 
In concluding, these two authors end with a message for those involved in trying to develop 
and design future trade union organising strategies that are truly inclusive: 
... if class is to unite, we have to change the way we talk about class. Theories that depict 
class as a universalist structure or in static terms of social stratification or that cast 
labour politics only in terms of industrial relations are clearly insufficient. (Linkon and 
Russo, 200 1: 320) 
This task of appealing to a wide constituency has therefore to be one of the greatest concerns 
for today's trade unions if they want to build a more effective, responsive and inclusive trade 
union movement 
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Towards new geographies of resistance 
The increase in the flow of displaced migrant workers across the globe has resulted in 
evermore multi-national, multi-ethnic workplace compositions in places like London, 
necessitating a much greater understanding of the impact of identity on union organisation. 
So too, the seemingly ever-increasing mobility of capital and its ability to switch production 
across the globe leaves workers left behind without jobs, requiring a rethinking of identity 
formation in the context of developing a new scalar politics. As Swyngedouw (2003) has 
pointed out, the acceleration of working-class formation and the hyperurbanisation occurring 
in this period of globalisation has intensified the movement of people across space and 
resulted in profound geographical restructuring: 
... this brings with it growing cultural. ethnic and other differentiations among the 
working class (something that much recent analysis really does not fake into account), but 
also intensifies the geographical processes that are so central to the current restructuring 
(Swyngedouw, 2003: 7). 
Until recently, the identities of the world's working class has received little attention from 
geographers concerned with radical political mobilisation, or labour organising. The 
development of political mobilisation across a range of scales (local, regional, national, 
transnational and global) is however recognised as creating potential opportunities for labour 
organising (see Cox, 1998; Marston, 2001; Herod, 1998; 2001, Herod and Wright, 2002; 
Miller, 2000; Wills, 1998). Examples such as the Liverpool dockers, who established 
considerable international support for their dispute, using non-traditional horizontal scalar 
organisation, testify to this potential (see Castree, 1999 for detail on this). However, this 
potential is lessened if due regard is not given to how this politics of resistance is constituted 
and who is allowed to have their say in this new scalar politics. This is where identity really 
matters if the trade union movement (local or global) is intent on including the world's 
working-class. 
In recent years, geographers have begun to consider racism in the context of how it produces 
'geographies of excl usion' , particularly in the experiences of racialised groups, and the 
potential to create places of resistance (Bonnet, 1997; Dwyer and Jones, 2000; Gilmore, 
2002; Peake and Schein, 2000; Wilson, 2002). The spatialisation of 'race' and a critical 
analysis of ethnicity which does not privilege the experience of whiteness (see Bonnet, 1997, 
for a discussion on the whiteness of human geography) may allow for an exploration of how 
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'spaces may be produced in accordance with ideologies of colour-blindness or race 
consciousness' (Delaney, 2002: 6). The question for geographers, claims Delaney, is how 
'race' formation shapes these spaces and gives meaning to places: 
.. . the politics of scale may be an important component of the geopolitics of race and 
racism more generally. Racial identities, for example, may be differentially constructed at 
various scales and this process may have political significance. (Delaney, 2002: 6-7) 
It is therefore helpful, in the context of new geographies of resistance, to think through 
concepts of identity and 'race' in light of trade unions' attempts to organise BME worker in 
the UK and to consider how this might mean creating a different form of scalar politics. 
Conclusion 
The globalising nature of capital and its disabling effect on labour requires a rethinking of 
labour movement strategies that can assist in responding to the constantly changing structures 
of society and the workplace. The redefining of work and the insecurities created by 
temporary, part-time and contingent labour challenges the traditional form of trade union 
structures and spatial organisation. Without some consideration of what constitutes the core 
constituency of trade unions and what is meant by the workplace, trade unions may 
inadvertently exclude a substantial numbers of workers who need their protection. An 
increasing number of low-paid workers have no fixed workplace and are transported daily to 
different jobs. How are trade unions, which focus on the workplace, to organise these 
workers? How are migrant and undocumented workers who are 'invisible' to be 
accommodated in the struggle for social justice? Workers arriving as immigrants in the UK 
from Eastern Europe are not 'black' but they become racialised as a result of the oppression 
they experience. How are these workers accommodated in the black self-organisational 
structures of trade unions? The spatial structures and organisation of trade unions were 
established at a time when capital operated within greater temporal and spatial constraints 
than it does today. How are trade unions facing the challenges and opportunities provided by 
the consequential growth of new global/local networks? These are some of the big questions 
facing trade unions today as they struggle to rebuild themselves after years of declining 
membership and influence. 
Popular engagement with mainstream politics and the trade union movement has declined in 
the West over the last quarter of a century, yet people's concern with injustice remains high, 
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suggesting there is space to develop new organisational forms that are inclusive rather than 
exclusive. Moreover, the lack of a coherent theoretical analysis of 'race', class and the 
politics of identification in the context of trade unionism presents a potential obstacle to trade 
union organisation. The struggle against economic inequality is compromised when political 
and cultural domination by the majority prevails in the institutions of organised labour 
thereby weakening collective organisation. The practical difficulties and the specific needs of 
groups of workers who are perceived as 'different' has often been ignored by unions or at 
best some issues have been 'tagged on' to redistributive economic demands, leading to 
marginalisation and excl usion. If successful union organisation is predicated on an 
understanding that workers may experience injustice in both cultural and economic spheres, 
then a rejection of both the 'culture-blindness' of an economic materialist paradigm and the 
retreat into identity politics, suggests that these struggles are not mutually exclusive, but are 
inter-imbricated (Fraser, 1997). 
This chapter has shown how the conflict between 'race' and class and the tendency for this 
debate to become polarised has, over time, restricted the possibilities for united activity 
amongst the most oppressed in society. More recent debates have shown that there is clearly 
a need for a more inclusive political theory, and this has the potential to assist in formulating 
trade union organising activity today. 
Marxists have demonstrated that racism was a social construct that originally developed as a 
defensive ideology of slavery (Williams, 1964) and that it continues to assist modern capital 
by creating divisions between workers (Marable, 1995). Social movements have attempted to 
overcome these divisions by aligning around issues of gender, 'race', sexuality, disability as 
they did in the Civil Rights movement, the second wave of the feminist movement and the 
gay liberation movements in the early 1970s. The objective was to provide space for 
oppressed groups to develop, avoiding the 'cultural domination' of class politics, which 
subordinated their demands to a universalist claim for justice. However, this led the socialist 
movement into a fragmenting number of organisations, leading to doubts about the ability of 
organisations on the left to find a form that could properly unite across 'difference', while 
fighting for a common ideal of socialism at the same time (Rowbotham et a/: 1979). Since 
then, political organisation concerned with identity has become associated with individualism 
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rather than radical social processes and, as such, there has been a tendency to return to the 
previous dichotomy of the cultural and the economic. 
An acceptance that cultural and economic oppressions are so intertwined as to make them 
inseparable is central to the critical theories of Fraser (1997), Marable (1995, 2000) and 
Young (2000). These theoretical frameworks provide the basis for a new approach to 
practical trade union organisation, which needs to expand beyond the confines of its 
traditional constituency. For example empirical evidence shows that union activity in the UK 
is still dominated by white men, despite the increase in the number of women and BME trade 
union members (Kirton, 1998 and chapter 5 in this thesis). And, while some trade unions 
have established separate spatial structures for women, disabled people and black and ethnic 
minorities, the time has come to rethink union strategies and organisational forms to ensure 
that they do not exclude individuals, however inadvertently, as a result of their identities. 
The labour movement in the UK has begun to respond to membership decline by developing 
innovative organising strategies, recognising that unions cannot survive without a major 
effort to halt the downward spiral of decline, but there has been little discussion about how 
such efforts relate to increasingly diverse constituencies. Trade unions are made up of a 
diverse membership and unlike political parties, do not require individuals to subscribe to a 
particular ideology in order to be part of the organisation. Herein lie both their strengths and 
weaknesses as organisations capable of uniting people whose culture, ethnicity, and social 
and economic status mark them out as 'different'. The workplace is an arena where workers 
come together in circumstances not entirely of their own choosing. In this context, workers 
are not at liberty to decide with whom they will have social interaction as they do in leisure 
pursuits, within the domestic arena, or in family, faith or community groups. Similarly, trade 
unions, as workplace organisations, are formations of potentially disparate groups of people, 
primarily united to defend their sectional interests. Workplaces and trade unions are therefore 
spaces where interaction and co-operation between men, women, people of colour, lesbians, 
gays, disabled people and people from a range of different ethnic and cultural groups, can 
take place despite the prejudices individuals may hold. The nature of that interaction can be 
constructive and emancipatory or it can produce conflict and exclusion, where workers are 
victimised or marginalised, as a consequence of perceived 'difference'. 
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In attempting to organise \vorkers, trade unions require that \vorkplace-based identities are 
established. in addition to whatever other identities indi\iduals may hold. In order to be 
successful. there is a need to establish collecti\e organisation in \\orkplaces and this is 
primarily done by identifying collective grievances, or getting workers to think how best their 
interests might be served by acting together. Focusing on what unites workers. as well as 
understanding that workers have multiple identities, in addition to their workplace-specific 
identities, may be key to success or failure in union campaigns. For example. where 
workforces are di vided by . race' or gender the formation of a strong trade union collecti \e 
will be more difficult, if not impossible to establish. 
It is clear that while class can unite it also continues to divide and the challenge for trade 
unions is to attempt to overcome these divisions when building the next generation of union 
activists. This thesis seeks to empirically analyse the way that unions are responding to issues 
of identity. race and scalar organisation in the context of trade union recruitment and 
. . . 
orgalllslllg campaIgns. 
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Chapter 2: Black and minority ethnic workers and their experience of 
trade unions in Britain: an historical perspective and the relevance to 
organising today 
Introduction 
The UK trade union movement's response to the involvement of BME workers within its 
ranks has not always been positive and, in some cases, despite official policy statements in 
opposition to discrimination, it has been objectively racist in practice (Lee, 1984; Phizakalea 
and Miles, 1987; Radin, 1996). There has, at times, been an unwillingness to recognise the 
racism experienced by BME workers, leading some BME union members to believe that 
trade unions do not adequately represent their interests (GLC, 1984; WEA 1974, 1980; 
BTUSM, 1984; Bradley et ai, 2002). Only since the late 1970s, as a consequence of 
challenges from BME activists and anti-racists, have trade unions been forced to re-evaluate 
their so-called 'colour-blind' stance, whereby they regularly asserted that there was 'no 
difference' between BME and white workers (Radin, 1965; CIR, 1974; CRE, 1985). Ignoring 
the racialised nature of the labour market and the structural racism within their own 
organisations, trade unions have, until recently, made little effort to specifically target BME 
workers for recruitment and organisation. Nor have they fully addressed the widespread 
failure to include BME members in union structures (CRE, 1985; GLC, 1984; TUC, 1991, 
1994; WEA, 1980). 
Since the 1980s, the self-organisation of BME members and reserved seats on equalities 
committees have been introduced in some unions in an attempt to redress the under-
representation of BME members in policy-making positions within unions. 17 These have been 
effective, to differing degrees, in ensuring that equalities issues reach the 
campaigning/bargaining agenda at least at national scale, if not always at regional or local 
levels. Yet recent studies into the effects of institutional racism in trade unions and the recent 
TUe Equality Audies demonstrates that it is not sufficient that unions produce literature and 
statements challenging racism in the workplace and wider society. More work needs to be 
done to ensure that BME workers receive effective representation from appropriately trained 
17 Around half of the TUC affiliated unions now have some form of structure for BME workers, either as 
representatives on 'race' or equalities committees, reserved seats on national committees or, in the case of 
some unions like Unison, self-organised structures that are policy-making bodies. 
18 At Congress in 2003 the TUC published its first Equality Audit. As a result of a rule change in 2001 all 
affiliated unions were requested to complete a questionnaire seeking information on unions' attempts to 
eliminate inequality in their organisations and their actions to promote equality. 
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union representatives who understand the issues relating to direct and indirect racism (CWU, 
2000, GMB, 2002; TUC, 2003). These reports and primary data gathered for this research 
from questionnaires completed at the TUC Black Workers Conference 2002, draw on the 
experiences of BME activists. Activists describe the effect that the lack of BME officers has 
in trade unions and how it hinders unions' attempts to recruit and retain BME workers. Trade 
unions are perceived by many BME workers as 'white organisations' where, as a 
consequence, 'race', when it does reach the bargaining agenda, is secondary or an 'add on' to 
the main terms and conditions debates. Moreover, there is little evidence that unions have 
seriously considered how to challenge the structural racism of the labour market by mounting 
unionisation campaigns where many BME workers are located, in the lowest-paid sectors of 
the economy. It is precisely in these jobs that the lowest trade union densities are to be found 
and where trade union support is often most needed. 
This chapter looks at black and minority ethnic workers' experience of trade unions in Britain 
from the 1970s to today. While a comprehensive history of BME involvement in trade unions 
is beyond the scope of the chapter, there are some significant historical events that help to 
illustrate how the trade union movement has become more 'racially' aware over the last 
couple of decades. The difficult question facing those unions wanting to increase recruitment 
and organisation among BME groups is how to combine this increased commitment to 
challenging inequality with the development of new organisational strategies. Thus the 
chapter goes on to look at some examples of organising in north America, where unions, with 
community organisations, have begun to develop innovative methods to organise BME and 
migrant workers. The chapter concludes by considering whether community unionism could 
provide an insight into organising BME workers in the UK. 
The British trade union movement and racism 
Considering the long involvement of BME workers in working-class organisations in Britain 
there is very little documentation that reflects the history and the contribution they have made in 
campaigning for a more equitable society (for notable exceptions see Fryer, 1984, 1988; Rarndin, 
1987, 1999). As Phizacklea and Miles (1980: 90) lamented in 1980, 'the vast bulk of the literature 
on trade unionism and industrial relations tends not to recognise that black workers have become 
trade union members.' This in part reflects the trade union movement's long-standing post-war 
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'colour-blind' policy of assuming all members could be treated the same, as well as the general 
neglect of BME history, and particularly, BME working-class history. 
The adoption of a 'colour-blind' policy and practice ignores the specific racial disadvantage 
faced by many BME workers. According to the 1974 Commission on Industrial Relations, 
this may have led some BME workers to reject union membership (or certainly to limit their 
involvement in trade unions). However, despite the trade union movement's failure to 
address their concerns about discrimination, BME workers have, until recently, still joined 
trade unions at similar or greater rates to those of white workers (Wrench and Virdee, 1996).19 
Research suggests that, ideologically, there is little difference in the propensity to unionise 
between BME and white workers (Phizakalea and Miles, 1987). BME members tend to cite 
similar reasons as those given by white members for joining trade unions but, according to 
one report, BME members express 'dissatisfaction and alienation because of the lack of 
commitment by unions to identify and confront racism inside and outside the workplace' 
(GLC, 1984: 4). Although the GLC research report Racism in Trade Unions was published 
20 years ago, interviewees questioned for this research at the TUC Black Workers 
Conference in 2002 felt that there had been little progress. Moreover, it is clear that at certain 
times in its history the trade union movement has notably failed BME workers. This section 
details some of these historical events in order to contextualise the way in which trade unions 
have arrived at their present approach to challenging racism and improving the organisation 
of BME workers. 
The trade union movement's reaction to BME and migrant workers 
During the 1945 post-war boom, many New Commonwealth immigrants were encouraged to 
come to the UK to fill the jobs that native white20 workers were reluctant to take (Castles and 
Kosack, 1973), particularly in hospitals and transport. Thus from the start of the period of 
'large' -scale immigration, BME workers were economically and geographically segregated 
in the labour market, divided from the majority of white workers. This unevenness in the 
distribution of these new migrant workers resulted in a 'socially constructed disadvantage', 
19 See Chapter 3 for recent union membership figures from the Labour Force Survey. 
:!O In using the term 'white' it is not the intention to suggest that 'whites' form an ethnic group. Clearly this is not 
the case. However, it is acknowledged that the term is problematic, as many people from minority ethnic 
groups will also be 'white'. The term as it is used here is that used in common discourse in the UK to 
distinguish between white and non-white ethnic groups. 
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whereby BME workers lived and worked in spaces largely vacated by the white population 
(Lee, 1987: 144). Immigrants obtained low-paid jobs with poor working conditions that had 
been deserted by white workers who took advantage of an expanding labour market to 'trade 
up' to better paid employment. Even within the new immigrant population, however, workers 
of various ethnic groups were concentrated in specific regions. Although members of all the 
main minority ethnic groups were to be found in the larger cities of the UK, many south 
Asian workers moved to manufacturing jobs in the north and the midlands, whereas African-
Caribbean workers were largely located in the service sector and the public utilities in 
London and other large metropolitan areas. 
Despite the reality of full employment at this time, the TUC was opposed to immigration, 
particularly, immigration from New Commonwealth countries. This was partly as a result of 
the alleged refusal of new migrant workers to 'integrate' with white workers (Phizakalea and 
Miles, 1987).21 The TUC's calls for immigration control and their implicit categorisation of 
non-white workers as a 'problem' played into the hands of racists and helped to stereotype 
BME workers and categorise them as 'other' in the minds of white workers. 
Phizakalea and Miles (1987) report that the first challenge to immigration controls in the trade 
union movement came from rank-and-file trade union members at the 1969 TUC Congress. Some 
delegates called for positive action by trade unions to combat discrimination and to support the 
government's plans to strengthen the law to prevent discrimination. However, the ruc General 
Council prevented the motion receiving majority support and once again demonstrated their lack 
of practical commitment to challenging racism (Congress Report, 1969). 
By the early 1970s, due to increasing organisational pressure by BME and white trade union 
activists, the TUC was forced to adopt policies against racism and discrimination and to take 
action to ensure that its policies were turned into practical action. It was not until 1973, 
however, again from the floor of Congress, that a motion was finally carried requesting that 
the next Labour government repeal the 1971 Immigration Act: legislation which Congress 
11 Considering the level of hostility that many BME workers received upon arrival to the UK, 'integration' was not 
an option for many immigrants who faced discrimination and disadvantage in both economic and social spheres. 
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had not opposed during its passage onto the statute book.22 Eventually, the trade union 
movement recognised that it was not sufficient to proclaim that because they treated all 
members alike there was ipso facto no discrimination in their own organisations. 
BME workers in industrial disputes: the response of trade unions 
The 1970s saw a number of high-profile industrial disputes that highlighted trade union 
racism despite statements to the contrary. These events, combined with the growth of the far 
right National Front, pushed the trade union movement into action to oppose racism and to 
reconsider its almost universal 'colour-blind' approach. As Phizacklea and Miles (1987: 117) 
point out, 'these disputes clearly demonstrated even to the most short-sighted and reactionary 
trade union leader that racism was rife within its own ranks.' A number of these key disputes 
are detailed below. 
Mansfield Hosiery: National Union of Hosiery and Knitwear Workers 
In one notable industrial dispute, 500 south Asian workers who were employed at Mansfield 
Hosiery in Loughborough in the Midlands went on strike. These workers were excluded from 
promotion and confined to the lowest paid jobs in contrast to their white counterparts and, in 
1972, they went on strike for higher wages and for the right to promotion to those jobs 
preserved for white workers. At first, their union, the National Union of Hosiery and 
Knitwear Workers, refused to support the strike until they found their offices occupied by 
angry Asian workers. Even then, when officially supporting the strike, the union failed to call 
out the white factory workers in their support. The strike was protracted and bitter, but was 
eventually successful but only because of the 'support of local community organisations and 
political groups, and Asian workers from other factories' (Wrench, 1986: 7). The Asian 
workers instinctively looked outside of their own workplace to their communities for support, 
rather than relying on solidarity from their union or fellow white workers. 
Imperial Typewriter: Transport and General Workers Union 
Similarly, in 1974, Asian workers, mainly women, were forced to look to their community 
for assistance when the Transport and General Workers Union (TGWU) refused to support 
them in a dispute at the Imperial Typewriter factory in Leicester. Ostensibly, the strike was 
:!l The 1971 Act was explicitly racist and further restricted immigration from New Commonwealth countries (the 
earlier 1968 Immigration Act was designed to specifically reduce Asian immigrants from Kenya) by only 
allowing immigration to those with a parent or grandparent born in Britain. 
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about a range of grievances ranging from productivity bonuses to the preferential treatment of 
white workers. Asian workers were being paid bonuses on productivity targets of 200, 
whereas white workers were paid bonuses on rates of 168. However, the strike was also 
concerned with the right of the Asian women to elect their own shop stewards to represent 
their particular interests. 
Most of the workers at the plant were Asian, yet the shop stewards committee was overwhelmingly 
white (only one steward was Asian). The TGWU negotiator responsible for these members made 
the following comment about the Asian workers' grievances during the strike: 
The workers have not followed the proper disputes procedure. They have no legitimate 
grievances and it's difficult to know what they want.l think there are racial tensions, but 
they are not between the whites and coloureds. The tensions are between those Asians 
from the sub-continent and those from Africa. This is not an isolated incident, these things 
will continue for many years to come. But in a civilised society, the majority view will 
prevail. Some people must learn how things are done. (Quoted in Ramdin, 1987: 272) 
This quote illustrates the racist attitudes held by some trade unionists at the time. This white 
union official dismissed the grievances of the workers as being without legitimacy and 
suggested that the only' racial tension' was to be found amongst the BME workers 
themselves. After 12 weeks the dispute was over and the strikers returned to work having 
won few concessions. Within a short time, Imperial Typewriters took the decision to close 
the factory rather than concede to the Asian workers' demands. This was a dispute that 
clearly demonstrated unwillingness by the trade union to represent its BME members. The 
failure of the TGWU to address the discrimination faced by the largely Asian workforce gave 
rise to the dispute. The union's inaction consequently contributed to the loss of jobs for BME 
and white workers while at the same time it managed to elevate 'race' as a divisive issue 
within the British working class (Ramdin, 1987). 
Grunwick: APEX 
In stark contrast to the two disputes mentioned earlier (and a wave of similar strikes that took 
place at this time), a third strike by predominantly Asian women from East Africa 
demonstrates the sometimes contradictory nature of working-class attitudes to racism. The 
1976 Grunwick strike is one of the most infamous strikes in British working-class history, 
noted for its duration, its militancy and for the fact that more workers were arrested during 
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this strike than during the 1926 General Strike.23 It was as much a political strike as it was an 
economic one and, as one prominent black writer at the time noted: 'the whole force of the 
unions and of government appeared to be gathered at least (sic) on behalf of black workers' 
(Sivinandan, 1982: 42). 
This photo-processing factory in north west London was owned by a virulently anti-union 
employer who enjoyed the support of a right-wing anti-union organisation called the 
Freedom Association. The strike centred on a demand for union recognition, but the initial 
issues were around low wages, working conditions and a lack of grievance procedures, 
although issues around the social contract later came to the fore. 24 The militancy of the 
workers, combined with an economic climate where workers' wages were being held in 
check by the government's incomes policy despite an inflationary economy, together with 
interference from the Freedom Association, led to an explosive industrial dispute. 
This dispute was very different from the two previous cases in the support it received from all 
sections of the labour movement. Lasting over a year, the Grunwick strike was supported by 
national and local unions, trade councils, political organisations and MPs (including a cabinet 
minister who appeared on the picket lines). At the start of the strike the unions acted in an 
exemplary manner: the Association of Professional, Executive and Clerical and Computer 
Staff (APEX) accepted the non-unionised strikers into the union and, within a matter of days, 
had begun to pay strike pay. On tht' picket Ii nes, where there were many violent 
confrontations between pickets and the police, strikers were joined by postal workers, 
transport workers, bank workers and the Yorkshire miners, led by Arthur ScargiU. Of greatest 
significance in this re-configuration of the relationship between white and BME workers was, 
:!J Five hundred and fifty-five workers were arrested during the year-long Grunwick strike. 
:!.l The social contract - an agreement by government and trade unions - was introduced by the 1974 Labour 
government in an attempt to contain rising unemployment and inflation, which appeared out of control. Changes in 
labour laws were enacted to give workers employment rights in exchange for their co-operation in the project of 
revitalising British industry (primarily by dismantling demarcation), but more controversially, by abandoning free 
collective bargaining in return fora 'voluntary' incomes policy. The TUC was not in a position to prevent the 
imposition of the social contract and reluctantly agreed to its various stages until it could no longer contain the 
demands of its members and it collapsed in the 1978-1979 'Winter of Discontent'. Of particular relevance to the 
Grunwick's dispute was the introduction of the Employment Relations Act 1975 as part of the social contract, which 
was intended to give trade unions the right to statutory recognition. Despite its intent. the legislation was not 
equipped to deal with a recalcitrant anti-union employer like Grunwick and therefore could not be used to impose 
recognition. 
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however, the solidarity shown by the London dock workers. The dockers marched in support 
of the mainly Asian strikers, in stark contrast to their actions a decade previously when they 
demonstrated their support for the racist MP Enoch Powell and his campaign to halt 'black' 
immigration. Up to 20,000 workers joined a mass picket at Grunwick 11 months into the 
strike demonstrating the support of many white workers for the Asian workers' demands. 
Based on these examples, there thus appears to have been a qualitative shift in the support 
that trade unions and their members gave to BME workers as the 1970s progressed, yet some 
writers dispute the fact that the Grunwick dispute signalled a growing anti-racism among the 
white working class. Ramdin (1987: 308), for example, believed that there was not a 'change 
of heart' by the trade unions following the Grunwick strike. He challenges the motivation 
behind the support, claiming that white workers were primarily there to stop an attack on the 
trade union movement as a whole rather than through any particular desire to challenge 
racism. Similarly, while Sivinandan (1982: 127) acknowledged the widespread union support, 
which he describes as 'unique in the history of British trade unionism', he did not believe this 
support was a result of trade unions becoming aware that 'racism was a bad thing'. To many 
trade unionists, the strike was primarily about the right to trade union recognition and it has to 
be seen in the context of the Employment Relations Act 1975 which had just been introduced. 
And, as Sivinandan (1982: 29) argued, 'the inordinate anxiety to unionise the [Grunwick] 
workers must be seen in the larger context of government-trade union collaboration in the 
social contract' rather than as evidence of support for a group of Asian workers. 
Despite the TUC's endorsement of the social contract, some of its affiliates and many trade 
unionists were less than enthusiastic about the constraints placed upon them. The late 1970s 
saw a rise in trade union militancy whereby the TUC was unable to police growing 
opposition to the social contract and a developing strike wave saw the social contract 
eventually collapse. In this climate, the Grunwick strike received far greater support than it 
may have done even a couple of years earlier. And, in this context, Ramdin's (1987) and 
Sivinandan's (1982) claim that this was primarily a dispute about defending trade unionism 
has considerable currency. Yet it is undeniable that many white trade unionists did throw 
their support behind the strike and this was the first time that full support had been given to a 
group of BME workers. The Grunwick strike thus demonstrated that trade union practice had 
changed from that witnessed in previous strikes involving BME workers. 
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Indeed, in this regard, Virdee (2000) has argued that the response of unions towards 
racialised labour needs to be analysed within a wider context: racism has to be seen in the 
context of the economic, political and ideological conditions of the period. At this time, there 
was a growing realisation by many trade union activists that' racism could no longer be 
ignored if the militant class action being pursued was to achieve its aims of defending 
working class interests against the state and employer intervention' (Virdee, 2000: 559). The 
trade union movement could not simply support BME workers in struggle without at the 
same time beginning to change its own consciousness and that of the BME workers with 
whom it was engaging. The relationship was dialectical: the fact that, in the process of 
fighting for a basic trade union right, trade unionists were forced to begin to confront their 
past failures was an important step forward in the development of anti-racist strategies. 
In the final analysis, what actually happened on the ground at Grunwick, and why it 
happened, may not be the most important issue. What was perceived to have happened may 
be of more significance. A generation of BME workers saw the British trade union movement 
support a group of Asian women workers in what would appear to be a small and 
strategically relatively unimportant industry. A generation of white workers also saw a group 
of Asian women at the forefront of a ferocious industrial dispute. The events at Grunwick 
marked a significant change in the consciousness and perceptions of both BME and white 
workers, and as Virdee suggests, this event was a very 'visible manifestation of rank and file 
inter-racial working class solidarity (Virdee, 2000: 555). 
The development of anti-racist policies and practices 
A combination of bitter industrial disputes, the increased activity of the National Front and 
the anti-racist activity by a number of BME and white trade unionists forced the trade union 
movement to re-evaluate its previous failure to combat race discrimination. As the 1970s 
progressed, the TUe began to adopt policies against racism and to produce educational and 
training materials on the subject. Racism had now become an issue that the movement could 
not afford to ignore; its divisiveness affected all workers. Nevertheless, trade unions by their 
nature are organisations that are slow to respond to change, and the 1980s saw only gradual 
improvement. The Workers Educational Association held a conference for BME union 
members in 1980 where during a discussion on 'the trade union movement and racism' 
delegates concluded: 
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It was strongly felt that there was a lot of work to be done before black workers could/eel 
confident that the trade union movement was representing them and acting in their 
interest ... the trade union movement could not simply expect black workers to take part in 
activities without acting on their terms too. This meant both action inside the workplace, 
and around issues affecting black people in society in general. (WEA, 1980: p.5) 
The reports from the workshops at the conference provide interesting reading some 24 years 
later, as many of the suggestions made in them are similar to the TUC organising agenda 
being adopted today. ~oreover, they reflect the developments in community unionism 
currently being advanced in the United States (as referred to later in this chapter). Some of 
these suggestions were that: 
• Organisers should take up the problems faced by black workers a) as workers and b) in 
society and outside of the workplace. 
• People from the ethnic communities should be invited to talk to shop stewards, both on 
training courses and in workplaces. 
• The general problem of involvement of new members in trade unions are especially 
relevant for black workers, i.e. lack of information for new members; lack of 
confidence/knowledge about how trade unions work. 
• Trade unions have been slow to understand the needs of a 'green' workforce, i.e. workers 
from rural backgrounds with little or no trade union experience, with different cultural 
backgrounds and often speaking a different language. (WEA, 1980: p.5) 
Most of these suggestions were not picked up by trade unions at the time, and it is only now 
that UK trade unions, infused with a new enthusiasm for organising, are beginning to take an 
interest in these ideas (Heery et ai, 2000, 2000a, 2000b, 2001). 
1980-1998: unions begin to adopt anti-racist policies 
In 1984, the GLC Anti-Racist Trade Union Working Group undertook a survey of all the large 
unions in the Greater London area in an attempt to examine the relationship of trade unions 
with BME members. In particular, the survey aimed to examine the JX>licies and practices of 
trade unions with regards to equalities. The researchers found it difficult to persuade a number 
of unions to take part in the research, and those that did sometimes avoided answering some of 
the more direct questions. According to the reJX>~ 'several unions had still not formally 
declared their oPJX>sition to racism and felt that it was unnecessary to do so' and others, while 
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they had condemned racism in their rule books, thought that 'this was sufficient to prevent its 
existence' (GLC, 1984: 15, 30). Of the three unions that are the subject of the research in this 
thesis (GMB; Transport and General Workers Union, TGWU; and Union of Shop, Distributive 
and Allied Workers, USDAW) there was a mixed response to the questionnaire. Usdaw did not 
respond at all, the TGWU did not provide much information other than it had produced material 
in minority ethnic languages, and the GMB reported that it had begun to implement measures to 
combat racism within the organisation, as well as encouraging BME participation in the union. 
The GMB had also produced material in minority ethnic languages and had made contact with 
BME organisations in an attempt to build relationships for the long term. 
Some of the other union responses outlined in the GLC research demonstrated that many had 
not yet shed their 'colour-blind' approach nor made a commitment to the full representation 
and involvement of BME workers in their organisations. As examples, the National Union of 
Railwaymen and the TGWU deployed an explicit class analysis to justify their answers to the 
question about whether the union gave encouragement to BME members to participate and 
play leading roles in the union: 
Most of the questions in the questionnaire appear to me to be irrelevant to the situation in 
this Union as all our members have equal opportunity and there is no discrimination 
against any member for any reason whatever. (Response from the NUR, GLC, 1984: 14) 
All members are equal, therefore no problems. To have it separate means that we are 
fighting the race issue rather than the class issues. (TWGU response. GLC, 1984: 6) 
It is difficult to accept that such blanket assertions represented the reality of BME experience 
in their unions and an investigation by the Commission for Racial Equality into the RMT2S 14 
years later found that the' union had failed to consider how race relations law and good 
practice is relevant to the services it provides to its members' (CRE, 1998: 5). Not 
surprisingly, the GLC report was strongly critical of such responses from unions in the UK: 
It is not enoughJor the trade union movement to argue that it is 'colour blind', that it 
represents the interests oj all workers irrespective oj race. sex, colour. that black workers 
are no different from white workers and that any special arrangements would be 
discrimination in reverse. (GLC, 1984: 6) 
15 By this time the union was known as the Nation Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers (RMT). 
following merger in 1990 of the National Union of Seamen and the National Union of Railwaymen. 
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During the 1980s a number of researchers took this work much further (Phizacklea and 
Miles, 1980; Workers Education Association, 1980; Labour Research Department, 1985; 
Commission for Racial Equality, 1985; Wrench, 1986; Lee, 1987; Phizacklea and Miles, 
1987). This body of research reinforced earlier findings, and concluded that: 
• black members are denied many of the benefits of their union membership because the 
movement inhibits full participation 
• unions fail to take up the grievances of their black members 
• low levels of participation by black members are due to lack of interest and lack of 
understanding of trade unionism 
• there is evidence of direct and passive collusion of shop stewards and officials with 
employers in discriminatory practices 
• more often than not 'race' issues do not appear on trade union agendas 
• unions do not keep records of their ethnic minority membership and are therefore not in a 
position to respond adequately to black members' needs 
• the prevalent attitude among trade unions is still that of colour-blindness. 
Despite the wealth of empirical evidence gathered as a result of this body of research, there 
was still reI uctance among the wider trade union movement to address these concerns. New 
policies, working parties and motions to conferences began to be adopted across the board, 
but' only a few officers recognised that the union has a responsibility to examine its 
procedures if they are to involve their black membership' (Lee, 1987: 150). The options for 
BME trade unionists were limited: they could walk away and fonn their own unions, or look 
to organise themselves within the existing organisations. According to one of the Asian 
women on the Imperial Typewriters strike committee, the first was not really an option: 
Our struggle has taught us also that black workers must never for a moment entertain the 
thought of separate black unions. They must join the existing unions and fight through 
them. Where the unions fail in their duties to black workers they must be challenged to 
stand up for their rights. The union is an organisation of all workers, regardless of race, 
colour or sex. Right now the trade union movement in Britain is functioning as a white 
man's union and this must be challenged. In challenging this we believe in the unity o/the 
working class. This unity must be solidly established in deeds and not only in words. It is 
the main task of the trade union movement to create this unity. (Wilson, 1978: 70) 
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In recognising that the strength of working-class unity was based on an alliance across class 
lines, many BME trade unionists were acutely aware that the culture and structures of trade 
unions required them to create their own spaces within which to organise. BME trade 
unionists therefore began to take action by organising BME only meetings to discuss 
strategies for achieving this goal (Phizacklea and Miles, 1987). Subsequently, the 1980s saw 
the development of self-organisation as a strategy to increase BME involvement in trade 
unions. The Black Trade Unionist Solidarity Movement (BTUSM), which described itself as 
a 'pressure group', held its first conference in June 1983, and aimed to bring about a change 
in the trade union movement to encourage BME workers to join an appropriate trade union. 
Three hundred and seventy-five people from around the UK attended this two-day conference 
and one of its main objectives was to ensure that 'Black workers ... participate more 
efficiently within their unions' (BTUSM, 1993: 1). BTUSM's formation led to the eventual 
establishment of black26 workers' groups in some trade unions, most notably in the public 
sector union NALGO (now Unison) which formalised self-organised groups within the 
union's decision-making structures. 27 In this case, and after a difficult struggle, BME workers 
won the right to self-organisation as a means to find the space to address their concerns. 
However, the idea of self-organisation is not without controversy. There were claims and 
counter claims that it was separatist, divisive and distracted from the main goals of trade 
unionism (Humphrey, 2002). As a response to the inaugural meeting of one NALGO 
branch's black self-organised group, 219 white members signed a letter objecting to its 
establishment: 
We the undersigned ... express our outrage ... [the Black Workers Group 1 can only be 
viewed as divisive and offensive and is surely a retrograde step in the area of racial 
harmony at work ... stop it now. (Virdee and Grint, 1994: 221) 
Yet self-organisation has continued to develop in UK trade unions and has functioned well 
despite the 'backlash' anticipated by some union officials. Many of the BME trade unionists 
surveyed for this research have stated that the development of self-organisation had had a 'huge 
26 The tenn 'black' has been adopted by UK trade unionists as a generic descriptor of minority ethnic groups. 
27 About half TUC affiliated unions have advisory 'race' committees or informal BME networks. For example, 
Usdaw has a National Race Relations Committee and an infonnal BME network. TGWU has National and 
Regional Race Equalities Committees, and the GMB has National and Regional Race Committees. Most have 
chosen not to establish separate BME self-organised groups. 
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impact' on the trade union movement since the 1980s, creating space for BME activists to play 
a role in their union, which otherwise would not have been possible.28 This is also borne out by 
recent research into BME women activists in trade unions where it is reported that self-
organised structures are a 'critical means of voicing a collective experience and are a means of 
harnessing a collective black voice in the union' (Bradley et ai, 2002: 20). 
1999: the TUC reacts to the Macpherson report 
Perhaps the greatest spur to action to challenge racism in the trade union movement resulted 
from the murder of black teenager Stephen Lawrence and the subsequent investigation into 
his death, which resulted in the Macpherson Report in 1999.29 The Report stated that 'it is 
incumbent on every institution to examine their policies and practices to guard against 
disadvantage to any section of our communities' (para 46.27). In response, the TUC 
established the Stephen Lawrence Task Group, which, as General Secretary John Monks 
reported, agreed an 'ambitious programme of work aimed at developing polices and 
initiatives which would challenge the pernicious effects of institutional racism in the 
workplace as well as the trade union movement' (TUC, 2000: 1). 
One proposal, put forward by the Task Group resulted in the 2001 TUC Congress accepting a 
rule change from the General Council requiring all TUC affiliates to demonstrate their 
commitment to equality as a condition of their affiliation to the TUe. This change goes far 
beyond what unions have done in the past to promote eqUality. It requires that membership is 
audited to establish the breakdown of membership by ethnic origin, but further, it requires that 
services to members, structures and collective bargaining are all monitored and that progress 
made is reported to Congress every two years. The TUC's Race Equality Officer believes that 
these requirements 'will have a significant impact and will really guide unions along in a 
systematic way for a good long period of time'.30 He argues that the TUC is no longer content 
with a paper commitment to challenging racism - it now wants to see the results in practice as 
JII Eighty per cent of respondents to a questionnaire survey at the TUC Black Workers Conference in 2002 stated 
that BME structures were important in providing space for BME union members to get involved in their 
unions. where they might otherwise be excluded. 
29 Stephen Lawrence was murdered by racists in south London in 1993. The government commissioned an 
inquiry by Sir William Macpherson to look into racism in the Metropolitan police. His report concluded that 
there was institutional racism in the police force. However. its wider consequences resulted in other 
organisations. like the TUC. looking at their own practices and procedures to see if they were also gUilty of 
institutional racism. 
JO Interview with TUC Race Equality Officer. 30 November 200 I. 
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well. Indeed, the first report following the equality audit rule was published in August 2003, 
and just under half of all unions responded.31 While there were responses from all of the largest 
unions there was nothing in the report to explain why the remaining unions did not respond. 
First responses to the audit show that unions are taking measures to address issues of inequality 
to a much greater extent than they did in the past, but there are great variations between unions. 
The report shows that it was a challenge for many unions to comply with the requirements of 
the audit as they did not have the information it required. Many unions did not ethnically 
monitor membership or employees; only 22 unions had rules on equality; only 8 unions had 
reserved seats for BME members on their national executive committees and although half of 
unions have national equalities bodies, less than 25 per cent have formal equalities structures 
at the sub-national level (TUC, 2003). In what could be a positive sign, half of all unions that 
responded reported that they had made specific efforts to recruit BME members, but the 
report does not expand on how this has been done or how successful they have been. The fact 
that only seven unions monitor the impact that collective bargaining has on 'race issues' 
suggests that even though race discrimination may, in some cases, be reaching the bargaining 
agenda, the extent to which unions are successful in this area is largely unknown. If unions 
are trying to recruit and organise BME workers, then it would seem essential that they are 
able to expound the benefits of collective bargaining as they impact on this group of workers. 
In commending the Equality Audit Report to Congress in 2003, the Assistant General 
Secretary of the TUC reported that it demonstrated that increased attention was being paid to 
equality in the last few years, thus confirming that unions did not see equality as a 'passing 
fashion'. Nevertheless, the TUC accepted that that there was still a long way to go to achieve 
equality for the most marginalised and disadvantaged members of the workforce (TUC, 
2003), and this is echoed,in the comments below from today's BME activists. 
2002: TUC Black Workers Conference - the experiences of BME activists today 
As part of the research for this thesis a questionnaire survey was undertaken at the 9111 TUC 
Black Workers Conference in 2002. The TUC agreed to distribute the questionnaire to 
delegates as part of their official material. Delegates were asked to complete and return them 
by the end of conference (see Appendix 1 for questionnaire and data analysis) . 
. \1 Thirty-three of the sixty-nine TUe affiliated unions responded and these represent 90% of the affiliated 
membership .. 
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The majority of questions were open-ended and gave respondents the opportunity to describe 
their experiences of their trade unions. Two hundred and twenty-nine delegates attended the 
conference from 40 trade unions. A response rate of 20 per cent included delegates from 50 per 
cent of the trade unions represented at the conference. Eighty-three per cent of respondents 
were from black and minority ethnic groups and two-thirds of respondents were male. The 
average age of the BWe conference was high, with 76 per cent of respondents aged over 50. 
Only two per cent were under 40 years of age. The majority of respondents said that they had 
joined a trade union in the 1970s and 1980s and only 18 per cent said that they had joined since 
the 1990s. While it is expected that experienced trade union members are more likely to attend 
such a conference, it is nonetheless worrying that there were so few young delegates. 
Respondents were asked whether or not they thought there were any barriers for BME 
members becoming active in their trade unions. In response to this question, 73 per cent 
thought that there were barriers. The reasons given for these perceived barriers were varied, 
but the main reason cited was racism (22%). Many respondents felt that union structures, 
rules and procedures were used to 'keep out' black and ethnic minorities. Several respondents 
referred to the unions as 'white male organisations', where there was 'no outright support' for 
black and minority ethnic members. 
Yes, black workers are not actively encouraged to participate or to hold positions. 
Whenever there is an interest, the rulebook is thrown at them and lack of experience is 
held against them. My particular branch is doing their utmost to maintain the status quo. 
In a region like Yorkshire and Humberside where there is a significant black membership 
only two black members are on the NEe and the regional committee. The fe1lUlie 
{member] had to push her way in. (Pakistani femalei2 
{Unions] don't offer immediate help to black members. {Unions] don't offer equal 
representation. {Unions] don't offer equal opportunities to bridge the gap. {Unions] don't 
offer facilities easily to acquire skills. (Bangladeshi male) 
{There is ] lack of commitment amongst union officials to undertake cultural awareness 
training. (East African Asian male) 
Rules of the unions ensure the unions stay 1IUlinly male and white. There has been a 
progress in {the] female section but none for blacks. (Asian male) 
12 The questionnaire invited respondents to describe their ethnic origin: thus these descriptions result from self-
identification. 
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Thus respondents stressed the importance of separate structures and networks. Many unions have 
now recognised that their organisations, like many others, suffer from the effects of institutional 
racism. According to BME activists, there is still a lot to be done in this area. Seventy-nine per 
cent of all respondents said that there was either direct or indirect racism in their unions: 
Branches are particularly bad, and the old-timers ensure that new members are kept in 
their place through controlling the knowledge base needed to effectively participate. 
(Pakistani female) 
Issues of racism are not dealt with with urgency. They are lower down on the scale. As a 
matter of fact they are afraid to take on the established male white colleagues, as they do 
not want to lose members! (Asian African male) 
It is extremely hardfor Black members to progress within the union's organisation. Full-
time positions remain ... mostly occupied by white members. (Black male) 
When I was nominated for election as a full time officer some of the members stated that 
they would not vote for me because I am black, but it did not stop me being elected. (Black 
Caribbean woman) 
Another concern raised by respondents related to the lack of BME full-time union officials to 
either act as role models or to fully understand the issues facing BME workers. Thirty per 
cent of respondents said that to change their union to further increase BME involvement, 
their unions needed to recruit more BME officials: 
[I would] introduce more black and ethnic minority full time officers to represent the 
membership's make up. There is a need to tackle institutionalised racism within our union 
before vocalising disgust at racism elsewhere. (Black male) 
[My union] alone represents 27,000 black membership, but this is not reflected in the 
group's executive or the National Executive. We need further positive action to address 
the imbalance. and encourage and co-opt active black trade union officers to group and 
national committees and use their expertise. in the interests of the membership. (Indian 
male) 
I act as a role model recruiting black workers. They join hoping for a difference. 
(Black British Caribbean, male) 
Black workers can be recruited by black activists and black full-time officers ... because 
they can see a role model. (Pakistani male) 
One respondent neatly summed up the main issue of importance: he warned of future 
problems should the trade unions not act quickly enough to create equality in their structures 
and services. 
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The development of BWCs [black workers committees J and self-organisation has had a 
huge impact on unions since the 1980s. However, trade unions operate in a shrinking 
sphere of influence, and in this context, the capacity of unions to ameliorate the low 
density offull time officers, lay representatives and activists for black/Asian and minority 
ethnic groups, is limited. Experienced black activists have moved on to other spheres as a 
result, rather than wait for opportunities to slowly emerge. (Asian male) 
As a consequence, he believed it would become more difficult to recruit and organise BME 
workers once experienced BME activists were lost from the movement When comparing these 
comments from current BME trade unionists they seem little different from those expressed 24 
years ago in the WEA report. Clearly, unions have progressed in their attitudes and behaviour 
towards BME members, but to many, these changes have not advanced quickly enough. 
The rue organising agenda: a strategy to recruit BME workers? 
The TUC's New Unionism project/3 which was established in 1996 to promote trade 
unionism, has helped to provide guidance to trade unions about the ways in which they need 
to adopt organising and recruitment practices to increase membership and better reflect 
labour market change. A central aspect to this process is a focus on organising under-
represented groups many of whom are increasingly working outside traditionally unionised 
industries and TUC literature specifically mentioned the need to organise BME workers: 
The TUC's New Unionism project is targeting black workers as one of the key groups 
which trade unions must attract if they are to confidently face the challenges presented by 
the radical changes which are taking place in the labour market today. Continued efforts 
to organise and recruit black workers in order to build on the strong membership base 
already in place will be an important priority for unions ill the future. (TUC, 1998: 1) 
Along with the formation of an Organising Academy, where new union organisers have been 
trained in the' organising model', it was hoped that the renewed emphasis on organising 
under-represented groups would result in union policies being turned into practical action 
lJ In an interview with a TUC official New Unionism was described in the following way. 'The New Unionisim 
project was launched four years ago and the central feature of the project was the Organising Academy. which 
takes people on to train to be organisers working with sponsoring unions for 12 months. It's also about 
changing the culture of unions to build workplace organisation; to increase the number of reps and support for 
reps and to increase the number of activists to build lay activist structures and organising committees. [As well 
as] various things like community unionism, breaking out to new sectors of workers (for example) younger 
workers and ethnic minorities.' (interview 18 January 2(02) 
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with more BME members joining trade unions and becoming involved in union activity. 
However, given that this was an aim of the New Unionism project, there is little evidence to 
suggest that unions have specifically, or strategically, targeted the recruitment and organising 
of BME workers. In recent years, this aim appears to have been subsumed into a more 
general policy to organise the unorganised. Indeed, Heery et al (2003) surveyed unions on the 
priority they accorded to recruiting different groups of workers and their figures show that an 
emphasis on recruiting members from BME groups has been declining since 1998. In 1998, 
61 per cent of unions accorded high recruitment priority to members of ethnic minorities. In 
200 I, this had fallen to 48 per cent. 
The significance of the formal redirection of the TUC towards an organising agenda is 
reflected in the increasing number of academic studies taking place in this field (Carter, 2000; 
Gall, 2003; Heery et ai, 2000, 2000a, 2000b; Fiorito and Dame, 2001; Metcalf, 2001; 
Charlwood, 2001). Trade unions have been forced into a period of reassessment and 
revaluation in order to stem membership decline (Carter, 2000; Hyman, 2002; Kelly and 
Heery, 1989; Waddington and Whitston, 1997: Waddington and Kerr, 2000; TUC, 1998; 
Weaver, 1998). One result of this is a review of internal and external organisation, the 
services provided and the needs of the membership. In doing so, debate has focused on the 
general purpose of trade union activity, particularly around the two models described as 
'servicing' and 'organising' (Carter 1997,2000; Terry, 2000. Grabelsky and Hurd, 1994; 
Waddington and Kerr, 1999, 2000). 
There has also been extensive debate about partnership, where some unions are attempting to 
bring about revitalisation through joint working with employers. The partnership model is 
often presented as being diametrically opposed to the organising model rejecting 
adversarialism and mobilisation in exchange for dialogue and co-operation (Danford et al 
2002; Heery, 2002, 2003; Kelly, 1999). Yet it is organising unionism that has created most 
excitement with practitioners and academics as it provides the greatest possibilities for union 
renewal, particularly in new workplaces involving underrepresented workers. 
What is the organising model1 
The term 'organising model' is used to describe an approach to union building that relies on 
unions facilitating local leadership so that workers are empowered to act for themselves 
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(Grabelsky and Hurd , 1994; Heery et af, 2000b). Its purpose is to foster self-reliance and 
collective identity, organising around issues in the workplace, which can then lead to 
increased recruitment and sustained organising. The organising model is descri bed bone 
group of researchers as a model of good practice which 'represents an attempt to rediscover 
the "social movement" origins of labour, essentially by redefining the union as a mobilizing 
structure which seeks to stimulate activism among its members and generate campaigns for 
workplace and wider social justice' (Heery et ai, 2000a: 996). 
Associated with the organising model is a range of techniques or methods that are designed to 
raise the profile of the union and encourage members to become active in union building 
rather than remain as passive recipients. In a survey of UK unions , Heery et af (2000a) report 
that union organisers frequently use person-to-person recruitment, workplace mapping, 
identifying workplace grievances and the principle of like-recruits-like in their campaigns. 
However, they note that less use is made of visits to non-members' homes and links with 
community organisations, which are more generally associated with union organising in the 
United States (see Table 2.1). 
Table 2.1. Some techniques and methods associated with the organising model 
Organising techniques and methods 
Person-to-person recruitment at the workplace 
Raising the union profile within the workplace (through petitions, surveys, etc) 
Identification of employee grievances as a basis for recruitment 
Establishing membership targets at company or workplace level 
Reliance on the principle of like-recruits-like 
Establishing an organising committee within target workplace 
Systematic rating of non-members in terms of their propensity to join 
Public campaigns against anti-union employers 
Link-up with community organisations 
House calls to non-members' homes 
Data/rol11 Heery e1 01 (2000£1) 
UK unions reporting 
frequency of use (%) 
69 
45 
34 
29 
26 
21 
7 
5 
3 
2 
Although not used to the same e tent in the UK, 'like-recruit -like' ha been an important 
feature in many U campaign, particularly \ hen organi ing among migrant \\ orker~ ( rain, 
J 994: Mann, 200 J; Sciacchitano, 1998: Sherman and Yo ,2000: Well, 2000) . In their 
research into how union in California are de\ eloping new tactic · to unioni e immigrant 
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(Needleman 1998) and researchers have found that campaigns have been most successful 
where they have taken account of the context of individuals' lives as workers and as 
members of wider society. The multiple identities held by people mean that it is often not 
possible to remedy the needs of low-wage workers without simultaneously addressing their 
other needs for example, as immigrants, women, lone parents or as carers (Cornfield et ai, 
1998; Figueroa, 1998 ; Needleman 1998). To do this requires embeddedness in the 
communities unions are trying to organise. An understanding of language, culture and social 
experiences of different communities decides whether organisers are seen as insiders or 
outsiders and this affects the degree of trust afforded to labour organisations and thus the 
extent of union success (Weaver, 1998; Wells, 2000). 
While community unionism has yet to develop to any great extent in the UK, evidence from 
the US shows that the model has potential to rebuild trade union membership. Where it has 
been applied, it has tended to be mainly among BME and migrant worker communities 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1998; Mann, 2001; Milkman, 2000; Pastor, 2001; Weaver, 1998). As in the 
UK, the US has seen an increasingly polarisation between the living and working conditions 
of certain sections of society. Pastor (2001: 269) describes the current situation in Los 
Angeles where the new economy has 'been marked by a worsening distribution of income by 
both class and race' with some ethnic groups receiving a 'wage penalty for race'. 
Consequently, the worst effects of the market have disproportionally affected BME and 
migrant workers, many of whom find themselves in the lowest paid and least desirable jobs. 
In their detailed study on immigrant workers and unionisation, Waldinger and Der-
Martirosian (1998) found that immigrant workers have difficulty in finding jobs that are 
unionised, but over time, unionisation rates among these workers rise to the extent that they 
are higher than their native-born counterparts. Partly, they argue, this is because BME and 
migrant workers find' ample reasons for turning to unions to voice their discontent'. Other 
research has found that once union organisers make contact with BME and migrant workers 
they often have a higher degree of class-consciousness rooted in the societies that they come 
from and are easier to organise than native-born workers (Waldinger et ai, 1998; Sherman 
and Voss, 1998). For example, for some migrant workers the fear of union organising in the 
US is a relative experience and does not compare to the fear they have felt in union 
organising in their home country. As one organiser has pointed out, in EI Salvador union 
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The development 0/ community unionism as a 'new' organisational/orm 
The ability of labour to withstand the attacks brought about by capital flight, contingent work 
and privatisation requires a rethinking of the structure and geography of trade unions. 
Particularly, it is argued that a re-scaling of union organising is needed, requiring a shift from 
the sole focus of the workplace as the place to organise. According to Jane Wills (200 1) there 
needs to be much broader geographical union/community organising, involving both lived 
and worked space. In the last decade there has been an growing interest from academics and 
trade unionists in the ideas of social movement unionism and community unionism as a 
response to the changing contours of global capitalism (Craft, 1990; Banks, 1992; Tufts, 
1998; Wills, 200 I, 2002). 
Echoing calls in the United States where moves to develop community unionism have shown 
some success, Wills (200 I, 2002) has been almost a lone voice arguing that there is much to 
be learnt from rethinking the spatial organisation of trade unionism in the UK. In her critique 
of union renewal, Wills (2002) has argued that the new organising initiatives taking place in 
the UK are designed to reinforce existing workplace organisation, whereas a re-scaling of 
organisational form, for example, into community/labour coalitions could provide a more 
useful model in unionising 'hard to organise' workers: 
Unions thus need to extend beyond the workplace to develop multi-scalar networks 
reaching from the local to the global arena ... and in the context of diverse working 
experiences, aspirations and identities, unions cannot use standard, top-down, formulae 
to decide what to do. (Wills, 2002: 6). 
Evidence from the United States has shown that in order to reach workers it is not possible to 
rely on the workplace model of union organising. In many cases, unions have been forced by 
circumstance to reach out into communities to find new spaces in which to meet with 
unorganised workers. 
Organising BME and migrant workers: experiences from the USA 
Examples in this section show how parts of the US labour movement are responding to the 
need to rebuild their strength and how there has been a tendency to look to a 
community/social movement approach. These relationships are not always easy and not all 
have been successful, but researchers have identified common themes from many of the 
campaigns. Success is often predicated on building relationships for the 'long haul' 
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workers, Sherman and Voss (2000) found that the most innovative and successfullocals34 
were those that were the most attentive to the needs of immigrant workers and used 
immigrant organisers. These unions, which they categorise as 'full innovator' locals, have all 
recruited bilingual organisers who 'mirror the racial and ethnic background of the workers 
being organised' (Sherman and Voss, 2000; 88). Campaigns are framed to respond to the 
needs of immigrant workers, building upon ethnic ties to promote solidarity. Moreover, these 
locals have been successful in using new immigrant organisers who have taken on the work 
previously done by 'outside' organisers. However, Sherman and Voss found that structural 
inertia has prevented other locals from using the principle of like-recruits-like in organising. 
In these cases, unions were reluctant to change their staffing patterns saying that they would 
have to wait until someone 'dies or quits' before they were able to instigate change. Sherman 
and Voss also found that, in some cases, older staff members were less culturally sensitive 
and in others, overtly racist (Sherman and Voss, 2000; 95). 
Crain (1994) argues that conventional organising strategies (i.e those typically carried out by 
white men) can create barriers to women's unionisation by the failure to recognise the 
significance of gender in organising campaigns. Crain's research showed that white male 
organisers tended to view 'workers as workers' where they 'treat everybody equal', whereas 
women tended to view gender as important to their organising style and methods used. In her 
study, men had a much narrower organisational focus than women, concentrating more on 
'bread and butter' issues and often marginalised 'women's issues' as 'luxury items'. 
Interestingly, Crain (2000: 241) also found that while male organisers did not have any 
doubts about their ability to organise women, they nevertheless acknowledged the necessity 
of matching organisers to the target population by 'class, race, ethnicity, language or 
geography'. Why it should be that gender was not perceived as an issue, but these other 
factors were, is unclear. 
Increasingly, the principle of 'like-recruits-like' has become a common mantra among trade 
unionists who repeatedly express its importance to organising and rebuilding the union 
movement. However, in many cases it remains to be translated into practice to any great 
extent, particularly so in the context of union organising in the UK. 
3-' In the US national unions are referred to as Internationals and regional or branch size unions are known as locals. 
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members can face death because of their union activity, whereas in the US the worst that was 
likely to happen was that they might lose their job. 
Many of the recent innovative union organising campaigns that have taken place in the US 
have done so in California, mainly as a result of its high rate of immigration and the 
exploitation of migrants in non-union jobs. Despite the fact that California has a long history 
of labour migration and that a quarter of the state's population is foreign-born, the union 
movement organisers and staff are often not reflective of this diversity. However, this has 
begun to change over the last couple of decades as unions have developed a more organising 
focus to union bUilding. Like London, California has seen its workforce grow significantly 
over the last 30 years with a much greater growth in its BME and migrant population than 
that of its 'non-Hispanic white' population. Like London, it is developing 'ethnic-specific' 
occupations such as contract cleaning and hospitality. In some instances, non-whites are 
twice as likely as whites to be factory or service workers and on average earn 25 per cent less 
than white workers (Milkman, 2000). 
Consequently, unions in California have been forced to address the issues this raises in terms of 
union/non-union jobs in a racialised labour market. Rebuilding the labour movement required 
unions to confront the issue of immigrant unionisation head on. For example, the demographic 
changes taking place have fostered change in the ways unions are organising in the hotel 
industry. The Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees union (HERE) local in San 
Francisco has made structural changes in order to reach out and gain the support of immigrant. 
workers, by ensuring the leadership of the union was representative of its membership in terms 
of 'race', ethnicity, nationality, gender and occupation. The union hired organisers fluent in the 
four major languages of the workforce. Moreover, it sought help from a wide range of 
community organisations including churches, neighbourhood associations, health, immigration, 
legal and housing groups - recognising that it cannot effectively defend immigrant workers on 
its own (Wells, 2(00). This has had an significant impact upon the union contracts agreed with 
employers. In particular, the union has agreed provisions that protect immigrants who have 
used false names or social security numbers in the past and have secured legal provision for 
immigration cases. Most importantly, this campaign demonstrated how the union's response to 
organising immigrant workers actually transfonned the union itself: the process, structure and 
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method of organising came to be shaped by the very people who were being organised and it 
was this that ensured the campaign's successes. 
There are now increasing examples of US unions making conscious efforts to engage in new 
forms of organising taking a more culturally sensitive, racially aware and spatially grounded 
approach to union building (Delgado, 2000; Figueros, 1998; Herod, 2001; Milkman, 2000; 
Peters and Merrill, 1998; Savage, 1998). Most notably, the case of the Service Employees 
International Union's (SEIU) Justice for Janitors (JfJ) campaign in the early 1990s has 
received widespread recognition for its innovation in its organising approach (Waldinger et 
ai, 1998). The campaign succeeded in bringing 8,000 largely immigrant workers under a 
union contract in southern California through a well-researched campaign carefully targeted 
at the industry rather than individual employers. In addition, it mobilised an 'occupational 
community' using social and ethnic networks brought together in one of the most 'in your 
face' unionisation campaigns of recent times. Crucially, Local 399, covering southern 
California, was well-equipped to respond to the needs of an BME and immigrant workforce 
and, because of its history, had union organisers who were representative of the membership. 
In addition to these local geographically specific community-based approaches to 
unionisation, there has also an encouraging development at a national level in the US which 
has seen the development of the Jobs with Justice (JwJ) campaign. JwJ's core philosophy is 
that in order to be successful, workers' struggles have to be part of a larger campaign for 
economic and social justice (JwJ, 2003). JwJ has formed 41 community coalitions in 29 
states across the US. The AFL-CIO and all the large US unions are members of JwJ, as well 
as 80 other national organisations including those from faith, advocacy, student, women's 
community and immigrant groups and those more generally working for social justice. Their 
record of achievements in gaining living wage ordinances, securing health care provision and 
helping to secure union contracts makes impressive reading: 
In 2001, Jobs with Justice coalitions worked with 159 local unions on 199 workplace 
justice campaigns affecting 137.444 workers (the number o/workers increases to 190,444 
when we take into account campaigns that affect over 10,000 workers). Jobs with Justice 
Coalitions supported over 95,000 workers in 135 Organizing Campaigns during 200/. 
including first contract campaigns. 0/ union organizing campaigns supported by JwJ. 
75% that were won or lost in 2001 were victorious! (Jobs with Justice. 2(03) 
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Part of this success has resulted from a broad approach to campaigning for community and 
social justice as well as for labour rights. JwJ's most recent campaign draws on the tactics of 
the civil rights movement. JwJ coalitions organised a national 'Immigrant Worker Freedom 
Ride' which converged on Washington DC in October 2003. The campaign highlighted the 
need for immigration reform, but stressed that the cause is much broader - immigrants are 
also fighting for good jobs and access to health case and rights on the job (AFL-CIO, 2(03). 
Community unionism in the UK 
In the past, unions in the UK had much more of an organic link with their local geographic 
communities, often assisting members and their families in times of adversity, thus 
engendering unions with social, economic and political functions which were geographically 
embedded. Yet, there has been a greater reluctance to follow the route of community 
unionism in the UK in the more recent period (for examples see Wills and Simms, 2004). 
There is however, an interesting example, of one union that still operates as a community-
based organisation. David Wray (2003) has looked at the relevance of community unionism 
in the context of the Durham Miners Association (DMA). Although it is 10 years since the 
closure of the last coal mine in County Durham, the DMA still had an associate membership 
of 10,000 in 2003. Wray (2003: 8) spells out why this might be: 'The DMA was a community 
union in the fullest sense, one that had developed organically with the mining communities to 
the extent that it was "of' as well as "in" the community, never restricting itself to industrial 
issues.' Having lost its industrial base the union has 'returned full circle to its roots in the 
communities, firmly reasserting the long-standing symbiotic relationship between the two' 
(Wray, 2003: 11). In the words of one union official this is because 'People stick with who 
they know ... We are dealing with our own people and just because the pits have gone is no 
reason for us to go away.' 
The circumstances of union organising today are substantially different from the time the 
DMA was formed and it stands alone in the UK as an example of community-based trade 
unionism with a social function. 
Recognising that unions need to rediscover their place in communities, the TUC, as part of its 
New Unionism project, has committed itself to building solidarity with social movements. 
Frances 0' Grady, former director of organising at the TUC, pointed out that to build a model 
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of community unionism trade unions needed to take a look at their culture and remember that 
work is only one dimension to life: 
identities have become more complex with gender, race, sexuality and community also 
playing a significant part in shaping our sense o/who we are' (Frances 0' Grady, quoted 
in Brown, 1999: 11). 
While the TUC might advocate such action, there are few examples where theory has been 
translated into practice. An exception, is the campaign for a living wage organised by The 
East London Communities Organisation (Telco) which was launched in east London in 2001. 
Telco, a community-based coalition involving community groups, faith groups and trade 
unions, has sought to put pressure on companies and those in power to accept that workers 
should receive a living wage rather than a minimum wage. It has done this by bringing 
together diverse communities under the umbrella of campaigning for social justice. The 
campaign has already had some considerable success and has secured increased pay and 
conditions for low-paid hospital workers by involving local people as well as the workers 
concerned (see Wills, 2004, for details on the campaign). However, sections of the trade union 
movement in London views it with suspicion. In particular, some trade unions are concerned 
about Telco's involvement with faith communities. So far, only one union, Unison, has 
provided practical and financial support to Telco. Also, trade unions appear reluctant to 
concede the sharing of organising campaigns.35 Community unionism in the UK is therefore at 
a much more embryonic stage than in the US, where unions, because of their greater weakness, 
have had greater necessity to look for new models of organising the unorganised. 
Conclusion 
The last 30 years has seen an evolving relationship between the UK trade union movement 
and BME workers, but at times, progress has been slow. BME union members today are still 
critical that practices to challenge discrimination have not kept up with unions' policy 
statements. There is growing concern that BME workers may not see trade unions as being as 
relevant as they did in the past. 
.\$ In one campaign to organise low-paid cleaning workers one trade union refused to work with Telco who had 
begun to organise in east London. The union saw their role as being very different from that of Telco and 
accused them of 'running off with other people's campaigns.' After a few months the union withdrew from 
the campaign finding it too resource-intensive to continue. (Interview with union official, 10 May 2002). 
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The industrial disputes in the 1970s, which involved groups of BME workers asserting their 
right to decent working conditions and equality with their fellow white workers, saw a 
developing anti-racism within trade unions. Union activists fought to get unions to adopt 
policies and practices which recognised the discrimination faced in the workplace and wider 
society and the 1980s saw some progress when BME union members fought internal battles 
for the right to self-organise and for representation on union bodies. Only in the 1990s did 
BME activists win the right to their own conference when the TUe black workers conference 
became part of the official structures of the TUe, some 68 years after the TUe's first 
women's conference. After challenging the' colour-blindness' of many unions, BME 
members and anti-racists succeeded in making headway in establishing the principle of 
equality and representation at least at a formal level. 
Since the late 1980s, this period has been characterised by declining union membership and 
participation in union activities, which has caused the union movement to focus on rebuilding 
itself and acknowledging how it needs to be more representative of today's more diverse 
workforce. As part of this approach there has been a renewed emphasis on the 'organising 
model' of trade unionism and UK unions have turned to the United States for examples of 
how unions there have adopted new methods of bringing workers into unions, many for the 
first time. Many of the US initiatives have developed around the organisation of BME and 
migrant workers who are often found living and working at the margins of society in low-
paid jobs vacated by white workers. As a result of their position in society, many BME and 
migrant workers have come to rely on social networks for support either through family, 
friends, or local communities. In addition, community organisations providing legal advice, 
immigration support and local faith organisations often provide support that is lacking 
through state-sponsored organisations. 
From the 1970s BME trade unionists repeatedly made the point that trade unions had to take 
action to support BME workers both inside and outside of the workplace if they were to be 
effective and gain the trust of the different communities. Unlike the US unions, however, 
trade unions in the UK have not yet established mechanisms to develop relationships with 
community groups or worked out ways of operating as partners in labour/community 
coalitions. There is an inherent cautiousness and suspicion of working with other 
organisations who do not understand the culture of trade unionism as well as a reluctance to 
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change long-established union structures. Yet declining membership has caused the TUC to 
at least consider developing more links with community organisations. 
BME union activists have argued that it is difficult to break through the structural 
conservatism inherent in trade unions to affect the change necessar) to involve more BME 
workers, but argue that it needs to be done if BME union density is not to decline further. The 
US labour movement has recognised and acted to address the increasing polarisation in the 
labour market where an 'ethnic penalty' is applied to BME and immigrant labour. by 
directing new organising strategies at this section of the labour market. A similar labour 
market pattern is emerging in the UK and there are lessons to be learnt from the model of 
social movement or community unionism that is being practised in unions in the US. 
Trade unions in the UK developed as organisations for social justice rooted in geographical 
communities and there may be some merit in returning to that history to learn the benefits of 
using social networks for union growth. A greater embeddedness within a 'community' is 
likely to engender greater trust and confidence, and US union organising campaigns have 
sought to ensure their organisers are matched with the people they are trying to recruit. Many 
of the successful campaigns have been predicated on union organisers being perceived as 
'insiders' and members of the community, whereas in the UK, BME union activists are 
deeply critical about the lack of representative union officials to undertake this role. The UK 
union movement currently has few BME union organisers or officials, which, if unions are 
serious about increasing the organising of BME workers, could prove a hindrance in future 
organising campaigns. In summary. the experience from the US suggests that if union 
renewal is to be successful the unions must become an integral part of the community and the 
communities need to become part of the union movement (Sciacchitano, 1998). To do this, 
unions are required to gi \'e greater consideration to the identities and experiences of the 
workers they are attempting to organise, recognising that for man) BME workers, their vision 
of work and the labour market. is experienced through the prism of 'race' as well as class. 
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Chapter 3: The geographies of black and minority ethnic workers in 
London 
Introduction 
Through an analysis of the UK Labour Force Survey36 this chapter investigates the changes 
that have taken place in the labour market in London over a period of seven years, from 
1993-2000.37 It assesses what impact these changes have had on the patterns of BME 
workers in the labour market and the effect this has had on BME trade union density, and the 
implications for future organising initiatives. Trade union membership and organisation can 
be more fully understood within the context of the changing spatial division of labour in 
London and, more particularly, from an understanding of the ethnic spatial division of labour. 
The chapter focuses on the economic and geographic profile of BME workers. While many 
will be foreign-born migrant workers, many other BME workers are not migrants and will 
have been born in the UK. The concern of this research is not with migrants38 per se, but with 
the position of 'non-white' workers in the labour market and trade unions, which will include 
both migrants and non-migrants. 
Spatial framework 
Geographers, before they do anything else, surely should define their spatial framework. 
(Allen et al, 1998: 32) 
At one level the economic and geographical distribution of BME workers in the UK can be 
simply and objectively defined within physically delineated areas and this mapping can be 
done, for example, by workplace, home or by region. Yet this tells us little unless we also 
understand the processes which produce concentrations of workers in specific jobs and 
36 The UK government conducts quarterly surveys on the status of the labour market and the characteristics of 
the individuals operating within it. The Quarterly Labour Force Survey is a sample survey of 61,000 
households and contains both labour market data and statistics on trade union membership. The data can be 
broken down into government standard regions allowing for regional and national analysis. The data is made 
available to researchers for secondary analysis from the UK Data Archive. All data in this chapter is from the 
LFS unless otherwise stated. See Appendix two for a technical summary of LFS data. 
37 The Labour Force Survey became quarterly in 1992; prior to this it was an annual survey. Changes to some 
variables occurred in 1992 making comparisons with earlier data unreliable, therefore 1993 was chosen as a 
reliable start date. Comparisons with 1993 data are only possible up-until 2000 when looking at ethnicily data 
as the ethnicity variable changed in 2001 and it is not possible to make comparisons with early data-sets. 
J8 In popular UK discourse the terms 'migrant', 'immigrant'. ethnic minorities and asylum seekers are often 
conflated (see Saggar, 2(01). Although many UK BME workers are migrants, many are nOL Also. while 
many migrant workers are from BME groups, the majority are not. In this study, migrant is defined as a 
person born outside of the UK. It does not include those persons migrating within the UK. 
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locations. Geographies of labour (and unionisation) need to be understood, primarily, in terms 
of social relations. At different times these may represent spaces of hope, spaces of exclusion, 
or spaces of survival (Allen et ai, 1998; Harvey, 2(00). At this level of enquiry, the spatial 
distribution of BME labour in London can be better understood in terms of the influences of 
culture, tradition, identity, politics, the economy and the processes of racialisation. 
In a material sense, a spatial framework has already been defined for this study by the use of 
data from the Labour Force Survey (LFS). The LFS divides the UK into standard regions, 
which reflect artificial, but practical, geographical boundaries. The study broadly centres on 
the area commonly known as the 'south-east' with a particular focus on London. The 'south-
east' is also the area within which the Southern and Eastern Regional TU~9 operates, and its 
operational boundaries mirror exactly the UK Standard Regions of London, the South East 
and Eastern England, as defined by the LFS. This therefore provides a convenient and 
commonly defined regional space in which to analyse the position of BME workers in the 
labour market and the trade union movement. 
However, defining regions in this way is problematic, as bounded regions imply some degree 
of spatial continuity, similarity, or commonality, whereas in reality this is seldom the case. 
This definition also takes no account of other social relations that create different spaces, 
regions and identities. Allen et al (1998) thus problematises the 'region' by rejecting previous 
definitions of 'essential space', arguing instead that regions need to be thoughts of in terms of 
social processes: 
... regions only take place in particular contexts andfrom specific perspectives. There will 
always be multiple, co-existing, characterizations of particular spaces/places. The 
different social groups within a place may have different, even opposed and contested, 
readings of its character. Wider discourses - political, cultural or economic - may yield 
yet other identities. (Allen et ai, 1998: 34) 
In other words, there is not one south-east, but many, depending on the social categories you are 
interested in. The geographies of poverty and wealth, for example, show two very different 
characterisations of the south-east where social groups interrelate on one level but occupy different 
19 The Southern and Eastern Trades Union Congress is the collaborative partner in this ESRC-funded CASE 
studentship 
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spaces on another. Allen et al therefore prefer to conceptualise the region as 'discontinuous' or 
'unbounded', reflecting more accurately these different patterns of unevenness and connectedness 
within and across it. 
It is these patterns of unevenness that create different geographies of class, gender and 
ethnicity. For example, London is differentiated by areas of wealth (City of London), poverty 
(Newham) and varying levels of unemployment (Hackney, 16%; Kingston upon Thames, 
4%), each creating their own distinct geographies. Some of these remain historically 
constituted despite change in the labour market, as Linda McDowell's (1997a) work on bank 
workers in the city of London shows. In this instance, class and gender bias has created a 
specific geography of merchant bank workers, which is still largely based on the 'old boys" 
network of public-school-educated men. So, too, the geography of London's minority ethnic 
groups shows a distinct spatial pattern that often mirrors the capital's spaces of 
unemployment and poverty. For example, Bromley has a minority ethnic population of 8 per 
cent and an ILO unemployment rate of 4 per cent, in contrast to Newham, which has a 
minority ethnic population of 54 per cent and an unemployment rate of 14 per cent.40 
The challenge for labour organisations looking to rebuild their influence is to create new 
spaces of organising within these geographies of disadvantage. The region, as defined by the 
LFS, does provide an imperfect but useful opportunity to develop a broad picture of BME 
workers in the labour market in London and the south-east. 
London: a region of growth and prosperity, or growth and inequality? 
Over the last couple of decades the south-east has been increasingly identified as a region of 
economic prosperity, giving credence to the notion of a north/south divide between the richer 
'south' and the poorer 'north'. While accurately reflecting the south-east as the predominant 
growth region of the UK during this period, this identity fails to reflect the widening 
inequalities within the south-east itself. As Peck and Tickell (1992) point out, levels of 
inequality within the south-east have become more extreme than in any other region of the UK 
and can be characterised in terms of a 'south/south' divide, where the poor are very poor and 
the rich are very rich. The inequality is at its greatest in London where the difference in pay, 
for example, between that of top city managers and hospitality workers is staggering. The UK 
010 See Table 3.4 for more detail on economic disparities in the labour market in London. 
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director of Vodafone 'earned over £2 million and had a 262 per cent annual pay increase in 
2001.41 Compare this to hospitality woiXers who woiX in the London hotels (often used by such 
business executives) who earn the national minimum wage (£4.50 per hour), inclusive of tips. 
Such disparities in pay have become more evident since neo-Iiberal policies opened up the 
financial markets and transformed the labour market in London and the south-east. While the 
south-east region has been the dominant region in the UK for finance and commerce for 
centuries, deregulation of the financial markets in the 1980s created a 'new "south-east" 
along the lines of difference and inequality, both socially and geographically' (Allen et ai, 
1998:9). This was a particular type of growth, spurred on by the political ideology of 
Thatcherism, which championed the individual, particularly if they had money to invest, and 
which derided the collectivism of labour as a product of a bygone age. Indeed, those that had 
money, or could access credit, did extremely well out of this neo-liberal project, as 
speculation created even more growth on the back of even more credit. The 'new south-east' 
did bring prosperity to some, but it also brought poverty to others. Jobs grew in the finance 
and insurance sector, as did salaries, however, manufacturing declined drastically, forcing 
many out of reasonably paid jobs and into lower paid service sector jobs, which had worse 
terms and conditions and were less regulated by trade unions. In addition, the wholesale 
privatisation of jobs had similar consequences, leading to job losses and greater insecurity in 
employment. This created a new landscape of uneven employment opportunities and woiX, 
which is, at the same time, highly gendered and racialised (Allen and Henry, 1997; Massey, 
1995; McDowell, 1997a). 
The neo-liberalism of the 1980s saw a dismantling of forms of social regulation, which were 
deemed to impede the free development of the market. Peck and Tickell (1992) argue that the 
during the Thatcher years the 'dysfunctional coupling' of modes of social regulation and capital 
accumulation led to a structural crisis in the market affecting both capital and labour. The 
consequence was a full-blown recession in the south-east in the early 1990s, creating increased 
inequality and even greater uneven development across the region. The liberalisation of financial 
markets was but one aspect of deregulation, but there was also a relentless legislative attack on 
trade union rights, restricting their ability to organise to protect their members' tenns and 
~I Figures from Labour Research September 200 I. 
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conditions (Barrow, 1997). With increasing unemployment and falling membership, the trade 
unions were faced with a deregulated labour market over which they had declining influence. Of 
course, capital is not the only element that tries to regulate the market and social processes 
labour too, has a vested interest and seeks to challenge the excesses of capitalism. As Martin 
et al (1996: 18) explain labour organisations have formed 'an integral part of the regulatory 
process in shaping the development and operation of regional and local labour markets'. 
However, trade union influence has been seriously undermined over the last few decades as a 
result of declining membership and low union densities in the south-east, particularly in the 
lower paid, privatised and service industries. In these circumstances, it is debatable how far 
trade unions remain an integral part of regulatory processes and the challenge for trade 
unions today is to devise strategies in order to reverse their decline. 
Migration and geographies of ethnicity 
To understand the nature of BME communities and their geograhical distribution it is necessary 
to place the study of BME workers within the context of migration, particularly as it relates to 
the London labour market. The racialised nature of immigration is an important element in the 
historical profile and experience of Britain's BME communities (Carter et ai, 1996). Racism 
has shaped the social geographies of ethnicity within which BME communities have sought to 
live and work. As Carter et at (1996: 135) point out, 'the racialised nature of immigration 
regulation both structures the way in which migrants are situated within the labour market and 
valorises notions of "race" difference.' This racialised distribution of labour has, of course, 
consequences for trade union recruitment and organisation, especially as BME migrants are, on 
average; more likely to be working in lower paid jobs where unions have little, or no influence 
(Bloch, 1999). 
Research into the racialisation of migrant labour suggests that studies should begin with the 
question of how social relations become racialised in the first instance (Carter et ai, 1996). 
Immigration policy provides one explanation. Racialised discourse has been at the heart of 
immigration policy in the UK in the post-war period. In 1962, the Commonwealth 
Immigrants Act introduced the concept of 'patriality', later re-named 'rigbt of abode', and 
this was the first overtly racist immigration policy introduced into UK legislation. Patriality 
provided automatic rights for foreign nationals with a British-born parent or grandparent and 
ensured preferential rights for white migrants. In 1973, when the UK entered the European 
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Community, it accepted the right of predominantly white EU nationals to enter the UK, while 
overseas black British nationals faced increasingly tighter controls on their entry to Britain. 
Subsequent immigration legislation has imposed further restrictions on people from the' non-
white' countries of the South (JCWI, 1995). 
In reporting about immigration in the popular media, the term 'migrant' has become 
interchangeable with 'asylum seeker' and 'illegal worker' and popular discourse assumes most 
migrants are 'non-white,.42 However, as the figures in Table 3.1 demonstrate, almost half of all 
foreign-born migrant workers in the UK are from the mainly 'white' EU and Old Commonwealth 
countries, with smaller numbers coming from Africa, the Caribbean, Asia and the Middle East 
(although this does not mean that all immigrants from these countries are white). 
Table 3.1. Foreign~om nationals living and working in the UK by region of residence 
Thousands 
London All of UK 
All nationalities 3367 27568 
UKlGB 2847 26460 
Foreign nationals 520 1107 
of which : 
EU countries 182 452 
Africa 85 140 
Middle East * * 
Indian Sub-Continent 60 141 
South East Asia * 31 
Other Asia 40 48 
North America 31 79 
CaribbeanlWest Indies 16 31 
Other Americas * * 
Australia and New Zealand 43 79 
Source: Dobson et al (2001:178). Data from lAbour Force Survey. Notes: numbers rounded to nearest '000. * Indicates 
insufficient data to provide reliable estimates. 
It is estimated that 10 per cent of the current UK working age population is comprised of 
migrants who were born outside of the UK (some 3.6 million people of working age) and, of 
those, a third have arrived in the UK in the last 10 years (Haque, 2002). While there are no 
accurate figures on what percentage of these migrants are from BME groups, there has been 
42 A recent report in the Guardian newspaper (19-1-04) had a headline 'Four out of 10 whites do not want a 
black neighbour.' The article began by reporting that there is increasing concern over immigration and asylum 
in the UK and a growing resentment towards asylum-seekers. What was clear from the article was that the 
concern was with BME immigration, not immigration per se, again demonstrating the racialised nature fX 
much of the debate on immigration. 
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some analysis on the difference in economic performance between BME and white migrant 
workers. For example, participation rates for white immigrants are similar to British-born 
whites, but BME immigrants have, on average, lower employment probabilities, with 
Caribbeans, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis and Black Africans being the most disadvantaged 
(Kempton, 2002). In terms of wages, there is also a similar pattern, but with white 
immigrants earning, on average, higher wages than UK-born whites. 
In successive periods of immigration, different ethnic groups in the UK have developed 
distinct spatial patterns of settlement as a result of historical ties, the availability of jobs and 
housing, as well as the cultural, social and ethnic networks (Fryer, 1984). For historical 
reasons, the port areas of Britain are the places where the longest established migrant 
communities are to be found, but post-war immigration has since created new geographies of 
ethnicity (Fieldhouse, 1999). During the post-war period, successive ethnic groups have 
established themsel ves in different regions of the UK, but the majority have chosen to settle in 
the south-east (see Figure 3.1 overleaf). London, as the largest metropolitan area and a point of 
entry, is the main destination for many overseas migrants. Two-thirds of all foreign workers 
live in the south-east, with half of these in London itself, demonstrating a distinctively uneven 
geographical distribution across the UK (Salt and Clarke, 2001). Migrants make up 26 per cent 
of the total population of London and it is projected that the net in-migration of around 62,000 a 
year, which occurred throughout the 1990s, is likely to continue.43 
Differential positions of migrant workers in the London labour market 
The patterns of employment undertaken by migrant workers are particularly uneven and, 
despite popular misconceptions about migrant labour, overall, their employment is weighted 
towards jobs at the top end of the labour market, which is unsurprising given the nature of 
immigration policy, which favours migrants with professional qualifications. Over the last 
decade, the government has adopted a more liberal attitude to (some) migration to the UK 
than previous governments as a result of specific skill shortages and the expansion of key 
sections of the economy, but these jobs are of a particular kind (Salt and Clarke, 2001). 
Ninety-six per cent of all work permits issued in 2000 were given to those in managerial 
positions or in professional and technical occupations, with only a small number going to 
~ Kempton (2002) and Spatial Development Strategy for Greater London. June 2002. 
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people in low-paid work.44 As Glover et at (2000) have noted, this reflects the success of the 
work permit system in matching migrants to vacancies in skilled occupations. The remaining 
migrants, however, are to be found at the bottom of the income distribution and are either in 
low-paid jobs or are unemployed and are more likely to be from BME groups. It is this group of 
migrants who are geographically concentrated in areas of high unemployment and depri ation 
(Glover el ai, 2000). 
Figure 3.1. Percentage of the UK of black and minority ethnic population by region 
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The number of migrant workers coming into the UK who have been granted work permits 
amounts to only 30 per cent of the total labour immigration. Another third enter as refugees 
facing restrictions in their residence and employment, and the remainder come in as working 
holiday-makers, students and EU residents, who are not required to gain permission to work. A 
very small number enter as au pairs, domestic employees and seasonal agriCUltural workers.45 
There are, of course, those 'irregular migrants' (Jordon and Duvell, 2002) who enter the 
country without proper authority and, as a consequence, their numbers are difficult to quantify. 
Figures for migrants who are claiming asylum and working are also not readily available.46 
Dobson et al (2001) have estimated that of those who have received refugee status or 
Exceptional Leave to Remain over the last ten years, around 138,000 are legally entitled to 
work. They acknowledge, however, that figures for refugees or people claiming asylum are 
difficult to establish with any degree of accuracy. Understandably, the numbers of migrants 
working illegally are not quantifiable, but it is generally accepted that those without private 
means of subsistence will have little choice but to work without the required legal 
documentation. In these circumstances, it is more likely that the level of exploitation of these 
workers will be greater than in other parts of the economy where, at least in theory, 
employees are protected by employment legislation. 
Applications for asylum are generally made as a consequence of war or political and civil unrest, 
from countries where individuals or communities are suffering persecution. Of course, these 
situations change over time and this will be reflected in the number of applications from different 
parts of the world. In 200 1, a third of all applications were from Asian nationals, 29 per cent were 
from African nationals, 20 per cent were from European nationals and 16 per cent were from 
nationals of the Middle East.47 In the third quarter of 2002, the top countries of origin for asylum 
applications were Iraq, Zimbabwe, Somalia, Afghanistan, China, Sri Lanka, Turkey, Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia, Pakistan and Iran, respectively.48 As is evident from these figures, the 
-'5 The total number in these categories entering the UK in 1999 amounted to 30,000. Home Office figures in Salt 
and Clarke (200 1). 
46 Since July 2002 asylum seekers have not been allowed to work or undertake vocational training until they are 
given a positive decision on their asylum case, regardless on how long they wait for their case. (Refugee 
Council). 
47 Heath, T. and Hill, R. (2002) Asylum Statistics in the United Kingdom 2001. Home Office, RDS . 
.at Refugee Council (2002) www.refugeecouncil.org.uklinfocentre 
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majority of asylum applications are from 'non-white' migrants, many of \ hom may encounter the 
difficulties of a raciaJised immigration system and a raciaJised labour market. 
Recent research (Haque, 2002:6) has noted that there are four principal factors that affect 
migrants' labour market outcomes: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
level of education (which has a positive effect on employment and participation) 
qualifications (UK qualifications are more highly valued in the labour market) 
English language ski lls (migrants from minority ethnic groups who are fluent in English 
have a significantly enhanced probability of employment) 
years since migration (in general, the longer migrants have lived in the UK the higher 
their participation rate in the labour market). 
As a consequence, the hurdles and barriers faced by BME workers especially recent 
migrants, puts them at a considerable disadvantage in the labour market (see Figure 3.2). 
Figure 3.2. Barriers to employment for migrant workers 
Employment 
Racism: racial discrimination may hinder 
people from getting employment 
Work experience: lack of work experience and a 
resulting lack of references in the UK may be a 
disincentive for employers 
Re-accreditation : qualifications from abroad may not be 
recognised in the UK requiring people to re-qualify locally 
National Insurance (NI) numbers: employers may ask for NI 
numbers. Asylum seekers may have problems obtaining them 
Document check : asylum seekers' paper may say that they are subject to 
detention and my not say that they have the right to work 
Gender: usually only principal asylum applicants are granted the right to work. This may 
exclude many women from the workplace 
Paperwork: asylum seekers must seek permission to work from the INO or have restrictions 
removed from their documentation 
Status : for the first six months. asylum seekers are normally not entitled to work 
Language barriers. many arrivals speak little or not English. English spoken in other countries may have local 
differences 
SOllrcl' : Rt'protiIlCl.:dfrolll G/OI'/'r /:t al (2000). Origill(l/jrolll Alldit CommiuieJll . 
n when controlling for the ocio- conomlC chara ten tic m ntioned above. non-white 
have low r partici pation rate and \m er \\ age compared to th \\hite indigenou ' migrant 
... 
population. wherea~ \,hite migrant on a\erage hm e higher \\age (Du. tnlann eJ al. 2(02). In 
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these circumstances, the conclusions that can be drawn is that discrimination is a key 
determinant lowering migrants' pay and employment in the labour market.49 It is within this 
context of migration and its racialised discourse that we can explore the patterns of uneven 
development for all BME workers (migrant and non-migrant) in the labour market in London. 
Uneven development in the labour market 
The nature of uneven development can be characterised, primarily, in terms of unequal 
wealth and class relations, but it is, at the same time, also acutely racialised. Uneven 
development is, notes Smith (1984: 155), 'social inequality blazoned into the geographical 
landscape, and is simultaneously the exploitation of that geographical unevenness for socially 
determined ends.'50 It is in the nature of capital to contribute to this uneven development, 
creating social and spatial differentiation between different groups of workers and residents. 
This unequal spatial distribution results in concentrations of low-paid (and often non-
unionised) workers in districts where unemployment and poverty are also greatest. Allen et at 
(1998: 105) have described the displacement of social groups by neo-liberal policy as 'spaces 
of exclusion', which have not only worked themselves out along class and gender lines, but 
where' ethnicity and "race" had a central part to play, too'. Capital and neo-liberal policies 
have created spatial discontinuities in London between groups of workers, in the type of work 
undertaken, and in areas where black and minority ethnic communities live. This is seen in 
the spatial distribution of BME and migrant communities, which are particularly marked in 
parts of London and the south-east as a whole. 
Of course, the restructuring of the labour market in London is part of a much wider neo-
liberal project, which is inextricably linked to the process of globalisation and the world 
space economy. Nevertheless, London holds an important position in the world market, 
drawing in investment from around the world. At the same time, capital also draws on the 
international labour market for its supply of skilled and unskilled labour to fill gaps created 
by the expansion of the economy. Migrant labour (both skilled and unskiIled) is becoming 
increasingly important to the London economy as it struggles to cope with skill shortages and 
the need for a pool of contingent labour. 
49 Research has demonstrated how applications from people with Asian or African names can be rejected at 
application stage simply because of their names (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2003). 
50 It is not my intention to explore Neil Smith's theory of uneven development in any detail beret but to use the 
process of uneven development to describe the racialised nature of the labour market in London 
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One of the main distinctions between London and all the other regions of the UK is the 
geographical concentration of BME workers and migrant workers. Almost half of the UK 
BME population lives in London and 40 percent of the migrant labour force. While accepting 
that there is a cross-over between these two groups the following data will concentrate on the 
labour market position of BME workers, regardless of their migrant status. Table 3.2 shows 
the distribution of ethnic groups across and within London, clearly showing that the majority 
of most BME groups are to be found in the capital. 
Table 3.2. Distribution of ethnic groups across and within London 
Ethnic groups in London as Ethnic groups as a percentage 
~rcentage of UK total within London 
White 9.8 70.7 
Mixed 35.8 2.4 
Indian 43.3 5.8 
Pakistani 19.6 2.0 
Bangladeshi 55.8 2.1 
Other Asian 63.1 2.2 
Black Caribbean 59.2 4.9 
Black African 77.5 5.7 
Black Other 73.5 0.7 
Chinese 35.5 0.9 
Other 58.1 2.6 
All minorit~ ethnic grou~s 47.9 29.3 
Source: Annual Local Area Labour Force Survey. 2001102. Office/or Nalional Statistics 
This table shows that 9.8 per cent of the UK's white population lives in London, compared to 
47.9 per cent of BME groups. Black Africans are more concentrated in London than any 
other ethnic group (77.5%), with Pakistanis the least concentrated (19.6%). If we look at 
ethnic groups as a percentage of the population within London, BME groups make up nearly 
a third (29.3%). 
Earlier in this chapter it was noted that that there were growing geographical disparities of 
wealth, investment and employment opportunities across the UK. This is even more marked 
within London. Table 3.3 shows the difference in employment and unemployment rates in 
some of the London boroughs giving an indication of how the spectrum of wealth is 
distributed geographically. 
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Table 3.3. Geographical demographic and economic disparities in the labour market In 
London boroughs 
Geographical areas ILO minority ethnic Working age Wor1<ing age 
"'examples of disparity in unemployment population % employment rate % employment rate for 
some London boroughs. rate % minority ethnic 
eoeulation % 
UK 5 6 74 56 
London: 7 35 70 57 
Bromley· 4 8 80 76 
Hackney 16 35 55 41 
Haringey 13 33 58 42 
Harrow 5 36 79 73 
Kingston upon Thames 4 13 76 46 
Lambeth 10 31 71 59 
Newham 14 54 51 47 
Tower Hamlets 12 45 54 36 
Source: Labour Force Survey 2001 . 
In some cases, mainly the inner city boroughs, unemployment is more than double the national 
average and many of the boroughs with the highest BME populations also have the highest 
unemployment rates. In addition, where jobs are available in these areas, they are often part-
time, low-paid or temporary. In terms of employment, Figure 3.3 shows the geographical 
distribution of BME employees in Britain and the growth rates between 1993 and 2000. 
Figure 3.3. Geographical distribution of BME workers in employment 
~ 30,00C .1993 D 2000 Scotland 
Wales ~ 19,000 
South West ~49,0 0 
South East 138,oDo 
London 805,000 
... 
99,000 Eastern 
West Midlands 1 7,000 
... 
5,000 East Midlands 
-
73,000 Yorkshire & Humberside 
-
7,000 North West 
North East ~ 14,000 
o 100.000 200,000 300,000 400.000 500.000 600,000 700.000 800,000 900.000 
Number of BME employees 
S(llIn 't': { .. ((hour Forn' SIII'I " 'Y /VI/J al/(I 2()()(} (lIt': fi~l/rt>' rOllllclt'cllo /It'IJrt'IIIIIOI/\(/nJ, 
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The number of BME employees in London has increased from just over 500,000 to just over 
800,000 in this seven year period. In comparison, the West Midlands, the second largest 
concentration of BME population in the UK, has only 177,000 BME employees, clearly 
demonstrating the uneven distribution of BME workers across the UK and the concentration in 
London. London therefore, has a distinct demographic make-up, which makes it very different 
from other regions in the UK. 
The economic growth, which London has experienced over the last few decades, is expected 
to continue, placing further demands on the labour market in the future. The number of 
workers in the London labour market grew by over half a million between 1993-2000, with a 
greater proportional increase in the number of BME workers than white workers. During this 
period, the number of white workers rose by 9 per cent, but for BME workers the increase 
was a staggering 58 per cent (an increase of 215,000 and 289,000 jobs respectively). This 
differential rate of increase is set to continue as recent forecasts suggest a net growth of over 
636,000 jobs in London is expected between 2001-2016 and a projected growth in the BME 
working population of 80 per cent. 51 
Sectoral concentration in the labour market: differences between ethnic groups 
This section looks at the position of ethnic groups in the labour market 10 terms of 
industrial/economic sectors and looks to see if there are differences between ethnic groups. If 
LFS employment figures are broken down by industrial sector and ethnic group then it is 
possible to discern uneven patterns of employment between BME workers and white workers52 
(see Figure 3.4). The percentage of workers employed in the public sector is the same for BME 
and white workers, but all other sectors show differences between the two groups and there are 
significant differences in two particular areas. 
In banking and financial services, for example, 28 per cent of white workers are employed 
compared to 22 per cent of BME workers and in the distribution, hotels and catering sector, 
there is an even greater disparity. A quarter of all BME workers work in this sector compared to 
just 16 per cent of white workers. Notable about this difference is the relative rates of pay in the 
51 Spatial Development Strategy for Greater London. June 2002 
52 As the sample sizes in the LFS are often small for BME groups, there is not always sufficient data on 
individual ethnic groups to provide reliable estimates therefore ethnic groups are divided into 'white' and 
'BME' in this research. 
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two sectorS. In finance, where white workers predominate. pay is much higher than in the 
distribution, hotels and catering sector, where many workers earn either the rrunimum wage, or 
a little above it. 
Figure 3.4. Percentage of workers in London by industry sector and ethnic group 
Other services 
Public administration . 
education and health 
Banking, finance and 
insurance 
Transport and 
communication 
Distribution , hotels and 
restaurants 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
o 
SO/lree.' Labour Force S/lrvey 2002. 
5 10 15 20 25 30 
When LFS data is disaggregated by industrial sector, ethnic group and gender we are able to 
assess further changes in the workforce in the period 1993-2000. As Table 3.4 shows, the 
biggest changes to the labour market over this time have occurred in manufacturing and in 
the financial services industries, where, respectively, there has been a net loss of 69,000 jobs 
and a net gain of 279,000. The manufacturing figure reflects the overall decline that has been 
occurring in this industry as the UK moves towards a 'post-industrial' economy. In the 
finance sector, employment has increased by 36 per cent for white workers and 94 per cent 
for BME workers. This growth demonstrates the extent to which this industry is central to the 
London labour market, where almost 30 per cent of all workers are employed. 
It i evident from the data in Table 3.4 that there is also a distinct \-ariation in re pect of gender, a 
well a bet\ een ethnic group. For example. white male and female workers have experienced a 
2-1. percent decline in manufacturing job and BME male work rs a 19 percent decline. Yet B 1E 
9 
Table 3.4. Numbers of workers in London in employment by industry sector and ethnic group 
() 
::T 
III 
"0 
1993 2000 Change between 1993-2000 Change between 1993-2000 ~ 
absolutes absolutes absolutes ~ercentage ~ 
Male white BME white BME white BME Total white BME --l 
Agriculture and fishing * * * * * * ::T CD 
Energy and water 16,319 15,252 * -1,067 • -1,067 -7% • (,C CD 
Manufacturing 190,051 46,281 144,185 37,288 -45,866 -8,993 -54,859 -24% -19% 0 (,C 
..... 
Construction 113,877 12,451 161,166 26,109 47,289 13,658 60,947 42% 110% III 
"0 
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 226,724 80,853 226,660 140,580 -64 59,727 59,663 0% 74% ::T iii" 
Transport and communication 162,588 40,200 163,480 65,308 892 25,108 26,000 1% 62% en 0 
Banking, finance and insurance 302,038 45,868 469,496 91,185 167,458 45,317 212,775 55% 99% -. 0" 
Public administration, education and health 213,013 41,661 181,095 58,016 -31,918 16,355 -15,563 -15% 39% iii 0 Other services 102,020 11,922 144,603 32,776 42,583 20,854 63,437 42% 175% 7' 
Total: 1,326,630 279,236 1,505,937 451,262 179,307 172,026 351,333 14% 62% 
III 
:J 
a. 
3 
Female white BME white BME white BME Total white BME :j" 
Agriculture and fishing * • • 0 ..... 
Energy and water * • • • ~ CD 
Manufacturing 99,720 14,222 76,036 23,277 -23,684 9,055 -14,629 -24% 64% :Y 
:J 
Construction 14,741 16,069 1,328 1,328 9% o· 
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 197,094 51,170 194,864 89,365 -2,230 38,195 35,965 -1% 75% ::E 0 
Transport and communication 44,531 14,776 42,276 21,694 -2,255 6,918 4,663 -5% 47% ~ 8 CD Banking, finance and insurance 259,058 33,755 295,066 63,677 36,008 29,922 65,930 14% 89% ..... en 
Public administration, education and health 374,901 89,410 407,338 122,254 32,437 32,844 65,281 9% 37% :5" 
Other services 123,537 14,466 124,137 21,581 600 7,115 7,715 0% 49% r 0 
Total: 1,113,582 217,799 1,155,786 341,848 42,204 124,049 166,253 4% 57% :J a. 
0 
:J 
Male and female white BME white BME white BME Total white BME 
Agriculture and fishing • * • 
Energy and water 22,966 10,401 -12,565 -12,565 -55% 
Manufacturing 289,771 60,503 220,221 60,565 -69,550 62 -69,488 -24% 0% 
Construction 128,618 13,257 177,235 20,110 48,617 6,853 55,470 38% 52% 
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 423,818 132,023 421,524 229,945 -2,294 97,922 95,628 -1% 74% 
Transport and communication 207,119 54,976 205,756 87,002 -1,363 32,026 30,663 -1% 58% 
Banking, finance and insurance 561,096 79,623 764,562 154,862 203,466 75,239 278,705 36% 94% 
Public administration, education and health 587,914 131,071 588,433 180,270 519 49,199 49,718 0% 38% 
Other services 225,557 26,388 268,740 54,357 43,183 27,969 71,152 19% 106% 
Total 2,446,859 497,841 2,656,872 787,111 210,013 289,270 499,283 9% 58% 
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women have increased their numbers by over 9,000 in this sector (a change of 64%). As Indian 
and Pakistani women are more likely than other groups to work in manufacturing,53 it is probable 
that the majority of this growth is attributable to women in these particular ethnic groups. 
Indeed, research with one of the unions in this study reflects this contention. While this 
research was being undertaken, several large factories with predominantly Asian women 
workforces were in the process of expanding and opening new premises in the predominantly 
Asian area of north west London, suggesting that employers were likely to continue to draw on 
this particular segment of the labour market in future. 
The percentage distribution of jobs across industrial sectors and the changes between 1993 
and 2000 are shown more clearly in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5. London labour market distribution by industry sector 
1993 2000 % change between 
~ercentage percentage 1993 and 2000 
Male white BME white BME white BME 
Manufacturing 14 16 10 8 -4 -8 
Construction 8 4 11 6 3 2 
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 17 29 15 31 -2 2 
Transport and communication 12 14 11 14 -1 0 
Banking, finance and insurance 23 16 31 20 8 4 
Public administration, education and health 16 15 12 13 -4 -2 
Other services 8 4 10 7 2 3 
Female white BME white BME white BME 
Manufacturing 9 6 7 7 -2 1 
Construction 1 * 1 * 0 * 
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 18 23 17 26 -1 3 
Transport and communication 4 7 4 6 0 -1 
Banking, finance and insurance 23 15 25 18 2 3 
Public administration, education and health 33 40 35 35 2 -5 
Other services 11 7 11 6 0 -1 
Male and female white BME white BME white BME 
Manufacturing 12 12 8 8 -4 -4 
Construction 5 3 7 4 2 1 
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 17 26 16 29 -1 3 
Transport and communication 8 11 8 11 0 0 
Banking, finance and insurance 23 16 29 19 6 3 
Public administration, education and health 24 26 22 22 -2 -4 
Other services 9 5 10 7 1 2 
Total 99 99 100 100 
Source: Labour Force Survey 1993 and 2000. Notes: figures may not add up 100 jor a number of reasons: 
* Insufficient data to provide reliable e!;timateJ. Agriculture and fishing. energy and water. and work places outside oftM UK 
are not included. Figures are rounded 
53 Twomey. B. (2001) Labour Market Trends. January 2001. 
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In 1993, 12 per cent of the workforce in London worked in manufacturing and by 2000 it was 
only 8 per cent. In 1993,23 per cent of white workers worked in the finance sector and by 2000, 
the figure had increased to 29 per cent (respective figures for BME workers 16% and 19%). 
The public services sector has also experienced differential change, again impacting adversely 
on BME workers. In 1993, 26 per cent of BME workers were employed in the public services, 
but by 2000 this had fallen to 22 per cent - a fall that is two percentage points more than white 
workers. In part, this is due to the fact that BME workers have been disproportionately affected 
by the privatisation of public services. BME workers, particularly Black Caribbean women, are 
concentrated in this sector; 35 per cent of the total female BME workforce are employed by 
local authorities, the health service and educational establishments. 
Although there has been little change in the overall distribution of jobs in the transport and 
communications sector, there has been a 58 per cent increase in the number of BME workers 
amounting to the creation of 31,000 jobs. In comparison, there has been a 1 per cent decline 
in the number of white workers in this sector over this period and the number of jobs filled by 
white workers has declined by 1,363. 
However, the figures that are the most notable are those in the distribution, hotels and 
catering sector. This sector has experienced a one per cent decline for white workers, 
compared to a three per cent increase for BME workers. This is translated into a total increase 
in jobs of 96,000 across the sector, where BME workers increased their numbers by 98,000, 
while white workers decreased their numbers by 2,000. 
In this period of relatively low unemployment, the distribution, hotels and catering sector is 
finding it difficult to fill vacancies as many of the jobs in this area involve low-pay and 
unsociable hours. Dobson et al (2001: 165) have reported in their work on recent trends in 
migration that, at times of declining unemployment, these jobs are unattractive to the 
indigenous workforce: 'Employers are able to fill the jobs with those (foreign) workers, many 
of them female, willing and able to accept the conditions of work on offer through lack of 
choice.' In this respect, these jobs are, for many workers, 'spaces of survival'. As Allen et al 
(1998: 105) point out, an ethnic di vision of labour has sprung up in London, particularly in 
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cleaning work, (but also in hotels, retail and catering) where workers are in these jobs 
' primarily because of their ethnicity - regardless of their skill capabilities. ' 
In terms of overall composition of the workforce, a greater percentage of BME \- orkers \- ork in 
distribution, hotels and catering sector than white workers. This is even more marked for young 
workers, where 67 per cent of ail BME workers aged between 16----19 are employed in the sector 
(see Figure 3.5). 
Figure 3.5. Percentage of UK workers in the distribution, hotels and catering sector 
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Source : Lahour Force SlIrl'ey 2002. Nole: figureJ for BME workers ageu60+ 100 low 10 provide reNah/e estimates. 
Figures are also high for white workers of this age group (54%) and while there is a rapid decline 
for all workers aged 20+, BME males, in particular retain a higher density in this sector than all 
other group. The high figures for all people working in retail and catering in this younger age 
group perhaps indicate that many of these jobs are undertaken by students, which they I ave 
one they fini h college. However, many BME workers, particularly men seem to remain in these 
low-paid jobs for a longer period. 
While the e figure paint a general picture of BME group in the labour mar~el in L ndon, 
they do not reveal orne of the distinct difference betweell different ethnic groups. man) of 
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whom find that they are over-represented in the different sectors of the economy such as in 
retail, hotels, catering, textiles and transport.54 Due to small sample sizes, the LFS is unable to 
provide reliable estimates for all ethnic groups by occupation, but it is possible to discern 
some distinct differences between groups. For example, one in eight Pakistani men works as 
a taxi driver or chauffeur, compared with the national average of one in 100. Fifty-two 
percent of male Bangladeshi workers are employed in the restaurant industry, compared to 
one per cent of white men. 
The general picture therefore shows differences in employment patterns between BME and 
white employees. Overall, BME workers are more concentrated than white workers in those 
sectors of employment where jobs require fewer skills and are lower paid. Indications are that 
the increase in the number of BME workers in these jobs is likely to continue in the near 
future. For example, Sassen (1991) has argued that the effect of globalisation has led to the 
expansion of corporate headquarters and international finance in global cities, such as 
London, creating well-paid professional jobs and low-paid service jobs in catering and 
cleaning, which are often filled by migrant labour. The data suggests that this trend will 
continue as the economy is expanding. 
Black and minority ethnic trade unionists: spatial patterns and union densities 
To a large extent, trade union density across the UK still reflects the geography of previous 
trade union heartlands, when union strength was concentrated in manufacturing, engineering, 
mining and the dockyards. Over the last quarter of a century, manufacturing and production 
have been in continuous decline while the largely non-unionised service sector has grown. 
Since 1979 total union membership in the UK has fallen dramatically from a high of 13.3 
million to 7.4 million in 2003. The lowest union densities are to be found in London (25%) 
and the south-east (21 %) where the loss of manufacturing jobs and the concentration of jobs 
in the finance and service sectors are held to be partly responsible for the lower density. As 
the figures in Table 3.6 show, the density for BME workers is even lower and this is 
particularly so for London and the south-east. 
54 A report from the Low Pay Commission (200 1) acknowledged that the impact of the National Mini~um 
Wage has had a significant and disproportionate impact on BME workers who are over represented an these 
low-paid jobs. 
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Table 3.6. Geographical distribution of BME workers, BME union density and membership 
No of BME workers in % BME union density BME trade union 
employment (% white union density) membership 
North East 18,000 * (38) 
North West 105,000 28 (34) 23,000 
Yorkshire & Humberside 119,000 23 (33) 23,000 
East Midlands 92,000 28 (28) 20,000 
West Midlands 209,000 32 (30) 51,000 
Eastem 112,000 24 (22) 22,000 
London 867,000 23 (25) 164,000 
South East 147,000 19 (22) 24,000 
South West 54,000 *( 26) * 
Wales 28,000 * (39) * 
Scotland 36,000 *(34) * 
Total 1,787,000 24 (29) 327,000 
Source: Labour Force Survey 2002. Notes: * Insufficient sample si:e to provide reliable estimates. Union density is calculaJed 
from employees as opposed to all workers in employment. The figures in the columns therefore do not directly relate. Figures 
rounded to nearest '000. 
As would be expected from the geographical concentration of BME employees in London 
(50%), the majority of BME trade unionists are also to be found here where there are 164,000 
BME trade union members, dramatically more than in any other region. 
In the past, union density has been higher for combined BME groups than it has been for 
white workers, but this has changed in the last few years so that average densities are now 
lower (see Figure 3.6). Many BME workers arrived in the UK as migrant workers in the post-
war period, encouraged by the government in periods of labour shortages, as well as in 
response to restrictions imposed on Commonwealth citizens by immigration legislation. 
During the 1960s and 1970s many BME migrant workers were located in sectors of the 
economy that were highly unionised, such as the public sector and large-scale manufacturing 
companies. Some of these industries operated a 'closed shop', where workers were required 
to join the union as a condition of their employment. In addition, some BME workers brought 
a strong tradition of trade unionism from their country of origin (Fryer, 1984, 1988). A 
consequence of these factors is that overall BME trade union density has, until recently, been 
higher than that of white workers. 
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Figure 3.6. UK trade union density by ethnic group 
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Source: Labollr Force Survey. 
In J 993, union density for BME workers in London stood at 36 per cent, compared to 31 per 
cent for white workers. By 2000, these figures had dropped to 23 per cent and 24 per cent, 
respectively. If we look at the pattern of union density between ethnic groups in Britain, it 
shows a clear difference in propensity to unionisation. For example, black55 workers have, 
until recently, had a higher union density than all other ethnic groups. In 2000, their density 
fell below that of white workers for the first time and this is thought, in part, to be as a result 
of the decline in manufacturing jobs and the effects of the pri vatisation of the transport 
industry. In comparison, Pakistani and Bangladeshi workers have relatively 10\ union 
density rates. reflecting the fact that they are concentrated in industries that traditionally ha\e 
lower levels of unioni ation. More recent BME migrant \- orkers are al 0 to be found in 
private sector, non-unionised workplace. 
5~ I h::l\C lIsed the term 'black.' herl' bCC311.l' the Labour Force :u("\t'~ catcgonse 'black' as Black 
'ari bheanfB lack. frican and Black. Other. 
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The overall trend towards declining union density that began in the 1980s has continued into 
a third decade. Despite a slowdown in the fall in membership, which has occurred in the last 
couple of years, decline appears to have particularly affected male BME workers to a greater 
extent than all other groups of workers (see Table 3.7). 
Table 3.7. Change in trade union density in London by ethnic group 
1993 2000 % decline 
BME men 35 19 
-16 
White men 34 22 
-12 
BMEwomen 37 27 
-10 
White women 27 25 
-2 
Source: Labour Force Survey. 
BME men have experienced the largest decline in union density, with a 16 per cent fall. In 
comparison, white women experienced the lowest decline at 2 per cent. BME women had the 
highest density in 1993 and, despite a decline of 10 per cent, they still have a union density, 
which is 2 per cent higher than any other group. Again, because of the difficulty in the LFS 
sample sizes of minority ethic groups, these figures do not show the differences between all 
ethnic groups. They do, however, show that there has been a decline of 12 per cent in the union 
density of black Caribbean women from 48 per cent to 36 per cent and for black Caribbean men 
it has fallen from 51 per cent to 29 per cent (22%). What is significant about these figures is 
that union membership among BME groups has predominantly been made up of black 
Caribbeans. Moreover, the decline in density is largely taking place in the 50+ age group 
(where the highest densities are to be found), suggesting that many more BME union members 
will be lost in the next 10-15 years once these workers reach retirement age. Especially as 
figures show that younger workers trade union membership is very low (see Table 3.8). 
Table 3.8. UK trade union density by age and ethnicity 
Age 
16-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60+ Total 
white 5 19 29 38 37 25 29 
BME 2 14 25 32 42 39 24 
Source: Labour Force Survey 2002. 
Trade union density across industrial sectors 
A striking aspect of union density is the difference between the public and private sectors. As 
Table 3.9 shows, union density is much higher in the public sector than the private sector. 
Public administration, education and health workers account for over half of all trade union 
members with the private sector averaging around 14 per cent density. However, as a 
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percentage share of workforce the public sector in London has declined by 5 per cent overall, 
partly as a result of increasing privatisation and the transfer of union membership to what are, 
often, non-unionised companies. The industrial sector that has experienced the greatest drop 
in union density is transport and communications (see Table 3.9). 
Table 3.9. Union density in London by industry sector 
1993 2000 change between 
1993 and 2000 
percentage percentage percentage 
Male white BME white BME white BME 
Manufacturing 27 32 16 15 -11 -17 
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 26 9 7 6 -19 -3 
Transport and communication 67 75 45 42 -22 -33 
Banking, finance and insurance 18 18 9 7 -9 -11 
Public administration, education and health 60 53 52 52 -8 -1 
Other services 31 * 25 11 -6 * 
Total 34 35 22 19 -12 -16 
Female white BME white BME white BME 
Manufacturing 9 30 6 8 -3 -22 
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 10 10 12 10 2 0 
Transport and communication 35 65 31 26 -4 -39 
Banking, finance and insurance 15 20 11 23 -4 3 
Public administration, education and health 48 54 48 45 0 -9 
Other services 18 25 20 18 2 -7 
Total 27 37 26 27 -1 -10 
Male and female white BME white BME white BME 
Manufacturing 21 30 12 12 -9 -18 
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 11 10 9 8 -2 -2 
Transport and communication 59 65 42 38 -17 -27 
Banking, finance and insurance 16 20 9 14 -7 -6 
Public administration, education and health 52 54 49 47 -3 -7 
Other services 24 25 22 14 -2 -11 
Total 31 36 24 23 -7 -13 
Source: Labour Force Survey. Noles: union density refers to union members who are employees. * Sample size 10 low to provide 
reliable estimates. 
In 1993, three-quarters of all male BME employees in this sector were members of a trade 
union and by 2001 this had fallen to 42 per cent. For BME women, the fall was even greater, 
with density falling from 65 per cent to 26 percent. The overall figures show that union 
density fell across all industries, the exceptions being white women in distribution hotels and 
catering and other services, and BME women in banking and finance. The greatest declines 
occurred in manufacturing and transport. However, it is in the distribution, hotels and 
catering sector that trade union presence is almost negligible at around 9 per cent. 
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Trade union membership 
Looking at trade union density only gives a proportion of employees who are trade union 
members in relation to the number of people employed, but this does not tell us about trends 
in trade union membership (the actual numbers of trade union members). Nationally, trade 
union membership grew in 2003 to over 7.4 million, yet density still slightly declined as a 
consequence of the growth in the total number of employees (falling from 30% in 1993 to 
29% in 2003). However, a different picture can be seen in London: between 1993 and 2000, 
total union membership declined by around 86,000 and there was also a drop in union density 
(from 26% to 24%)56 
While white workers experienced a decline in union membership across all sectors of the 
workforce, the sectors where this occurred for BME workers were manufacturing, 
construction and transport. BME women however, were only affected over this period by a 
decline in membership in manufacturing and transport (although total membership in these 
sectors is very small and data is thus subject to sampling error). 
Despite the low density of trade union membership in distribution, hotels and catering, trade 
union membership figures among BME workers are growing in this sector, with a doubling 
of membership among women, although overall numbers are still very low (7,500). Trade 
union membership growth has been highest for BME workers over the last nine years in the 
public sector (11,000), followed by banking, finance and insurance (5,500). 
While it is the level of union density that demonstrates the potential strength of union 
organisation, it is important that the trends in union membership are also monitored, as these 
are often masked by union density figures. Take, for example, the position of white women 
working in the distribution hotels and catering sector. Here, union density has increased by 2 
per cent, yet union membership has decreased. This is as a consequence of the overall decline 
in the number of white female workers in this sector. 
The absolute growth experienced in BME membership, although slight, suggests that there is 
not a general reluctance among BME workers to join trade unions. Although density has been 
declining among BME workers this has to be seen in the context of the substantial growth in 
56 Labour Force Survey figures from 1999 and 2000. 
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BME workers and structural changed in the labour market. Membership has clearly stabilised 
despite the loss of substantial BME trade unionists as they reach retirement. However, much 
more needs to be done to fill the gap in BME trade union membership in those sectors of the 
economy which are increasingly becoming the preserve of BME workers. This suggests that 
trade unions may need to do much more in terms of union organising to reach these, 
particularly targeting those who have come into the labour market in the last ten years. 
Conclusion 
This chapter has attempted to highlight the different position of BME and white workers in 
the labour market in London using data from the Labour Force Survey. An understanding of 
the position of BME workers in the labour market and the jobs they are undertaking is key to 
mounting any effective response to trade union decline. 
There are, approximately, 1.8 million BME workers in the UK and the projections are that 
this figure will continue to rise. It is predicted that by 2011 that London's white population 
will have declined by 3 per cent, whereas the BME population is likely to have grown by 38 
per cent from 1991 figures (GLA, 2000: 145). The majority of BME workers and trade 
unionists live in this region and there is thus a particular need for unions in London to 
understand the social processes which position BME workers in certain sectors and jobs. The 
data shows that there are currently an estimated 700,000 BME workers in London who are 
not in trade unions and many are likely to benefit from a trade union presence at work. 
The data has revealed a discernible trend whereby white workers appear to be vacating some 
of the jobs at the bottom end of the labour market to be replaced by BME workers. There is a 
growing concentration of BME workers in the lowest paid sectors of the economy 
particularly in retail, distribution, hotels and catering, where white workers' presence is 
rapidly declining. The data shows that young BME workers appear to be especially 
concentrated in these jobs and this is supported empirically by visits to any of the major retail 
or hospitality venues in London. These are precisely the areas of employment which 
traditionally have not had much of a union presence, but they are, nevertheless, growing areas 
of the economy. currently amounting to 18 per cent of the labour market in London. 
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Research has shown that BME workers are, on average, paid less that white workers and that 
this remains the case even when differences in socio-economic characteristics are taken into 
account (Dustmann, et al2002). BME migrant workers, particularly recent arrivals, have to 
overcome many hurdles to gain employment and many experience discrimination in the 
labour market on account of their 'race'. While historically, migrant labour has followed a 
pattern of filling jobs at the economic margins of the labour market, particularly in unskilled 
or manual jobs, more recent BME migrants are finding that certain industrial sectors are 
becoming increasingly racialised. A division of labour based on 'race' is thus becoming more 
apparent. The predicted growth of BME workers as a result of demographic increase and 
migration over the next decade is likely to exacerbate the polarisation of jobs between BME 
and white workers. 
The data suggests that the pattern of trade union membership among BME members is 
beginning to change. Historically, BME union membership, particularly among black 
Caribbean and Indian workers has been higher than that of white workers. And, although 
trade union membership and density has declined for all workers over the last few decades, 
this appears to be even more marked for BME members. The reasons for this are speculative, 
but it is suggested that BME workers may have been particularly affected by the loss of 
manufacturing jobs, which, in the larger factories, were highly unionised. Between 1993 and 
2000, 10,000 trade union members in London were lost from this sector. In addition, the large 
increase in the number of BME workers over this period will have had the effect of reducing 
overall BME density rates. However, apart from the public sector, many BME workers are in 
workplaces that do not have a strong union presence, suggesting the need to specifically 
target these areas in future organising campaigns. 
Ethnic spatial divisions of labour can, at different times, represent spaces of hope, spaces of 
exclusion or spaces of survival (Allen et ai, 1998, Harvey, 2000). This is particularly true for 
many BME migrant workers who find themselves restricted to, or trapped in certain types of 
work. As spaces of hope, they represent temporary jobs until new workers are able to get 
their immigration status regularised and qualifications recognised. As spaces of exclusion, 
they represent the racism in the labour market and wider society and, illegal work, quite 
literally, represents spaces of survival for un-regularised migrant workers. While trade unions 
may not, in the short term, be able to affect the labour market processes, which create these 
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ethnic divisions within employment. the) can in developing specific organising strategies. 
have some impact on basic terms and conditions of emplo) ment to ensure that these jobs do 
at least fall within the requirements of employment legislation 
For recent BME migrant workers who may be asylum seekers, there are often issues of 
immigration regulation, which restrict their place of residence and employment. In addition, 
they may not speak English or have limited grasp of English, which creates further hurdles 
and make them more susceptible to exploitation in the workplace. In trying to organise and 
recruit in predominantly BME workplaces, trade unions need to consider the factors that give 
rise to ethnic spatial divisions of labour and the geographies of ethnicity from which this 
labour is drawn. This does, however, require that trade unions commit themselves to organise 
in the 'difficult to organise' workplaces where many of these workers are to be found. 
Furthermore, it requires unions to acknowledge the additional difficulties faced by BME 
workers as a consequence of the racialised nature of employment. The diversity of the BME 
population and the specific requirements of different ethnic groups may require a different 
approach from tradition organising campaigns aimed at white workers, who do not face the 
same problems as many of these workers. 
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Chapter 4: Listening to marginalised voices in trade unions: research 
methodology and practice 
Introduction 
This chapter explores issues of power, politics and ethics in the production of knowledge, 
where the purpose of research is explicitly to influence policy and practice (Graham, 1997). 
This has particular relevance in this study as the research is a result of collaboration between 
Queen Mary, University of London; the Southern and Eastern Regional Trades Union 
Congress; the Trades Union Congress and the Economic and Social Research Council 
(ESRC). It has been funded with a view to providing unions with information that may assist 
them in formulating organising strategies to increase the recruitment, organisation and 
inclusion of BME workers. The main question asked in the research is how can the trade 
union movement, which is often perceived as 'pale, male and stale', recruit and organise the 
growing numbers of BME workers? 
The research developed from a need for trade unions to devise successful strategies and 
methods to organise new members following a long period of decline. It aims to increase 
understanding of how union membership and participation could increase given a greater 
recognition of the negative effects of 'race' inequality and injustice. A growth in union 
membership, and an increase in collective strength, could lead to a situation where 
marginalised workers are able to challenge their exploitation. A commitment to social justice 
and equality is therefore central to the research approach taken and this has shaped the 
design, methodology and techniques used. 
Post-positivism: towards a more critical/radical social science agenda 
A critical/radical social science approach to research has, as its objectives, a commitment to 
investigating social injustice and the effect of power relations. In particular, it is concerned 
with challenging exploitation generated as a consequence of 'race' class, gender, sexuality 
and other subordinated positions. This approach developed out of feminist thinking that 
challenged positivist claims to true objectivity, arguing that traditional science tended to hide 
the researcher's cultural assumptions and the values which influenced their research practice 
(Harding, 1987; Maynard and Purvis, 1994). Feminist theorists have argued that researchers 
are unable to practice research that is uncontaminated by the values acquired as result of 
social conditioning (Brunskel, 1998). For example, feminists have argued that male 
researchers have tended to create a world from their own point of view, thereby creating an 
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'objectivity' that is both gendered and partial (Maynard and Purvis, 1994). But this charge did 
not only apply to men, BME feminists pointed out that white feminists had failed to understand 
or take account of the specific experiences of BME women. Thus, white western feminists' 
analysis of oppression was also partial and they were challenged by BME women to understand 
the diversity of BME women's experience from the perspective of 'race', ethnicity and the 
economic power relationships between the North and the South (Carby, 1997). 
A critical/radical social research agenda is thus ambivalent to claims about 'objective' truth 
that are advanced within positivism and asserts instead that all knowledge is created by social 
processes and is dependent on the positionality of the researcher and the researched. 
Elizabeth Grosz, summarises this position: 
The conventional assumption that the researcher is a disembodied, rational, sexually 
indifferent subject - a mind unlocated in space, time or constitutive interrelationships with 
others, is a status normally attributed only to angels. (Quoted in McDowell, 1997: 107) 
In other words, as individuals, we are influenced and changed by our material circumstances. 
Our 'knowledge' is categorised using often unconscious assumptions based on society's 
constructed norms, dominant ideologies and our own lived experiences, rather than merely 
accumulated as data reflecting an objective reality. If this is indeed the case, can researchers 
achieve valid knowledge of the social world in which they are themselves embedded? 
A feminist epistemology suggests that we can, and emphasises that knowledge production is 
specific to time, place, person and experience and is therefore' grounded' and 'situated' 
in what Liz Stanley (1997: 204) refers to as 'epistemic communities' - groups of people who 
share ideas about what constitutes knowledge. According to Stanley, these 'communities' 
develop a 'grounded objectivity', rooted in an acknowledged viewpoint. In this case, the 
researcher, in acknowledging a 'point of view', does not claim privilege in their knowledge 
production, but recognises that the role of the researcher in the research process impacts upon 
the collection, content and interpretation of data. 
In accepting that knowledge is partial and embodied, situated knowledges allow a critical 
engagement with the world in which researchers and their respective subjects can recognise that 
they are part of social processes rather than just objects of enquiry (Haraway, 1991). In the same 
way that positivists would calibrate their instruments before measuring the material world around 
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them, so critical social researchers identify their social position, their politics and their relationship 
with the epistemology of liberation. Critical social science research accepts that researchers are 
social actors, with ideological and political viewpoints. Having made their position clear, critical 
social researchers are being honest with their audience, who may judge if their research, methods, 
and conclusions have been invalidated by the researcher's identity. 
Recognising the voices of marginaiised labour: an emancipatory research approach 
While much of the academic debate around critical social theory has originated and been 
advanced from a feminist perspective, others, concerned with diverse oppressions, have 
argued for their right to position themselves, and their research, on the side of the oppressed 
(Fay, 1993; Truman et ai, 2000). Indeed, feminist standpoint theory explicitly justifies 
research from an interested position, which may, for example, in the case of research for 
women, have an emancipatory agenda (Harding, 1987). Further, other writers have 
specifically argued against a 'disinterested pursuit of truth' when researching discrimination 
and movements for social justice (Humphries, 1997; Papadakis, 1993): 
The evil in our world is politically and socially engineered. and its products are poverty. 
homelessness. illiteracy. political subservience. race and gender domination. The old 
problematic of the 1960s - whether we are part of the solution or part of the problem is 
simultaneously moral. academic. and political. We cannot be disinterested observers. 
hiding behind the false mantle of 'scholarly objectivity. • as the physical and spiritual 
beings of millions of people of color and the poor are collectively crushed. (Marable, 
1995: 116) 
Marable asserts thafthere is an imperative for research to contribute to the eradication of the 
widespread inequality in society given that the modem world is increasingly divided into the 
'haves' and the 'have nots'. This is not to suggest that the researcher allows herself/himself to 
be 'used' by the subject being researched, that the researcher is automatically biased. Instead, 
it is argued that due to imbalances of power in society, it is a justifiable aim of research to 
assist in countering those imbalances and providing a voice to those who are seldom heard. 
Criticism of this approach is countered by opening up the research to scrutiny by ensuring 
that the beliefs and behaviour of the researcher are part of the evidence presented for 
validating the claims of the research (Harding, 1987). 
However, explicitly politically motivated research is a contested approach within the social 
sciences (Hammersley, 1995; Cealey-Harrison and Hood-Williams, 1998; Humphries, 1997, 
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1998). For example, Hammersley (1995: viii) is critical of post-positivist social inquiries that 
have 'explicit and direct political commitments, notably "critical", feminist and "anti-racist" 
and post-modern approaches.' He is concerned that growing pressure from governments and 
industry sponsors on social science researchers will inevitably impact upon the degree of 
objectivity of research: 
I do deny the legitimacy of research that is immediately directed towards achieving some 
practical or political goal rather than the production of knowledge. I do this not least on 
ethical grounds: because such an approach involves trading illicitly on the generally held 
assumption that research strives to be objective. (Hammersley, 1997: 1.12) 
Cealey-Harrison and Hood Williams (1998: 2.4) challenge the emancipatory approach to social 
science research, arguing that the methodological injunction to consider socially classified groups 
(gender, 'race', seXUality, disability, class, age, etc.) is 'fatuous'. They claim that, as there is no 
mathematical limit to the number of groups these categories could divide into, it is not possible to 
give them all consideration in the research process. In any case, they claim that it should not be 
assumed that these categorisations are relevant: 'what is actually fundamental to an understanding 
of social life is that there can be no prior prescription as to the relevance of particular social 
categorization beforehand' (Cea1ey-Harrison and Hood-Williams, 1998: 2.4). 
Yet it seems essential to be aware that particular social constructions may be relevant. If a 
researcher has no conception of inequality based on gender or 'race' when formulating a 
research question, then they may not be alert to these issues when collecting and analysing 
data. The research questions and the choice of methods cannot be separated from the theory 
informing their use. The choice of methods is consciously, or subconsciously, a political act, 
based on ideological and value judgements. For example, feminists writers have pointed out 
that much research has had a sexist bias (see McDowell, 1997; Maynard and Purvis, 1994). 
In a critique of conventional research methods, Linda McDowell comments on a number of 
research projects which had excluded women altogether and showed that in one case, a male 
researcher appeared unaware that he had interviewed only men in his research (see 
McDowell, 1997). The failure to adequately consider social categorisations that reflect social 
disadvantage and their impact on social processes can thus lead to the unconscious adoption 
of methodologies that are blind to the influences of gender or 'race'. 
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In this research I decided to interview a cross-section of union members from BME members 
and lay activists to union organisers and senior union officials. If my research had only 
focused on interviewing 'knowledgeable elites' about the trade union movement's agenda on 
'race' equality (for example, the union general secretaries sitting on the TUe's Stephen 
Lawrence Task Group) then it may have more readily concluded that the unions were 
adequately addressing the issue of inequality. However, BME informants in lower positions 
in the unions are unlikely to have the same perceptions as this group of predominantly 
middle-aged white men. Accordingly, the research methodology in this case would have been 
fundamentally flawed. The methodology chosen for this research has thus been informed by 
Schoenberger's view that: 
.. . questions of gender, class, race, nationality, politics, history and experience shape our 
research and our interpretations of the world, however much we are supposed to deny it. 
The task is not to do away with these things, but to know them and to learn from them. 
(Schoenberger, 1992: 218) 
Having acknowledged that all social research is value laden and socially embedded, it also 
becomes possible to draw on research approaches that are explicit about knowledge 
production as part of the process of creating change. Witkin (2000) expands on this and 
advocates the right of researchers to openly engage in political research by stating that the 
starting place for emancipatory research should be an acceptance that there are fundamental 
human rights, which supersede all others: 
Merging human right and research goals requires a shift from seeing the purpose of 
research as uncovering existing 'truth' to seeing it as a social practice that generates and 
legitimates 'truths'. From this perspective, the inescapable value dimension of inquiry is not 
an impediment to be ignored or controlled, but an opportunity for researchers to participate 
more fully in the significant social discourses of their culture. (Witkin, 2000: 211) 
In adopting a human rights approach to social research, Witkin uses a value framework with 
which to assess research quality and findings. He begins by asking 'to what extent do particular 
research practices or studies protect or advance human rights in contrast to thwarting or 
subverting them?' Those that are in opposition to human rights should thus be rejected. Aware of 
the challenge to politically motivated research from those that would deny its validity, Witkin 
draws on feminist methods to set criteria for validating this type of research, which include 
reflexivity, the sharing of power and collaboration. He notes, however, that this approach to 
research stands in contrast to conventional research thinking and has implications for funding as it 
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is seen to be controversial by conventional researchers. The methodological approach adopted in 
this thesis draws on these ideas and adopts the view that it is a legitimate role of research to 
contribute to equalising of oppressive power relations (Humphries, 2000). Employers, for 
example, are often able to commission research on how to increase the exploitation of workers, 
but workers, because of their subordinate position and lack of resources, are seldom able to 
undertake research that would enable them to reduce the power and profits of employers 
(Harding, 1987). In these circumstances a research approach that helps to balance the inequity in 
this area would fall within Witkin's emancipatory research framework. 
The approach taken in this thesis is that whatever the challenges in recognising the social 
construction of identity, and the problems this creates for the researcher, the material 
circumstances of millions of the world's oppressed requires that researchers help to 
illuminate their lived experience and how it might be changed. This requires an epistemology 
that can provide the methodological tools that allows this to take place and an emancipatory 
approach helps to make visible that which would remain invisible in conventional research. 
Formulating the research question: organising and the effect of institutional racism 
While the broad aims and objectives were formulated prior to the start of the research, the 
decision to focus on BME trade unionists and workers was only taken once I began exploring the 
issue of union organising in more detail. SERTUC officials accepted that the specific orientation 
of the research would be around BME trade unionists, as there was little knowledge of what was 
occurring in this aspect of trade union organising. In this sense, SERTUC representatives were 
happy to allow me to determine the focus of the research, rather than trying to influence its 
direction. The TUC representatives were also supportive of the direction the research was taking 
as it was in line with the views emerging from the TUC's Stephen Lawrence Task Group that was 
set up to ensure that 'trade unions delivered the best possible service to black and ethnic minority 
trade union members.' 
The research seeks to answer a number of questions relating to the way trade unions are 
approaching organising campaigns. One of the key questions at the heart of this research 
arose from a review of recent trade union publications and documents. These suggested that 
there was an increased commitment to positive and practical action to organise BME 
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members and to review the service provided to them, as shown in this extract from the TUC's 
Stephen Lawrence Task Group: 
The report of the inquiry into the death of Stephen Lawrence was a challenge to all 
organisations in Britain. None - including trade unions - were exempt from the possibility 
of institutional racism. I knew we owed it to Stephen and his parents, whose struggle for 
justice the Tue had supportedfrom the beginning, to start a thorough overhaul of the 
Tue and the trade unions. We had to be sure that we were giving black workers the best 
possible representation at work, and that the trade union movement reflected the diversity 
of21 s1 century Britain. Too often trade unions are seen as the preserve of white men. That 
has to change. (John Monks, General Secretary, TUC, 2000: 3) 
Implicit in this report was an assessment that the movement could and should do better. It 
concluded: 'To criticise others for their shortcomings demands insight, to criticise yourself 
requires not only self knowledge but self confidence.' (TUC, 2000: 33). 
In 1997, the TUC established an Organising Academy to train a new generation of organisers 
and to bring new members into the trade union movement. The TUC advertised for applicants 
with the aim of attracting organisers who were not necessarily trade union activists. It sought 
to find applicants who didn't reflect the 'pale, male and stale' image that was typical of the 
majority of officials in the trade union movement. In its literature, the TUC prioritised the 
need to attract BME workers as a key element in this approach to trade unionism: 
{Academy organisers] will also be reaching out to black people working in the newer 
industries where unions have yet to gain afirmfoothold. (TUC, 1998: 2) 
In this context, the research sought to establish how the TUC's approach to organising was 
taking place in practice and whether this focus on BME workers had been adopted as part of 
national, regional or local strategies in trade unions. By undertaking case studies with three 
different trade unions, the research looked at organising strategies and techniques being used 
and the attitudes of BME workers towards their trade unions. 
The research began by considering the macro picture looking at the general policy and strategy 
of the trade unions towards organising and whether the unions were incorporating an equalities 
perspective into their organising strategies. Following this, I looked at organising campaigns at 
a micro-level by undertaking case studies at three workplaces where the majority of the workers 
were from BME groups. The aim was to see how campaign strategies were formulated and put 
into practice. Specifically, one of the aims of the research was to consider whether unions 
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applied a particular policy , practice or strategy to the organisation of BME workers or whether 
the campaigns were part of a more general organising drive. While Heery et al (2000a) have 
listed the techniques employed in organising and have surveyed union organisers about the use 
of recruitment methods , I decided to use case studies and an engaged approach to the research 
question to establish what was happening on the ground. 
Different voices, different stories: a multi-layered, multi-method research strategy 
Once the research questions had been decided it was clear that in order to understand the 
complexity of what was happening in the trade unions, with regards to their approach to the 
organising and recruitment of BME workers, the study required a range of complementary 
research techniques (see Figure 4.1). 
Figure 4.1. Multi-methods used in this research 
Attendance at 
union seminars, 
conferences, and 
training courses 
3 case studies with 
three different 
unions: Usdaw, 
TGWU and GMB 
Analysis of 
Labour Force 
Survey 
Secondary data , 
union documents, 
minutes, etc 
Black and 
minority 
ethnic 
workers and 
trade unions 
Questionnaire 
survey at TUC 
Black Workers 
Conference 
Focus group 
With SERTUC 
Race 
Relations 
Committee 
Semi-structured 
interviews with 
union offiCial and 
officers 
PartiCipant 
observation at union 
organising events, 
meetings, 
recruitment 
The three case tudie that provide the focus of this re earch have been explored in the wider 
context of each union' s polic and practice and it development at national. regional and 
local cale of organLation. While thi i predominantl_ a qualitative tudy. u ing a ca 'e 
ttldy approach and intervie\ \ ith officers and official a at \ arious level of each union. I 
ha e al 0 u ed quantitati\ data from the Lab ur Fore un e). \\ hich a ited in helpin o to 
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refine the research questions. This process of combining methods across the normally 
paradigmatic divide of quantitative and qualitative research methods, sometimes referred to 
as 'triangulation', can assist in overcoming the weaknesses associated with just one approach 
(Bryman, 2001). Conceptualised by Webb et at in 1966 to describe a research approach 
whereby more than one method or source of data is utilised in the same study, triangulation 
has been described by some as the' process of checking if different data sources and different 
methods allow you to reach the same conclusions' (Greenfield, 1996: 9). Other writers have 
argued that it is not a strategy of validation, but a strategy that adds rigour, breadth and depth 
to any investigation (Denzin and Lincoln, 1998) and this was the intention in this research. 
Using a variety of methods can help to enrich data by providing new insights or nuances into 
a study (Whitfield and Strauss, 1998). Fresh perspectives may emerge which can assist in a 
better understanding of the concept being tested. In this research, focus groups were used to 
formulate and refine the questions for more in-depth interviews. For example, I presented an 
outline of my project to the SERTUC Race Relations Committee (RRC) to assess whether or 
not the questions I had formulated were ones that BME trade unionists themselves felt were 
important. I then conducted a focus group with members of the RRC and this helped to 
further define key questions for the case study research. 
The analysis of the data in the Labour Force Survey revealed some important trends in trade 
union membership among different ethnic groups. In particular, the data highlighted a decline 
in union density among BME members, which was much greater than that among white 
workers. This in turn raised a very im~ortant question that was central to the research. Was 
this trend structural or attitudinal (due to changes in employment structure or to attitudes of 
BME workers)? Both had the potential to impact upon the success or otherwise of trade union 
organising campaigns. Answering such questions was not easy, but the data helped to clarify 
some of the issues that needed to be further explored. 
By providing a detailed breakdown of BME workers in the labour market and their trade 
union density across sectors, the LFS data raised questions that were pertinent to trade 
unions' approaches to organising. The reasons for the declining union density amongst BME 
members cannot be adequately elucidated from the quantitative data alone. In this case, 
where the purpose of a trade union recruitment campaign is to convince potential members of 
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its benefits, it was important to ascertain the different factors that determine a member' 
decision to join. Thi s research thus sought to di sco er multiple ie\ s and competing 
perspectives and the choice of a multi-method, multi-layered research strateg) was designed to 
ensure the widest range of participants ' views were heard at different scales of organi ation 
(see Table 4.2). 
Table 4.1. Multiple levels of enquiry 
Key informants· Role I experience I knowledge 
TUC officials Knowledge of TUC policy. Provide advice to affiliated trade unions. 
National official Responsible for implementing national union policy 
Equalities official Responsibility for implementing equalities policies throughout the union 
Regional secretary Responsible for regional organising and recruitment strategies. 
Organiser Day-to-day organising and recruiting at workplaces. 
Union representatives Organising and representing union members in the workplace. 
Members Varied experience of union . A minority of members play an active role. 
Non-members Some knowledge of unions. Many reasons for not joining. 
* NOle: diJ!erenlllllioll.l use dijferellllille l , bill generally hC/l'e s illlilar le l'el.1 of hierarchy 
Research techniques 
As qualitative approaches to research are concerned with looking at interpretations and 
meanings, this study primarily aims to try to understand the world of individuals or groups as 
they themsel ves see it (Baxter and Eyles, 1997). The techniques adopted here have, where 
possible, and in most instances, tried to ensure that the interactions between the researcher and 
researched have taken place in the respondent's own space and at times chosen by themselves. 
To ensure that the questions have been answered as fully as possible, a range of research 
techniques have been used, varying from semi-structured interviews to informal conversations 
when undertaking partici pant observation. The different research strategies and the case study 
frameworks are outlined below. 
The case studies 
It was decided at the out et of the re earch that the main unit of analysis would be three ca e 
tudie . The ca e tudies were chosen on the ba is that the workforce in each ca e compri ed 
predominately B M E \ orker . Thi provided the opportunity to a e if union trategi ed 
their organi ing campaign a a con equence of the ethnic compo ition of the workforce. and 
if they con idered \Vh ther the need of the e worker differed fr m tho e of white w rker . 
Key to thi re earch wa to a . e .. if union con idered the fact that raciali. ed workers may 
ha e different e pectati n. and requirement. to .. \hite w rk r. . The 3 . C . tudic \\ re an 
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opportunity to assess if it made any difference to the organising campaign that the workforce 
was predominately made up of BME workers. 
Views of what constitutes a case study are not unanimous. Case studies can vary from one 
detailed examination of an event or organisation to multiple cases of individual or group 
behaviour (Burton, 2000). Yin (1994) dismisses the view that case studies are only 
appropriate for the exploratory phase of research inquiry, arguing that they can be used for 
exploration, description and explanation. Case studies are often used to look at a particular 
phenomenon in detail and boundaries are drawn around the focus of study, so, for example, 
the unit of analysis may be comprised of a neighbourhood, school or bank, or other such 
entity (see Burton, 2000). The approach taken here is that a single unit of analysis - in this 
case the union organising campaigns at the workplaces - cannot be separated from the 
theories, policies and practices of the trade unions. The factors influencing union organising 
strategies can occur at many levels within the union movement and I have therefore chosen 
the boundaries of the case studies to encompass the trade unions as part of the overall unit of 
analysis, rather than just the workplaces where the organising campaigns were taking place. 
In choosing the case studies, I decided to spend time with union organisers talking to them 
about their research campaigns before selecting three that I thought would be suitable for 
study. The criteria I utilised were that firstly, a substantial number of the workforce should be 
from BME groups and, secondly, that the unions had to be committed to specific organising 
campaigns at these workplaces, rather than undertaking short recruitment drives. I therefore 
spent a period of time visiting different workplaces with union organisers before selecting 
three campaigns that fitted these criteria. 
In trying to find case studies that allowed for an exploration of the research questions, I was not 
explicit about the exact nature of the research when approaching the trade unions to see if they 
would take part in the study. Buchanan et al (1988) reports that, when asked by organisations to 
state research aims, although it is important not to be dishonest and to be accurate, it can be 
advantageous not to reveal too much detail. I was concerned that by revealing that the focus of the 
research was on the method of organising BME workers, it may have influenced the way the trade 
unions carried out their campaigns. The unions may have chosen to change their behaviour to try 
to 'fit' with what they thought was expected of them. Therefore following a similar approach to 
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Buchanan ef al (1988), I infonned participants that my research" as on trade union organising 
techniques in London and that I was concerned , specifically, with greenfield sites, " hich unions 
considered difficult to organise. Indeed, in some interviews, I did not raise the issues of BME 
union members until quite late in the conversations. 
It was recognised that due to the typical length of organising campaigns,57 it was unlikely to 
be possible to follow each of them to their conel usion and therefore only a partial story of 
organising would be told. Even jf the campaigns did not progress to any great extent during 
the period of study, the approach to organising had the potential to reveal a great deal about 
the unions' attitudes to organising BME members. 
The three case studies were chosen to illustrate a range of situations, a range of union 
strategies and a range of problems for trade union in recruitment and organisation of BME 
workers. The three case studies are in different economic sectors and reflect different parts of 
the labour market (see Table 4.2 for main features of the case studies). 
Table 4.2. Main features of the three case studies 
Trade unions USDAW TGWU GMB 
Name ShopXpress* Food-to-Go· CD-Products* 
Economic activity High street retail stores Sandwich making factory Video manufacturer 
Location Three central London sites West London West London 
Size of workforce 150 workers per store 530 220 + approximately 100 
'a..aen~ workers 
Ownership of enterprise UK Pic Irish-based multinational Family business 
Nature of workforce Mainly young BME students Mainly new migrant workers Mainly migrant workers, 
from UK and overseas many 'illegal' agency 
f-
workers 
Pay rate (start) £3.69- £4.61 £4.40 £5 per hour /£2.50 for 
'agenc;Y' workers 
-
Main ethnic groups BME workers from many Mainly African and Asian, Mainly South Asian, 
f-
ethnic groups I particularly from Sri Lanka Iparticularlyfrom Sri Lanka 
Date organising began May 2002 March 2001 February 2001 
-
Employer's attitude to Partnership agreement at Allows union access but will Won union recognition ballot 
the union national level. Local HRM not grant recognition but employer hostile and 
man2.ger sUQPortive refusin9.. to bargain I 
- -- --
. 
*S/wpXprl!\ .I. Fooci-/O Co and CD-ProdllC/I are aft [ilelldoIlYll1s . 
In th high treet retail compan ,the" orkers \ ere predominantly young. BME " orker , 
many of whom, ere tudcnt and were work.ing part-time. In man) ca e ,thi \\3 their fir t 
57 !though It is not impos!\ibk to organi . c non-union \\ orl\placc" qUlckl) , C\P 'riL'n~'l' fnlln union ltieials i~ 
that these campaigns are Oftl'll long and dra\\ n out. In sorne l'aSl'" 1.\1.111£ .,1.'\ I.'ral ~ "aI'S. 
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job and, as such, they had not previously been members of trade unions. The sandwich factor) 
was a multi-ethnic workforce, composed mainly of new migrant workers. At the video 
manufacturing plant, a percentage of the workforce was composed of undocumented workers. 
Their status meant the employer was able to pay them below the national minimum wage, 
which created a division between those workers who were legal and those who were not. 
In each of the case study locations, semi-structured interviews lasting approximately one to one 
and a half hours were conducted with union officials and members in order to listen to a range of 
opinions about the organising campaigns. Initially, it was intended to have a fixed interview 
schedule, asking interviewees the same questions, but this was not practical given the different 
areas of responsibility of the various officials. In practice, a different interview schedule was 
drawn up for different officials, but was based around the same themes. What emerged was a type 
of snowball process, where interview questions built on previous knowledge acquired throughout 
the interview process. Interviews tended to be less formal with the union members and non-
members at the places of work as time was limited in these circumstances, but it is thought that 
the increased number of participants at this level of the inquiry would partly compensate for this. 
In addition to hearing voices at the different levels in the unions, I attempted to gain a cross-
section of views in the workplaces, which included union representatives, members and non-
members as well as balance of gender and ethnic groups. As the workplaces were made up of 
predominantly BME workers, most of the participants in the case studies were from minority 
ethnic groups, but I also tried to include a range of white respondents (see Table 4.3 ). 
Table 4.3. List of interviews in each of the case studies 
Interviewees: 
National official=s __ + ____ ---t~ ___ +----+----+----_t_---____j 
Regional officia~l~s_--l~.:.:.:.:~ __ ~~:.....:....-__i~---~~-=-~-___l~---__t-_=__--___j 
Organisers 
unionrepresent~a~tj~v~es~~~---~---~~~~-___l~---___l~-~~__t---_ ___j 
Lay officers 
Members 
Non-members 
he\,: 111=1110/('. /=11.'11/(//(' . = re(lre I 1.'111 I Ihl' III/Illher 0/ illlt'r"it'II't't'I. x' rt![lrt'lellll Ihe IIlImill!( (If lilliI.'I WI IfIJiI'lJII()1 '\'(/1 
IIIft'r"i",,'!'d. A_ I//(In /IIIt'(I '/('\\ ' 1 lI'I1h 1I'(lr~e" ('IlI/dul'led ullhelr l\'(/rIi(llaCt'I . 
*= Ihe\(' fOllr 1II<'/IIbe" lalt'r bt!c'lIIl1t' 11111011 re{" Ulld ort! Ihe lalTlt' (It'o(llt' r<'cflrdI'd he/oil' ,1\ melllht!fl , 
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I also undertook six interviews with other individuals; four officials from the ruc, a lay officer 
of the TUC Race Relations Committee, plus a worker at a west London Race Equality Council. 
All but two of the 63 semi-structured interviews were recorded (with the pennission of the 
respondents) and later transcribed. Of the remaining 26 interviews, these were conducted with 
workers at their workplaces and were thus, much shorter. In these circumstances, it was not 
possible to tape record the interviews but ail responses and notes were typed up shortly 
afterwards. In the GMB case study, it was much more difficult to get access to the workers 
than in the other two as the employer at CD-Products was extremely hostile towards the union. 
Although I did meet lots of workers from this factory, at meetings held by the union, it was not 
possible to interview them at these times. There was also the added problem of communication 
as a large percentage of this workforce spoke only a little English and I did not speak any of the 
other languages used by the workers. This was also the case at Food-to-Go, so in both cases, I 
was only able to interview those workers who could speak English. On one occasion, a worker 
at Food-to-Go acted as interpreter for one of the interviews in the staff canteen. 
Following transcription and a close reading of all the material, a number of recurrent themes 
were picked up from this initial content analysis which were later used to organise the data 
systematically. In order to manage the large amount of data that had been gathered, the data 
was coded and then recorded in a matrix for each of the case studies in order to establish the 
frequency of occurrence of those issues talked about by respondents. Although each of the 
interviews were conducted with a separate interview schedule, this operated mainly as a guide 
and respondents were encouraged to talk about those issues around organising that they felt 
were important (see Appendix 4). This system of data analysis therefore provided an indication 
of those issues that were talked about most often by respondents. Once coding had been 
completed, segments of the transcripts were cut from the interviews and rearranged into 
electronic files according to the main themes that had emerged. This data was then re-analysed 
within each of the themes to try to assess whether there was a similarity between respondents 
when talking about certain issues. From this process, quotes from the transcripts were selected 
which articulated many of the common issues raised. As one of my main concerns in the 
research was to avoid a 'crisis of representation' I tried to ensure that the voices of as many 
people as possible were heard and therefore have used quotations extensively throughout the 
interpretation to illustrate the way issues were expressed. In some instances. quotations are 
purposely lengthy in an attempt to be as faithful as possible to the overall meanings intended by 
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the respondents. The writing up of each of the case studies was largely structured in temlS of 
the main issues raised by the respondents with sections on each of the main themes. 
At the start of the research I considered whether I should return all transcripts to respondents in 
order that they could check their reUability and confirm for a second time that they were happy 
for this material to be used in the thesis. I was concerned about how long this process might 
take and given the degree of openness in the way individuals spoke to me, I was worried that 
other people might see the transcripts. Having already gained consent for the material to be 
used at the time of interview, I therefore took a pragmatic approach and simply returned the 
written chapters to organisers in each of the case studies asking them if they would like to 
comment on the contents. The feedback from participants was positive with individuals hoping 
their unions would take on board some of the suggestions and recommendations outlined in the 
findings. There was only one request to make a minor amendment to one chapter and that was 
to give an individual greater anonymity by removing their job title. 
Participant observation 
In order to get close to the union members and non-members in the union organising 
campaigns I felt it was essential to playa role in the organising activity. Accordingly, I 
attended union meeti ngs outside the workplaces and wi th union representati ves in the 
workplaces. I also took part in leafleting sessions and recruitment activity (see Table 4.4, 4.5. 
4.6 for an account of participant observation in a number of different union events). 
Table 4.4. Participant observation in ShopXpress 
Usdaw: ShopXpress Date time place 
Met with organiser to discuss campaign 18-Feb-02 3pm Central London 
Regional USDAW black members get together 03-Mar-02 10am Central London 
Went with union official to store T 27-Mar-02 4.30pm ShopXpress 
Went with organiser to store M 29-Apr-02 9.30am ShopXpress 
Met with organiser 10-Apr-02 3pm Central London 
Went with organiser to store H 16-May-02 9.30am ShopXpress 
Went with organiser to store T 13-Jun-02 2pm ShopXpress 
Went with organiser to store M 17-Jul-02 2pm ShopXpress 
Went with organiser to store H 19-Jul-02 2pm ShopXpress 
Went with organiser to store M 02-Aug-02 4pm ShopXpress 
Went with organiser to store H 12-Nov-02 11am ShopXpress 
Attended USDAW branch meeting 06-Feb-03 7;30 AM USDAW 
Went with union official I to store T 07-Feb-03 8"30 AM ShopXpress 
Went with union official to store T 08-Feb-03 9"30 AM ShopXpress 
USDAW Annual Delegate Meeting 27-Apr-03 3 days Blackpoof 
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Table 4.5. Participant observation in Food-to-Go 
TGWU: Food-to-Go Date time place 
Went with organiser to Food-to-Go to meet shop stewards 28-Mar-02 9am Food-to-Go 
Recruitment day, met with senior steward 04-Apr-02 4pm Food-to-Go 
Met with union official , organiser and steward 2S-Apr-02 2pm Food-to-Go 
Requirement day 02-May-02 9.30am Food-to-Go 
Met with union official , organiser and steward 22-May-02 11am Food-to-Go 
Met with union official , organiser and steward 03-Jul-02 2pm Food-lo-Go 
TGWU London region organising meeting 26-Jul-02 10am TGWU 
Met with union official , organiser and steward OS-Sep-02 2pm Food-to-Go 
Met with union official , organiser and steward 02-0ct-02 2pm Food-to-Go 
TGWU London region organising meeting 08-0ct-02 10am TGWU 
Met with union official , organiser and steward OS-Oec-02 2pm Food-to-Go 
TGWU office to meet with organiser 23-0ec-02 10am TGWU 
Met with union official, organiser and steward OS-Feb-03 2pm Food-to-Go 
Meeting with researcher TGWU 06-Feb-03 9.30am TGWU 
Meeting at Sheffield for all senior stewards 21-Feb-03 10am TGWU Sheffield 
Met with union official , organiser and steward 27-Feb-03 2pm Food-to-Go 
Met with union official , organiser and steward 20-Mar-03 2pm Food-to-Go 
TGWU London region organising meeting 13-May-03 10am TGWU 
Met with union official , organiser and steward 1S-May-03 2pm Food-to-Go 
TGWU Biennial Delegate Conference 04-Jul-03 2 days Brighton 
Table 4.6. Participant observation in CD-Products 
GMB: CD-Products Date time place 
Organising meeting for workers at CD-Products 06-Mar-02 7pm Town Hall 
Organising meeting for several local organising campaigns 07-Apr-02 4-8pm Asian community centre 
Meeting to discuss organising , GMB organisers 27-May-02 10am GMB office 
Leafleting at CD-Products 10-Jun-02 7pm CD-Products 
Meeting about recognition campaign 30-Jul-02 10am GMB office 
Meeting with organiser about organising 30-Jul-02 10am GMB office 
GMB office to go through VOC file 06-Aug-02 1pm GMB office 
Met with organiers, and senior shop steward 11-0ct-02 6pm McOonalds 
GMB branch meeting 30-0ct-02 7pm GMB office 
Meeting with organiser about GMB organising 26-Nov-02 4pm TUC 
Met with organiers to talk about campaign 10-0ec-02 1pm GMB office 
Attended meeting of all London region GMB organisers 20-0ec-02 2pm GMB office 
Meeting with stewards with 2 organisers 13-Jan-03 2pm GMB office 
GMB branch meeting 29-Jan-03 7pm GMB office 
Met with organiers re access arrangements for ballot 29-Jan-03 4pm GMB office 
Meeting with all GMB members and non-members OS-Feb-03 6-10pm Asian community centre 
Did ballot access meeting at CD-Products with stewards 17-Mar-03 11am CD-Products 
Old ballot access meeting at CD-Products with stewards 20-Mar-03 5pm CD-Products 
Meeting with all GMB members and non-members 20-Mar-03 6-10pm ASian community centre 
Meeting with all CD-Products stewards, and organisers 07-Apr-03 5pm GMB office 
GMB party following general secretary election 15-Apr-03 6pm Pub 
CD-Products party to celebrate election result 04-May-03 7pm Asian community centre 
GMB Congress Blackpool 07 -Jun-03 3 days Blackpool 
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Echoing the view of Compton and Jones (1988) that organisations cannot be studied at a 
distance I am nevertheless aware of the distinction that needs to be made between researching 
the world and at the same time shaping the world that is being researched. For example, I 
sometimes felt my 'insider' status as a trade union activist impacted on my status as a 
researcher. On one occasion, when an organiser arranged a recruitment day at one of the 
workplaces, I was left alone to continue the recruitment drive when the organiser realised that 
she was 'double booked'. I believe this demonstrated a degree of trust in me as a researcher 
and was also to my advantage as it was beneficial to be a part of the campaign in order to 
fully understand and explore the issues with participants. As Burgess notes: 
The dual role of the outsider and insider gives the participant observer greater 
opportunity of being able to 'step in and out' of the setting under study: to participate and 
reflect on the data that is gathered during participation. (Burgess 1982: 48) 
The combination of research techniques utilised in the study of these three trade union 
organising campaigns, and my identity as an active trade unionist and a union-supported 
researcher, has provided many opportunities for stepping in and out of the research situation 
at different times and places. 
The research encounter: access to trade unions and their members 
The problem of gaining access to organisations has been recounted by many researchers (see 
for example Bryman, 1998), but this did not prove a problem in this study. Other researchers 
working on trade union research recounted to me the difficulties they had faced in trying to 
gain access to some unions. Notwithstanding the problems that might be encountered in this 
process, SERTUC, who could have been restrictive gatekeepers to key informants, provided 
full access to BME trade unionists, senior trade union officials, as well as giving me time to 
discuss my research with the regional Race Relations Committee. The research sponsorship 
from SERTUC and my background as an active trade unionist helped me to gain access to all 
sections of the union movement. Early on in the research, attendance at union conferences 
and seminars confirmed my position as an 'insider', and I came to be seen as someone who 
was 'working with SERTUC'. These events provided the opportunity to gather information 
about the current state of union organising and to select the unions to be the focus of the case 
study research. Once I was provided with my 'SERTUC identity' it was relatively easy to 
arrange interviews, despite the busy work schedules of most trade unionists. 
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A relationship of trust was evident in many of the interviews I carried out where there was a 
great deal of openness and honesty. My 'insider' status had provided me with what Bhopal 
(2000) refers to as a 'shared identity' with some interviewees, and this affected the way I was 
viewed and treated. For example, on one occasion, a senior trade union official asked me to 
turn off my tape recorder, as he wanted comment off the record about some particularly 
sensitive information. 
The importance of building rapport in interviews has been stressed as crucial in extracting 
information that otherwise would be held back (Stroh, 2000). There was clearly a difference 
in interviewees' response to me depending upon whether they viewed me as an 'insider' or 
'outsider'. I became friendly with a number of organisers through my regular attendance at 
union organisers' meetings and social events. In these circumstances, some organisers were 
openly critical of what they felt was their union's failure to provide adequate support to 
organising campaigns. In contrast, some workers were not sure of who I was and why I was 
asking questions and, in these cases, it was difficult to overcome their suspicion or to engage 
them in conversation. 
Ethnographers have written extensively on researching across cultural divides and conducting 
fieldwork with groups who are of the same or different gender, 'race' or ethnicity as the 
researcher (see Wolf, 1996). The benefits of a shared identity such as a common language 
and culture can assist in understanding nuances that may not be understood by an 'outsider'. 
At the same time, being identified as part of the group being researched can sometimes 
generate its own problems where 'insider' researchers are often put under pressure to be 
accountable, leading to situations where there is pressure to construct analyses that are 
sympathetic to those being researched (see Beynon 1988). Researching across cultural 
divides therefore challenges the researcher to constantly question their relationships and 
influence on the research process. 
The researcher's identity can be visible in terms of ethnicity, 'race' or gender, but it can also 
be assumed in terms of wealth, class or social status. Zavella (1996) explains how this led to 
problems for her when she was researching low-paid Chicano women workers. While sharing 
much of the identity of her informants, Zavella became aware of how her status as a 
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researcher and the research process itself led to 'awkward moments', which exposed the gulf 
between them: 
These women (and men) were acutely conscious of my privileges as an educated woman 
and assumed I had resources that as a poverty-stricken graduate student I did not 
have ... More importantly, the very research questions I posed alerted them to significant 
political differences between us ... and I worried about "contaminating the field" with my 
own biases. (Zavella, 1996: 143-144) 
When I decided to concentrate on BME workers and trade unionists, I was aware of debates 
by some black feminists who claim that white researchers58 should not be involved in 
research on black people (Edwards, 1996). Black feminists have rightly been critical of the 
prioritisation of white women's experience, where a commonality of experience is assumed 
in terms of gender that ignores the additional effects of racialisation (Carby, 1997; Mirza, 
1997). However, there is not an accepted viewpoint on the question of whether white women 
should research 'black' issues. Bowes (1996: 2.3) reports that some feminists have argued 
that 'since white women do not experience racism, they cannot understand black women's 
experiences sufficiently to research them.' Others are critical of the claim that experience is 
the claim to truth, arguing that: 
... provided the stereotypes are dropped and racism challenged, black and white women 
can usefully work together in researching women's lives and contextualise them in the 
wider struggles of 'race', gender and class. (Ramazonaglu. Quoted in Bowes, 1996: 2.3) 
Similarly, Edwards (1996) contests the view that white women should not conduct research 
on BME women. Arguing in her defence that as she is an individual with multiple identities, 
the logical conclusion to this view would be that she should only research women who were 
'white, middle-class, able-bodied, heterosexual, married, divorced, mother, Jewish'. Instead, 
she adopts the position of black feminist, Patricia Hill Collins: 
Hill Collins states that wisdom does not necessarily require you to have experienced the 
situation for yourself, but you do need to have been part of an empathetic dialogue with 
those who have ... Each participant's experience is partial, but it is also valid. 
(Edwards, 1996: 86) 
SI I currently self-identify as a white female trade unionist and researcher. 
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Nevertheless, Edwards (1996: 85) admits how she had difficulty, and met resistance, from the 
black women she was attempting to research. She was unable to gain trust from participants 
who perceived her as a 'worthy white institutional figure'. This experience outlines the 
importance of developing a 'shared identity', however partial this might be. 
When I requested attendance at a TUC black workers' training course on organising, I was 
told that it would be up to the group to decide if they were prepared to have me in attendance. 
Upon arrival, I explained the purpose of my research to the group before leaving the room in 
order that that they could discuss if they would allow me to stay. After a ten-minute 
discussion, I was invited to return, whereby I was told I was welcome to remain on two 
conditions. The first was that I should take part rather than just observe and the second was 
that I agreed to provide a report of my research to the participants. As one person remarked 
'As black people we are fed up of being researched and not seeing the results. • 
In reality, my ethnic background seemed to be little bar to gaining the confidence of BME 
trade unionists, many of whom were very open and honest in the stories they told. This may 
in part be due to the paucity of research in this field and the enthusiasm for such research, or 
it may be to do with the habits, practices and experiences of building inter-ethnic alliances to 
challenge racism, which is part of the everyday experience of BME trade unionists. However, 
what was marked was an almost universal distrust by white trade union officials of academics 
and' external' researchers. On one occasion, I attended a trade union's black members' 
training day and met particular hostility from the white training officer who made disparaging 
comments about academic researchers. Having cross-examined me on the motives of my 
research, however, his attitude changed when he realised that I was an active trade unionist 
and that I was funded by the TUC. Similarly, a fellow researcher was refused access to a 
trade union body who had made a policy decision not to work with academics. However, an 
exception was made in my case, as I was known primarily as a trade unionist rather than an 
academic researcher. 
Of course, I cannot be sure that I was always told complete stories from some of the workers 
I interviewed who may have decided to hold back information fearing that more sensitive 
information may fall into the wrong hands. When I was interviewing non-members in the 
organising campaigns, I was never really sure how I was perceived. As some of these 
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workers had little understanding of trade unions, it would be wrong to assume anything other 
than that I was considered an 'outsider'. Similarly, in some circumstances it was probable 
that I was seen as an 'outsider' as a white woman. Although I did not meet any refusals from 
BME workers to participate in the research, these may have been filtered out by union 
activists who were helping me find interviewees. It is notable, however that despite being 
female, I was more successful in finding male than female participants. Again, this may have 
been due to the predominance of male shop stewards, who tended to recruit male rather than 
female union members in the factories, despite the fact that the workplaces were fairly evenly 
comprised of both sexes. In the retail stores, where women predominated and the activists 
were female, the opposite was true. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, this chapter has outlined the reasoning in adopting a critical/radical social 
science research approach in this thesis. In taking an anti-positivist stance the research rejects 
the central tenets of that particular philosophy, preferring to acknowledge that all observations 
are partial and are mediated by our own cultural experiences. Thus by accepting that 
subjectivity is inevitably inherent in the research process the use of multi-methods or 
triangulation has been used so as to discover multiple views and competing perspectives in 
order to mediate any tendency towards bias. The stance taken in this thesis is that research is 
not merely an abstract process conducted beyond the specificity of the lived experience of the 
oppressed and marginalised. As political and power relationships impact upon all the stages of 
the research process, it is important to acknowledge these and seek to avoid practices that 
ignore the experience of the oppressed, deny their legitimacy and reinforce their oppression. 
The position espoused is that research is not just about the researched but also for the 
researched (Bo~es, 1996). As such, I accept that there is a moral and ethical duty to return 
the knowledge, and at least the possibility of some power, back to those from whom it has 
been extracted (Witkin, 2000). As part of this process of sharing knowledge, I have therefore 
agreed to disseminate the findings as widely as possible to the TUe and each of the unions 
involved in the research and, more importantly, to those organisers who have taken part in the 
research in the workplaces. 
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The follo\ving chapters will document the case study research dra\\ ing on material gathered 
from the participant obsen ation and interviews conducted with a whole range of people 
active (and not) in the trade union movement. The three case studies are presented as separate 
chapters and follow a broadly similar format. Each chapter begins by outlining each union's 
perspective on union organising before looking at each of the case studies in some detail. 
This is succeeded by discussion of the major themes arising and an interpretation of the 
research findings. 
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Chapter 5: Usdaw: the challenge of implementing national retail 
organising campaigns at a local scale 
Introduction 
Retail has long been considered one of the more difficult sectors of the workforce in which to 
recruit and retain union members. and it remains one of the weakest unionised areas 59 (Ackers 
et ai, 1996; Richardson, 1979). One reason advanced for this is that many retail jobs are 
undertaken by women, who may be working part-time in order to fit working hours around 
childcare arrangements, and part-time workers have traditionally experienced lower union 
density compared to full-time workers (Hicks. 2000: Walters, 2002). For others, like students. 
retail work is not seen as a career, but as a temporary stopgap providing a source of income 
until studies are completed. As a result. retail workers are often highly mobile moving in and 
out of jobs, thereby creating difficulties for trade unions that are often faced with recruiting the 
same workers over and over again. Further. the transient nature of much of the retail workforce 
means that it can be difficult to establish a core of union activists in a store who can act as an 
organising base for the union. Despite such problems however, union activists are crucial to 
building the union in the workplace, not just for their knowledge and experience of union 
issues, but also in creating a level of trust in the union among their colleagues. 
In the UK the main trade union covering the retail sector is the Union of Shop, Distributive 
and Allied Workers (Usdaw). Over half of Usdaw's membership is employed in the retail 
food sector60 - a sector where the union estimates that 30 per cent of workers leave their jobs 
each year. This high turnover of staff demonstrates the challenge faced by Usdaw who, as a 
consequence, need to 'recruit heavily each year just to stand still'. In 2003, Usdaw's 
membership was 320,000 and even though 77,000 members were recruited in the previous 
year. membership only increased by 10,000 as a consequence of the 67,000 members who 
left the union in the same year. 61 
The UK food retail sector is very competitive. Many small independent supermarkets have 
either abandoned the market or have been taken over by their much larger competitors, and 
this trend is ex.pected to continue. For ex.ample. in 2003. major retail companies mounted 
.... ) On'mll t[(lde union density in retail stands at around 9 per cent (Labour force Suryc) 20(2). 
(,(, In the south-east, the percentage of llsJaw's membership in retail is o\er 90 per cent. 
/,1 l ISI):\ W Annual R.eport 2002 prl'sl'nted to the :WO:~ Annual [)ell-gatl' Cnnkrence. 
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rival bids for the fourth largest UK food retail company in an attempt to control an even 
larger percentage of the grocery market. Other recent trends in this sector have been for the 
large retailers to increase the number of much smaller, 'convenience' stores sited in local 
high streets - a move away from the trend to large superstores, which became popular in the 
1980s. These stores present even greater challenges for trade unions to organise as they are 
much smaller, open longer hours and pose problems for workers in terms of health and 
safety, as well as presenting challenges to the union with regard to pay and working practices. 
The research sought to establish if Usdaw is responding to the increasing racialisation of the 
retail labour market, which was outlined in chapter three, and whether or not this has 
impacted upon the union's organising strategy, or the organising methods used in the central 
London ShopXpress stores. This case study differs from the two in the following chapters in 
that organising takes place in the context of a national recognition agreement. Usdaw is much 
more of a nationally organised union than either the GMB or the TGWU. In retail, Usdaw 
retains its primary, and traditional, role of bargaining at the national scale rather than 
attempting to regulate the labour process at a local level (Ackers, 1995). The aim is to assess 
how the development of union organising strategies at this nation scale impacts at the scale of 
the workplace, particularly the extent to which the identities of the workers are taken into 
account when devising these strategies. 
The research strategy: data from a range of sources 
The research focused on one company, ShopXpress, in which the union was trying to organise 
_ particularly in three of its stores in central London.62 The data for this case study have been 
collected over a 14-month continuous period during 2002-2003 from participant observation 
and 19 formal, semi-structured interviews with union members and officials at different levels 
within the union.63 These formal interviews lasted between one, and one and a half hours. In 
addition, 15 other, shorter and informal interviews took place with union members and non-
members in workplace canteens. Ten of the formal interviews were with people from BME 
groups (2 Indian, one African and the remainder Mrican-Caribbean). All of the informal 
interviews, excluding one, were with BME employees including individuals from Mol'O(XX), 
6l The three stores were in a mile radius of Oxford Street, London wei and are named Store H, M, and T. 
6..1 Interviewees comprised national and regional officials as well as local shop stewards and members. The 
names of all interviewees have been changed. I use 'official' to refer to members of staff employed by the 
union and 'officer' to refer to elected lay members such as shop stewards or branch officers. 
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India, Ghana as well as British African Caribbeans and Africans. Of the interviewees, 17 were 
with women and 15 with men. In addition, material was gathered from participant observation 
at recruitment sessions within the stores,64 from attendance at union meetings, an Usdaw 'black 
members' get-together' and at Usdaw's national Annual Delegate Meeting. Union literature in 
the form of magazines, reports and recruitment material supplemented the primary data and was 
used to assess the message conveyed to members and activists in relation to the union's 
organising strategy. 
It is clear from the data in this research that Usdaw has begun to move towards a more 
organising culture of trade unionism as espoused by the TUC's new unionism task group. The 
research explores what impact scale plays in terms of organising. It considers the impact of the 
union's structures and governance, as well as whether its organising and equality policies are 
being strategised at a national scale and if this has a significant impact on the way they are 
implemented at the local level. Accordingly, each of these elements will be looked to see how 
they impact on local organising campaigns in three ShopXpress stores in central London. 
Organising at a national scale: the push and pull between organising and recruiting 
In line with the union's attempt to adopt a more organising approach Usdaw has started to 
invest resources in developing a cadre of union organisers at the level of lay activists. 
Following on from their involvement with the TUC's Organising Academy, where Usdaw 
sponsored 17 organising trainees over five years, the national union has since established its own 
academy, recruiting 15 'organising officers' who began work in May 2003. These are lay Usdaw 
members whose employers have agreed to their secondment to the union for a period of six 
months. Initially, organising officers will be participating in 'one-to-one recruitment' before 
moving on to lead organising campaigns in a number of large workplaces. Thus at national level, 
there is a commitment to introducing the idea of organising to different layers within the union. 
Usdaw has produced material for activists to explain the 'journey to becoming an organising 
union' and the 'revolution in the way we go about recruiting and organising'. This is spelt out 
in the union's organising manual Sustainable Organising: Power to Usdaw Reps, which 
introduces union shop stewards to some of the techniques associated with the 'organising 
model' such as mapping the workplace, and identifying issues of concern to workers. The 
~ I attended recruitment and organising sessions in the stores on 10 occasions. 
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material is clearly aimed at workplaces where the union has already achieved recognition, 
and its emphasis is on consolidating Usdaw's presence in workplaces such as food retail 
where half of the union's membership is to be found. 65 As a consequence, particularly bearing 
in mind the high staff turnover in retail, the main emphasis is on ensuring recruitment 
becomes a regular and systematic activity. However, the union cautions against a purely 
recruitment-based approach: 
This isn't just an exercise in recruitment. If it is seen as simply an attempt to get numbers 
into the union, people will not warm to it. You have to be seen to be tuned into and dealing 
with the issues in the workplace as you go about your mapping. (Usdaw, 2002. p.ll) 
This indicates that there is some recognition that recruitment cannot be successful as a 'stand 
alone' activity. Despite this view, however, some Usdaw officials who were interviewed 
were not convinced that the message has been understood at all levels of the union. As one 
national level official explained: 
USDA W is probably one of the unions, from the TUe' s point of view, that you would most 
readily associate with the organising agenda because we've been very completely on 
board with it. We have been seen to embrace it. We've put in an enormous amount of 
investment into it. We've taken on a significant number of [TUe Organising Academy] 
trainees and we've got our own organising academy now. But my personal view is that I 
think we're seeing organising as recruitment and 1 don't think we've fully embraced the 
ideology oforganising.l don't think we'vefully got to grips with the ways in which it is 
different, and particularly, issues around like-recruiting-like. There is still this idea that if 
you are good at recruiting you can either recruit, or you can't ... and it's really unhelpful. 
(Sue, national official, 25-11-02) 
A number of the Usdaw members and officials who were interviewed were not convinced that 
the union could easily make the transition from servicing to organising. Despite statements to 
the contrary they felt the emphasis will remain on recruitment, and others were sceptical as to 
whether organising was an appropriate form of activity within particular sectors of the union: 
I think we're definitely coming on board with the rhetoric, but generally I think our 
investment is in organising in terms of numbers of academy trainees we've got and all the 
rest of it hasn't really hit home at base level .. fundamentally we are still a servicing 
union. (Sue, national official, 25-11-02) 
65 160,000 of UDSA W members work in food retail out of a total membership of 321,000 (Annual report 2002). 
The majority of Usdaw's membership is covered by nationally negotiated voluntary recognition agreements. 
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... organisers [Organising Academy trainees] are really glorified recruiters. They have a 
lot of good knowledge but are not able to share it. We talk about organising but it is really 
recruiting. (Pete, area organiser 4,26-4-03) 
Ideally it would be nice to get into an organising culture ... [But] the organising culture 
will not work within the retail sector because of the type of people we have got ... any 
union in this sector would struggle because retail mentality is different from industrial. In 
the industrial sector you have stronger characters ... people who believe in that unity 
togetherness, but in retail you have a type of people ... that is difficult to bring together. 
The way forward is the organising model but it has to be a different model in retail from 
the one adopted by the TUe. [Joe, senior regional official, 27-4-03J 
These comments illustrate the tensions between recruiting and organising, and Usdaw is 
struggling to make the transition from one to the other. The requirement to replenish the 
membership or to 'fill the leaky bucket' is of constant concern to Usdaw, and this is no easy 
task for a union with such a high membership turnover. 
However, it is questionable whether there is a different ideological commitment to trade 
unionism among retail workers when compared to industrial workers as was suggested by the 
comment from Joe. The notion that organising is 'not possible' in the retail sector because 
retail workers have a different 'mentality' is reminiscent of a debate within the trade union 
movement that is as old as the movement itself.66 It has been claimed that lower union 
densities among some groups of workers can be explained by workers' individual 
characteristics such as gender and social status and the division between white collar and 
manual workers, but the determinants of union growth are complex. Academics are divided 
on these issues, but some evidence has been put forward to suggest that 'economic forces, 
employer policies and government action' are dominant influences on the propensity to 
unionise (Bain and Price, 1987). If this is indeed the case, the fact that Usdaw has recognition 
and is looked upon favourable by the employer in ShopXpress means that there should be a 
solid base from which to organise retail staff. 
The argument that there are types of workers who are 'un-organisable' has been challenged 
by the experience of those unions that have adopted an organising approach (Unions 21, 
66 At different historical junctures some groups of workers have been considered un-organisable. yet it was in the 
1890s that 'un-organisable' workers like the match workers, gas workers and dock workers whose scale c:I 
organisation led to a resurgence of trade unionism and the period of New Unionism. 
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2001). Groups such as women, migrant workers and professional workers have, in the past, 
been described as 'difficult to organise', but the latter group now has the highest union 
density of all workers in the UK. Migrant workers have also been thought as difficult to 
organise as a result of their working patterns and lack of collectivity. However, in the United 
States, migrant workers have been central to some of the more recent impressive unionisation 
campaigns - particularly those amongst contract cleaners, hotel staff and home carers 
(Milkman, 2000). 
The campaign to organise ShopXpress stores 
This case study assesses Usdaw's attempt to build membership in ShopXpress, one of the 
UK's major food retailers. Usdaw has specified ShopXpress as one of its prime targets for 
organising and the campaign provides an opportunity to assess the union's approach to 
organising from the perspective of a national organising initiative that is implemented at a 
local scale in London. 
The campaign was instigated at the national scale as a consequence of an improved voluntary 
recognition agreement signed by the company and the union in 2001. It is part of a two-year 
campaign by Usdaw to 'lay the foundations of a lay organising culture' whereby 'the goal is 
to develop a network of reps acti vely recruiting at employee inductions and organising in 
their workplace. ,67 Organising is therefore taking place in a climate of acceptance of union 
activity rather than hostility from the employer. Indeed, as part of the recognition agreement, 
Usdaw's recruitment material is printed with ShopXpress's logo and also their endorsement: 
'Both the company and Usdaw recognise that a representative trade union has a constructive 
and effective role to play which can add value to the decision-making process.' Recruitment 
and organising campaigns in recognised workplaces, where unions have support from the 
employer, are often considered to be easier targets than 'greenfield' or completely non-
unionised workplaces and are thus the primary targets for many unions (rue, 2001b). The new 
recognition agreement with ShopXpress was seen as an ideal opportunity to 'get new members 
signed up' and a national recruitment target was set where each of the union's seven divisions 
were encouraged to recruit 14 new members per store. 
67 USDA W Annual Report 2002. 
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Although many of the company's 400 stores have a union presence, union density in the 
stores is, on the whole, low. There are no accurate figures for union density in ShopXpress, 
but at national level, Usdaw recorded a net growth in 2001 of 2,473 new members, taking its 
total membership in ShopXpress to 14,500. Using the company's employee figures it is 
therefore possible to estimate an average density of around 22 per cent, but this figure should 
be viewed with caution as it is a crude estimate and is not based on verifiable employee 
figures store by store.68 In the south-east region, a divisional plan was drawn up for the 54 
ShopXpress stores in the area, with a target of 770 new members to be recruited in 2002, as 
well as an objective to increase the number of shop stewards to two per store. At the start of the 
campaign, there were 34 Usdaw reps in ShopXpress stores across Usdaw's region while over 
half the stores had less than 20 members and 30 per cent had less than 5 members.69 The stores 
were divided up and allocated to officials across the region with a plan of how many visits 
needed to be undertaken throughout the year. 
ShopXpress: a profile 
Partly as a result of the intense competition in the food retail industry, pay is low across the 
retail sector. On average, start rates in ShopXpress were around £4.61 per hour and £3.69 for 
under-I8s. The composition of employees in ShopXpress' central London stores was based 
around a core of permanent full-time staff, with approximately 60-70 per cent of employees 
working part-time. Most of the workers, apart from managers, most of whom were white, 
were from BME groups, a large percentage of whom were overseas students. There were 
some UK university students employed in the stores, but the majority of the employees were 
overseas students from a wide range of countries, working up to 20 hours a week (although in 
practice some worked much longer than this).70 
In addition to the growth of student workers in retail, there has been a general growth in the 
number and percentage of BME workers in this sector and this was reflected in the profile of 
ShopXpress workers. In 1993, there were 33,000 BME employees working as retail assistants 
68 The union recognition agreement in ShopXpress is a joint union agreement wbereby stores are divided equally 
between Usdaw and another union. ShopXpress claims a total workforce of 130,000. It is therefore possible to 
estimate the union density in Usdaw using the following calculation: 14,500 (Usdaw members) + 65,000 
(employees in stores where Usdaw is recognised) = 22%. 
69 Divisional ShopXpress campaign plan 2002. 
'70 Overseas students who are in the UK on wort pennit visas are not allowed to work more than 20 hours per week. 
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and checkout operators in London, and by 2000, this had increased by 118 per cent to 72,000. 
In comparison, the overall number of white workers employed in these jobs in London fell by 
11 per cent (from 107,000 to 95,000). This reflects the labour market trends demonstrated in 
Chapter 3, which showed BME workers increasing their market share of low paidjobs71 • 
Organising in central London ShopXpress stores 
In central London, three new small ShopXpress stores (H, M and T) were opened in 2000101 
and were subsequently allocated to Linda, who was Usdaw's divisional recruitment and 
development official (RDO). The key aim of the RDO was to build a core membership, while 
at the same time trying to identify members who would become union reps. The clear 
distinction between the role of RDO and that of the more senior position, the area organiser 
(AO)72, was outlined in interview by a senior divisional officer: 
.. .[the RDO] couldn't be involved in this [organising] because she is a recruiter and her 
job is solely to recruit. She has no responsibility for any stores. All the stores belong to the 
area organiser. (Joe, senior regional official, 8-4-02) 
This limited the range of activity that the RDO could be involved in and therefore Linda's 
main role was to visit the each of the stores on a regular basis to recruit members in 
workplace canteens. Given Linda's workload as the only RDO in the Division, and the nature 
of the ShopXpress campaign, it was only possible for Linda to visit each of the stores in her 
area around once, or occasionally, twice a month. After contacting the store manager to 
inform him of her schedule, Linda would base herself in the staff canteen for around four 
hours and attempt to talk to as many employees about the union as was possible during this 
time. In each of the three stores, and on one occasion only, the manager agreed to release 
employees from the shop floor for 10 minutes, so that Linda could talk to them about joining 
Usdaw. During this one morning session Linda talked to 16 young BME workers, 14 of 
whom joined Usdaw immediately. 
In other visits to the stores, Linda was limited to waiting until workers came into the canteen 
to have their breaks in order to recruit them. This was not as successful and in some cases 
71 Analysis of Labour Force Survey 1993 and 2000. 
72 In UDSA W the Area Organiser position is that of regional official or full-time official, and the job title 
predates the current trade union usage of the term 'organiser'. The role of Area Organisers therefore fits more 
within the definition of 'servicing officer'. 
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was not appreciated by the stewards and some of the workers as they valued this time away 
from the shop floor: 
/ heard people talking after the Usdaw lady was in last time. They were saying '/ just want 
to have my break and a rest'. (Julie shop steward, 18-3-03) 
.. . The problem is that when Usdaw officials come in the store they always want to talk to 
people when they are on their break and people are tired. When you have been sitting on 
a till for 4-5 hours you want to chill out, you don't want people in your face saying 'do 
you want to join the union'. (Union member, 18-3-03) 
Linda, who had been trained in organising techniques through the TUC's Organising 
Academy, felt this approach was not particularly effective. In addition, the split of 
responsibilities between RDO and AO meant that it was difficult to implement the organising 
model. For example, if there was a problem in the store, or a member needed assistance, then 
Linda had to pass this on to the AO to deal with because Linda's primary role was to recruit, 
not to service members. Given the store allocation of the AOs, it often took a while for them 
to get back to the members, which led to disappointment and disillusionment in the union. 
For new members with little understanding about trade unions, there seemed to be no logic in 
this approach and Linda was concerned that she was unable to give sufficient assistance and 
support to the new stewards. The work division between RDO and AO limited Linda's role 
and often made her job difficult: 
.. . you can't just do recruitment without organising ... you have to find out what is going on 
and invariably you don't find out at first anyway. People need to get a bit of confidence in 
you to be able to feel that they call trust you. Sometimes having a conversation that doesn't 
involve work can actually help. (Linda, recruitment and development official, 18-4-02) 
Developing a relationship with union members was difficult to achieve, as visits to the stores 
were not as frequent as Linda would have liked. There was not much time to develop issue-
based campaigns, which were specific to the needs of the particular workers in the stores, or 
to build up the level of trust which comes from supporting workers on a regular basis. In 
addition, Linda felt that there was also a difference between organising in workplaces where 
there had been a fight for recognition, which involved the workers, and was based around 
their specific concerns, and those workplaces where voluntary recognition had been 
negotiated by the union at a national level. Linda believed that at an early stage of trying to 
organise in such workplaces this seemed to affect workers' commitment to unionism: 
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.. . If they have been involved in a fight for recognition, then they actually want to join the trade 
union .. .actually want to get involved ... that's different than actually going in to a place where 
you already have recognition. (Linda, recruitment and development official, 18-4-02) 
Linda suggested that there was a need to identify issues in the stores which workers felt were 
unjust, as well as providing means to overcome such problems. She had learnt in her training 
that struggles for union recognition that are based around key issues of injustice, can 
engender a sense of collectivity and ownership of the union. In doing so, this tends to work 
against the problem of 'free-riding', whereby workers do not see the benefit of joining a 
union when they already benefit from the effects of collective bargaining. Therefore, in the 
absence of a struggle for unionisation in ShopXpress, an organising approach to increase 
recruitment was necessary to build up the union these workplaces. Yet in the case of 'cold' 
campaigning, such as in these ShopXpress stores, there was little time to identify and foster 
these types of concerns. Reflecting on the campaign after 2 years, Linda acknowledged that 
there were 'loads of issues that we could have organised around' but the stores needed to be 
organised on a continuous basis: 
.. . you can't take a step backfor one or two weeks. I didn't know that at the time but it 
became clearer as time went on. (Linda, recruitment and development official, 15-5-03) 
Issues of concern to BME workers in ShopXpress stores 
The young BME staff in these stores clearly faced a range of problems at work, which could 
have provided the trade union with issues to campaign around, such as health and safety, 
bullying, and racism. Many of the complaints were similar to those of young white workers, 
but there were some notable differences. Kerry, a black73 Usdaw official with responsibility 
for training union reps, described the difference in this way: 
When it comes to the workplace you will find they [BME workers} tend to say the same 
things as white people [about issues at work}. But the fact is the bullying and harassment 
of black workers is likely to be different, although it comes under the same heading. In the 
black worker's case it is the same things that would come up, but then the stereotyping 
comes in where people say that black people, they are all the same. So not only is it bullying 
and harassment, but it has a racial element as well. (Kerry, training official, 28-3-03) 
73 Where interviewees describe themselves as 'black', Asian, or according to their nationality •• have used their 
preferred tenninology rather than the generic tenn BME adopted in this research. 
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Incidents of racism were common and were raised and discussed in several interviews. For 
example, Pearl, a BME union member, recounted how she had been racially abused by a 
customer who called her a 'black monkey', but said that she had not bothered to take this up 
with the manager, or the union. Raj, an Indian man in his mid-40s said that although racism 
was not often overt it was 'there all the time'. He explained that, in his experience, promotion 
was not based on a person's ability at work, but was about 'colour' and the fact that BME 
workers were 'cheap' labour: 
You find white people come for a month and they get promotion. I would say it is like a 
circle ... that you don't get in that circle. It is a barrier, so it doesn't matter how well you 
mix or whatever you do, that barrier is there. (Raj, Usdaw member, 19-2-03) 
Despite being a union member since he was 20, and a member of Usdaw for 2 years, Raj did 
not feel that the union could be of much help on such issues. Along with some of the other 
interviewees, he would not automatically turn to the union for help with problems at work 
and in his case, he said he would approach a solicitor if he had a serious problem. 
When asked if she had experienced any racism at work, Sandine, a 20-year old BME woman, 
who had only recently begun working at ShopXpress, clearly thought it a likely possibility 
when she answered 'not yet'. Sandine was unsure as to whether she would join the union and 
was' waiting to see how it worked' before making up her mind. Her concern about the 
probability of experiencing racism at work was not unfounded. At an Usdaw 'black workers' 
get-together,74 in London, BME shop stewards reported that racism towards checkout 
assistants took place on a regular basis, sometimes from customers, but more often from 
managers. Sasha, a black woman from another south London high street food retail store, 
argued that it was only through the union that this could be challenged: 
Our store is atrocious. You get managers swearing and racial abuse being hurled every day. 
The store manager knows about it, but doesn't do anything. So the only way you can get 
your voice heard, or push back the boundaries, or do something about it, is to be part of the 
union. Thefact that !'m a union rep, thefact that !'m very active and that !face them 
[makes a difference].! say [to staff] 'How are you expecting to change things ijyou're not 
part of it. [You need to say] I'll be a part of this and we work together as a whole to cluJnge 
things'. Or, you stand on the outside shouting 'Oh it's terrible' and then you don't do 
anything about it ... [We IuJve] very poor management and racial abuse is rife in my 
'4 USDAW does not have a fonnal separate BME members' structure, but organises black memben' 'get-
togethers' where BME members can meet occasionally to discuss issues of concern. 
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store . . Literally every other week I am going through grievance procedures simply because 
management can't keep a civil tongue in their head. (Sasha, shop steward, 11-3-02) 
Although Sasha did not work for ShopXpress, she worked for another leading retail chain 
that had a similar demographic makeup (in terms of ethnicity and student numbers) as the 
central London ShopXpress stores; yet density in her store was 75 per cent. Sasha explained 
that the reason for the high density was' simply because the union reps made a concerted 
effort to say "this is your rights and this is where we can change things".' This contrasted 
sharply with the attitude in the central London ShopXpress stores where union members did 
not have the confidence to make complaints against their management, as they were unsure 
about their rights and the level of support they would receive from the union. 
When workers in the ShopXpress stores talked about problems at work they began with 
general issues such as health and safety, bullying and harassment, but often progressed onto 
how racism manifests itself in many aspects of their working lives. The effect of institutional 
racism on many BME retail workers was evident in the responses of many of those 
interviewed, particularly in relation to harassment, promotion opportunities and 
disproportionate disciplinary action. Despite the fact that BME workers made up the majority 
of workforce in the stores, often up to 80-90 per cent, the management level was comprised 
almost entirely of white workers. This was commented on by many of the BME workers 
interviewed and it was not confined just to the three ShopXpress stores visited in central 
London; it was Usdaw's experience that this occurred throughout the retail sector. 
According to interviewees from ShopXpress, punitive disciplinary action was regularly taken 
against the young BME workers in the stores over minor issues: for example, for not 
understanding the correct sickness reporting procedure when many supervisors and low-level 
managers were unable to explain how it worked. In one case, a woman was sent home from 
work by her store manager and told to remain off work for 2 weeks as she had chicken pox. 
She was then issued with a final written warning for not telephoning in the following week to 
say she was off sick. Incidents like this were a regular occurrence. However, even when 
workers were facing disciplinary action, many union members in the ShopXpress stores did 
not seem to realise that the union could do anything to help them. Often, it was only after 
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disciplinary action had been taken against a member, that Linda, or the area organiser, 
became aware of it. 
Maria, a black woman from a ShopXpress store in South London, who had been an Usdaw 
shop steward for 15 years, spoke at the Usdaw black workers' get together about how, in her 
experience, there were a disproportionate number of disciplinaries against BME workers, 
particularly against younger workers. She noted how the culture of bullying and 
discrimination had recently got worse: 
In the 20 years I have worked here I have seen more disciplinaries here in the last 2 years 
than in the last 18. Often managers talk to people like they are dirt on their shoes. (Maria, 
shop steward, 24-4-03) 
Maria had recently been involved in taking a successful claim of race discrimination against 
ShopXpress as a result of a racist remark made by a manager during a meeting of nine 
employees. The manager had claimed that his store (which mainly consisted of BME 
workers) was not as productive as other stores that were 'white'. In his view, this could be 
attributed to an 'attitude' from BME staff which had 'not changed since the Brixton Riots'. 
The basis of the manager's claim, apart from an obvious prejudice, was derived from reports 
from 'mystery shoppers' who secretly report on employees as they work. Maria explained 
that body language is part of the mystery shopping criteria and people are 'performance 
managed' for not giving the 'correct' body language. Mary, the area organiser for this region, 
confirmed that BME staff were subject to more performance reviews because they were not 
seen to be performing in a 'culturally appropriate way'. She explained that, in retail, staff 
were expected to look the customer directly in the eye, but for some ethnic minorities this 
was culturally inappropriate and was considered rude or disrespectful. Consequently, some 
BME employees were not seen by mystery shoppers and managers to be performing at the 
level expected of them by the company. The incident in Maria's south London ShopXpress 
store resulted in threats towards those staff who had complained about the manager's 
comment, and it led to the union taking a successful race discrimination case against the 
company. 
Usdaw supported the employment tribunal claim and one of the outcomes, along with an 
undisclosed financial award, was that there should be training for managers OD equalities 
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issues as well as consideration of the ethnic manager ratio within stores. As the company had 
a comprehensive equal opportunities policy, these matters should already have been part of 
their standard procedures. What the case revealed is that there is often a wide gap between a 
company's policies and its practice. 
In Maria's store, union density was over 50 per cent and she believed that this was as a 
consequence of successfully taking up issues such as these, as well as systematically talking 
to each new employee about the benefits of the union when they started work. 
Issues for workers at ShopXpress: the view from outside 
It is interesting to compare those issues of concern raised by BME workers with those 
perceived as important by Usdaw officials. From the examples mentioned earlier, it would 
seem that racism, bullying and harassment, and health and safety were major concerns for 
these young BME workers. Union officials, however, thought that pay and long hours were 
the main issues of concern. Yet, only two of the BME workers interviewed mentioned pay as 
being of part of their immediate concerns at work, although most were conscious of working 
in a low-paid sector. Naturally low pay was not an irrelevance, but there was a general belief 
that this was the going rate for retail: 'the pay is not good, but it is not bad', and that little 
could be done to alter this aspect of the job. Few felt that the union could do much about pay, 
but did want help with the other issues. 
In this context, Usdaw was aware of the extent of racism within retail stores and had 
launched a campaign in 2003 called 'freedom from fear' which was designed to highlight 
abuse towards retail staff. A national official summed up how racism was at the heart of 
many of the issues that BME members faced at work: 
I think what's come through really clearly for me working with our black and Asian 
members is that it's the same concerns, but with knobs on. So it's not just pay, it's the fact 
that black workers are crowded at the bottom of the grading structure. It's not just 
promotion and training, it's the fact that black workers never get equal access to 
promotion and training. So I can understand where people comefrom when they say it's the 
same issues, but it's not. J mean there is a race angle to any issue we deal with. But also 
from our black and Asian members what we found is that there are very specific issues that 
are particular to our black and Asian members. (Sue, national official, 25-11-02) 
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Yet, this research suggests that these views have had little impact upon organising strategies 
and the ways in which recruitment was carried out in the ShopXpress stores. Part of the reason 
may be that, in some cases, the issues were not brought up by members with officials in the 
stores. For example, the two Usdaw officials responsible for the ShopXpress stores reported 
that they had not had specific incidents of racism in the stores raised with them, but both were 
aware that this might be because some BME workers were less inclined to raise such matters 
with them. As Linda commented: 
.. .1 am not saying it [racism] does not happen and it may be a case of the staff are not 
able to talk to me about it. (Linda, recruitment and development official, 8-4-02) 
Both of the union officials were white women and, on average, a generation older than the 
majority of the BME employees in the stores and they felt that this might be one reason why 
the young BME staff did not raise concerns about racism with them. 
Like-recruits-like and its impact upon organising 
None of the three stewards recruited in the Central London ShopXpress stores had ever been 
members of a trade union prior to joining Usdaw. Julie, a white woman in her 4Os, and Femi, 
a Moroccan woman who was also in her early 40s, were stewards in Store T and had been 
stewards for two and one years respectively. The steward in store M was Tafadzwa, a black 
African woman in her early 30s, and she became a steward in March 2002.75 The union did 
not manage to recruit a steward in store H. 
Linda had recruited all three women on her visits to the stores, and had arranged union 
training for the three stewards in recruitment and organising techniques. Although in theory, 
the stewards were entitled to time off for training and attendance at induction sessions as part 
of the union recognition agreement, they seldom were able to take it. Their local managers 
either refused to allow them time off, or expected them to do the same amount of work as 
they would if they were not at meetings. However, when Julie did manage to attend induction 
sessions she did not always find it easy to recruit among all sections of the workforce: 
The trouble with our store is that because we have lots of black and minority workers it is 
very, very difficult to get them to join the union as they are suspicious of unions. Even 
though you try to explain the benefits to them at induction and stuff like that they are still 
" Although I met with Tafadswa on one occasion and she agreed to be interviewed, she was promoted before 
this could take place. She subsequently changed her mind and declined to be interviewed. 
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very standoffish about it, even ifyoll try to say that 5hopXpress recognises the ullion ... -,,'OU 
don't get penalised for it ... it is still very difficult. (Julie. shop steward, 18-3-03) 
Both Femi and Julie felt that there were perhaps cultural reasons why this was the case. They 
commented that migrant workers might be fearful of' sticking their heads above the parapet'. 
Femi spoke from personal experience, explaining why some workers from some BME groups 
could be more reluctant to join the union: 
.. . no way ill my country or some other Arab countries would you stand up in frOllt of your 
manager and .wy to him what you think ... no way . . . once you do that YOIl are out of the 
door! In Morocco we have strong trade ullion organisation, but ... if.vou try to be a 
member of the lillian YOIi have problems. (Femi. shop steward, 18-3-03) 
As a consequence, issues of identity and culture were considered to be quite central to how 
the union organised in the workplace. Although Femi and Julie had no formal knowledge of 
one of the key concepts of the organising model, that of 'Iike-recruits-I ike', they kept 
returning to the need for Usdaw to understand the culture of different ethnic groups. They felt 
that the union might benefit from an approach to organising that took this into account. It was 
their opinion that the union no longer reflected the changing nature of British society. which 
was now a much more multicultural and 'multicoloured' society than it had been in the past. 
They thought that Usdaw needed to adapt and evolve and become more aware of this change 
if it wanted to recruit and be more inclusive of BME workers. 
Julie was particularly aware that it 'made sense' that shop stewards in a store reflected the 
composition of the workforce and was adamant that it made a difference to how the union 
was perceived and the level of success in organising: 
I can remember going into all inductioll ... there were 110 white people there. They were all 
Indialls. Pakistallis, all from the Asian culture. Now, in no way shape or form, am I Asian. 
50 for me to actually go ill there alld say 'Hi, I am your lInioll representative', what do they 
think? They don't see anybody remotely like themselves and I am saying 'come alldjoin 
me '. They don't really ullderstand what they are joining. I just feel that to send a white 
persoll into an inductioll like that to try to recruit is ridiculous. I think that ill a store like 
ours the rep should he reflective of the majority of the staff. (Julie. shop steward. 18-3-03) 
Both stewards thought that Linda had done a great job at trying to recruit in their store and 
found her 'friendly' and 'outgoing', As a retail worker in the past. Linda had a 'retail 
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identity': she understood retail culture and the issues facing shop workers, but Julie thought 
that this was not enough. It was her view that the union needed more BME officers working 
for the union: 
Ifrou are going on to a recruitment drive, especially in central London, where you have 
got more black workers and ethnic minorities than you have of the white population .. .1 
think they need to take somebody who represents those people that they are going to talk 
to ... Nine times out of 10 a persoll coming in to recruit doesn't understand the culture or 
doesll 't understand anything about them whatsoever and then they try to recruit them and 
try to get them to join something .. .1 actually think it is l'ery rude .. .1 do ... it is expecting 
them to fit in with us. (Julie, shop steward, 18-3-03) 
Linda too acknowledged that culture and identity affected the extent to which she was 
successful with different groups of workers. In particular. she had found that Asian women 
preferred to have somebody that they could go to who was of the same culture and who 
would understand them. When Linda reflected on the campaign some time later she said that 
if she was beginning the campaign afresh then she would try to use BME stewards from other 
stores to assist with the campaign. Likewise Anthony. Usdaw's only BME area organiser, 
said that it was easier for someone who spoke the same language and understood the culture 
of certain groups of workers, because they may be aware of things that others. from different 
ethnic groups, might not fully understand. Pauline. a young black woman, who recruited for 
Usdaw in South London ShopXpress stores, explained how she had signed up lots of black 
women on an account of her identity: 
I have recruited a lot of black women Oil the strength of it [my identity]. I may be wrong, 
lIlaybe rOll could go ill and do it, bllt they will relate more to me, and it is that like-
recruits-like, isn't it? There is a problem because the trade ullion movement does not have 
enough of the 'likes'. (Pauline, organiser. Battersea and Wands worth TUC, 4-12-02) 
The general consensus from those people active in recruitment and organising was that in 
most cases, a good union organiser who had 'done their homework' about the workplace they 
were organising, could recruit, regardless of their gender. age or ethnic group. but that it did 
not work all the time. In some cases, it did make a significant difference to the results 
achieved. The use of someone who more closely fitted the workplace profile was likely to 
achieve much greater success. One example is in workplaces where some workers may not 
have good English language skills and a native language speaker would be an obvious 
advantage in such circumstances. 
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Although, Joe, a senior regional official, felt that this was not a particular issue in retail stores 
as there were unlikely to be \vorkers employed who did not speak English, Femi believed that 
there were language barriers between people she worked with at ShopXpress. She agreed that 
everyone in the store could speak English, but pointed out that in some cases. their English 
was not very good. She explained: . even if they speak English it does not mean that they 
understand it very well' and in these circumstances, it would be more useful to have someone 
who had the same language and culture of the workers who could' explain things more 
clearly'. Additionally, she felt it demonstrated a degree of understanding, respect and 
inclusion, helping to show that the union was not just a 'white, male' organisation. If a person 
with a similar identity could talk about how being a member of the trade union benefited 
them, then Femi considered that people of a similar identity would be more prepared to join 
and 'would look at it differently'. 
Despite such experience. however, the belief that like-recruits-like is not universally 
accepted. Joe's theory was that it could work in industrial settings, where the workforce was 
made up of migrant workers, who were lacking in English language skills, but he was not 
convinced that it was as relevant in retail stores: 
I think to all extent there is some truth in it. Ifyoll look at me you see a suit ... a sales 
IMn ... so the first thing I do [when I go to recruit ill store] is to take l1l.vjacket off. Ok, as a 
black worker, alld somebody who speaks all Asian lallguage, there is an advantage that if 
I come across somebody H'llo speaks all Asian language liMY be able to sa.v a few things 
that might persollalise the presentatioll for them to joill the union, and it Ina}' clarify an 
issue ... bllt in reality. people hm'e an understanding of what the union is about. (Joe, 
senior regional official, 28-4-03) 
However, this was not the case for the members interviewed in the ShopXpress stores, most 
of whom had very little understanding of what a trade union \vas, or what it could do for them 
- even more so for younger workers for whom this was their first job. There was a general 
consensus in this view amongst the shop stewards and Usdaw area organisers. Most of the 
employees they were trying to recruit had never been members of trade unions before. 
Meetillg the targets: recruitment as an illdicator of success 
While Linda's \'isits to the stores were successful in recruiting small numbers of new recruits 
there was little time to build a relationship with members and subsequent visits did not 
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significantly increase the density in each store. Linda was initially successful in recruiting 
three shop stewards in two of the stores, but all three were subsequently promoted and 
resigned from the role . At the end of 2002, Linda moved to a different job within the union 
and her involvement with the stores came to an end. A combination of Linda 's inability to 
attend the stores on a regular basis , her subsequent move, high staff turnover, and the loss of 
the shop stewards, did not result in organising gains in any of the three ShopXpress stores. If 
looked at in terms of the union ' s own measurable outcomes , which were to gain 14 new 
members and two shop stewards per store, then these targets were clearly not met , but in 
addition, the union's influence in the stores also declined (see Table 5.1). 
Table 5.1. Organising outcomes in the central London ShopXpress stores 
Union membership Number of shop stewards 
July 2001 May 2003 July 2001 May 2003 
Store T 23 23 2 0** 
StoreM 12 12 1 0* 
Store H 26 20 0 0 
* Ullion .I'leward was recruiled ill March 2002. bul resigned in December 2002 following promolion. ** Bolli stewards resigned 
after heing [.liven prolllolion. Note : Wh en elllployee.1 are prollloled to slIpen 'i.lOr or lIIa nager. Usdaw member are transferred to 
Ihe Supervisory. Admilli.llraliveand Technical AI50cialioll (SATA) which is Ihe profes.lional and managerial section of Usdaw. 
Equalities and the organising agenda 
As previously noted, there appears to be an implicit link between organising and equalities. 
The interview data has already given an indication that where Usdaw bad shop stewards in 
the workplace, who were successful in challenging discrimination, union membership was 
higher. While, clearly, there is insufficient evidence here to 'prove' this conclusively, other 
data gathered in the research suggests that a practical commitment to equalities may assist in 
increasing BME membership and involvement in the trade union. This section will look at 
how the relationship between equalities and organising impacted, at a practical level, in the 
Usdaw ShopXpress campaign. 
Usdaw has expres ed a commitment to campaigning against inequality for all workers in 
literature published by the national office. The union web site states: 
Usdm ... ' campaign for equality in tlte ~ ... 'orkplace and tlIe wider community. We oppose 
discrimillatio" 011 the basis o/sex. race, disability or eXllalitv. 
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All workers are entitled to a working environment free from racial harassment. The ullioll 
campaigm vigorou.sly agail/st racism in all its forms to help those suffering prejudice alld 
discrimination from employers or fellow workers. ~6 
The union's membership application form lists 10 good reasons to join Usdaw one of which 
states that" we actively promote equal opportunities for all' which although a less 
unequivocal statement, nevertheless outlines a general intent to pursue an equalities agenda. 
Usdaw estimates that people from BME groups comprise six per cent of its membership 
(19,200), but as the union does not, as yet, monitor its membership, this figure cannot be 
verified. One senior official at the top level within the union was reportedly "hostile' to ethnic 
monitoring of the union's membership. It was claimed, by another senior Usdaw official that 
the ideology of Usdaw was, expressly, that 'a member is a member is a member' ,77 by which 
it is meant that all members are considered in the exactly the same way and, are therefore, are 
treated equally. Consequently, according to this logic there is no need for separate structures 
or 'labelling' of members, as this just defines people as 'different' and puts people into 
'separate boxes'. Frustration was voiced at the standard of the equalities debate at the top tier 
of the union, which did not seem to acknowledge that' difference' was a cause of unequal 
treatment that required more than treating everyone the same . 
... the debate wasil 't particularly intellectually developed. We '\'e all had debates around 
the issue, but ours was basically a fundamental one of like 'are we going to monitor 
Yorkshire mell alld are we going monitor people from Lancashire'? The .... · just completely 
failed to get it basically. (Anita, national officer, 25-11-02) 
The assertion that monitoring and creating separate space for minorities or under-represented 
groups was unnecessary reflects the discussion in Chapter 2 where it was shown that trade 
unions have been accused of 'colour-blindness'. Linda, the RDO, argued that ideally there 
should be no need for separate structures and that all issues would be better discussed in fora 
that were open to everyone. To have separate structures could lead to pigeon-holing people 
and in Linda's view this could lead to the sidelining of issues, rather than mainstreaming 
them. However. for many BME members who were interviewed, the purpose of separate 
structures was not to 'put them in a separate box' but to create space \vhere issues can be 
7(' \\'\\,\\, .usdaw .org, uk/equal i til'S 
77 This e\;Icl phrasl' was rl'peated h~ the Deputy General Sl'LTeta~ at the 2003 Annual Delegate Meeting. 
followed hy 'we do not discriminate between workers', 
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discussed in a mutually supportive environment. These issues can then be brought into the 
mainstream for the rest of the union to discuss and take on board. 
Separate structures for BME members: opening up spaces for inclusion 
When obstacles and practices impact unfavourably on some groups more than on others it is 
marginalised groups who face discrimination rather than dominant groups. To implement 
rules and policies that give opportunities to oppressed groups to challenge discrimination, is 
not in itself discriminatory. It is a matter of recognising that those processes and structures, 
which lead to indirect discrimination, need to be eliminated. One way that some unions have 
chosen to assist this process is to create separate spaces for under represented groups to 
organise, while at the same time ensuring that these spatial structures are also incorporated in 
the mainstream decision-making of the union. 
Usdaw does not have formal separate structures for BME members within the union but it does 
have an informal BME 'network'. In London, there has been an attempt to set up an informal 
race relations committee, but the lack of formal BME structures at divisional level means that 
there is no input into local organising campaigns, unlike that from the divisional women's 
committees.78 With no forum to raise the issues that affect BME members at a regional level, 
there is a danger that these issues will either not be placed on the bargaining agenda, or that 
they will 'falloff' mainstream agendas as there is no one there to push them forward. 
One of the points made by BME officials and activists was that the branch structures militate 
against all member involvement, but this was more so for BME members. There was a 
growing feeling that the branch rules and structures need to change: 
.. . [the] structures are 20 years out of date and they don't work. (Linda, recruitment and 
development official, 18-4-02) 
.. . you can't do recruitment without organising the structures. (Pete, area organiser, 264-03) 
.. . we have got a real problem with our branch structure because quite a lot of our 
branches are defunct.79 (Anita, national officer, 25-11-02) 
'78 In addition to the National Women's Committee there are also regional women's committees, but these 
structures are not replicated at regional level for BME members. 
19 At the 2003 ADM the General Secretary remarked on the fact that 40 per cent of branches were not 
represented at ADM. In some cases this was due to lack of funds, but in other cases it was a result of branches 
not functioning. 
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The union's rulebook says that members have to have attended at least 50 per cent of branch 
meetings in order to engage in activity such as attending conferences and summer schools. 
However, many members are unable to attend meetings because of the time they are held, 
their location, or because they are not notified when meetings are taking place. None of the 
members in ShopXpress who were interviewed had any knowledge of when or where their 
branch meetings were held and this applied to new and long-standing Usdaw members. Sasha 
explained how she wanted to be involved in her branch and to playa greater role in Usdaw, 
but despite her best efforts, found it difficult to get information on her branch meetings. She 
argued forcefully that the branch structures were in need of rethinking: 
That's why I said to you things need to change the way that Usdaw recruits, the way its 
managed, but even the branch structure needs to be changed . .. Retail is a 24-hour thing ... 
Most people in the union are single mothers, it's a fact, especially in our store and they've 
got kids to worry about. They've got careers to juggle; they haven't got time to go to 
these branches. It needs to be looked at. I would change the branch structure 
altogether ... The fact that the branch decide who goes to the ADM, who goes summer 
school, that's absolutely ridiculous, because it's based on your attendance. It's not based 
on your ability or the fact that you want to go. It's rubbish. (Sasha, shop steward, 11-3-02) 
Even those BME members who managed to attend branch meetings faced difficulty in 
establishing a position within the branch. Usdaw officers explained why it was problematic: 
We've got the age-old problem that lots of unions have ... like someone who has been the 
branch secretary for fifty years and thinks it is his job and he's not giving it up. He is 
quite selective probably about what he passes on .. . (Sue, national official, 25-11-02) 
What I've noticed about black and Asian people, apart from Asian men, is that they don't 
seem to hold onto a position/or themselves. They seem to make want to make room/or 
other people, [but] white people and Asian men get into positions and that's it ... and they 
actively discourage other people. (Mary, area organiser, 8-1-03) 
Usdaw organises occasional informal 'black members' get-togethers' where BME members 
meet to discuss issues separately from white members. However, BME members interviewed 
in ShopXpress did not know these about these. In theory, members were notified about these 
meetings via their branches, but evidently this information did not get through to members. 
At a London 'black members' get-together' in March 2002 there was great disappointment 
that only six people turned up to the meeting. Members complained that they were 
marginalised as a result of the union's structures. Most of those in attendance said that they 
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had only found out about the meeting through informal contact with the two BME officers 
organising the event, rather than through their branches. One long-standing steward, Clara, 
who attended the meeting, went as far as to make a comment that she felt she faced more 
discrimination from her union than she did from her employer as a consequence of feeling 
excluded from events. 
All those activists at Usdaw's London black workers' get-together spoke about how self-
organised separate structures were important, not only for themselves in terms of building 
confidence and support, but also in encouraging more BME members to take part in union 
activity at all levels within the union. They were dismissive of the view that self-organisation 
was divisive or unnecessary: 
I take the arguments that it's separating us, but you've got to ask yourself why. In some 
respects we need to be separated because, as I said to you before, the structures of unions 
and the hierarchy of unions are white male dominated. Unless you can change the white 
male domination of the unions, then you're always going to have the need for those black 
workers meetings. You change the structure of the hierarchy, get rid of this male white 
trip domination and then you can get rid of the black workers meetings. (Sasha. shop 
steward, 11-3-02) 
At the Usdaw national Black Members Weekend Workshop in 2002, BME members had a 
chance to put questions to the General Secretary about issues of importance to the group. It 
was interesting to note that the issues that they chose to raise were' paid release, the 
recruitment of Black workers, the number of Black officials within Usdaw and the absence of 
Black members on the EC,.80 Not surprisingly, most of these relate to the links between 
structure, governance and equalities and their impact upon Usdaw's organising ability and 
they are similar to those raised by BME members in other trade unions (see Chapter 2). 
Sasha, the BME union steward from London, was adamant that Usdaw needed to actively 
demonstrate its commitment to issues of concern to BME workers if it was to be successful in 
increasing their membership: 
The only way I can see an increase in the membership of black and minority workers is if 
Usdaw changes. It needs to change the recruitment practices and mDke race an issue ... to 
them at present race is not an issue ... gender is an issue .. .disability is an issue ... They have 
III Black Members' Weekend Workshop Report 15/16 June 2002. 
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basically to put race into the forefront and say 'look we're not going to stand for racism, 
we've got to fight against this, but we need you guys to support us'. If they don't they're 
not going to get any better. (Sasha. shop steward, 11-3-02) 
Despite some of the data gathered in interviews with BME union members in this research 
there remains a view at some senior levels in Usdaw that racism, either direct or indirect, is 
not something that occurs within the union itself. Joe, senior regional official, stated: 
If you want to see racism you will see it, if you don't, you won't. That is not in anyway trying 
to hide it, but the organisation [Usdaw 1 is fair and there is no racism that I can see in the 
structures and there is no racism in the hierarchy. (Joe, senior regional official, 28-4-03) 
Yet, this contrasts quite sharply from the experience of an Usdaw national official who 
claims that there is not a sensitivity to 'race' issues amongst the majority of the membership 
with the result that branch meetings are held at inappropriate places and at inappropriate 
times creating barriers to BME involvement: 
My view is that ifwe've only got two black or Asian officers in the union there must be 
obstacles as to why black and Asian members aren't making it through the structures. I 
tried to have that discussion with the leadership of our union to try and look at whether 
we can identify what the obstacles might be. Their view is that there are no obstacles. 
(Sue, national official, 25-11-02) 
BME role models: where are they? 
Throughout the research the lack of BME officials in Usdaw was a major issue raised by 
people in interviews, but as was mentioned in Chapter 2, this was not confined to Usdaw 
alone. Data gathered at the TUC Black Workers Conference highlighted that trade unions 
needed to recruit more BME officers and to create more space for BME lay officers to playa 
role in their unions if they were serious about increasing the number of BME members. 
Usdaw has few BME officials or lay activists playing a prominent role at national level. 
There were no BME members on the Executive Committee and only one official at 
Divisional Officer level. Out of a total of 91 Area Organisers, only one was black. Also, 
considering that 60 per cent of Usdaw's membership is female, the fact that only 26 per cent 
of area organisers are female suggests that there may be barriers to women taking up these 
positions as well. In addition to the two BME officer positions mentioned, Usdaw had only 
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one other BME official, Kerry, who was one of the union's training officials. There was, 
therefore, only one BME 'field' officer in Usdaw. 
Usdaw's Equality Officer reported that it was a 'big issue' for the union's BME membership 
that there were so few BME officials and expressed how important it was for the union to 
have more positive BME role models. Anthony, Usdaw's only black area organiser, and 
Kerry, the training official, corroborated this. Both expressed the view that the lack of BME 
officers made it difficult to persuade BME members to apply for posts within union, thereby 
creating a 'chicken and egg' situation. The perception of the organisation as being 'white' 
meant that many BME members would not apply for the jobs because they think they do not 
have a chance of getting them. As is common in other UK unions, recruitment for AO 
positions takes place internally, and great weight is given to applicants who have gained 
experience as senior lay activists. As was noted earlier, many BME members find it difficult 
to establish themselves in the union structures and therefore find they are ineligible to apply. 
Sasha, the shop steward in south London, considered that she was a suitable candidate for an 
AO position, but complained: 
I don't get told about vacancies, which I am more than qualified to take up. You have got to 
ask yourself why? . . you need know what is going on and what positions are available. They 
[the union] are doing exactly the same [as employers]./fyour facefits .. .lt's rubbish ... they 
need to look at themselves and how they recruit. (Sasha, shop steward, 11-4-02) 
Kerry had recently encouraged a BME member to apply for one of the six-month secondment 
posts to the Organising Academy and the member was duly appointed, but she was the only 
BME candidate to apply for the 15 posts advertised. Kerry recounted that, when she spoke to 
members on training courses, BME members told her they were reluctant to put themselves 
forward as they thought 'the union is just for white people'. It was, she believed, up to the 
union to do more to encourage and convince BME members otherwise. 
Again, Usdaw's philosophy of 'a member is a member is a member' does not acknowledge 
the existence of obstacles that might prevent more BME members putting themselves 
forward for AO positions, or that the union's structures might be institutionally racist. One 
officer explained that the belief at national level on why more BME members do not make it 
through the organisation was that there were no barriers excluding people from BME groups 
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taking up union positions: 'their view is that there are no obstacles'. It is claimed that every 
member has the same opportunity to progress through the system consequently, there was no 
discussion within the union's leadership around identifying why there were so few BME 
officials in the union as it was not considered an issue of relevance. 
Joe, who had succeeded to a senior position in the union by rising though the structures, was 
of the opinion that the only way for BME members to succeed into senior lay positions and 
AO posts was to raise their profile 'as an individual' at meetings and conferences: 
What I am trying to say is they should forget that they are there as a black person and 
they should remember that they are there as a representative of the branch and they have 
that autonomy to make a presentation [at Annual Delegate Conference}. If they stand 
behind the cover of being black, and they stand there waiting to be invited to say 
something . . . that is nonsense because down there [on the conference floor} everyone is 
equal and yet they are not getting up. What I am trying to say is that they have a perfect 
opportunity to make a valuable contribution and to be noticed and to put themselves 
across, because that is how you raise your profile ... as an individual. (Joe, senior regional 
official, 28-4-03) 
But another senior official argued that the union needed to show more support to its BME 
members, recognising the additional difficulties that they might face, as well as showing 
more of an 'awareness and sensitivity to black issues': 
We tend to give a black or Asian person ajob, whether it's as an officer or as a trainee 
officer or an officer out on the field, and then just expect them to get on with it. We are 
blind to the fact that they will encounter racism from members andfrom employers. Just 
working in an organisation which is predominantly white ... which is to me very kind of 
white in its thinking ... creates obstacles for people and we just don't see that. So I think we 
need to think about giving the black and Asian role models we have better support. (Sue, 
national official, 25-11-02) 
The only BME field official in Usdaw, Anthony, recalled that when he first got the job as an 
area organiser some members were not happy about his appointment and others had placed 
money bets that he would not last the course: 
Sometimes I think by being the only black officer it does have its drawbacks. I would like 
other people to come forward .. .l just had to keep my head down and prove my worth ... J'm 
lucky enough to work for Usdaw, my boss is a good boss. I've got to say. He does not see me 
as a black person. he sees me for what I am and so do my coUt!Qgues.1 get on well with 
them. but in some other places people keep introducing me as a black person. they just see 
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you as a black person, and they try to test you. Sometimes the members have the inclination 
to say 'what are you doing here'? (Anthony, area organiser, 10-1-03) 
Anthony felt he had to work hard to demonstrate that he was a good official, particularly to 
those white members who were surprised to see a BME official. Although Anthony was not 
being critical of Usdaw, his remark about his boss where he said 'he does not see me as a 
black person' again highlighted a denial of 'difference', which was prevalent in the hierarchy 
of the union. Another BME AO who attended the 2002 London black members' get-together, 
told of similar experiences where, on initial encounters with members, she faced racism and 
suspicion that she was not up to the job, but that changed once members met her more 
frequently. Kerry received similar expressions of surprise from members who did not expect 
to see a BME union official: 
People still look at me funny when I turn up, they think 'oh, a black training officer', 
particularly when you go to certain areas. (Kerry, training official, 28-3-03) 
Clearly, the views held within any trade union are not divorced from those held in wider society 
and racism is very much embedded in some sections of British society. Usdaw has done some 
excellent work in the recent period in organising its members to campaign against the rise of 
the British National Party in local elections and Kerry has been central to this work. 
But the central concern raised by the data in this research is that success of organising 
campaigns cannot be divorced from the union's structures and governance. The issue of 
equality has to be an element of every part of the union's procedures and practice if it is to 
demonstrate to BME members that it has their concerns at the centre of the organising and 
bargaining agenda. 
Conclusion 
The material presented in this chapter has outlined the national and local strategy of the 
ShopXpress campaign and how, on a simple assessment according to Usdaw's own 
'indications of success' , it did not reach the targets which were set out in the organising plan. 
There were three key points that come out of the research, the effect of scale on organising 
strategies, racism as a campaigning issue, and the role identity in union organising. 
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Firstly, the way in which the campaign was strategised at a national scale appears to have 
affected the way the campaign was implemented at the local level. The union's nationally set 
targets of 14 members per store were literally applied. This left little room to plan specific 
campaigns around the individuality of the central London stores, particularly in relation to the 
demographics of the workforce. It is clear that, nationally, Usdaw has begun the change from a 
'servicing' to an 'organising' union, but, it is perhaps more of theoretical proposition, as a 
potential way forward for building the union, rather than, as yet, a widespread practice. 
The link highlighted in the research between equalities and organising is an important one, 
but the data also suggest that this is implicitly tied up with the structures and governance of 
the union in a much wider context. In a hierarchical union like Usdaw, in which decisions are 
initiated at the national scale to be implemented uniformly at local scale, there is a tendency 
for the union's dominant culture to prevail, such that there is little scope for local 
'peculiarities' to be incorporated into organising campaigns. In spite of organising techniques 
such as 'mapping the workplace', the campaigns in ShopXpress did not take into account of the 
ethnic and age profile of the stores and particularly, the fact that the majority of staff were 
largely international students. This is despite the needs of different groups of workers being 
specific to their own circumstances. The needs of white middle-aged part-time workers are 
perhaps very different to those of young BME overseas students. 
Moreover, the research data suggest workplace profiles had had little impact upon organising 
strategies and how recruitment was carried out in the ShopXpress stores and this was a direct 
consequence of the scale at which the campaign was strategised. 
Secondly, the' organising model' has, as one of it core tenets, issue-based campaigning. This 
suggests that successful campaigns to organise workplaces need to be around key concerns 
raised by workers, yet the regional ShopXpress organising plan makes no reference to issue-
based campaigning. This does not, in itself, mean that Usdaw was not concerned with this 
aspect of the organising model, but the union official who was responsible for the 
implementation of the regional campaign, felt that it was not necessary to direct campaigns 
specifically towards the needs of BME workers: 
We haven't done anything specific for recruiting black and ethnic minority workers. The 
simple reason is that in a lot of the retail sector, where we have agreements, {there is} a 
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large number of BME workers, we just run a normal campaign and we get them in. (Joe, 
senior regional official, 8-4-02) 
Consequently, the profile of the workforce at the central London ShopXpress stores was not a 
material concern in the way that this campaign was strategised, despite the' same but 
different' issues faced by BME workers. Yet, this official acknowledged that the racialised 
nature of the labour market was responsible for the placement of BME worker in certain 
retail jobs and that retailers often employed them with a view to 'taking advantage of them'. 
Thirdly, the organising model principle of 'like-recruits-like' was also not a feature in the 
campaign strategy to organise in ShopXpress. Linda, the RDO, and Mary, the AO, were both 
white and more than 20 years older than most of the staff in the stores. Although there were 
some recruitment successes at the start of the campaign, they were not sustained, and the 
three shop stewards did not stay in their positions for long before they were promoted. The 
loss of these stewards meant that Usdaw had no direct contacts in the store and the infrequent 
visits made it difficult to build up relationships with members. 
Questions of identity and trust arose frequently in the interviews and were considered to be 
essential elements in any strategy to recruit and organise greater numbers of BME workers. 
Anthony, an AO was about to move his' patch' from a predominantly white area to one that 
was predominantly BME, and he was certain it would make a difference in building levels of 
trust amongst BME workers and would help to build organisation in the stores: 
When they do change the rotas and I do get the black stores then I'm sure I'll be able to 
recruit more ... because they're going to see a blackface and / will be able to tell them 
exactly what / have gone through ... and they will see a blackface .. .l can say to a black 
man '/ know where you're coming from' and I can talk to them in their language that they 
understand and they would take note .. .l do believe that strongly. (Anthony, area 
organiser, 10-1-03) 
Considering the extent of racism experienced by retail workers and the incidents uncovered 
in the data from ShopXpress workers, along with the distinct racialisation of the labour 
market in London, there appears to be an argument for particularising these local organising 
campaigns at the local scale with these issues in mind. 
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Chapter 6: Organising migrant workers: a case study of the TGWU's 
unionisation campaign in a sandwich factory 
Introduction 
In the tradition of the fourth Earl of Sandwich, after whom the popular convenience food is 
named, the 11th Earl of Sandwich, John Montagu. presided over the opening of a new. 
modern sandwich factory in west London in 1998. The new factory is part of an Irish multi-
national company, Food-to-Go,81 which specialises in convenience foods for the European 
market. Sandwich production has become big global business and this expanding market is 
currently thought to be worth around $50 billion dollars a year.82 Indeed, Food-to-Go 
reported in March 2003, that half-yearly pre-tax profits were up 9 per cent to €31.1 m. 83 The 
company has 12 food factories in the UK. most of which are based in the north of England. 
Two of these specialise in sandwich making, one in Yorkshire and the other, which is the 
subject of this case study. is in west London. 
Food-to-Go has had a long-standing relationship with the Transport and General Workers 
Union (TGWU). All the company's factories in the UK, except that in London, have 
voluntary recognition agreements with the TGWU. Management at the London factory have 
consistently refused to agree to collective bargaining and have only agreed to allow the union 
the right to represent individual members through their elected shop stewards. The 
management in the London Food-to-Go factory have indicated that they would only formally 
recognise the TGWU when it could demonstrate that it had 50 per cent union membership in 
the factory. This contrasts with other Food-to-Go sites in the UK. where full recognition has 
been granted to the TGWU, even prior to the union having any members on site. This case 
study follows the TGWU's attempts to secure recognition at the London factory. In doing so, 
it looks at the difference between the London factory and the other sites and assesses \vhether 
the union has responded to these distinctions in the organising campaign. 
The main difference between the Food-lo-Go factories in the UK was the composition of the 
workforce. The workers in the London factory were predominantly ne\\ migrant workers, 
many of whom were in the process of seeking asylum. There were a large number of Indians 
III Food-to-Cia is a pseudonym for the cumpany. 
~ http://IlC\\s.bhc.l'u.ul./l/hi/uk-politil's'1190 .. U>6.stm 
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and French-speaking Mricans in the workforce, but the main ethnic group was from Sri Lanka. 
These three BME groups made up the majority of the workforce. In addition, there were a small 
number of British white workers, but these were mainly based in the office, or in senior 
management positions, with only a handful who worked in the production departments. 
In this chapter, the workforce will be looked at in the context of the labour market in London 
and the case study will assess what implications this has for union organising. Although a 
national union, the TGWU has a distinct geographical structure whereby its eight regions 
have relative autonomy in the way that they operate. Consequently, in the south-east region, 
TGWU Region 1 is responsible for developing its own organising strategies and initiatives, in 
the context of guidance on the implementation of national policies given to the region by 
head office. At the end of 1997, the national union organised a weekend organising 
conference to emphasis how the union needed to give a higher priority to recruitment and 
organising. Following that, TGWU Region 1 adopted its own organising plan and held an 
organising conference to disseminate the organising agenda in March 1998 and 1999. A 
report on the 1999 conference stated; 'we still have a long way to go before we can claim to 
have developed an organising culture' (TGWU, 1998). The intention of this research is to 
assess to what extent this organising culture has developed in the region and how it has been 
applied in this particular case study. 
Choosing the case study 
In October 2001, a seminar was held on community unionism at the Trades Union Congress, 
where one of the speakers at the meeting was from TGWU Region 1 's Organising Support 
Unit (OSU). Following that seminar, I arranged to meet with Gita and her colleagues at the 
OSU, where we discussed the organising campaigns they were involved in. I was invited to 
accompany Gita on her visits to Food-to-Go where she had begun an organising campaign 
and was trying to develop a shop stewards committee. 
Since March 2002, I have attended 10 monthly or bi-monthly meetings at the factory with 
Gita, TGWU organiser; Harry, TGWU Regional Industrial Organiser; Ade, shop steward at 
the London Food-to-Go factory, and the Head of Human Resources. Other data have been 
gathered at union recruitment days held at the factory, at TGWU organising meetings, and at 
a union-organised company-wide meeting with senior shop stewards from each of the Food-
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to-Go factories in the UK. Taking part in recruitment sessions in the factory canteen provided 
an opportunity to listen to the views of workers about the way the union was operating and to 
identify some of their concerns at work. In addition, semi-structured interviews lasting 
between one and one aqd a half hours were conducted with five female and three male TGWU 
officials, two of whom were African Caribbean, and one Asian and the rest were white. I also 
conducted semi-structured interviews with nine male workers from the factory, three of whom 
were from Sri Lanka and six from different Mrican countries. 
Further, shorter interviews were conducted in the factory canteen with another 11 workers 
during their lunch breaks. Of these, six of the interviewees were with women. All 
interviewees were from BME groups, four from Sri Lanka, three from India, two Africans 
and two African Carribeans. During the campaign it became more difficult to meet workers 
in the factory due to management's increasing hostility to the union; therefore, most of the 
interviews were conducted in a car around the corner from the workplace, or at workers' 
homes. Finally, secondary data, in the form of reports, newsletters and magazines from the 
company and the union provided background information to supplement the primary data. 
TGWU: meeting the organising challenge 
The Transport and General Workers Union is the third largest union affiliated to the ruC. In 
2003 the union had a membership of 860,000, 80 per cent of which was male, reflecting the 
composition of the main industries where the union recruits, which are vehicle building, 
construction, civil engineering, agriculture, food, drink and tobacco, manufacturing and transport 
related industries. 
Along with other unions that have seen their membership decline, the TGWU is attempting to 
engender a culture of organising across the union and has re-assessed its organising methods 
and strategies in an attempt to rebuild the union. As part of this approach, the union seconded 
one of its national officials for a year to another union to be trained in developing organising 
strategies and techniques through the TUC's Organising Academy. On returning to her post, 
Helen has since spent time training other TGWU officials in organising methods. Her role is 
to disseminate an organising culture throughout the different levels of the union. As part of 
this work, Helen was trying to instil an understanding of elements that she considered 
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essential to organising campaigns and these are outlined in what the union refers to as the 
'organising cycle' (see Table 6.1). 
Table 6.1. The organising cycle 
THE ORGANISING CYCLE 
ISSUE 
Finding an issue which is winnable, affeds most people, is deeply felt and which we can involve everyone in 
winning, is the first important step in the cycle. 
ORGANISATION 
Organisation means setting in place strudures or networtc:s to effedively communicate face to face and one to 
one with every wortc:er 
EDUCATION 
Using these strudures we can educate others through one to one communications about the issues that 
confront us and what we can do about them together. 
ACTION 
When members understand the issues, we can ask them to become involved to take colledive adions to win 
changes at work. 
Source: TGWU. Targeted Organising. A guide to officials and lay activists 
From 1997, this model of good organising practice was adopted by the TGWU and Helen 
hoped to persuade union officials to use and adapt it to suit the campaigns in which they were 
involved. As part of the move toward an organising agenda, the TGWU published an action 
plan in 2000 entitled 'Organising for change: recruitment and organisation' which stressed: 
In a changing labour market, cognisance has to be given to the way in which trade union 
organisation matches up to that labour market. (TG WU, 2(00) 
Having reached the conclusion that the union needed to understand organising in the context 
of the labour market, the report went on to say: 
The question of recruitment and involvement of currently under-represented groups needs 
to be considered separately, not because organisation should be separate, but because 
particular circumstances apply and must be taken into account . . . Recruitment teams must 
reflect the diversity of the targeted membership ... A planned programme of recruitment in 
areas of high ethnic minority density ... should be supported by material in relevant 
languages. (TGWU, 2000) 
From this action plan, a national framework was established for implementing the organising 
agenda, but each region of the TGWU was responsible for establishing targets and priorities 
in their localities. It was, however, suggested by the national union, that regions consider the 
employment of dedicated organisers 'capable of recruiting under-represented groups'. And as 
a consequence, TGWU Region 1 established the Organising Support Unit (OSU) employing 
four members of staff with specific responsibility for organising. The role of these officials 
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was distinct from that of Regional Industrial Organisers (RIOs), who were primarily 
negotiating and servicing officials. Thus at Food-to-Go Gita, an Asian woman in her late 20s, 
was the union organiser and Harry, a middle-aged white man, was the RIO and together, they 
were responsible for the organising campaign. 
Working at Food-to-Go: a profile of the workforce 
Prior to the introduction of the minimum wage, Food-to-Go paid as little as the market would 
allow. A TGWU official reported that when he first visited the factory, just before the 
minimum wage was introduced in 1999, and set at £3.60, the production workers were paid 
£3.50 per hour. At the time of the research, wages were £4.40 per hour, just 20 pence above 
the minimum wage of £4.20. 
According to the TGWU regional secretary, Food-to-Go was operating in a 'volatile market'. Due 
to their purchasing power and control of the market, the major UK food retail chains are able to 
dictate terms to their suppliers, including the prices they are willing to pay, and set the terms of 
the contracts to fit their demands. As a consequence, companies like Food-to-Go are subjected to 
these companies' constant demands for lower prices. Given the labour-intensive nature of the 
work in sandwich factories, if a company wants to reduce costs then wages are the most likely 
target as there is a limit to how much productivity can be increased. As a result, the company 
needed an unskilled labour force, who were prepared to work for low pay and in difficult working 
conditions. This was likely to be those workers who had few other choices in the labour market 
This profile fits many new migrant workers and people seeking asylum, for whom labour 
market choices are limited. Restrictions are placed on where asylum seekers can live, which 
also limits where they are able to work. Many find they are subjected to discrimination, 
prejudice and abuse in their daily lives. After fleeing countries where they may have faced 
war, persecution or torture, people seek asylum in countries where they think society is 
civilised, hoping that they will be able to start a new life. The reality is often very different. 
Despite the fact that many of those hoping to settle in the UK have had skilled jobs in their 
home country, migrants often find that their qualifications or experiences are given little 
merit in the UK labour market. In the Food-to-Go factory in London,lM where according to 
... From this point onwards all references to Food-to-Go will refer to the London factory unless otherwise stated. 
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the director of human resources, the majority of the workforce is made up from people 
seeking asylum, many of the workers were highly skilled and were only working in unskilled 
jobs because they were unable to find other work. Some of the workers viewed the work as 
temporary and were waiting until their immigration status was regularised, before moving on 
to other work. In interviews, workers spoke about their jobs and careers prior to coming to 
the UK. Suri had been a computer engineer in Sri Lanka and Ken had worked as a 
mechanical engineering technician in Ghana. Suyan had studied in a medical college for 4 
years in Sri Lanka and wanted to continue to work in the medical field, but was despondent 
about the fact that he could do little with his qualifications in the UK: 
I want to improve my studies, but really my life is over. I have to work to look after my 
children now. (Suyan, union member, 20-3-03) 
Nathanial, also from Ghana, had worked for a chemical company after completing his A-
levels and he had then owned his own business before coming to England. Gyamfi had been 
an accountant in Sierra Leone, but had had a series of low-paid unskilled jobs since coming 
to London. However, not all workers were skilled. It was reported that often the younger Sri 
Lankan workers had missed out on their education due to the civil war and consequently, 
many did not speak English or have any qualifications. 
'Always a second class citizen'as 
In Food-to-Go, the workers were clear about the reasons that they, rather than white people, 
were working in the factory, and this point, made by one worker, was repeated by many of 
the workers interviewed: 
.. . actually the problem is the money, which is why the white people don't come in this 
place. Most of the people who work here areforeigners. The money is very low, very low, 
that is why the white people don't work here ... Because the work is very hard, it is a heavy 
job, very heavy job and the money is very bad. That is why all the people are foreign, 
Asian or black [in the factory]. (Ole, union member, 20-3-03) 
One wolker described how his manager was constantly saying 'if you don't like this job, go and get 
another one, we don't care about you, you can easily be replaced.' Sadly, that appeared to be true. 
as • We know from what we observe here in this country, [that 1 people do not like asyl urn seekers and most of'the 
workers here are asylum seekers. They know that as blacks and Asians, even if you finally settle down. you 
are always a second-class citizen.' (Ade. shop steward, 16-2-03). 
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On one visit to the factory the company was holding a recruitment da} and I \-\-itnes ed a queue of 
over 200, mainly Sri Lankan, men hoping to find work. Many felt they had little choice but to \\ork 
in the factory, despite the low pay and difficuJt working conditions and a lot of the workers had a 
second job in order to earn enough to survive. Tundi, from Congo, was despairing aoout hi 
situation, but again he was clear that the level of exploitation was greater for BME \ orkers and he 
was aware that at the company's other sandwich factory the workers were paid higher \ ages: 
Wizen I am 60 years old and I am not able to work, I WOIl 't Irave any money ... Tlre)' pay me 
on Thursday and on Friday the money is finis/Zed, becallse we don't Irave good money. 
This country is expensive. lfwe were getting more we wOllld be able to pllt some money ill 
the bank to save, but we don't get enollgh money. 1 need some money to plan my life. How 
can you plan YOllr life wizen you get less than £200 [a week}? The job we are doing i 
hard and they are supposed to pay llS good money. IfYOll see the ame job Ollt ide Lol/don 
they are getting more than me, but tire life in London is very expensive alld tlre.v Po)' II 
bad money. (Tundi, union member, 20-3-03) 
In February 2003, the TGWU held a meeting in Sheffield for all its Regional Industrial 
Organisers and senior shop stewards who worked for Food-to-Go in the UK. The purpo e of 
the meeting was to discuss the terms and conditions found in the factories acros the 
company and to try to co-ordinate an organising agenda throughout the regions of the 
TGWU. The officials and stewards from other regions were shocked to learn that the terms 
and conditions in the London factory were significantly inferior to those at all the other sites. 
Comparing the sandwich factory in Yorkshire with its equivalent in London highlights some 
of these disparities (see Table 6.2). 
Table 6.2. Differences between the Food-to-Go factories in Yorkshire and London 
Yorkshire Food-to-Go London Food-to-Go 
Number of workers 1500 530 
Ethnic composition of the Day shift , UK white workers A few BME Mainly BME workers ApprOXimately 5-
production workforce aQency workers on niQht shift 10 UK white workers 
Hourly pay £5.01 £440 
Premium pay 20% more for night work none 
Sick pay 90% of full pay for 6 weeks None Only statutory sick pay 
Holiday entitlement 20 days plus bank holidays 20 days 
Trade union agreement Full recognition for collective bargaining Only recognised for individual 
reoresentatlOn: no collective bargaining 
Trade union organisation 10 stewards One on full-time union One steward . Time off to attend 
duties dlsciplinanes and grievances 
Trade union facilities Union attendance at inductions Office. None. No union attendance at inductions 
telephone, computer, email 
Trade union membership 60% denSity 26% density 
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It is unusual for pay for unskilled work to be higher outside London. While one must be cautious 
about comparing average weekly earnings, particularly due to the distorting effect of very high 
pay in certain sectors in London, pay is, nevertheless, higher in London than in other regions of 
the UK If the two regions are compared, wages are on average 65 per cent higher in London than 
they are in Yorkshire.86 Clearly, the choices of employment for new migrant workers are much 
more limited, particularly for those who do not have sufficiently good English language skills or 
whose qualifications are not recognised in the UK. As the vast majority of migrant workers live in 
the London region, there is therefore a large supply of 'unskilled' labour for companies like 
Food-to-Go to draw upon. Given that the company recognises the TGWU at all its other factories, 
except the one in London, it would seem that Food-to-Go has taken advantage of the racialised 
nature of the labour market, recognising that these particular workers can be exploited to a greater 
extent than their colleagues in Yorkshire. In these circumstances, it is to the advantage of Food-to-
Go not to engage in collective bargaining. 
These differences had not gone unnoticed by many of the workers in the London factory. Ade, the 
shop steward, expressed his view on the reason for the variance between the factories: 
There is a serious, serious difference between the London and Yorkshirefactories. The 
pay, the treatment and the behaviour of managers is very, very, different. Here, the pay is 
very, very low and it is more expensive to live in London . .. So, for example, you can check 
the difference between a team leader's pay here in London and compare with 
Yorkshire ... there is a lot of difference. And there [in Yorkshire], because the workforce is 
mainly white, the treatment of staff and the style of management is very different. (Ade, 
shop steward, 16-2-03) 
This was repeated many times in the interviews and there was particular concern from 
everyone about the way that they were treated and the lack of respect afforded to BME 
workers. Many workers had joined the TGWU because they were desperate for the union to 
help to make their working lives more bearable. One, who had worked at the factory for four 
years explained: 
.. . the situation is very, very sad between management and sta./f. They don't respect 
people. They are always abusing the sta./f.lt is like we are not human. The mtUUlgers in 
this factory don't respect us and that is why we don't get a pay rise. Because we are 
different, we are strangers. That is why the British people treat us bad. That is why we 
want the union tofightfor us. (Tundi, union member, 11-2-03) 
16 Region in Figures 2002. Office for National Statistics. Weekly earnings in London £lJ67; Yorkshire £Art. 
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In interviews, union members repeatedly raised the fact that many of the workers lived in fear 
of losing their jobs and this was exacerbated by delays in processing asylum claims at the 
Home Office. Food-to-Go was concerned not to fall foul of the laws relating to the 
employment of overseas workers and erred on the side of caution if there was any suggestion 
that someone's immigration papers were not in order: 
The problem is the paperwork from the Home Office. The people do not send us as quickly 
as they should and the HR [human resources department} do not accept [what is going 
on}. They just say 'get out'. There was one guy, a Sri Lankan, he came without the papers 
and they said to him to 'get the papers'. They said if he didn't bring them he would not 
keep his job. So I told the lady [in personnel}, please telephone the Home Office with the 
reference number, and they will tell you he has papers .. .it is only two minutes 
work ... otherwise he will loose two weeks pay [while he is waiting for the papers}. She 
said, 'it's not my job',. (Suyan, union member, 20-3-03) 
Food-to-Go: the workplace, the work and the concerns of workers 
Food to go is located on a large industrial estate in west London. Although accessible by the 
Underground transport system, it is a 20-minute walk through the estate to the factory. The 
shift systems mean either an early start in the morning or a late finish in the early hours of the 
morning. Consequently, a lot of the workers were forced to use their own transport to get to 
work. Unfortunately, the company car park was too small to accommodate all the workers' 
vehicles and there was insufficient parking space near the factory. Around April 2002, the 
human resources manager instructed the production workers they were no longer allowed to 
use the car park, thus making it the preserve of the managers. Throughout the interviews 
workers raised this matter and expressed concern about the company' racist practices. 
Nathanial articulated the view held by many workers: 
The managers say that only the people in the office can use the car park ... no other people. 
I parked inside and was told by security to move my car on to the road and I got a ticket. 
It cost £40 and in a day I am working jor, maybe, £28. Actually, it is because they are 
racist ... that is why they say only the white people can park there. (Nathanial, union 
member, 20-3-03) 
The company had tried to introduce a coach service for production workers who needed to 
travel at times when the Underground was not running in the early hours of the morning, but 
there was no support for this service. The main reason was the cost to the workers and also 
that the workers did not want to be waiting in the street at these times. 
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Sandwich-making: not as easy as you might think 
As already outlined, workers reported that employment at Food-to-Go was hard and the 
working conditions poor. For some workers, particularly those working in 'goods-in', the job 
involved lifting and carrying heavy loads of food into the factory for preparation. In another 
department, 'mixed-prep', workers were responsible for preparing the food to make the 
sandwiches, which involved cleaning and slicing materials, in addition to heavy lifting. The 
main production department, where most of the employees work, was where the sandwiches 
were prepared, wrapped and packaged. In this department the work was repetitive and 
involved workers standing in the same position all day/night. 
As a consequence of hygiene regulations, nearly everyone in the factory worked in 
refrigerated conditions. In the production department, where the sandwiches were assembled, 
the room was chilled to five degrees centigrade, and workers stood along 11 conveyor belts 
adding the component parts to sandwiches that moved past. Other sections of the factory 
were much colder. For example, in one department, the temperature was minus 17 degrees 
centigrade. During research interviews everyone complained about how difficult it was to 
work in such cold conditions, particularly as workers did not receive adequate protective 
clothing, nor were they permitted sufficient breaks to allow themselves time to warm up. 
Staff worked eight-hour shifts, which were sometimes extended if the work was not 
completed on time or if the orders had been increased. The production workers were allowed 
one 45-minute break and one IO-minute tea break during the day. Many workers standing in 
these conditions for such long periods found the work exhausting as well as monotonous. 
Sometimes workers took the opportunity to get a hot drink in order to warm up when they 
went to the toilet, but this resulted in managers refusing to allow staff to leave the factory 
floor when they genuinely requested to go to the toilet. One of the union stewards reported 
that on one occasion the effect of such a refusal had caused a woman who was pregnant to 
miscarry. Ade, another shop steward, explained what happened: 
When you standfor a very long time ... three or four hours in the same place .. .in cold 
temperatures and you want to take your break and you are told that you can't. then it is a 
very serious health risk. Then [the woman] she finally fell down and started vomiting and 
they had to take her Ollt. and call an ambulance ... What I think is that she was standing 
for too long without a tea break and the cold got to her. The pressure down there ... they 
keep youfor many. many hours [without a break]. (Ade, shop steward, 16-2-03) 
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The managers argued that they do not believe that people were genuinely going to the toilet 
and were not prepared to stop the production line to release people as it was claimed that it 
would interrupt production. Yet union members said that having one or two people out of the 
line for short periods had little effect on production as others could easily cover for them. 
Ade reported that another medical side effect of working in cold temperatures for too long 
resulted in workers developing colds, headaches and painful sinuses. The feedback from 
workers who had received medical treatment was that doctors reached the same conclusions 
about the effects of working in cold conditions: 
Whenever somebody gets sick and they go to the hospital and they come back from there I 
say 'what did your doctor say.' He says 'it is the place that you work, , I have tried to find 
out what their doctors think and they have said that it is no good. If you check properly 
the place is very, very cold on the production floor. The white people only work in the 
office; they don't even like going on the production floor, because they know it is too cold. 
It is a job that they believe is too hard, too cold and it is not good to be down there. (Ade, 
shop steward, 16-2-03) 
Another issue that caused great concern to the workforce was the company's decision in early 
2003 to replace electronic clocking in cards with a fingerprint scanner. All production 
workers were required to have their fingerprints recorded electronically; otherwise they 
would not be paid. The reason given by management for the introduction of this system was 
that they alleged that on occasions, when a member of staff was off sick, they would send a 
friend or relative to the factory to do their work for them. 
The effect of the introduction of the fingerprint scanner was to cause alarm and panic among 
the workers, many of whom were suspicious of the employer's motives and had a distrust of 
authority. Gita recounted how the human resources manager had told her that: 
Only twenty per cent of the people who start at the company come in on their own 
passport. Everybody else has come in as an asylum seeker or some sort of immigration 
channel that does not involve them having their own passport. (Gita, organiser, 21-6-02) 
Those workers who were seeking asylum were understandably worried and did not want to 
give their fingerprints. Ade described how fingerprinting had caused a lot of difficulties for 
him as he had been inundated by members asking the union to do something. One union 
member was so concerned that he went to see his solicitor and considered resigning from his 
job as a result: 
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One member in particular would not have his fingerprint recorded, no way! ... We went to 
HR and we discussed it but he said 'no way'. / said to management 'this guy has 
fears ... you are going to take his fingerprints and, is this going to be safe with you? /s the 
company using this just for security reasons? What is going to happen to them? This guy 
wants to know. You have to give this person a guarantee and lnaybe he will change his 
mind.' We discussed, and discussed but he was not convinced. When he came back to me 
he said he wanted to leave, but / said 'What are you going to do? Where are you going to 
get another job?' ... Finally he agreed to do it. When he got there he said '/ do not want 
this information to be passed to anyone else, not to immigration, not to the police, not to 
criminals, not to anyone ... if / find somewhere else / am going to leave and / want them 
deleting.' (Ade, shop steward, 16-2-03) 
Ade said that many of the workers, particularly those seeking asylum, did not believe the 
company's motives for introducing fingerprinting and could not understand why the company 
could not continue using identity cards, which was the system in use at all the other factories. 
Workers wanted the union to intervene to prevent it from being introduced. But members 
were very disappointed when the union did not take up the issue with management: 
The union should have done something about that. They [the management] are not 
bodyguards ... we already have identity cards to open the doors. When / came to England / 
worked in many companies ... they didn't needfingerprintfor security to identity who 
people were. (Tundi, union member, 20-3-03) 
Ade thought that the lack of union action over the fingerprinting had resulted in a growing feeling 
among the members that the union was not strong enough to challenge management. Union 
members had started to question whether it was worth continuing to pay their membership 
subscriptions, and Ade felt that it was becoming harder to persuade members to join the union. 
The campaign and the limitations of the consultation agreement 
With over 500 workers, Food-to-Go is a large factory for this part of London. Apart from 
workplaces like Heathrow airport, there were few other companies of this size, and it would 
be a significant gain if the TGWU could successfully unionise this factory. Initially, the 
union felt that it provided a relatively easy organising target with the potential to recruit a 
large number of workers under one roof, but as the TGWU regional organiser reflected later 
on in the campaign: 
.. . it has not turned out to be quite so easy as we expected. (fGWU, regional organiser. 2-7-02) 
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One of the reasons was that staff turnover in Food-to-Go is high as a result of the low wages, 
poor conditions and the monotonous nature of the work. There was no annual pay increase 
and overtime was seldom paid, even though workers were often forced to continue working 
up to two hours extra per day to ensure that orders were completed in time for collection. 
Company figures from 2001 showed that only 46 out of over 500 workers had worked for the 
company for more than three years, and many workers stay at the factory for less than 12 
months, which makes organising in the factory particularly difficult 
The TGWU began an organising campaign at the sandwich factory in March 2001 when it 
was allocated as a target for the Organising Support Unit (OSU). The union had knowledge 
of the factory since 1999 as it already had a few members on site, but there was little 
recruitment and no organising activity taking place. TGWU Region 1 was aware that there 
was a relationship between the TGWU and the parent company at national level and they 
ascertained that all other company sites in the UK, with the exception of the London factory, 
had secured recognition agreements. Gi ven that the other factories had been granted 
recognition, the TGWU felt that there should be little difficulty organising this factory. With 
a few members already working at the factory, the union felt they had a good basis from 
which to start the campaign. 
However, when the organising campaign began it was still seen, by the TGWU, as an 
extension of the unionisation of the other factories that belonged to the parent company. 
Thus, little thought was given to the particular nature of the workforce and how this might be 
addressed. Gita, the union organiser, explained why she thought that this was problematic: 
.. . the difference between west London and the other sites is quite major. not least because 
we are talking about a significant migrant population in this area and it is a completely 
different kettle offish. (Gita, union organiser, 21-6-02) 
In essence, the campaign was based around regular recruitment sessions in the staff canteen 
where Gita, would spend a day a month at a union stall talking to workers and persuading 
them to become union members. These recruitment days followed a series of initial meetings, 
which took place some 12 months previously, where management allowed all staff to be 
released from the line 20 at a time in order that Harry, the union's regional official could talk 
to them about the trade union. Recognising that membership had not risen since these visits, 
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the TGWU decided that a different approach was needed in order to secure full recognition. 
To secure the increase in membership, the union began to recruit. From an initial membership 
of around 40 at the start of the campaign, numbers quickly rose to around 100 members, but 
then they stuck at around 1 00-IS0 members for most of the campaign. 
However, it was often difficult for the union officials to engage with workers, as many did 
not speak English. It was also evident in these canteen recruitment sessions that some 
workers were suspicious of the union and that they did not fully understand what was going 
on. Although some workers went to Gita for advice about problems, she was limited in what 
she could do to resolve them, as the role of servicing was the responsibility of the regional 
official or the local shop stewards. These sessions were repeated for about a year and did 
succeed in increasing the membership to some extent, but it was mainly Ade, the shop 
steward who was responsible for most of the new union members. 
While it was perhaps understandable that the TGWU thought the company would be 
sympathetic to the union, given its attitude at its other UK factories, this presumption may 
have resulted in the slow start to the campaign, as there was little involvement from the 
workers from the beginning. 
Although the company said that they would not recognise the union for collective bargaining 
until it could demonstrate that it had majority membership, it did agree to a 'consultation 
agreement' in 1999, and the union was given access to its members on site. As part of the 
agreement, the human resources manager at Food-to-Go agreed to allow shop stewards time off 
to meet the union officials, to represent members and to attend union training sessions. 
Although this agreement was useful to the TG WU in providing access to the workers, the 
downside was that it appeared to many of the workers in the factory that the union was 
already recognised for collective bargaining. Members saw the union official meeting with 
management on a regular basis and could not understand why the union was not able to 
achieve any improvements in terms and conditions. Many workers did not to understand that 
the union was not recognised to do this and thus had no power to change working conditions 
on site. This created a great deal of confusion and disappointment in the union. 
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Some workers were sceptical about the benefits of this informal arrangement. Gita described 
how Food-to-Go was an extremely chaotic place to work, with management, at times, not 
seeming to know who was employed there. One time, Gita found out that the company still 
had people on their employment list that had left the factory six months before. Managers 
also had difficulty communicating with workers many of whom had only a very limited 
understanding of English. Sivanathan and Ade, the shop stewards, in fact spoke eight 
languages between them and management often relied on them to sort out many of the 
problems arising from miscommunication at work. 
Language, culture and communication 
The fact that a large number of the workforce in Food-to-Go spoke very little English meant 
that communication was a significant issue in trying to get the union message across in the 
organising campaign. Harry related how communication was a problem for him when he 
addressed groups of workers at the factory, shortly after the consultation agreement was signed: 
.. . the language thing is very, very difficult to judge when you go into the place. Because 
I'm used to dealing with people from non-English speaking backgrounds I will always 
check ... 'Do you understand me?' ... 'Am I speaking slowly enough?' or 'Am I speaking 
loud enough'? The thing about {Food-to-Go J is that everyone will say 'yes'. There seems 
to be a culture of agreement and so everybody says 'yes'. I just assume that everything is 
OK and just plough on, but you don't realise until you get feedback maybe a month or six 
weeks down the line, that very few people knew what you were saying anyway. (Harry, 
regional industrial organiser, 25-6-02) 
Apart from making a couple of presentations to staff at the start of the campaign, Harry's 
involvement was limited to monthly meetings with the stewards and the director of human 
resources. Gita spent more time in the canteen trying to recruit members and stewards, but 
despite being Asian, she did not speak any of the languages spoken by the workers in the 
factory other than English. While most of the workers did speak a little English, and some 
spoke English very well, both Harry and Gita were nevertheless limited by the extent to 
which they could fully communicate with the workforce. Although Ade could both speak 
French and Sivinathan could speak Tamil, they were never used by the officials as translators 
or interpreters in meetings. Early on, Gita did produce two union leaflets that were translated 
into Tamil, but as these did not immediately lead to an increase in membership the exercise 
was not repeated. 
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In the above quotation, Harry mentioned that he felt the culture of some of the workers 
affected his ability to communicate, as some people said that they could understand him, 
when it later turned out that they did not. The issue of culture was something that was raised 
by many interviewees. The research data illustrated how percei ved cultural variances 
between some workers, members, non-members and union officials were thought to affect 
different ethnic groups' perception of the propensity of others to join the union. On one 
recruitment day two Jamaican men in their mid-30s said that they were not opposed to 
joining the union, but they did not see the point at this time as there was not a recognition 
agreement and they felt that the union was unlikely to achieve it. The reason, in their view, 
was that Asian workers would not join the union, as they did not understand what the union 
was about. They felt that Asians 'just stick together with their own kind' and they did not 
have a commitment to their jobs. One of the men seemed to think that it was the fault of the 
Asian workers that Food-to-go was not yet unionised and, in his opinion: 
If the workers here were white they would have had recognition by now as white workers 
know their rights and would not put up with the conditions here. (Leroy, 2-5-02) 
Although he had successfully recruited many Asian workers, Ade believed that Asians were 
much more cautious about joining the union than Africans who, he thought, understood more 
about what the union could do for them. He felt that there were many differences between 
African and Sri Lankan workers when he tried to recruit and represent members. He thought 
that this was perhaps because he was African and could speak many of the languages spoken 
by other Africans in the factory and therefore people had more confidence in him: 
We have people [in the factory J who speak French, Indian and Tamil. We have more than 
10 different languages in the company, but the majority speak French and 
Tamil ... everybody speaks some English ... but some of them don't understand clearly what 
everyone is saying. To try to get someone who speaks Tamil would be very, very useful. 
There is one big problem ... some of the Asians ... they have experience of trade unions in 
their own country, but they are not realising the importance of having a union and union 
recognition. It is therefore difficult to try to let these people understand what is going on. 
Sometimes the Asians and the Sri LAnkans think that they are not entitled to things, or that 
they think they do not have the freedom from the management to tell the union what their 
problems are. The Africans ... whatever happens ... whenever they see me, they talk to me, 
they are not scared, but the others are. (Ade, shop steward, 16-2-03) 
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Despite not speaking Tamil, Gita had a different experience again from that of Ade and Leroy and 
she found that she was more likely to recruit Asian workers than any other ethnic group. She was 
also very conscious of the need to ensure that stewards reflected the diversity of the workforce if 
they were to be successful at recruiting all ethnic groups. As she explained: 
I think it is important that the stewards are not all French speaking Africans because 
there is a big split between people from the Indian sub-continent and people from Africa, 
which I suppose are the two major constituencies within the factory. I think it is important 
that you do not alienate anyone. Ade will say 'Sri Lankans won't join', but they will join 
when I am there, but they won't necessarily join with him and I don't know whether that is 
because I am Asian and he's African, or whether there is any other particular reason, or 
it's just because I am just an outsider and they think the 'union lady is here ... I'Ujoin 
now'. (Gita, organiser, 25-6-02) 
Ade acknowledged that despite his own and Gita's best efforts, it would be easier to recruit 
and organise the Sri Lankan workers if the union had an organiser who was a Tamil speaker. 
He was also conscious that, as a white official, Harry's role was complex, having both a 
positive and negative side: 
It is an issue [that Harry is white] ... Some people don't even know him. I think it is an 
issue ... he knows his job of course ... he has the experience ... but a lot needs to be done by 
all different means. I think it would do the union good if you had somebody like Harry 
who was a Sri Lankan. But I don't think management would be ready to co-operate with 
him, because they would think he is not one of us. Definitely management would not trust, 
or respect, somebody like that. They would think that he did not understand the laws of 
this country properly. If Harry was not a white guy, then I believe that by this time [the 
union] would have collapsed already. Having someone in the union like Harry, who is not 
African or Asian is one of the reasons that management co-operate a little. But on the 
other hand, we are not doing what we need to do ... there is a lot to be done. (Ade, shop 
steward, 16-2-03) 
This analysis demonstrates the complexity of identity in the organising campaign. The white 
union officials were perceived to have more of an influence over the white management, but 
BME officials were also considered essential in engendering trust and in explaining about the 
benefits of union recognition to BME workers. 
Regardless of these difficulties, the union did in fact, manage to recruit from all sections of 
the workforce and from all ethnic groups, but membership stuck at around 100-150 members 
for almost two years and the union did not seem able to progress beyond this level. 
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Despite Ade's persistence and his success at recruiting members, many workers left as they 
find other work. Ade was also hampered by the fact that he was the only steward on the day 
shift and the fact that he did not have the same relationship with the Sri Lankan workers as he 
does with Africans. Gita tried to overcome this by identifying a diversity of members who 
would become activists, but found it difficult to persuade others to get involved. At the start 
of the campaign, a couple of Sri Lankan members did come forward to be union 
representatives, but resigned after a short while. Gita explained how they never really played 
an active role in the union and suggested that there may have been a barrier between them 
and the union official: 
.. . there were some shop stewards but they were quite reserved, and to be honest I don't 
know why that was because they were aware of what the issues were.l am not so sure why 
they were so reserved as they were. I don't know if it was a sort of barrier between the full 
time union officials and them or whether they couldn't be bothered or what. (Gita, union 
organiser, 21-6-02) 
Gita, Harry, and Ade continued to meet on a monthly basis over the last couple of years. 
However Sivanathan, who was the Sri Lankan shop steward who worked nights, was never 
able to attend these meetings because of his shifts. Although Sivanathan had been a steward 
for a couple of years, it was only at a meeting in May 2003 that Gita and Harry met him for 
the first time. When interviewed, he explained that he felt isolated and disappointed that he 
received little support from the union. He had not attended any union training and therefore 
was ill-equipped to deal with a lot of the individual issues brought to him by members. As a 
consequence, he had become disillusioned with the union's ability to change anything for the 
better and he had considered resigning. 
There was frustration from both the union officials and stewards that their attempt to unionise 
the factory was taking place at such a slow pace. A circular discussion arose at each monthly 
meeting about what needed to happen next. Harry repeatedly said that there was nothing the 
union could do to resolve issues until recognition was achieved. Ade would, in tum, reply 
that the union would not achieve recognition until the union demonstrated that it could do 
something for the members and win some of the issues. Ade felt that the union needed to give 
more assistance to develop stewards, to provide training and, most importantly, to campaign 
around issues. 
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Following the initial success in increasing members, the organising campaign quickly subsided. 
Ade became convinced that the monthly meetings with management were insufficient and were 
not helping to achieve recognition. They had become a distraction from campaigning activity. He 
became increasingly frustrated with the lack of progress on unionisation: 
I think that coming around once a month is useful, but I think that more needs to be done. 
I am not saying that [Harry] is not useful, but a lot more needs to be done. We need to be 
a lot more aggressive ... to be more active. We need to find the ideas and solutions to tackle 
the problems. It is not good enough to come here and speak to HR once a month. Things 
need to be done by all means, by all means ... (Ade, shop steward, 16-2-03) 
His message was clear: there had to be strategy from the union to find some solutions to the 
problems in the factory if the union was to hold on to the membership it had. 
The members who had come forward to be stewards in Food-to-Go in the past had generally 
not previously been involved with trade unions and had little understanding of what was 
involved. It was evident that they needed a great deal of support, particularly at the start. The 
culture, traditions and background of workers in Food-to-Go were very different from many 
of the workplaces that union officials were used to dealing with. There was one incident in 
the campaign that demonstrated the need for the union to be more sensitive to these cultural 
and language differences and it may have proved beneficial to deviate from the way the union 
was used to operating. 
In April 2002, after several months of persuasion, Ade convinced Manjia, an African woman 
in her late 50s, to become a shop steward. This was quite a breakthrough as it had not been 
possible to find a woman to come forward to be a steward in the past. Manjia attended one of 
the monthly meetings between the union and management, but it was obvious that she felt 
uncomfortable and nervous in this unfamiliar environment. In the course of the meeting, 
Harry explained to Manjia what her role as a steward entailed and told her that she would 
need to attend a training course. He then gave her some papers outlining the disciplinary and 
grievance procedures. He then tried to set a date for Manjia to attend trade union induction 
course training. Manjia said to Harry that she would speak to Ade about it later and that she 
would think about whether she wanted to attend. Harry, unaware of her concerns, repeatedly 
told her it was necessary for her to attend the course if she was to become a steward, and 
Manjia kept replying that she would consider it later. It then became evident during the 
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meeting that Manjia could not read English and that she was becoming more anxious about 
what was expected of her. The next day, Ade reported that Manjia had told him that she had 
changed her mind and that she no longer wanted to be a steward. 
At the following monthly meeting Ade expressed his anger at the way the Harry had talked to 
Manjia, and said Harry had not recognised her concerns. Ade felt that all his work at 
persuading Manjia to become a steward had been undone by Harry's lack of sensitivity. Ade 
accepted that, although Harry's behaviour had not been intentional, he felt annoyed that 
Harry had failed to recognise Manjia's inexperience, different culture and lack of English. 
She was understandably nervous, unsure of her role, and the union needed to show it could be 
supportive towards her. Ade felt that Harry's comment in the meeting about the fact that 
Manjia could not read English had made Manjia feel 'uncomfortable' and 'foolish'. 
However, Harry was puzzled by Ade's account of what had happened and responded that he 
had only treated Manjia in the same way as any other person. He could not understand how 
he had offended Manjia and thought, perhaps, it was due to poor communication. 
The problem of communication was a recurring theme that arose in the interviews. Amin, a 
union member from Congo, said the union needed to produce regular material in French and 
Tamil to explain things to workers. Nathaniel and others also made the point that the TGWU 
needed to educate the workforce about the union and its role: 
.. . we the members are always talking to them telling them to join, and so many have 
joined. But people don't understand the role of the union. So if you explain to them quietly 
and they think a bit . . . if somebody does not understand the language and you take time to 
explain ... then it's OK. We, the Ghanaians,jrom Ghana, we speak the language and we 
speak English as well, so we stick together and we know what to do. (Nathanial, union 
member, 20-3-03) 
Ade is trying, he is always trying to convince those people that are not in the union to join, 
but one of the main problems is that some people do not understand what the union is. All 
the nationalities in the building join, but there are some of the same natioNJiity that do 
not. A lot of the Sri Lankans don't understand. (Gyamfi, union member, 20-3-03) 
Most of the interviewees felt that it was essential that the union should hold a meeting of 
members and interested workers, yet this never happened. Tundi and others wanted the union 
to hold a meeting in the factory with interpreters, so that people could understand what the 
union was trying to do. But the company had grown more hostile to the union over time and 
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Gita felt that it was unlikely that management would give permission for this. She also 
thought it would be problematic trying to identify somewhere off site where they could meet 
with workers, as there was no obvious place on the industrial estate. Even if it were possible, 
she thought that it would be difficult to persuade workers to attend as many had second jobs 
or lived a distance from the factory and therefore would not have time. 
Demarcation and its effect on the ability to organise 
Problems in the campaign appeared to be caused by the different roles of the organiser and 
the regional industrial organiser. Gita and Harry both felt they each had different 
responsibilities, and neither felt able to 'trespass' on the other's territory. Along with many 
other long-standing trade union officials who have been used to operating in a different 
environment, some TGWU RIOs have found it difficult to adopt a more organising role and 
still see their job in terms of servicing. Harry felt that organising needed to be a dedicated 
role, separate from the job of regional industrial organiser: 
... that's why people like Gita go to the TUC Academy ... to pick up new ideas. I'm aware 
that they could work, but I don't have the time to experiment anymore. Most of my job is 
based upon individuals helping them with their problems. Very, very little of my time is 
[spent on] planning organising. I do organising, but it is as and when I happen to be 
there ... There is not the time to plan. I'm [operating] on a mode that I know is safe, like we 
did 20 years ago ... I can't afford to experiment. You need specialisms to do that. (Harry, 
RIO,25-6-02) 
The division of their union roles was sometimes problematic. The campaign at Food-to-Go 
differed from other campaigning undertaken by the organising unit as it was something of a 
hybrid. It was not a 'greenfield' site in a traditional sense because the union was allowed 
access to the site as a consequence of the consultation/representation agreement with the 
company. Nevertheless, it was a workplace that did need organising as if it were a greenfield 
site, because there were only a handful of members in the factory when the campaign began 
and there was no union structure in the workplace. However, Harry's role was primarily as a 
servicing and negotiating official and 'issues' were his responsibility. Gita, on the other hand, 
was responsible for organising, but she was aware that in the union hierarchy this was 
sometimes seen as a subordinate position and, as such, it was not really her responsibility to 
deal with concerns raised by members. She explained: 
.. . it's been an issue in the past. I felt quite undermined to begin With. because we 
{organisers] have almost a secondary role. and also because at one point the whole idea 
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of having organisers was much less friendly towards the idea [of organising]. You were 
seen much more as somebody who comes in and does the stuff that officials don't have the 
time to do. So I had to fight quite hard to develop any kind of specific role for myself. 
(Gita, organiser, 21-6-03) 
In practice, Gita's role in Food-to-Go did not fully incorporate the organising methods as put 
forward by Helen, the national official. Gita was concerned that she did not 'overstep the 
mark' by trespassing on what Harry might see as his area of work. As reacting to workers' 
issues was Harry's responsibility, it was difficult for Gita to initiate campaigns around such 
issues that might then build the confidence of the members they were trying to organise. In 
this context, Gita considered her part in the campaign to be mainly that of recruitment: 
In a place like Food-to-Go ... where at least we have a consultation agreement .. .it is 
difficult to know where my role stops. Harry likes to portray me as a recruitment 
specialist and himself as somebody without that level of expertise ... I suppose I see my 
role as more recruitment [in Food-to-Go], doing things like communication, newsletters ... 
providing Ade [the shop steward] with up-to-date information ... background information 
that would help him spread the message to members. Whereas Harry does much more the 
servicing thing. (Gita, organisers, 21-6-02) 
Harry felt the organising side of things belonged to Gita As a consequence of the consultation 
agreement, Harry approached the relationship with Food-to-Go as he would any other company 
where he had access to regular meetings with management. To him, it was the traditional 
relationship of a servicing and negotiating official. He would raise issues of concern with the 
human resource manager on a monthly basis and would be available to represent members at 
the final stages of disciplinary hearings, but that was the limit of his involvement: 
I'm very conscious that in this job I can't shape destiny. I just ride a raft and where it 
goes, I go. I could put a touch on the steering every now and then, but in this instance, it is 
very, very minimum because Food-to-Go is one of thirty-odd companies I deal with. Plus, 
I get loads and loads of individual case-work and whatever I do with Food-to-Go I have 
to do on the day I am there. I'm relying an awful lot on Gita now. (Harry, 25-6-02) 
Consequently, both felt this delineation of roles created a situation where the campaign to 
organise Food-to-Go reached a stalemate with each of the officials feeling confined by their 
respective roles. 
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The consultation agreement: a barrier to progress? 
It became apparent from the interviews that workers did not seem to understand that the 
union did not have a recognition agreement with the company. Many of the workers saw that 
the union was meeting with management once a month, and could not understand why the 
union did not negotiate over pay, conditions and all the other problems in the factory. 
Nobody from the union seemed able to explain to the members the difference between 
'recognition' and 'consultation'. 
In early 2003, Gita began expressing concern that the union needed to push for aformal 
recognition agreement but Harry was opposed to taking the campaign in this direction. He 
felt it was better to be campaigning from the inside, rather the outside. Gita's opinion was 
that they had gone as far as they could in taking this approach and thought the benefit of the 
consultation agreement was now out-weighed by the negative effect it was having on the 
organising campaign. 
Although many interviewees raised racism as an issue at Food-to-Go, this was not something 
that the union had focused on at all during the campaign. Gita and Harry had opposing views 
on this issue and Gita felt unable to campaign on this without the support of Harry. She did 
nevertheless feel that it was fundamental to what was going on in Food-to-Go: 
There is the point that the company has given recognition to every other factory, but the 
Londonfactory.l am very clear about why that is ... but Harry does not see it like that.l 
take a very racial perspective on it, but Harry doesn't. (Gita, organiser, 2-5-03) 
Harry did not consider issues in Food-lo-Go, nor the position of the BME workers in the 
labour market, to have a 'racial' element. He took a very economistic line on the position of the 
workers in the factory, explaining that the reason Food-to-Go employed almost no white 
workers was purely a matter of supply and demand. It was, he believed, the fact that they were 
cheap labour, rather than the fact that they were cheap and from BME groups that allowed the 
company to exploit these workers the way that it did. Yet, as was demonstrated earlier, this was 
not the way it was perceived by many of the workers in the factory, who were much more 
conscious of the way the labour market reinforced the racialisation of BME workers. 
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Similarly, in a disagreement between Gita and Harry over the company's intent in 
introducing fingerprinting of workers, Gita felt that it was difficult to challenge Harry on this 
issue because she had the subordinate role in the union hierarchy. Gita suggested that the 
introduction of the fingerprinting, combined with many of the other incidents at the factory, 
implied that there was underlying racism in many of the employment practices in factory. Yet 
Harry forcefully dismissed this suggestion and felt it was not possible to prove that any of the 
issues had a 'racial' motive. 
Throughout the time of the union's involvement with Food-to-Go, racism was never raised 
with management. Yet Gita's thought that racism did playa role in the way the company was 
managed. She thought the union should have campaigned, and would have benefited from 
campaigning, around these issues, but was aware that for some 'old style' union officials this 
was not their style of operating: 
.. . They have a different view of what trade unions are ... They haven't really worked with 
that many ethnic minorities. Harry is very unaware of equality issues and he is very 
cautious .. .it can be political. People of his generation feel that they are treading on 
unfamiliar territory .. . (Gita, organiser, 2-5-03) 
Here Gita articulates the common perception that older trade unionists are more comfortable 
with 'traditional' trade union relationships where negotiations take place in boardrooms or in 
the manager's office. Campaigning along the lines of the organising model sometimes 
requires a very different approach and it may require a more adversarial relationship with an 
employer. Harry did not appear particularly adverse to this style of campaign. He did 
understand the principles of organising, but felt constrained by the amount of time he had to 
spend on Food-to-Go, which limited his role to that of negotiating official: 
I've got to work within what lfind - just do my best and soldier on. That's why I've 
looked upon Gita as being a crutch to do the organising ... like attracts like and she is a lot 
younger than I am. The workforce is a lot younger and there might be more empathy with 
her than there would be with me. As I've said, in thisjob you rush from place to 
place ... youjust do your best. Food-to-Go is a day in my life and then I leave ... (Harry, 
regional industrial organiser, 25-2-03) 
While recognising the difficulties of trying to unionise a place like Food-to-Go, particularly 
as a result of the workforce composition and the high turnover of staff, Harry was optimistic 
that it could be done given sufficient time and space: 
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I think if we were serious and if we could put the resources in ... probably put me and Gita 
[on the campaign] every week .. for a couple times a week. But at the moment, Gita is 
carrying on with what she's doing, repeating what she's doing, which is wonderful. .. but 
I'd like to do it more often. I think we need to sit down with a team ofpeople ... with 
resources ... and say 'this is what we are going to do'. [We need to produce] leaflets in 15 
different languages and then hit them for about a month, twice a week for a month, and 
that might bring in some members. [Also]. .. maybe we can learn from the Americans and 
try and pick people who are interested and do home visits, not just for one person, but ask 
somebody [to hold a meeting in their home] like the Tupperware parties used to operate. 
Maybe we could try to get somebody to bring a few mates around to their house and give 
them all little tasks to do. (Harry, regional industrial organiser, 25-2-03) 
The argument made by Harry was that, until the resources were made available, then 
organising the factory could not really progress. In addition, the reliance on Ade to deal with 
the issues in the factory individually had begun to take its toll. As Ade lamented 'You get 
tired when you are taking everyone's case on'. Time had come, he felt for the union to go full 
out to achieve recognition, otherwise members would start to leave the union: 
I want to see Food-to-Go under union control ... management are changing 
radically ... they are being less friendly ... anti-union. They don't like to see any union 
activity at all. It is like they are trying to drive the union out. Now Harry and Gita need to 
do something very quick. (Ade, shop steward, 16-2-03) 
Ade felt the union needed to demonstrate it could win over some issues. The level of despair 
some of the interviewees expressed about their working conditions was painfully evident. 
They had placed their trust in the union and anticipated some material benefits as a 
consequence, but were becoming despondent. They knew that things would get worse if they 
did not manage to unionise the factory soon but looked to the union to provide a lead. Tundi, 
who spoke earlier about how he was paid on Thursday and had no money left on Friday after 
paying bills, rent, and after he had bought food for his children, broke down in tears during 
his interview. He had escaped from Congo during the civil war and had hoped to start a better 
life, but was shocked at the level of racism and lack of respect afford to BME workers in the 
UK. He ended his interview with a desperate plea for the union to do something to help the 
workers at Food-to-Go. 
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Conclusion 
What was immediately evident from the campaign to unionise Food-to-Go was the extent to 
which it differed from the organising cycle promoted by the national union. Helen, an official 
from the national union, explained how the formula 'issues-organisation-education-action' 
needed to be applied to create a successful organising campaign. Yet, apart from an attempt 
to put structures in place by recruiting shop stewards, none of the other elements of the 
organising model were incorporated in the campaign at Food-to-Go. The question that 
follows from this is why, given the fact that both Gita and Harry were cognisant of the 
organising model, it was not applied in this case. The research suggests that there are three 
key reasons why this organising approach was not used. 
The first relates to the identification of issues around which to mobile the workforce. It was 
clear from comments from many of the workers that racism was a major issue. Workers were 
aware of the significant differences in pay and conditions between the London factory and 
the Yorkshire factory, and were clear that this was because the workforce in London was 
comprised of BME workers. Also, workers reported racist practices from the company 
management, such as abuse, victimisation, refusal to allow workers to use the car park, and 
the fingerprint clocking-in system. These were the issues that workers wanted the union to 
take up and fight over, but these were never dealt with in the context of racism by the union. 
There was, in effect, a 'race-blindness' in the approach taken to dealing with matters in the 
factory. Gita was also concerned about Harry's refusal to acknowledge the racialised nature 
of many of the company's employment practices. Even after the national meeting with the 
regional officials and stewards from the other Food-to-Go workplaces, which exposed the 
extent to which workers at the London factory were treated less favourably, Harry still did 
not recognise this as an issue of racism. While the company did employ some racist 
employment practices at some of the other sites, for example by situating BME workers 
primarily on the night shifts, these were not as all-encompassing as they were at the London 
factory. Gita felt strongly that the company needed to be challenged on their racism, but was 
not prepared to overstep Harry on this matter, as she was the more junior member of staff. 
Thus, the opportunity to organise around those issues that the workers felt to be important 
was lost, and the failure to acknowledge the racialised nature of the employment practices at 
the factory did nothing to build trust and respect in the union. 
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The company had clearly recognised the benefits to be gained by exploiting this vulnerable 
section of the labour market, but the union was not prepared to make this an issue in the 
struggle for unionisation. Harry, in adopting a purely economic perspective on the level of 
exploitation of these BME workers was, moreover, adopting the same colour-blind position 
that unions were accused of holding in the past. 
The second key finding concerns the different roles of union officials within the structure of 
the union and the practical effect this has on recruitment and organisation. The role of 
organiser is a relatively new position within the TGWU. Organisers are few in numbers, and 
although they have a specific brief to target new workplaces for organising, their relationship 
with other officials in the union, and the cross over of responsibilities, was much less clearly 
defined. It was evident from the research, that Gita and Harry felt constrained by their 
respective roles. The perceptions of both union officials of what 'belonged' to each of them 
restricted what they did and what they were prepared to do. It was not clear to what extent 
these were self-imposed constraints, or whether they were merely unwritten rules or the 
established culture of the region. Whatever the cause, the demarcation of roles appeared to 
hamper the development of the unionisation programme at the factory. Harry, particularly, 
talked about how he did not have the time to devote to Food-to-Go. As he repeatedly said, 
this factory was only one of many others he had responsibility for and it became just one day 
a month in his already busy schedule. He very much saw his job as that of a servicing official 
_ the traditional role of a union official. Harry was content in this position and had no real 
desire to get more involved in the organising side of unionisation. This he felt was a 
'specialist' role, requiring officials who were dedicated to this work. On the other hand, Gita 
felt unable to carry out her work effectively as she did not have the authority or the resources 
to run the campaign in the way she would have liked. Although, Gita was enthusiastic about 
organising Food-to-Go at the beginning, this diminished over time as she recognised the 
limitations of the monthly consultation visits and the lack of ability to actually campaign 
around issues. For a trade union wishing to make the transition to an organising union, this 
conflict over the respective jobs will need to be addressed. The research suggests that it is not 
sufficient to tack organising onto the current structures of the union, but that it needs to be 
integrated into mainstream union work and allocated the same degree of importance. 
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The third key finding relates to the impact of identity in union organising and there are 
several aspects to this issue and the way it arose during the campaign at Food-to-Go. Firstly, 
there was the approach of the union towards organising a diverse and multi-ethnic workforce 
and the extent to which this was considered in the organising strategy. It was evident from 
visits to the factory and from conversations with the workers, that communication among 
different groups of worker and the union was problematic. Yet, the fact that a large 
percentage of the workforce in Food-to-Go spoke very little English was never fully 
addressed in the campaign. While a couple of leaflets were produced in Tamil at the start of 
the campaign, little else was done to address the difficulties of communicating with such a 
diverse workforce. French and Tamil were the main languages spoken in the factory and it 
may have helped to build trust and understanding of what the union was trying to do on 
behalf of the workers if newsletters or fact-sheets about workers' rights had been introduced 
on a regular basis. It may also have been beneficial to use French or Tamil speakers from 
within the union to assist with the campaign at various times, particularly as Ade was on the 
day shift and could not speak Tamil, and Sivinathan was on the night shift and could not 
speak French. 
It was unclear why the union could not overcome some of these communication difficulties, 
which although problematic, did not seem insurmountable. If the union had produced regular 
literature translated into Tamil and French, then this would not only have demonstrated respect, 
but it may have made it clear to workers what was needed to be done in order to gain full 
recognition. It was not that the union officials involved were unclear about what was involved 
in taking an organising model approach at Food-to-Go. Indeed, in interviews both officials 
expressed ideas and strategies that could take the campaign forward. It seemed, perhaps, that 
the problem lay more with the internal structures of union and the level of resources, and the 
way officials perceived their roles, rather than with the practicalities of the campaign. 
Although the union recognised the importance that identity can play in union organising, and 
was fully aware of the principle of like-recruits-Iike, this is clearly more complex than the 
doctrine at first appears to suggest. Gita was a young Asian organiser who felt that she was 
allocated Food-to-Go to organise because of her identity and argued that it was often assumed 
that this will lead to success. However, her profile could not have been more different to that of 
the workers she was trying to recruit. She was female, British-born. university-educated and did 
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not speak any of the languages spoken by the workers. Gita's language, culture and lived 
experience were very different to most of the workers in the factory. 
Indeed, identity was also complicated in shaping relationships between the union and 
management at Food-to-Go. Another aspect relating to identity exposed how workers placed 
different levels of importance on union officials because of their identity they held and the 
role they were expected to perform. Ade, for example, felt that it was important to have a 
white union official to undertake negotiations with management and moreover, he said that 
he thought the union's presence in the factory would have ended some time ago if Harry had 
not been white. Sivanathan, the other shop steward in the factory, also shared the perception 
that the white management would not respect a BME union official. Yet, it was almost 
universally acknowledged that the union needed to employ BME officials and stewards who 
represented the different ethnic groups in the factory if it was to communicate effectively 
about the benefits of the union. This highlights how contingent identity and culture are in 
organising campaigns; they are dependent on the role individuals are expected to play. There 
was a belief, at least by workers at Food-to-Go, that individuals from non-white ethnic 
groups are likely to be much less effective at dealing with a white management due to the 
prejudices that managers may hold. 
On a final note, Gita, summed up an aspect of organising at that trade unions need to consider 
more when trying to broaden their appeal to different groups of workers they are trying to 
organise. She said that, as asylum seekers, many of the workers at Food-to-Go 'had all sort of 
issues in their lives, so in a way the things that happen at work are sort of minor.' She was 
not underestimating the distress working conditions created for these workers, but stressed 
that they also had much bigger issues like immigration, housing, racism and survival to deal 
with as well. Finding a way of providing support in trade unions for these non-work-based 
problems may be a way of widening the appeal of unions as well as opening up new channels 
of organising opportunities. Many of the workers in this factory would have appreciated the 
opportunity to tum to the union to assist them with some of these problems, but this would 
have required a fairly fundamental shift in the union's organising approach. If, however, the 
union wants to find an effective means by which to organise in factories similar to Food-to-
Go, then a move to a form of social movement unionism may be a necessary step forward. 
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Chapter 7: Organising in the community: GMB unionisation campaigns 
among Asian workers in west London 
Introduction 
In August 1998, the London region of the GMB union secured a voluntary recognition 
agreement with a large food factory in Southall, west London, following a long and difficult 
battle with an anti-union employer. The predominantly female Asian87 workforce at Noon 
Products campaigned for over a year for the right to have their trade union recognised and 
more importantly for some, the right to be treated with dignity and respect at work. The 
campaign generated immense publicity in the area achieving television and radio coverage as 
well as articles in the local press. It also received widespread support from the local Asian 
community;88 people signed petitions in their thousands and came out on to the streets to 
support the workers when they organised a march through the streets of Southall. 
It was this event, in conjunction with the shift towards a more organising form of trade unionism 
in the GMB London region, which became the catalyst for future organising drives involving 
Asian workers. Since then, GMB union organisers have learnt to use networks in this community 
to develop a new scale of organisation around a geographical community containing different 
ethnic groups. While the workplace has remained the focus for securing improvements in terms 
and conditions, some recent organising campaigns in west London have been conducted at a 
wider scale. The normal geographical boundary of unionisation campaigns - the workplace - has 
now been extended to include public and private spaces outside of the place of employment and, 
in a radical departure from tradition, this now encompasses community space as well. Thus, with 
a focus on new membership constituencies, a new organising culture, largely instigated by local 
union activists, has been created in the GMB and has led to a widened spatial framework for 
union organising. These campaigns have engendered a degree of trust in trade unionism among 
Asian workers in this area, which had not previously existed to any great extent 
This chapter analyses why the GMB's new organising approach has met with such success. 
While this research concentrates on a case study of one unionisation campaign at a particular 
factory, it is considered in the wider context of the organising philosophy adopted by the 
Ir7 In UK discourse, Asian generally refers to people who originate from the Asian sub-oontinent 
.. In using the tenn 'Asian community' I am not intending to suggest this is a homogenous ethnic ~p, nor is it 
my intention to essentialise 'community'. Asian union activists in this study used the tenn to describe the 
Asian community of west London which is why I have used the tenn in this way. 
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GMB London Region and the union's experience of engagement with the diverse Asian 
community of west London. Finally, the chapter explores how issues of ethnicity, culture and 
identity have impacted on the way campaigns have been implemented. 
Participant observation: taking part in the campaign 
In common with the other case studies, I employed participant observation as one of my research 
methods. My involvement in the union campaign to organise CD-Products89 began in March 
2002, about one year after some workers at the factory first contacted the GMB. I have attended 
four large meetings of workers, several meetings between the stewards and the union organisers, 
and assisted at leafleting sessions at the factory gate. Throughout the sixteen months spent 
following the campaign, workers and stewards became familiar with my regular attendance at 
events. Despite informing everyone that I was a researcher, I became synonymous with the GMB, 
such that individuals would introduce me to other workers and participants as being 'from the 
GMB'. On one occasion I was invited by one of the stewards to a wedding in the Somali 
community.90 The steward had taken GMB recruitment material to the wedding reception and 
introduced me to community elders in an attempt to build links between community groups and 
the union. I was also invited to the home of a celebrated union activist from the 1970s to discuss 
how my research can assist in further organising gains within the Asian community. 
As the GMB was seeking recognition through the statutory route, the union was given access to 
the workforce at CD-Products in the period leading up to the ballot. During this time union 
officials were allowed to meet with workers in groups of three, on the factory premises. The 
purpose of the meetings was to persuade workers of the need to vote 'yes' if they wanted the 
union to have the right to collectively bargain for their terms and conditions. I participated in two 
of these meetings, at the request of the union, when one of their officials was unable to attend. 
In addition to this participant observation, I undertook 16 semi-structured interviews with 
GMB officials, shop stewards and members at the factory. One of the interviews with a 
steward was conducted at his home and the members were interviewed in car parks near to 
the factory. All union members interviewed were male and were largely representative of the 
many different ethnic groups in the workplace: Mahmud was Indian and originally from 
89 This is a pseudonym for the company. 
90 Although this steward was from Somalia, he was from a minority ethnic group that originated from Asia 
several hundred years ago. 
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Kenya, Karuppan was Sri Lankan, Jaspal was Punjabi and the senior steward, Hamid, was 
from Somalia.91 There was another steward, Vishram, a Gujarati speaker from India, who 
assisted with the campaign following the successful unionisation of his own workplace. 
Of the eight union officials interviewed, two were female one of whom was white and the other 
Black British Caribbean. Three of the male officials were white and two were Asian both of the 
latter from Pakistan. In addition to the formal interviews, there were many discussions with 
officials at various meetings and events throughout the period of study. Other material has been 
gathered from union literature and attendance at the GMB's Biennial National Congress in 2003. 
GMB London region organising plan: a campaign for economic and social justice 
The GMB is the UK's fourth largest trade union with nearly 700,000 members. It is a general 
trade union representing both public and private sector workers across a wide range of 
industries. Although nationally the union requests that each of its 10 regions attempt to meet 
a recruitment target of 1,000 members per month, the development of organisational strategy 
lies with the regions. The GMB is a national union, but in practice, the regions are largely 
autonomous. Regional secretaries are expected to operate in line with decisions made at the 
Union's National Biennial Congress and through directions from the Central Executive 
Committee. Yet, in essence, each region operates as a mini-union, establishing its own priorities 
and general mode of operation, as well as having responsibility for the deployment of 
resources. With 82,000 members, the GMB London Region is the second largest region92 in the 
union and encompasses most of London and an area stretching as far as Norfolk. 
The regional secretary for G MB London region reported how, in 1991, he recognised that the 
region needed to 'halt the downward spiral' of union decline if the union was to stabilise its 
membership before embarking on a strategy for growth. Given the fall in membership in the 
union's traditional manufacturing base, the only way this could be achieved was, he believed, 
by breaking into new areas such as private services and the public sector: 
Initially. we started by appointing recruitment officers and expanding the officer corps. 
which was a bit of a gamble ... a lot of a gamble at the time .. .deploying them in sectors of 
the economy where it was fairly obvious that there was membership potential ... in public 
services. retail and the food industry, places like that. We really stuck to that for about 
91 All names of people in this research, unless otherwise specified. have been changed to protect their identity. 
92 Southern region has the highest membership With 87,000 members and south western the lowest with 47,000. 
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four years, maybefive years, maybe as long as six years. That took usfromfour or five 
hundred new recruits up to about twelve hundred a month . . . Some months we might get 
thirteen or fourteen [hundred] and we were averaging around twelve hundred a month. 
What we then decided to do was to try and make an organising team to actually make 
more of a co-ordinated approach. (Regional secretary, 28-8-02) 
In 1997, the percentage of the union's membership working in manufacturing was 55 per cent; 
by April 2003 this had fallen to 41 per cent. All regions of the union were affected by falling 
membership as a consequence of manufacturing losses, but these were most pronounced in 
Scotland, Lancashire, and surprisingly, London, which is generally considered by some in the 
union to have escaped the effects of job loss in this area.93 Figures from the GMB show that 
there was a general shift in all regions of the GMB to boost the membership in the public sector 
and thus counteract the decline in manufacturing membership, and that London region was 
leading all other regions in this regard.94 In contrast, nationally, the union has made few inroads 
into building membership in the private services sector. National union figures point to only a 
slight increase in membership in this sector between 1997 and 2003 but again, London region 
is leading the way in relation to other regions.95 
The GMB London regional secretary claimed that its high private services membership, 
compared to the national union average, was attributable to the region's decision to 'gamble' 
by redirecting resources directly into organising. Certainly, with almost 35,000 new recruits 
between January 2001 and December 2002, London region appears to be recruiting more 
members than any other region in the GMB (see Table 7.1). In the opinion of the regional 
secretary, the region's recruitment success is a direct consequence of the development of its 
organising strategy. This, he says, has evolved from the experiences of the officials who have 
worked on various organising projects which have been formulated in line with many of the 
ideas associated with the' organising model'. He explained that this experience has been 
gained through a process of trial and error, particularly through the lessons learned at 
organising places like Noon Products, the food factory in London. 
93 In an interview with a senior regional union official, it was reported that it is generally considered by the 
union that London has not suffered to the same extent as other areas from the effect of manufacturing decline. 
Yet union figures show that, between 1997 and 2003, while Scotland had the highest loss of 14,000 members 
in manufacturing, London had the third highest loss (13,000). In contrast, Midlands and Southern regions 
escaped relatively lightly with a loss of 3.000 manufacturing members. 
901 The GMB increased membership in public services from 27 per cent to 39 per cent of its total membership 
between 1997 and 2003. 
9$ Recruitment figures from the GMB. 
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Table 7.1. GMB recruitment figures 1 January 2001-31 December 2002 
GMB Region Financial membership Number of members recruited 
Birmingham & West Midlands 52,182 18,727 
Lancashire 65,051 17,120 
Liverpool, North Wales & Ireland 51 ,616 20,243 
London 82,764 34,700 
Midland & East Coast 56,789 19,053 
Northern 80,820 16,889 
Scotland 67,401 15,485 
Southern 87,010 26,129 
South Western 47,863 14,980 
Yorkshire and North Derbyshire 67,076 17,753 
Figuresjrom General Secretary's Report 2003. 
The GMB London region's overall organising philosophy was summarised in a document 
detailing its regional organising plan for 2001-2005 where it was stated: 'The GMB is a 
campaign for economic and social justice in the workplace as opposed to an institution providing 
services to members in return for a fee.,96 This is a significant departure from a servicing form of 
unionism and a move towards organising unionism where the members are expected to play their 
part, rather than just receive a service. As one organising official explained: 
Tize way we see it is that tlzere is a deal. We say to tlzem what are YOIl prepared to do? We 
set Ollt what the options are and say to people, if you are not up for it, thell we are !lot up for 
it ... We dOll 't take the view that fnembers are due a service because they pay £8 per month. 
We take the view that the £8 per month is a solidarity payment to the ullion and if they ask 
for help then we will askfor something ill return. (Alan, senior organiser, 21-12-01) 
The general pri nciple that informs the G MB' s organising approach is 'proacti ve and 
incl usi ve' campaigning with a focus on 'collecti ve rather than indi vidual grievances'. In a 
departure from traditional trade union campaigns, the GMB states that it wishes to . include 
members who work or live near a target workplace' to help with each organising campaign. 
Instead of relying solely on the workers in a particular workplace, the union aims to expand 
the geographical boundary of organising campaigns to encompass a " ider community that 
includes trade union member and supporter in the area. 
Through the invol ement of group or individual from out ide the workplace, the London 
region of GMB ha begun to build communit), alliance. The hm ea. i ted in the unioni ation 
'1ft l.ondon Regional Organi:-ing Plan 2001 - 2005. 
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of greenfield sites that have contingent or marginalised workforces where workers have 
experienced difficulties building union strength on their own. This is an important development 
in the way UK union campaigns are approached and it reflects similar developments that have 
taken place in Canada and the USA (Delgado, 20(0). It suggests a move towards a 'social 
movement' unionism, which sees trade unions as part of a much broader social project. The 
GMB has recognised that this philosophy requires a different approach from traditional trade 
union organising strategies and it is at the heart of the change in direction: 
The days of short 'recruitment drives', factory gate leafleting and 'here today gone 
tomorrow' recruitment stalls should end. Most of our strategic plans will involve 
considerable commitment of time and resources. There are no quickfixes. To achieve 
permanent membership growth we need to make a long-term commitment to workers in 
our target workplaces. (Alan, senior organiser, 21-12-01) 
As part of this approach, GMB London region has established an organising team of 13 
officials dedicated solely to recruitment and organisation and this has required a considerable 
investment of resources. It is of note that this investment is much higher than in other regions 
of the GMB. Birmingham has the second highest number of officials dedicated to organising 
with six members of staff. The average figure for all other regions is three and a half, with 
two regions having just one dedicated organising official. 
The 13 officials in London region represent a third of the union's officials, whereas 
previously, organising officials represented just five per cent of the total number of officials. 
Two of the officials, Aasim and Zaheer, were recruited in 1998 following the recognition 
campaign at Noon Products and have since spent their time organising in workplaces where 
the workforce is comprised mainly of Asian workers. It is the work of these two officials that 
has been instrumental in bringing a new approach to organising into the region. This case 
study assesses the impact Aasim and Zaheer have had on the union and the wider community. 
Noon Products: a catalyst for future organising in the Asian community 
Noon Products produced ready-made Asian foods for major high street retail chains, and 
employed around 700 Asian workers, mainly women on very low pay. The campaign to 
organise Noon Products began when Aasim and Zaheer felt they could no longer sit back and 
watch as their fellow workers were treated badly. Ostensibly, the grievances arose around 
management's attempts to change shifts, but the discontent was much more deep-seated. A 
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culture of bullying and fear prevailed, but it was the lack of respect from managers that 
persuaded workers to take action. Zaheer described how the campaign began: 
All of a sudden there was a big problem with the Asian ladies, many of whom could not 
speak the language. Traditionally, people do not have the confidence to speak to the bosses, 
because the company is a family business and belongs to the bosses. One of the problems 
was to do with shift changes and we had a meeting with management. A lot of the ladies had 
a problem with the night shift and one of the managers said they would have to put up with 
it ... 'ljyou are not satisfied you can leave.' Nobody would speak in front of the management. 
That day we felt we should do something about respect and we tried to have a meeting with 
our friends. No-one would take this responsibility because people were scared. We said that 
there is no need to be scared. (Zaheer, organiser, 30-4-02) 
Aasim and Zaheer formed a small committee and approached the GMB for assistance. 
Through secret meetings they quickly built up the membership, managing to sign up 295 
members in a two-week period. Membership eventually grew so that, within a matter of 
weeks, 70 per cent of the workers had joined the union. At the start, Aasim and Zaheer went 
from door to door holding small meetings in people's homes to try to build confidence and 
support for the campaign. Although larger meetings were also held, Zaheer explained why it 
was important to organise in the community as well: 
After I had finished my job each day we would go door to door and inside people's homes 
we would arrange meetings. We had a little difficulty [persuading] the women, but we 
explained that we needed unity. Especially for the ladies, we would arrange the meeting in 
a lady's home, so that people wouldfeel comfortable. (Zaheer, organiser, 30-4-02) 
Some workers did not have the confidence to attend open meetings or to ask questions in 
public so these home visits allowed the activists to speak to people one-to-one or in small 
groups. Aasim described how the message of the campaign was built around respect, or more 
precisely, the lack of respect shown towards Asian workers in many of the predominately 
Asian workplaces in the area. It was the issue of respect that was to be the main organising 
theme in many of the other campaigns and the most common concern raised by people during 
the interviews conducted for this research. 
Within workplaces such as Noons, where BME workers predominated, workers reported that 
there was often a difference in the treatment of BME and white workers. Zaheer spoke about 
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his own experience and the reason why he believes that many Asian workers were to be 
found in low-paid jobs: 
To be very honest it is racism. When I started work I got £2.50. I worked 48 hours and got 
just under £100 per week, but when I spoke to other workers I found they were getting 
£200-300. I think this is one factor. The other is that Asians don't have the opportunity for 
a good job. There are two categories,' those Asian people that are born here, they have 
more confidence and they don't want to work in these places with low wages, and those 
that come from overseas ... they go to work in these places. (Zaheer, organiser, 30-4-02) 
When Zaheer spoke he made an important distinction between recent and more established, 
or second generation, Asian workers and the labour market choices they are able to make. It 
is an important distinction as the opportunities and experiences of new migrants workers are 
likely to be different and this may impact on the wayan organising campaign is strategised. 
These differences were to become evident in the case study looked at later on in this chapter 
when conflict arose between more established workers pursing different demands to the more 
recent migrant workers. Despite this, however, the majority of Asian workplaces organised 
by the G MB did not consist of just British-born Asians: the factories in most of the 
organising campaigns primarily consist of migrant workers. 
Extending the Noons campaign beyond the workplace 
In order to build wider support, the campaign at Noon Products extended beyond the 
workplace onto the streets of Southall where new union activists set up street stalls, and 
organised marches and social events in order to build wider support. The union organisers 
held several social events: on one occasion they took members on a trip to France and, on 
others, they held parties at festivals such as Diwali and Christmas. Through these community 
events, organisers encouraged workers' families and friends to get involved and, at the same 
time, they also helped to build the profile of the GMB. But there was an added dimension: the 
organisers wanted to portray the union as more than just a work-base support network. It was 
important that it was seen as having a wider social conscience: 
The people realised that the union was not only there for the workplace. we are out 0/ the 
workplace as well. We need to do these sorts o/things .. in one of the workplaces there are 
300 people working there. These 300 people belong to 300 families. In one family we 
could count three or four people, or maybe a husband or wife. So it means that the 
message could go to another 300 or 600 or 900 people. So when they hear a good thing 
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[about the union] they will be passing that message on to the other people in thefami/y. 
(Aasim, organiser, 30-4-02) 
Aasim and Zaheer's view of the union as a social justice organisation meant their role 
extended beyond that of the traditional trade union official. They felt that in order to win the 
trust of all sections of the Asian communities, it was essential that they were able to assist 
with issues outside of the work environment at times when people needed help: 
The reason why I use these techniques is that people respect the community and respect 
the cultural differences. They listen very carefully and. when you speak their own 
language . . . they understand more about what you are talking about. When you involve 
[yourself] not only the workplace. but their social life as well. for example. if they have 
difficulties like mortgage problems. immigration problems. you can help sort out their 
problems as well. That is an important factor. We try to sort out these problems through 
the union. You say to the people if you need me on Sunday or on Saturday night then call 
me. (Zaheer, organiser, 30-4-02) 
While this conflicts with the union's general perspective on trying to deal with issues 
collectively, Aasim and Zaheer recognised that on occasions they needed to assist people on a 
personal level as well, in order to win their trust and support. 
It was the appeal to the community, and the support received in the Noons campaign, which 
eventually persuaded the factory management to recognise the union. Aasim told how the 
resultant support from the community was overwhelming: 
I went to the community and had a stall in the Southhall Broadway to get the community 
to sign the petition. We got 40.000 people to sign the petition in two days. Because Noon 
Products was in Southall. we asked the community to support us. I took that petition along 
with the MP for Southall to the Prime l~inister. That was at the beginning of 1998. The 
Prime Minister promised that there would be legislation. (Aasim, organiser, 30-4-02) 
A recognition agreement was finally signed between the union and the company in August 
1998, just a year prior to the statutory provision for trade union recognition being introduced by 
the Employment Relations Act 1999 (ERA). Throughout the year-long campaign, the pressure 
on the company was intense, but the campaign was also a great challenge for the union, which 
had not previously been involved in this form of community campaigning. The lessons learnt 
from the Noon Products campaign helped to further crystallise the GMB London region's 
development of an organising culture among its members and its officials. 
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No! - it'sjust the end o/the beginning! 
In September 1998, the G MB' s journal reported the success of the Noon Products campaign 
with the headline 'No! - it's just the end of the beginning!' The article prophesied the 
campaign could lead to more organising activity in similar workplaces, drawing attention to 
the fact that 'The whole of the Southall Community is watching and who knows where we 
might be in an other 12 months' time'. Acknowledging the respect that the union activists 
had gained both in the union and in the community, and as a consequence of the level of 
victimisation they had endured during the campaign, Aasim and Zaheer began working for 
the GMB as full-time organisers shortly after recognition was achieved. Their employment 
was an attempt to build on the work that they had already begun and, as such, they were 
given a relatively free-hand as to how and where they organised. A decision was made not to 
restrict the work of Aasim and Zaheer or to attempt to mould them into established ways of 
orgamsmg. 
Despite the fact that neither of the two activists had been involved in trade unions prior to this 
event, both were determined to continue with the unionisation of the Asian community, 
making use of formal and informal networks. Having lived in Southall for many years, both 
officials had extensive connections with many of the social and cultural networks in this part 
of west London and managed to build a cadre of dedicated Asian shop stewards who also 
committed themselves to organising their own workplaces. In addition, these activists have 
moved on to organise other workplaces where the majority of staff are Asian by using these 
community networks. Aasim explained how they went about this: , 
/ was concerned to campaign around respect in the Asian community in West London. / made 
this information known around all the companies./ made my aim that / would campaign in 
every company that wasn't ulliollised. When / brought this information to the GMB regional 
official and / said this is my plan./ hope you can help me out, because without the help, / 
won't be able to go ahead. / need some support. / need some help. He liked my idea and / had 
already started campaigns in other companies. (Aasim, organiser, 30-4-02) 
The union effecti vely used the same techniques that they had developed in the Noons 
campaign, holding meetings in home and community spaces. According to Zaheer, utilising 
these places was important, as some Asian workers felt more secure in their home space 
rather than their workplace, particularly as these were places that were frequently used by the 
community to get help and advice. As Zaheer explained: 
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We started to organise in temples or community centres where we could advertise them as 
advice sessions. We used the Tamil people in campaigns. If you look at this area of west 
London, there are lots of mosques and temples and every religion has its own community 
centre, so we used these. (Zaheer, organiser, 30-4-02) 
Vishram, a GMB shop steward, illustrated how these places provided the union with potential 
organising surgeries if the union did more work to build links with community centres: 
You know that our community is not very good at language. When people get brown 
envelopes they go there [to the Asian community centre J to have them read. I used to visit 
it every day as it is near my home. I spoke to them about arranging a surgery over there 
for the union. This would be good for our community . . . once a week. It would be most easy 
to recruit because lots of people go there. (Vishram, shop steward, 10-12-02) 
The ideas and practice of Aasim and Zaheer's organising strategies fitted precisely with the 
approach GMB London region had started to develop in line with those methods that are 
associated with the' organising model'. The shift to community organising was opening up 
new spaces in which the trade union could operate, and at the same time, it provided a way to 
reach those unorganised workplaces which had until now been inaccessible to union officials. 
While the region had begun to create an organising culture among its officials its traditional 
official base, as with other UK unions, was still mainly white and male, and consequently its 
tendency was to organise in 'traditional' workplaces. The regional secretary saw that the 
employment of Aasim and Zaheer opened up new opportunities for the union: 
The work that Aasim and Zaheer do is much more community-based and that was really 
the reason for appointing Aasim and Zaheer. We wanted to find out more about 
organising in this way. Everybody told me that unions were doing this but no-one has ever 
actually told me any good examples of where it was happening. So rather than going 
down a path that is designed to make a traditional union official, we employed Aasim and 
Zaheer. Zaheer spends all of his time talking to people in their houses, meeting them after 
work at workplaces, going to the pub ... things actually that we talk about doing, but 
don't . .. they have been incredible successful. (Regional secretary, 28-8-02) 
Community links and the unionisation of other workplaces 
The OMB's new approach to organising appears to be achieving results. Aasim claimed that 
95 per cent of the current Asian membership in OMB London region had joined the union 
since the Noon Products campaign. Although actual membership figures broken down by 
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ethnic groups were not available, a senior official confirmed that Aasim' s estimate of 10,000 
new Asian members was 'about right' and provided a list of 20 BME workplaces that the 
union has organised since 1998.97 In the absence of formal statistics, a rough count of 
membership in each of the workplaces seemed to make Aasim's claim at least credible, 
particularly when taken with the increased level of activity by Asian members in union 
branches in the locality. According to the GMB Hounslow branch secretary (covering GMB 
membership in a large part of west London), membership had grown from 1,400 members in 
2000 to 4,000 members in 2002. Two years previously he estimated that the branch was split 
evenly between 'black, Asian and white groups' but now had an '85 per cent black and Asian 
membership', demonstrating the extent to which the union had been successful in 
encouraging BME members to get involved in the union.98 
Some of the 20 campaigns previously mentioned were running in tandem with the campaign 
at CD-Products and although it was not possible to be directly involved with them, regular 
information was received from organisers as to their progress. Three campaigns in particular 
help to demonstrate the way in which community networks operated to initiate, or support, 
other campaigns in the locality. 
In the first, Vishram had been working for his company for over 10 years when one day he 
was treated very badly, by a manager who was drunk and abusive. He contacted the Citizen's 
Advice Bureau for advice who referred him to the GMB. After many phone calls to the union 
office, he was about to give up when the telephone was answered by Zaheer. Vishram 
explained what happened: 
I said, if the GMB do not give me a reply today, then I will leave. I phoned again and it 
was a good day for me. In half an hour Zaheer came to see me. I told him about my 
situation. He came to my home and he explained about rules and regulations and about 
recognition. He gave me some forms and said he would come back in two weeks' time to 
collect the forms. I had 80 I membership] forms and I handed them over to Zaheer and we 
got recognition. (Vishram, shop steward, 10-12-03) 
This rapid response to the concerns of individuals was typical of both Aasim and Zaheer's 
approach to organising. Both let it be known that they were available to assist union members 
." Email from the senior organiser to the author (22-7-03.) 
!III Interview with Hounslow branch secretary (29-1-03). 
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with any problems outside working hours, as well as throughout the day. In interviews, both 
officials expressed that being open to regular communication from members was essential in 
building trust in the community. In particular, Aasim described how people saw him 
primarily as a 'leader of the community', rather than as an official from the GMB. Thus to 
keep' office hours' would not have been appropriate. 
Vishram spoke of how important it was to him and other members that they could call Zaheer 
at any time. Consequently, Vishram decided to repay the support he had received from the 
union and he set about persuading others to join the GMB by becoming a union activist: 
I went on the [union) training and life became easier for everyone after. I also workedfor 
others in our community, in [company A), [company B).99 It is like a chain cycle ... some of 
the men's wives work at [company A) and at [company B) ... so this is the cycle .. .the 
connection. I use this connection and explain about the union and what the benefits are. 
Anybody, who sits down with me for an hour, I convince them about the union. For example, 
in one place I recruited 160 people in one day. (Vishram, shop steward, 10-12-03) 
Since then, Vishram has campaigned for other workers in the Asian community to join the 
GMB by using his community contacts. He has been involved in many of the campaigns, 
acting as translator and interpreter for union officials and undertaking home visits. 
This mobilisation of stewards, in addition to the recruitment of new members, has been one 
of the major organising successes achieved by Aasim and Zaheer. Aasim described how the 
community networks were useful in establishing leads for the union, explaining that some of 
the members at Noon Products had family members or friends who worked at similar 
companies in the area. 
In a second campaign at Katies Kitchen, it was through these community contacts that 
workers approached the GMB, seeking assistance in organising this workplace. This resulted 
in a successful campaign at a second large food factory when the GMB was granted statutory 
recognition in 2002. Katies Kitchen had an 850-strong workforce and 74 per cent of the 
workers who voted (83% of the workforce) voted 'yes' for recognition. After initial contact, 
Aasim told how, within a short time, he was signing up 20-30 new members a day, often 
99 The names of these companies are not given as unionisation campaigns at these places are currently being 
conducted secretly to avoid anti-union campaigns from the employers and to protect the activists inside. 
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meeting workers at 4am to help them complete the membership forms. He held mass 
meetings in local community centres where, on one occasion, Aasim reported that he 'spent 
half an hour speaking to people ... and picked up 200 members!,JOO 
Other community connections led to a third successful union recognition campaign at a small 
mirror factory, Richmond Mirrors. Here, the ballot for recognition took place shortly before 
the ballot was held at CD-Products. On the night when they found out that they had won their 
right to recognition, several Asian women from Richmond Mirrors attended a meeting of 
workers at CD-Products, who were due to have their ballot the following week. These 
women workers, who had suffered a particularly hostile management body, were held up as 
an example to the male workers at CD-Products, many of whom were frightened that by 
voting they would encourage the wrath of the company. The use of union activists in other 
campaigns, either as means of support, or as an example of what could be achieved, soon 
became a common occurrence: 
As we have seen, the ability to use a trained rep from another company to speak to other 
workers works really well. They are usually happy to do it because it is their community. 
If you look at the mirror factory, they only came on board because Vishram had won 
recognition at his workplace and he had achieved many gains. Word went out around the 
community ... down the line to workers in this factory. They then thought 'well if that 
happened there, then perhaps we can do it here'. (Paula, organiser, 29-4-03) 
Thus, the dynamic of the campaign at Noon Products began a cycle of events, which led to 
subsequent workforces becoming unionised. In tum, this changed the GMB London region's 
perspective on organising amongst BME workers. Issues of culture and identity arose in 
many of the campaigns and raised questions about how the union operated, requiring the 
GMB to adopt a different approach to its traditional organising methods. 
CD-Products: the company and its workforce 
CD-Products was a large factory in west London producing and packaging CDs, videos and 
DVDs and was owned by a Punjabi family. The company employed a mainly Asian 
workforce of approximately 200 production workers. In addition, there were a number of 
sales, administrative and customer service staff, who were white and who were on different 
contracts to the factory floor workers. The production staff were from a number of Asian 
100 Interview with Aasim 30-4-03. 
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ethnic groups; Sri Lankans predominated, but other workers were mainly from India and 
Pakistan. Besides the permanent staff, the company' employed' between 100 and 200 casual 
staff through 'agencies' on a casual, but regular, basis depending on workflow. The exact 
status of these agencies was questionable: on several occasions representati ves from the 
agencies were observed recruiting staff and making cash payments to workers in the factory 
car park. Prospective workers would turn up each afternoon hoping to find work for the 
evening shift. On one of these occasions, two 'agency' workers from Afganistan reported that 
they were paid £30 for each 12-hour shift worked. This figure was later confirmed in several 
other discussions with workers at the factory, who said that £2.50 per hour was the' going 
rate' for casual workers. Given that the statutory minimum wage at this time was £4.20 per 
hour, it would be reasonable to assume that the 'agencies' were not legitimate businesses. 
It was in January 2001, that workers at CD-Products contacted the GMB for help in forming 
a union at their workplace. A new member of staff was surprised to find that there was not a 
union at the company, and he made enquiries of the other workers. The response was that, 
given that it was a private and family-run enterprise, it just 'hadn't occurred' to anyone that 
they could form a trade union. 
The 'illegal' status of the agency workers created problems for the unionisation campaign, as 
many of the workers felt that the presence of agency workers undermined their attempts to 
build sufficient support and to create a critical mass of union members in the workforce. It 
was difficult to gauge exactly what the status of the casual workers was. Most of the 
permanent workers who were interviewed described them as 'illegal', claiming that the 
company encouraged workers from India to come to the UK on tourist visas to work. One of 
the shop stewards believed that the company actively encouraged workers from overseas to 
come to work at the factory, and it was made known that they would not face any problems: 
The people are coming in knowing that they can get work in the company. They know that 
all they have to do is to get a ticket here ... overstay their six month visa ... they know they 
are not going to get caught for two years ... the backlog is so great. We even had a raid 
once - a few years back in 1998 or 1997 - and a lot of people were arrested and some 
were actually deported, but the majority came back. There are afew lasylum seelcus} 
who come solely for work. but they have got their work permits and they are legal here, so 
that they can work. There are quite afew of those. I But} with the agency Sial/the majority 
are on short stay visas. (Mahmud, shop steward, 17-2-03) 
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Another steward, Karambu, claimed that some agency workers were legal in respect of their 
immigration status, but were claiming state benefits by not declaring that they were working. 
As a consequence, this caused resentment among the full-time workers who estimated that 
these casual workers were earning more that the permanent staff. Despite an investigation, 
the GMB was unable to trace any of the agencies operating at the factory. The names of the 
agencies were not registered, nor did they seem to have any premises from which they 
operated. Seemingly, recruitment was done via word of mouth. Many workers including the 
shop steward, Karambu, dismissed the suggestion that they were really agencies at all: 
.. . even though they call themselves that, they are just people who collect a few people 
together. (Karambu, shop steward, 20-3-03) 
The problem of how the union should address the issue of the casual workers was one that 
arose constantly during the campaign, but was never resolved. The overwhelming feeling 
from the workforce was that they needed to 'get rid' of the agency workers. Most stressed 
that they did not want any harm to come to the agency workers and that they would prefer 
that they were given 'proper' jobs, but because of their circumstances they could not see how 
that could happen. The debate as to whether to report the' illegal' workers to the various 
authorities caused difficult moral decisions for union officials: 
Do we blow the whistle on people who are trying to earn a living? Very difficult decision, 
but at the end of the day the chances are that we would . . . As long as the company are able 
to prop up the system, which invariably exploits people, then it's a problem. The agencies 
are allowing the company to get away without paying contributions and exploiting the 
workers. So when you start to weigh up the pros and cons, my conscience tells me that we 
have to. They call it the poacher turned gamekeeper approach. It's a natural instinct to 
defend everything, but you come to a point when you realise that doing nothing is 
effectively condoning that situation. (Regional secretary 28-8-02) 
In the end, the union decided to ignore the agency workers and concentrate its efforts on 
building the membership in the full-time workforce as well as persuading non-members to 
vote for the union in the forthcoming recognition ballot. Unsurprisingly, the company did not 
request that the Central Arbitration Company (CAC)lol include the agency workers in the 
'bargaining unit' - the agreed group of workers who would take place in the ballot - even 
101 The Central Arbitration Committee is the statutory body responsible for overseeing requests for union 
recognition. 
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though it would have increased the chances of the GMB being unsuccessful. The union 
decided to wait until after recognition before raising the issue of the casual workers, 
anticipating that they might be able to force the company to legitimise this section of the 
workforce once collective bargaining negotiations began. 
Production staff were made up of a small number of skilled staff who operated or maintained 
the machinery and those who were essentially packers. Accordingly, pay rates varied with 
basic pay at £5 per hour for most staff, with the skilled workers paid more, but below the 
average' going-rate' rate for the job. Karambu was a skilled electrical engineer who had 
worked for the company for seven years and was paid £8.70, yet claimed that comparable 
workers elsewhere were paid around £12 per hour. 
All the production workers, despite their skills, worked long hours. Standard contractual 
hours were 72 per week, worked in shifts of 12 hours over six days, but some worked even 
longer that this. Most workers were unaware of the Working Time Regulations. 10l Many 
workers said that they were told when they started that these were the standard hours. It was 
likely, given that many of the workers could not read English, that some may have signed 
'opt out' contracts without realising what they were signing. 
A reduction in hours was one of the issues that many of the workers wanted the GMB to 
address once recognition was gained, but equally, others were worried that fewer hours 
would mean less pay. As workers were divided on this issue, it made it difficult, on 
occasions, for shop stewards to persuade some workers to join the union. 
The campaign and how it developed 
It took two years for the GMB to win recognition at CD-Products using the statutory 
procedure, and throughout that time the shop stewards operated in secret, as the company was 
actively hostile to the union and refused to discuss voluntary recognition. Following the 
union's submission of the petition to the Central Arbitration Committee, management at CD-
Products instructed supervisors to find out which members of staff had signed their names on 
10:1 The Working Time Regulations were introduced in 1998 as a consequence of EU legislation entitling worker 
to a maximum working week. paid holiday. rest periods and breaks. The working week was set at 48 hours per 
week unless individuals choose to 'opt out' . 
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the petition. It was believed that the intention was to identify union activists and to put 
pressure on staff to vote 'no' in the ballot. 
The campaign started when Hamid, the first shop steward, persuaded six workers to join the 
GMB and meet with union officials. Within a few days, Hamid had convinced 80 of his 
fellow staff to join the union. But despite this positive beginning, the campaign developed 
slowly and floundered on a number of occasions. This was mainly due to personnel changes 
at the GMB where, at times, no-one seemed to be fully in control. Hamid, however, 
continued to recruit more members and was persistent in his requests for support from the 
union, but because of lack of action, members started to leave the union. As a consequence, 
membership fell to about 50. In early 2002, union officials started to doubt whether there was 
sufficient support among the workforce to proceed with a claim for recognition, but were 
continually reassured by Hamid that there was. The GMB decided to gauge exactly what 
support existed and called a meeting for the workers in a local community centre. Union 
officials expressed their worry that this was likely to be a difficult campaign given the anti-
union nature of the company, which was reinforced when they received reports that the 
company had begun making threats against individuals, warning them not to join the union. 
The GMB's intention was to see if there was enough support to go forward or whether the 
union should pull out altogether. 
This meeting was attended by only six workers who were clearly disillusioned by the lack of 
support they felt that they had received from the GMB. The first speaker, Jaspal, expressed 
his disappointment and concern that no-one from the union had contacted them for over three 
months, and that members were 'fed up' that they had been paying their subscriptions and yet 
they had not seen any progress. In these circumstances, it was difficult, he said, to hold onto 
members or even to recruit more because many workers 'feared management' and were 'very 
timid' and, as the union had 'done nothing'. there was little incentive in being a union 
member. The despondency among the members was evident. One union official put it to the 
members that they had to make a clear choice; either the campaign was stepped up or the 
union would not be able to continue with their support. Explaining that the GMB would do 
everything it could to assist, it was made clear that, to be successful, the organising had to be 
done from the inside by the members themselves. They were told that there was a limit to 
what the union could do from the outside. 
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At this point, Aasim, the union official who had worked on the Noon Products campaign, 
who had not previously been involved with these workers, intervened. He described his own 
experience of getting involved with the union and becoming an activist. He told the CD-
Product workers about the difficulties he had encountered with his anti-union employer, 
about the campaign and about the support from the GMB. They could win, he said, like they 
did at Noons, if only they could get themselves organised: 
It is about respect . .. If we are united, we can win. You are the union and sometimes you 
have to leave your own problems behind and be strong. When you resolve the major 
issues like recognition then it is much easier to deal with all the minor issues in the 
workplace. You need to have regular meetings so that people know what you are doing. 
You have criticised the GMB because it has not spoken to you in three months, but it is not 
too late to organise. But you have to do the work, we can't do it from the outside. You may 
say that people will not listen to you today, or tomorrow, but they will eventually. Slowly, 
slowly, the workers will understand what you are about, you have to convince them and 
gain their respect. You are all leaders and you have to take responsibility for the 
organising, you are my brother, you are my sister, you need to preach to them. (Aasim, 
organiser, 6-3-02) 
Aasim's appeal for unity amongst the workforce and making a renewed attempt to gain the 
respect of others appeared to resonate with the activists. To demonstrate how strong they 
could be if they could organise collectively, Aasim described how one day during the 
Noons campaign he was sacked for his union activity and how his fellow workers gave him 
fantastic support: 
When the other reps heard the news, the whole factory was closed in a couple of min utes 
time. There was a sit-in demonstration in the factory. Noons had to call the GMB official 
to ask him to come down and stop the members' sit-in. The members said 'no we are not 
going to walk away until Aasim comes back in the canteen to tell us that he is going to 
stay'. Noons then called me on the phone and said 'can you come back?' This was just in 
hal/an hour! What J am trying to say is, that if there is the right union, then the people 
will realise what strength they have. First of all you have to understand about unionism 
yourself, then you can motivate other people. (Aasim, organiser, 6-3-02) 
Had it not been for Aasim's intervention, it is likely that the campaign would have 
disintegrated. There was an immediate change in attitude as the message of respect, trust and 
community support resonated. Moreover, the activists were inspired to renew their efforts at 
getting people to sign the petition for the ballot, and in tum, the OMB offered its full support 
for the future. 
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The union began producing regular leaflets updating workers as to what was happening with 
the campaign, translating them into Tamil and Gujarati, the two main languages spoken in the 
factory. The momentum built, and more signatures were obtained on the petition requesting 
the company recognise the union. In June, the GMB organised a leafleting session outside the 
gates to demonstrate that there was wider support for the campaign. Zaheer brought along 
Asian GMB members from other workplaces in the area who were able to talk to workers in 
their own languages, as they were leaving and arriving for work. By the end of June, Hamid 
had collected 94 signatures in support of the union, out of an estimated 170 workers who would 
be eligible to vote in the ballot for union recognition.)(13 The GMB submitted the petition and its 
application to the Central Arbitration Committee requesting that the union be recognised by 
CD-Products. The chronology of the events that followed is outlined in Table 7.2. 
During the period leading up to the ballot, the union officials worked hard to build the trust 
and respect of the workforce. Zaheer had now been given responsibility for day-to-day 
contact with the workers supported by Paula, who was the lead organiser, and Vishram, a 
GMB activist from a previous recognition campaign. Three more CD-Product workers, 
Mahmud, Jaspal and Karambu, came forward and volunteered to be shop stewards. Several 
well-attended mass meetings were held in local community centres where workers were 
updated on the progress of the recognition campaign. These meetings were held twice so that 
workers from the day and evening shifts were able to attend apd were advertised in Gujarati 
and Tamil as well as English. 
As part of the statutory procedure, the union was allowed access to the factory to meet with the 
workers, but many were scared that if they attended these meetings they would be victimised by 
management. Their fears appeared justified: on the first day of these meetings the union noticed 
that the company had directed a ccrv camera on the area where the union was to meet with 
workers. As a consequence, the union officials walked out and made a complaint to the CAe. 
Eventually, after much reassurance from Zaheer and Paula, and the removal of the camera, 
nearly all workers attended the access meeting and expressed support for the union. 
1m The Central Arbitration Committee will grant union recognition where at least 40 per cent of the 'bargaining 
unit' (the workers eligible to vote) take part in the ballot, and that a majority of these vote for rec:ognitioo. 
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Table 7.2. Chronology of events in GMB's campaign to unionise CD-Products 
Date Event 
January 2001 Workers at CD-Products contact the GMB to help them form a union . 
21 Feb 2001 GMB holds a meeting for CD-Products workers in local community centre. 
27 Apr 2001 Union officials meet with union members to discuss recognition. 
16 May 2001 Union writes to CD-Products requesting recognition . 
May 2001 Four shop stewards elected and went on training courses. 
26 June 2001 CD-Products invites the GMB to a meeting , then cancels saying workers are 'happy' and 
they thought a union 'would not necessarily enhance the good relationship that the company 
currently has with its staff.' 
July-Dec 2001 Campaign flounders . GMB official responsible is transferred . Members feel that the union is 
not doing enough to support them. 
January 2002 One of the stewards secretly collects names on a petition of those workers who want to be 
recognised by the GMB for collective bargaining. 
March 2002 GMB calls a meeting of union members to discuss strategy. The union is worried that there is 
not the strength among the workers for what is likely to be a difficult campaign , particularly as 
the company is virulently anti-union. 
6 March 2002 Union meeting held outside workplace . Six workers attend. Aasim , GMB's Asian organiser 
persuades the workers to continue with the campaign . Stewards agree to collect more 
names on the petition to request statutory recognition. 
March-June 2002 GMB union organiser meets regularly with union stewards. 
10 June 2002 Leafleting session by GMB organisers outside CD-Products to build morale. 
28 June 2002 GMB submits petition for recognition to the Central Arbitration Committee (CAC). 
9 August 2002 The CAC accepts the petition. The union has demonstrated that there is sufficient support for 
union recognition . 94 out of 170 workers in the bargaining unit signed the petition (CAC only 
accepts 79 names). 
Aug-October 2003 Company refused to agree to voluntary recognition . CAC extends the period for the two 
parties to reach agreement but they fail to do so. 
11 Nov 2003 CAC decides that a formal ballot should take place. 
9 January 2003 CAC hearing to determine conduct of ballot and access arrangements for the Union to speak 
to workers . 
20 January 2003 CAC sets date of 13 February for the ballot for recognition to take place. 
31 January 2003 CAC suspends the ballot after a complaint from the GMB about the company's unreasonable 
behaviour in the process of the access meetings. 
5 February 2003 GMB holds a meeting for workforce in local community centre to explain what is happening 
with the ballot. 
21 February 2003 CAC call CD-Products and the GMB to a hearing and find that the company 'failed to give 
reasonable access to the union to meet the workforce. CAC set rules for access and agrees 
new ballot date. 
25 March 2003 Ballot for recognition takes place at CD-Products. 
26 March 2003 Ballot result. 76% of the bargaining unit voted and 87% voted for the union . 
4 May 2003 GMB organises a party to celebrate recognition agreement. 
During the period just before the ballot took place, Vishram and Hamid visited most of the 
workers in their homes to express how important it was that everyone voted. The) had 
managed to collect everyone' mobile phone numbers and called them to arrange the vi it . The 
me sage used to per uade member to vote was the arne as that u ed in the acce m eling : 
'We are all A ian. You mu t do thi for our communit). We must be a' one if \\e ar (0 \ in ."w 
II~ Vishram talking 10 \\nrkl'r~ at CD-Product during an access meding during the ballot pcrilxJ (I -3·03. 
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It appeared the intention was to create an atmosphere of solidarity based around an Asian 
identity and the experience of being an Asian worker in the UK labour market 
Despite the intimidation from the company and the fear many workers felt, when the ballot 
took place at the end of March, the result showed that there was overwhelming support for 
the union. Seventy-five percent of the bargaining unit voted and, out of these, 86 per cent 
voted for the union. Thus the CAC declared that CD-Products should recognise the GMB for 
collective bargaining. 
How culture and identity impacted on the campaign 
The research uncovered a number of interesting dynamics that challenges a simplistic 
interpretation of the organising principle of like-recruits-Iike. The workforce at CD-Products, 
although predominately Asian, comprised many different ethnic groups, which, on occasions, 
created problems, not just in terms of language, but also in the degree of trust between 
people. Mahmud explained how this affected the way they organised: 
The problem we have at CD-Products is a mixture of ethnic groups. So we mainly have Sri 
Lankans, who are divided between the Tamils and Sinhalese, but we have more Tamils. 
Then we have the Hindus, the Muslims, the Africans, and the Punjabis and Indians. So we 
have all these groups and they tend to stick together. Rather than join as a collective 
force, it is all divided. The Sri Lankans are [more likely to join], because the Punjabis are 
mostly agency staff Sri Lankans are the majority group and they are the most timid. They 
do not come up front. The others are all scattered from different ethnic groups. So, that is 
what it is like. When it came to signing the petition, it was quite a difficult task. They 
[different ethnic groups] wanted reassurance from one of their own people as to why we 
were doing this .. .they wanted to know it was safe. They would not make their mind up 
individually. It is all done collectively. (Mahmud, shop steward, 17-2-03) 
Doubtless, this was partially to do with language. However, as many of the workers were new 
migrant workers, it is understandable that they should seek the opinion of people they were most 
familiar with which, in these circumstances, were people of the same ethnicity or nationality. 
Mahmud went on to say that he felt that the lack of a Tamil steward for most of the campaign 
had hindered the progress of increasing the membership of Sri Lankan workers in the factory: 
I think personally, ifwe had a good Tamil steward he would have been able to tau care oj 
the workforce. They would have been able to go directly to him and he would have been 
able to take the matter forward, but we didn't have that. (Mahmud, shop steward, 17-2-03) 
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Towards the end of the campaign, union activists had managed to form a stewards' 
committee comprising a Somalian, an Indian, a Punjabi and a Sri Lankan Tamil. However, 
Mahmud reported that the Tamil steward, Karambu, did not have the respect and confidence 
of many of the Tamil workers: 
He is very bold and courageous, but he was going to give up at olle stage ... he wouldn't 
attend stewards' meetings. He has a carefree attitude .. .so the Sri Lankans don't necessarily 
listen to him. He does not carry much authority. (Mahmud, shop steward, 17-2-03) 
Therefore it was not sufficient to have any Tamil steward, it also needed to be someone that 
most of the Sri Lankans could trust. 
Despite these views, workers from all ethnic groups did join the union and played an active 
role in the campaign, but it was only after the intervention of Aassim, Zaheer and Vishram 
that the campaign really began to take off. Paula, a white GMB union organiser, who 
assumed overall responsibility for the campaign in December 2003, described the difference 
it made having officials who were Asian leading the campaign: 
It would have been more difficult without Vishram or Zaheer ... definitely. We couldn't 
have organised CD-Products without them because we don't have the language skills or 
community links and I do think that those are really important. I don't think I realised how 
important until I worked on the CD-Products campaign. When I see Vishram in action 
he's great ... he will ask people to join the union and he says 'you don't join for me and 
you don't join for you, you have to do it for the community. ' And this really does have an 
effect, but I couldn't say that ... (Paula, organiser, 29-4-03) 
The message of 'community' was a strong selling point used by the Asian organisers in this 
campaign. This, despite the fact that there was not one 'Asian community' in the factory, but 
many different Asian ethnic groups from Africa and the Indian sub-continent. Vishram's 
interpretation of an Asian community was defined by his experience of seeing the suffering, 
economic exploitation and discrimination among Asian ethnic groups in this part of London. 
Hence, when he referred to 'my community' or 'our community', he was not specific about 
one ethnic group but was describing the Asian community of west London constituting many 
. 
Asian ethnic groups. The message was powerful and had a considerable effect. Before 
Vishram began visiting workers at their homes and talking to them in the access meetings at 
the factory, Mahmud feared that it would be difficult to get workers to vote in the ballot. At 
best, he thought that only half of the workforce would have the courage to vote. When it 
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came to the vote, 76 per cent of the workers voted and 87 per cent of these voted 'yes' for 
recognition. The appeal to vote 'for the community' appeared to payoff. Another steward, 
Jaspal, reiterated how important it had been to appeal to 'our community'. It did he said, 
make an important difference to the turnout and subsequent outcome of the vote. 
Interestingly, many interviewees made a distinction between the 'culture' of recent migrant 
Asian workers and those who had lived in the UK for some time. This was expressed in 
arguments between those workers who feared that a union presence in the workplace might 
reduce their hours and other workers who did not want to continue to work six 12-hour shifts 
every week. The GMB tried to argue that it was their strategy to argue for an increase in pay 
and an overtime rate; thus workers would be able to work less hours for more pay. They 
repeatedly tried to get the message across that it was not their intention to jeopardise people's 
weekly wage. Not all workers, however, were convinced and it took time for the stewards to 
win their support. In this example, Mahmud illustrated the difference in culture between 
recent and more established workers: 
.. . people are desperate and willing to work ... even now ... even now ... that is why we do not 
yet have a majority of Asian workers ... people are prepared to work 6-7 days. The culture 
is such that they want the money, or they are sending the money home. They don't have a 
family here, so rather than sit at home they will work. The other staffwho have families 
here are feeling it and are saying 'Look we have afamily here, we have a social life here, 
we need some time off.' (Mahmud, shop steward, 17-2-03) 
Eventually the argument was won and the majority of workers carne to support the union, but 
only when this was explained by Paula during one of the mass meetings. It seemed that, on 
occasions like this where a definitive explanation was required about union procedure, a greater 
degree of trust was afforded to white officials than to Asian officials. The union carne to recognise 
that issues around culture and identity were not entirely straightforward, which caused surprise to 
union officials on a number of occasions. Alan, a union official who had responsibility for the 
region's organisers, explained how he had become aware of this during the campaign at CD-
Products when BME and white officials were afforded different degrees of trust: 
I am leading on the recognition bit - all the technicalities and the propaganda campaign. 
[Zaheerj is leading on relations with the workforce. individual representations, 
organising the group 0/ Asian activists to support [the campaign}. What is interesting is 
that we find this particular division often works well in developing trust in the union from 
a predominantly Asian workforce. Put bluntly, the white official is often bener trusted to 
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deal with the 'techy speccy' bit of dealing with ACAS etc ... and the Asian official is bener 
trusted in organising and mobilising the stewards and workforce. It's about more than 
language, as we don't have a Tamil-speaking official. You could analyse that one to death, 
but it seems to work. (Alan, senior organiser, 12-06-02) 
This shift of trust between Asian and white officials arose quite starkly in another incident 
just after recognition was won. The four shop stewards had a meeting at the GMB office with 
Alan, Zaheer and a senior negotiating official, who had been given the job of drafting the 
agreement between the company and the union. During the meeting, one of the stewards 
made an objection to Zaheer being their union official with responsibility for day-to-day 
dealings with the company: 
I am just puning up a view that some people have expressed and comments that have been 
made. The mentality of some people is ... they are not very well educated ... they jump to 
conclusions very easily. On seeing Zaheer their first reaction was 'look he could easily be 
bought off by the management and we will lose out' .. . They feel that only a white person 
will have the cuning edge ... 1 am not being racist or anything but because Zaheer is 
Punjabi speaking and management is Pubjabi-speaking and they will speak the same 
language and when they get together who knows what might happen! That is the fear, 
although I am sure that Zaheer will not dilute his principles. People are aware that Paula 
is spearheading the campaign at the moment and that Zaheer is assisting, but people are 
not keen on Zaheer spearheading. (Mahumud, shop steward, 7-4-03) 
The union officials had heard similar comments over the previous few months and had 
prepared a response. They were aware that negotiations with the company were at a crucial 
stage and were concerned that nothing happened to undermine these at this time. Alan, senior 
organiser, explained that they had brought in a senior (white) official to undertake the 
negotiations to reassure the workforce and demonstrate the importance the GMB was giving 
to secure the best deal it could for them. However, it was pointed out that the position put 
forward by the stewards was not sustainable in the long-term, as it was not something the 
union could countenance. It was made clear to the stewards that it was not acceptable or fair 
to treat an official in this way: 
.. . we would not accept a white workforce saying 'we don't want an Asian official to 
represent us.' (Alan, senior organiser, 17-4-03) 
Although Zaheer did not respond to what was said about him in the meeting, he was clearly 
upset that despite all his work and support for the campaign, he was viewed in this way. In 
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discussion with Zaheer a couple of days after this event, his attitude, while still 'not happy', 
was pragmatic. It was understandable, he felt, given the reputation of the owners of CD-
Products, who were 'powerful' and seemed to be able to 'get away with anything'. The 
stewards were new and inexperienced and there was dissent among them. Hamid, the senior 
steward and the person who had done most of the work on the campaign, spoke to Zaheer 
afterwards to apologise for his colleagues' comments. Zaheer felt their lack of experience and 
knowledge of the way the union operated contributed to their suspicion and fears: 
Afterwards they said 'We are sorry about this, it is only because we know how powerful 
they are at CD-Products. They might try to buy you.' I was laughing and saying that no 
one will try to buy me. They [the shop stewards] don't know how we work. We have to try 
to educate them and if we think a different way, we have to educate them. I know the 
background as to how Asian people think. They mentioned that they are happy for me to 
do the rest of the work. Slowly, slowly, they will realise how we work. My telephone is 
open all the time for all communities to contact me. I think they will realise [soon] ... 
(Zaheer,organiser, 11-4-03) 
Despite Zaheer's magnanimity, another union official thought that a firmer line should have 
been taken on this matter. When the murmurs about a preference for a white official were 
first raised, it was decided that it was 'ok' to indulge the workers for a short while by 
bringing in a senior official (who happened to be white) in addition to Zaheer. The intention 
was to reassure the workers and to demonstrate that the GMB thought this an important case. 
But later, when the stewards articulated their position more strongly, Paula felt that they 
should have been told' enough is enough'. She felt that taking this position created an 
additional pressure for Zaheer if in the future, he took over as negotiating official and 
workers were disappointed with the outcome. Paula felt strongly that the union should have 
taken a stronger line with the stewards: 
We have to say that he is the official for them and Zaheer will be dealing with things. I 
know Zaheer is concerned about it because he is concerned that if he goes into 
negotiations and they don't go as well as they might, then people will blame him and say 
it is because he has done a deal with the Asian owners. So I think it needs knocking on the 
head now. (Paula, organiser, 29-4-03) 
At first, the union's initial intention was meant to allay the steward's concerns. By placing a 
senior official in charge of the first negotiations over the recognition agreements, the message 
they were hoping to send was that this recognition deal was sufficiently important to warrant 
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high-level official involvement, rather than the fact that he was a white official. However, the 
fact that he was white in a sense legitimised the stewards' views and thus, undermined 
Zaheer's role. 
Asian union officials: what difference does it make? 
The GMB's decision to employ Aasim and Zaheer arose out of the direct experience of the 
campaign at Noon Products, but it fitted within a developing organising philosophy which 
aimed to broaden the union's appeal to new groups of workers. In particular, the regional 
secretary was convinced he needed to take action to ensure the union's officials were 
representati ve of the working population of London: 
You only have to look around at the sort of membership make up we have in the 
GMB. .. and we do have very good people working for us ... but the make-up does not reflect 
London as a whole in terms of working people. So we recruited Aasim and Zaheer, but it 
was for the right reasons and I'll defend it again and again. We needed to build trust and 
we need to build communication [with all communities}. (Regional secretary, 28-8-02) 
When GMB London region' gambled' by putting more resources into organising, it 
calculated that there would be a declining benefit from concentrating on infil recruitment and 
it was only by targeting non-unionised workplaces that the union would be able to grow. 
They reasoned that trade unions did not have high membership among part-time workers, 
women and BME groups simply due to the fact that unions were not targeting workplaces 
where these workers are to be found: 
The problem is that we get an awful lot of debate about special initiatives for young 
workers etc., but it is much more simple than that, and it's for reasons we don't want to 
face. The reason why we have not got a lot of black and ethnic minority members in 
Southall, for example, was because we didn't have Asian officials. We weren't there ... we 
didn't exist in these workplaces. (Alan, senior organiser, 21-12-01) 
The effect on the union 
Interviewees from all sections of the union were united in their conviction that the 
employment of Aasim and Zaheer had transformed the GMB in west London. Officials spoke 
about how much they had learnt about different forms of organising and how the impact went 
far beyond the individual campaigns. The GMB regional secretary explained how the two 
officials were having considerable success in terms of drawing people in to union activity: 
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.. . although we had an Asian membership [in this area}, I think we were just scratching 
the surface ... we had a very good, very strong, very loyal membership [but} they never 
progressed, not even to branch officials. So part of the exercise with Aasim and Zaheer 
was not just to make members, but it was also to try to draw people forward, to try and 
look at any special needs or educational material. [It was about} giving confidence to 
people that they can playa role in the union and start taking over some of the lay 
positions in the union. I'd say that we're about halfway through building that project ... We 
have now got shop stewards who are breaking out into the next level. (Regional secretary, 
28-8-02) 
Indeed, it was evident from GMB branch meetings in west London that BME members had 
become active in the branch. At meetings over the last couple of years, where attendance was 
now up to 30 stewards, nearly half of these were from BME groups, whereas previously the 
regular attendance amounted to a couple of white branch officers. The union branch secretary 
described how the Asian officials had an 'enormous influence' on the branch in terms of 
Asian member involvement and activity by encouraging BME members to become active as 
well as getting involved in branch activity. 
I don't think the branch would be like it is without them. Initially, it helped enormously 
[that they were involved}. It would have taken much longer without them. I know more of 
the members now than Aasim and Zaheer do. I am really proud of what we have done .. .! 
think they are too. They are pleased with the way it is working, but they don't need to have 
as much impact now. When you approach a large number of black or Asian workers and 
they have very poor English it is very rewarding to have somebody like Zaheer in the front 
line, because immediately people connect with that. I am sure that they [workers} must 
think to themselves 'Here is an organisation that is approaching organising our 
workplace and they have Asian officials in the organisation'. I think it sends a message 
straight away which says 'we are not predominately white, we are trying to cater for 
different ethnic groups' ... and that is so important. (GMB branch secretary, 29-1-03) 
Clearly attendance at branch meetings had increased as a result, but importantly, more BME 
members were beginning to take on roles in the branch. Hamid, the shop steward from CD-
Products, despite working 72 hours a week, had become a regular attendee at his branch 
meetings and was recently elected as the branch equality officer. However, not all activists 
wanted to get involved with branch activity, or at least, not at this time. Vishram, for 
example, wanted to prioritise the time he spent on union activity by organising in other 
workplaces in the Asian community. His commitment to the GMB was such that he decided 
to give up his job to go to work at a large Asian factory that was non-unionised. Along with 
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another activist, who had agreed to do the same, he went to the GMB with a plan to unionise 
the factory and was given support and encouragement from union officials. Vishram felt that 
he could be more successful working for the union as an insider in the factory, gaining the 
trust and confidence of the workforce. For someone who had never been in contact with a 
union until three years previously, he had developed a high degree of commitment to 
unionise the Asian community as a direct consequence of the support he had received, and it 
was a debt that he wanted to repay. His first priority, therefore, was to organise rather than 
get further involved with the GMB through the formal branch structures: 
My aim is [to recruit in] my community and I know where the problems are ... the 
workplace. So if I want to achieve something for my community, I have to stay working on 
this first .. .If I am successful in one [company] then I can do more. I know that my 
community is scared and afraid and they need a leader. I have that skill to stand in front of 
any management now and I know how to tackle issues. (Vishram, shop steward 10-12-02) 
The decision by the GMB to be open to such new and unorthodox forms of organising was a 
break from the normal practices trade unions had become accustomed to. The organising 
technique of 'salting', where someone takes ajob for the purpose of unionising a company, is 
uncommon in the UK, but is a practice undertaken in the USA particularly in the construction 
industry. It was certainly not a practice to which the GMB had previously subscribed. Yet 
they recognised that it could have considerable potential as the unionisation of Asian 
workplaces increases, particularly if more Asian workers become active in the union and 
decide to playa similar role. 
Another lesson learnt by the GMB was that, by giving Aasim and Zaheer a free-hand in the 
way they operated, this led to innovations in organising techniques such as those previously 
mentioned. They were allowed the time and space to develop campaigns without being 
restricted by the normal work patterns expected from a union official. In addition, their 
success at recruitment and organisation brought issues of identity and culture into much 
clearer focus within the London region of the GMB. One union organiser stressed how 
important it was to the GMB's organising success that the union was rooted in the 
geographical and cultural space of the local community: 
The two Asian organisers both live in Southall. Zaheer will sometimes disapp«IT for a 
couple of months and come back with 200 membership forms in his hand from some firm 
that we have never heard oj. When you ask him how did it go - he said it was all doM in 
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front rooms, which is a different way of organising. We would never really dream of 
knocking on people's doors. That is what is important - he understands the culture and 
the gender politics. He knows the way in. We can never intervene on this level. (Alan, 
senior organiser 21-12-01) 
This recognition that ethnic and cultural difference played an important role in organising 
was an important lesson for the GMB. As Alan pointed out, the fact that most officials of the 
union were white meant they were often unable to gain access to BME workforces. While 
being aware of their limitations in recruiting and organising among BME workers, it was 
only after the employment of Aasim and Zaheer that the GMB began to fully understand 
what effect these officials could have in unionising the Asian community. The realisation that 
the workplace was not the only place that the union could organise was important. The fact 
that some workers were more likely to identify their lived space and their community as a 
safer space to organise than the workplace was important for the way the campaigns in the 
Asian community were carried out. 
The effect on the members 
One of the issues stressed by both Aasim and Zaheer was that they had to do more than what 
was normally expected of a union official if they were to win the trust of the Asian 
community. Both described how their mobile telephones were on 24 hours a day and how 
they would regularly visit people in their homes to help them with problems. They described 
how they sometimes had to work hard to convince people that the GMB was an organisation 
they could trust. But more that that, they also sometimes needed to first establish themselves as 
a member or insider of the various communities that they were trying to organise in order to do 
so. While it often helped to have an 'Asian identity', it was not as if this automatically meant 
that Aasim and Zaheer were insiders in each of the groups they were organising. In west 
London the Asian community is made up of many different ethnic groups and while they found 
it easier to gain access than the GMB's white officials, they still needed to work hard to gain 
trust and respect: 
First of all when you go for the recruitment you have to really see what the problem is and 
you have got to be really familiar with the workers. You have to involve yourself 
physically and personally to convince them that you are one of them and if you don't make 
them realise that . . . that you are one of them . . . then you won't be able to pick them up. 
(Aasim, organiser, 30-4-02) 
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Sometimes this meant that Aasim and Zaheer also involved themselves in non-work-based 
issues. They felt that it was important that trade unions should have a wider remit where they 
could help people with their problems whatever they might be. Indeed, it was generally 
expected that community leaders - which is the way that they perceived themselves and how 
they were often described - should help out with a whole range of problems. Aasim said that 
it was because he was seen as a community leader, rather than an official from the GMB, that 
people had confidence and trust in him. He thought that this was why people joined and why 
they were prepared to attend the meetings he organised. Aasim was hopeful that the GMB 
would employ more organisers from other ethnic groups in the future as it had clearly made a 
difference to the work that they had done for the union. Both Zaheer and Aasim had 
demonstrated to the GMB that BME groups would join and get involved with their union if 
the union could show that it would be there for them when they needed help. Both Aasim and 
Zaheer explained the difference they felt that it had made to members: 
In the past [Asian] union members did not call their official for assistance. but now they 
do. Since I have become an official. people have got a confidence. and you can see that. 
They were feeling hesitant to carry on with the white officials before. because they felt 
they were not much important. They were considered as a second-class citizen. I received 
a number of complaints around different places and it is a real issue that needs to be 
resolved. (Aasim, organiser, 30-4-02) 
I say all the trade unions should try to recruit Asian officials. [because] when I go to the 
Asian work/orces people are very happy when they see somebody who is Asian ... We gave 
the workers courage. We said if you want to do something about your life and about your 
respect. there is law. This is a different country. this is not India. this is not Pakistan. or 
another third world country. This is the UK and there is respect for the law. You should 
belong to the union and we can achieve unity. (Zaheer, organiser, 30-4-02) 
Throughout the interviews with those who had been involved in organising campaigns, people 
reported that it made a 'great deal of difference' that the GMB had Asian organisers, but it was 
the word 'trust' which arose most often when people described the effect that the officials bad 
on Asian workers. Vishram explained that this did not mean that he or other Asian workers did 
not trust white union officials, but that there is 'more trust' for the Asian officials: 
JfZaheer says something to me I will accept this more easily. (Vishram, shop steward 10-12.m) 
Moreover as was demonstrated earlier, trust is not immutable, nor automatically ascribed because 
of a person's ethnicity, and one of Aasim and Zaheer's major achievements has been that they 
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have created the space for others to win the trust and respect of different communities. The GMB 
branch secretary described the difficulties he faced as a white official, when he first tried to 
organise an Asian workforce: 
When I first became involved we couldn't recruit anyone [in the factory 1 for the first six 
months. People shunned us and I don't know why this was. But once we got the Asian reps 
involved it seemed that they trusted these people. I think the Asian community as a whole 
actually thrives on trust and, unless they trust you, it is very difficult. I had worked with 
Aasim and Zaheer and I kind of understood the culture a little, but I understand it a lot 
more now. So if you want Asian workers to join the union they need to know that they can 
trust you and, if they askfor help, they need to know that they will get help. (GMB branch 
secretary, 29-1-03) 
Other GMB officials in the region told similar stories. The fact that organisers worked as a 
team rather than as individual officials meant that they were able to learn from each other and 
share these experiences. Moreover, as the GMB branch secretary pointed out earlier, officials 
learnt a lot about how the culture and practices of different ethnic groups impacted on 
organising campaigns. 
Conclusion 
While there are many lessons to be learnt from the GMB's approach to union recruitment and 
organisation, these can be broken down into three key areas: the relationship between the 
commitment to social justices and organisational form, the development of trust and respect, 
and the use of community networks and spaces to initiate and sustain unionisation campaigns. 
The first of these findings shows the importance of linking theory and practice. In adopting 
an organising philosophy based on the idea of social justice - in a much wider sense than 
usually applied to trade union recruitment and organisation - the union realised that it could 
only implement this agenda by undertaking organisational structural change. 
We are trying to find ways around organising migrant workers. We can't simply not 
organise in an industry because there are migrant workers. We can't just walk away 
simply because they don't fit our model. It is about us fitting around the workers rather 
than them fitting in with us. (Regional secretary, 28-8-02) 
This statement from the regional secretary of the GMB in London sums up the region's 
strategy for refocusing the way the union had recruited and organises over the last few years. 
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On the face of it, the idea that the union should 'fit' around the workers it is trying to 
organise rather than expecting members to fit in with the union's structures and practices. 
does not seem a particularly radical idea. 
The London region GMB's decision to try to build a new membership base in private and 
commercial services was considered essential if they were to counter the losses they had 
experience in the manufacturing sector. The' gamble' was to transfer resources from 
servicing to organising and this was done by the employment of specialist organising 
officials. Of the 13 officials working on this full-time project. the region now has two 
officials from BME groups who were recruited in the last five years as a result of a conscious 
decision to make the union more representative of its membership. A key aspect of these new 
specialist organiser jobs was that they were not subservient to the traditional position of 
regional official and they therefore had a considerable a degree of importance within the 
overall structure of the union at regional level. 
Also of importance. was the recognition that the role of trade union official was developed 
during a period when collective bargaining was at its height. when official's main duties 
involved negotiation and resolution of disputes - not organising. Since the redirecting of the 
trade union movement's priority towards organising. many officials and trade unions have 
been slow to respond to calls for radical approaches to organising 'new' workers in non-
unionised workplaces and have not appreciated the extent to which these respective jobs 
require a different skill base. The GMB decided that it needed to create a new position of 
union official. which had organising as its main priority. but still had the skills of the 
traditional union official. However. in employing Aasim and Zaheer. they adapted this role 
even further. 
The extent to which Aasim and Zaheer were allowed to develop new ways of organising was 
a consequence of a management style. which allowed the two officials a free-hand in the way 
they carried out their organising remit. This contrasts with the way union officials are 
generally expected to fit into the hierarchical structures and ways of operating that many 
trade unions have developed over time. Aasim and Zaheer were provided with the time and 
space to organise their work in a way that was more appropriate for the members they were 
trying to recruit. This approach clearly had a significant impact on organising activity. The 
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employment of Aasim and Zaheer resulted in an estimated increase of 10,000 new Asian 
members over a six year period, and, in addition, their development of new organising 
methods, such as door-to door leafleting, had a significant impact on the way other union 
officials began to organise. 
A further aspect the union developed in attempting to 'sell' the union as a movement for social 
justice, was the adoption of a more collective and identity conscious approach to organising. 
The attempt to develop a culture among the membership that in order to get a service from the 
union, members are expected to recruit colleagues in return was clearly having an impact in 
. 
some quarters. The fact that two members gave up their jobs in order to do this was, perhaps, an 
extreme example, but many other members have played a lesser, although important, role by 
assisting in organising campaigns as translators, interpreters or as general helpers. 
The second key finding arising from the research relates to the attempt by the union to build 
trust and respect among the membership in order to develop loyalty to the union. Throughout 
its organising campaigns, the GMB attempted to collectivise issues rather than dealing with 
individual grievances (other than those carried out in the community or on a personal level-
for example, immigration or mortgage advice). The research showed that, in the case of many 
of the campaigns in Asian workplaces, this was done around the issue of dignity and respect 
at work. This appears to have resonated among many Asian workers in these factories, who 
were acutely aware that because of their personal circumstances, opportunities for more 
gainful employment were virtually non-existent at this time. Whether the GMB London 
region consciously set out to challenge the racialised nature of this particular labour market in 
west London is unclear, but what their organisational approach demonstrates is that 
collectively organising these workplaces can undermine the extent to which companies can 
exploit their workforces on account of their 'race'. Clearly, challenging structural racism at 
this scale is much more effective than dealing with problems on an individual level. 
What was particularly evident in the research was the way in which the campaign at CD-
Products highlighted the complexity of issues such as identity and trust. The stewards' 
attempts to marginalise Zaheer because of his ethnicity took the GMB by surprise. While he 
engendered more trust within the Asian workforce on a personal level, this was not extended 
to him when it came to dealing with the company's management. Further, the union's attempt 
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to side step this issue meant that the stewards felt confident to articulate their position more 
openly. The number of different Asian ethnic groups in the workforces as well as their length 
of residence in the UK also highlighted how the principle of 'like-recruits-Iike' should not be 
applied simplistically. In this case, while the stewards were, largely, representative of the 
workforce in terms of ethnicity, there was a division between the more recent migrant 
workers and those that had been in the UK for a number of years. Their personal 
circumstances were different and this affected the issues that they felt it was more important 
for the union should address. 
Finally, the third key issue arising from the research was the extent to which the use of 
community spaces, networks and contacts played a vital role in many of the organising 
campaigns. The use of community spaces to hold stalls, marches, meetings and social events, 
allowed the GMB to move beyond the boundaries of workplaces to integrate itself more 
closely into members' lived and social spaces. The contacts that developed through these 
social and spatial networks meant that the union was not only able to pick up new leads for 
organising, but was also able to use members from workplaces already organised to build up 
relationships of trust which otherwise may have taken longer to establish. It is argued that the 
development of the organising strategy at this particular scale was able to focus more closely 
of the identity and lived experience of the participants in the campaign. 
While the GMB London region recognised that it needed to address the lack of involvement 
in the union by BME workers, it openly admitted that until five years ago it has not really 
established how this was to be achieved. The regional secretary described how they were just 
'scratching the surface' in terms of the potential membership that they could develop in the 
Asian community. The campaign at Noon Products sparked a chain reaction that resulted in 
the London region GMB having organising drives in 20 mainly BME workforces since that 
time. Although it had been the London region's intent to organise more BME workers for 
some time, it was the unpredicted contact from those workers at Noons that made it happen. 
As one official pointed out: 
I question if Noons had not happened whether we would be doing this work now .. .1 
certainly doubt whether we would be doing it as much. (Paula, organiser. 29-4-03) 
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Undoubtedly, the employment of the two Asian officials has changed the way the union 
organises in this particular community and it remains to be seen if the GMB can use similar 
methods to organise in many of the other BME communities in London. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion, findings and recommendations 
Introduction 
This research has highlighted a range of issues that are pertinent to trade unions' attempts to 
recruit and organise BME workers in London's rapidly changing and increasingly racialised 
labour market. The thesis has identified the need for a more integrated research agenda that 
acknowledges the interrelationships of social, economic, and cultural influences on workers 
who are attempting to build collective organisation. I have argued that the tendency to theorise 
economic and cultural concerns separately has limited practical application when considering 
the daily lives of workers who may experience injustice in both cultural and economic spheres. 
The research began by reviewing the development of the trade union movement's new 
organising agenda within the context of debates around 'race', class and the politics of 
difference/identification. This provided the basis from which to explore how the adoption of 
different theoretical perspectives impacts on the strategies and tactics of union organising. 
The historical overview in Chapter 2 revealed that the trade union movement's adoption of a 
colour-blind attitude has resulted in discrimination and disadvantage, whereby denial of 
difference has tended to work against the notion of inclusion and collectivity. The thesis has 
demonstrated that, despite trade unions' attempts to deal with this issue by the introduction of 
spatial structures in which self-organisation can take place, BME activists still feel 
marginalised in their trade unions. The analysis of the labour market in Chapter 3 went on to 
expose a growing polarity in employment whereby BME workers predominate in low-paid, 
non-unionised jobs, particularly in the retail, hotel and catering sectors. The associated spatial 
division of labour has created new geographies of ethnicity with some jobs almost becoming 
the preserve of particular ethnic groups. Finally, the three case studies provided a unique 
opportunity to assess different union organising strategies among groups of BME workers at 
various scales of organisation, from the national to the local. 
This particular theoretical/historical/geographical perspective is distinct from previous 
research carried out on trade unions. Traditionally viewed from within the industrial relations 
paradigm, much trade union research has been criticised for lacking spatial awareness - the 
relationship between workers and their employers has been primarily researched within the 
workplace, labour market or the national economy. However, in recent years, labour 
geographers have added a spatial dimension to this field of knowledge. They have reminded 
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scholars that industrial relations processes are grounded in place and, at the same time. labour 
and capital use space as a political tool and this is clearly demonstrated by contemporary 
trends towards globalisation (Castree. et af: 2004; Herod, Peck and Wills, 2003). In these 
circumstances. geographical sensitivity becomes evermore relevant to successful labour 
organising, as workers need to find new ways of organising in place, while forging new links 
across a wider socio-geographic terrain. I argue that while this geographical sophistication is 
critical to union renewal, allowing unions to form coalitions with groups campaigning for 
social justice located beyond the workplace, it also has to recognise the role of identity in 
organIsIng campaIgns. 
Consequently, the thesis has attempted to build on the disciplinary fields of labour geography 
and industrial relations by adding a further dimension to trade union studies by focusing on 
the intersections of 'race' and class in identity formation. Class, and more recently, gender, 
have been the main focus when studying working-class organisation. When 'race' has been 
mentioned, it has been mainly seen as part of the subset of discrimination research, rather 
than studied from the perspective of organising workers who are subjected to discrimination. 
Furthermore, the voices of BME members are rarely heard in trade union research. Compared 
to research on women members, BME members have been silent/silenced in the context of 
the debate on trade union renewal. This thesis has attempted to address this gap in knowledge 
by dealing with the issue of 'race' in the context of a wider understanding of identity 
formation and the role that 'race' plays in creating effective and inclusive trade unionism. 
Union organising and the diversity of BME workers' experiences 
The research began by trying to find the answer to a general question. The first question 
asked about the extent to which trade union recruitment and organising campaigns. at the 
level at which they interface with workers, acknowledged the specific experience of BME 
workers in the labour market. The purpose of this question was not to imply that trade unions 
did not recognise the different constituencies in the workforces they were trying to recruit. 
but to ask if 'difference', in this case a BME workforce. played a role in the general policy 
and strategy of unions when devising organising campaigns. The historical analysis in 
Chapter 2 showed that trade unions have often ignored the racial disadvantage faced by BME 
workers. preferring to identify them as workers rather than, more specifically. BME workers. 
The anal) sis of the LFS was important in this respect in that it demonstrated that there were 
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distinct. different and uneven patterns of employment between BME and white workers. One 
of the main findings was that the racialised nature of the labour market was becoming 
particularly marked in London (notably so in the retail distribution, hotels and catering 
industries), and in this regard, it was necessary to consider if unions were responding to this 
situation in the development of their organising strategies. The research sought to find out 
whether organising campaigns were approached from the particular perspective of BME 
workers' experience in the labour market, or not. 
The research findings were mixed in response to this question and they varied across and 
within the union movement. The TUC, which brings unions together to develop common 
policies, had made its position clear when it stated in 1998 that unions needed to 'reach out' 
to BME workers in industries where unions had not yet gained a foothold. Aware of the 
radical changes taking place in the labour market and the different opportunities afforded to 
BME and white workers, the TUC saw organising BME workers as being an important 
priority for its affiliates (TUC 1998). However, the implementation of this priority within the 
unions was more ambiguous, varying as it did between unions and within unions at nationaL 
regional and local levels. For example, Usdaw adopted a strategy of organising workers 
purely as workers. The union did not feel it necessary to identify BME workers as part of its 
organising agenda, nor did it feel it was advantageous to formulate place specific organising 
strategies to address the specific needs of BME workers, as they felt their current approach 
was already successful in this regard. This was the official position at national and regional 
leveL but there were some dissenting voices from members active at shop level. A number of 
Usdaw members interviewed felt that there was sometimes a lack of understanding of the 
extent of the additional difficulties faced by BME workers as a result of the racism and 
discrimination experienced in the workplace and thought that this affected the success of 
organising campaigns. Union activists made several recommendations to overcome these 
barriers to membership which involved actively demonstrating that the union was not a 
'white organisation' by acknowledging the cultural differences between workers. This, they 
said, required more BME officials, union leaflets translated in to minority languages and 
more active organising around racism in the workplace in order to build trust and respect. 
At a national and regional leveL the TGWU had also adopted an organising agenda. As part 
of its approach to organising. it stated unequivocally in internal reports that it was important 
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to consider the particular circumstances of BME workers within the labour market when 
form ulati ng organi si ng strategies and that, where possi ble, recrui tment teams should 
represent the diversity of the target membership. However, the campaign at the sandwich 
factory studied here did not reflect this objective. It is true that locally, the union had 
allocated an Asian union organiser to the campaign because the workplace was 
predominantly made up of BME workers, but her profile and identity were very different 
from the workers in the factory. In addition, the particular circumstance of the workers. who 
were relatively new migrant workers and people who were seeking asylum, was never taken 
into account during the campaign. This is despite the fact that racism and the immigration 
status of many of the workers was pertinent to most of the issues raised by people employed 
at the factory. The primary reason for this was because the union official responsible for the 
factory did not see the workers' exploitation as being compounded by racism. Although he 
recognised that they were primarily employed in this establishment because they were from 
BME groups, his reasoning was purely economic: the labour market regulated jobs such that 
those workers who were most vulnerable were forced to take the worst jobs. The organising 
campaign therefore did not begin from the direct experiences of the BME workers employed 
in a racialised labour market. As in the Usdaw example. the campaign adopted a largely 
'race' -blind approach. 
In the third case study. the London Region GMB adopted a new and radical approach to 
organising which had the need to target BME and migrant workers as one of its central 
priorities. The region recognised that, although it had BME members, they were 
underrepresented in the union compared with their numbers in the local labour market. As part 
of their approach. the union made specific attempts to build support and trust among the Asian 
community of west London and did this by employing Asian officers, with a proven track 
record of organising - adapting their organising to accommodate the groups of workers they 
were trying to organise. This was a new policy direction for the union that arose out of seeing 
trade unionism in tenns of a wider movement for social justice, recognising that the accepted 
model of union organising needed to be changed to fit the needs of BME workers, rather than 
the other way around and, it was this latter approach that had the greater success. This is 
demonstrated by an increase in membership and greater involvement of BME members as 
shown by the G MB case stud) where 10,000 Asian union members were recruited since the 
union's change of policy. 
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The research findings point to a growing awareness of the need to reach 8\lE workers 
through specific organising campaigns. but this message has yet to fully filter through the 
trade union movement. At a national and regional leveL organising policies are emerging to 
reflect the fact that unions need to be more representative of the diversity of the workers in 
the labour market. However, as yet, the full implications of this have not reached all parts of 
the trade union movement. 
Organising geographically? The impact of developing organising strategies at different levels 
within unions 
Although some writers have argued that unions need to 'enlarge the playing field' upon 
which trade unions organise (Wever, 1998). understanding different scalar strategies have not 
been a major feature of industrial relations research. The importance of developing an 
appropriate scale at which to organise workers is something that has been given little 
consideration in recent debates around union revitalisation. Despite trade unions being 
geographically constituted organisations, most of them are largely structured on a national. 
regional and local basis, and the reasoning behind these spatial arrangements is more to do 
with heritage than a well-thought-out structure for the modern labour market. While there 
may still be many reasons for continuing with this particular form of scalar organisation, the 
research findings suggest that unions need to re-consider how their structural forms affect the 
overall approach to implementing an organising agenda - particularly if there is a strategy to 
recruit specific groups of workers. 
In contrast to the industrial relations approach, geographers. as might be expected, have talked 
about the need to develop more 'spatially sophisticated' approaches to organising. These concerns 
have included the need to create new and more appropriate scales of collective bargaining that are 
able to match changes in global markets, the growth of multinational corporations and contingent 
urban labour markets where the workplace is less important (Herod. 200 I; Wills. 1998a, 2002). 
However, the approach in this thesis is different. I sought to explore whether the scale at which 
the campaign was strategised had any significant impact on the way it was carried out in place or 
whether it affected its success. The findings suggest that it did and from this. I conclude that the 
more removed the fommlation of the campaign strategy is from the actual site of implementation. 
the less successful it appears to be. 
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For example, in developing policy at the national scale it was more difficult to account for 
local peculiarities or to take the diversity of any particular workforce into account. Of course, 
it could be argued that, in the case of the retail campaign, the national campaign merely 
provided an organising framework for the regions to implement. Thus it might have been 
expected that once in the hands of the local organisers the detailed mapping of the workforce 
would identify local issues and that the campaign would be adapted accordingly with a place 
specific and identity conscious approach. This did happen to a certain extent, but officials and 
organisers appeared constrained by national union policy, practice and experiences, and this 
restricted what they felt they could do. Targets were allocated uniformly from national level 
across the ShopXpress stores leaving little room for manoeuvre, or for recognition that more 
time and effort might be needed to organise different groups of workers at the local scale. 
The additional difficulties of organising in places like the ShopXpress stores in central 
London, with their diverse and 'untypical' workforces, was perhaps not anticipated when 
drawing up the organising strategy at a national level. 
In contrast, the local scale at which the CD-Products campaign was developed focused on the 
specific identity of the workers involved. A small organising committee from the factory 
planned the unionisation strategy and liaised with union organisers at the local level. 
Organisers had relative autonomy in their approach to organising campaigns, and although 
this was carried out within the framework of the organising philosophy that had been adopted 
at regional level, the campaign was sensitive to the needs of the workers and responsive to 
the issues they raised. This allowed organisers to be flexible in their organising methods, 
holding meetings in people's home, producing regular newsletters translated into community 
languages and developing a new dimension to organising, based on the social and spatial 
networks in the local Asian community. 
The findings show that scalar issues are inherent in the development of union organising 
strategies. While it would be mistaken to conclude that there is a 'right' scale at which to 
strategise campaigns, trade unions do need to consider the benefits of developing 
geographically sensitive organising strategies. In formulating organising strategies, unions 
need to have a greater understanding of the social and spatial issues which affect particular 
groups of workers as well as their workplace concerns. From such an analysis, unions may be 
better equipped to consider the most appropriate geographical scale for addressing workers' 
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needs, which many mean fonning alliances (temporary or otherwise) with community groups 
outside of the union movement. Widening the scale of organising beyond any particular 
workplace also has the potential to develop new methods of organising. which are outside of 
the current repertoire of trade union activities. The AFL-CIO's Jobs with Justice campaign 
and Telco's campaign for a living wage in east London, referred to in Chapter 2, although 
very different, are examples of new fonns of scalar organising. based on claims for social and 
economic justice. 
Organising methods: Iike-recruits-Iike and the importance of identit~, 
One of the key findings from this research has been the extent to which individuals' identities 
impact on union organising campaigns. Empirical evidence from the US has shown that some 
unions have developed a much more identity-conscious approach in their organising 
methods, than has been in the case in the UK, and this has resulted in considerable success, 
particularly in recruiting and involving BME workers in organising drives (Milkman, 2000). It 
was evident from the data from delegates at the TUC Black Workers Conference that for many 
years, BME trade unionists in the UK have been arguing for unions to employ BME officers, 
yet they still only represent a tiny percentage of union officials. This is seen as a problem when 
it comes to recruiting and representing BME workers. It was striking how many interviewees 
talked about the need for union organisers to represent more closely the workers they were 
trying to recruit. This was true of both BME and white interviewees, as well as new and 
experienced union activists. Yet the need for representation is not a simple matter of 'race'. The 
case studies showed that identity formation is a dynamic and contingent process; identities are 
found to be a complex mix of place, age, 'race', gender, work, and a whole range of other life 
experiences. It is therefore too simplistic to think of identity in terms of just one aspect of an 
individual's makeup, because to do so would mean making wrong or simplistic assumptions. 
This was a tendency exposed by a number of examples from the case studies. 
At the video production factory most of the workers were migrant workers, some of whom 
had been resident in the UK for 10-20 years, whereas others were more recent arrivals, 
having come to the UK in the last couple of years. Although the union had recognised that 
there were many cultural differences between the various ethnic groups employed at the 
factory and organised with this in mind, they had not recognised that there were different 
aspirations between the new and 'older' migrant workers. The 'older' migrant workers were 
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more settled in the UK and did not want to work long hours because they had families to look 
after. By contrast, the newer migrant workers wanted to work as many hours as they could. 
They were less likely to see their presence in this country as being permanent and they 
wanted to earn as much money as they could to send home to their families. Here the bonds 
of common cultural experience associated with ethnicity were partially fractured by 
variations in the period of time since migration and hopes for future return home. 
Nevertheless, union organisers worked around this by trying to develop a feeling of cultural 
solidarity based on ethnic identity and the racialisation of the workplace. It was this approach 
that sustained the campaign at CD-Products, where the request to 'organise for our 
community' was the main rallying slogan. Key to the process of unionisation was the 
introduction of new methods of organising such as recruiting door-to-door and the use of 
meeting places in the local community. This strategy recognised that, for some groups of 
workers, particularly migrants and BME groups suffering social exclusion, it was essential to 
use networks of cultural solidarity that are formed beyond the workplace. 
A second key example about the impact of identity in organising campaigns arose from the 
different roles of white and BME officers and the way they were perceived by employers and 
union members. In both the Food-to-Go and CD-Products campaigns, workers wanted white 
officials to negotiate with their management, but felt it was important to have union organisers 
who more closely reflected the identity of the workers in order to build trust and respect. In 
face-to-face contact, workers valued the opportunity to communicate in their own languages, 
and union stewards thought this helped considerably in trying to convince members to join. 
However, some workers believed that their management would have little respect for a BME 
union official, assuming that their knowledge would be less than that of white officials. Aware 
of the racism and lack of respect afforded to themselves as BME workers, they expected a 
similar reaction from their management towards a BME union official. In the case of CD-
Products, the union acquiesced to the workers demand in this respect, as a temporary measure 
in order not to loose support, but was aware that this was a matter that they needed to 
consider more carefully in future. The implication for unions is that it is necessary to 
anticipate these problems at the start of campaigns and build in processes that do not 
marginalise BME officials to a role dictated by the workforce. 
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Another aspect of identity, or more specifically self-identification, related to the 
understanding of the term 'black' among the different groups of workers the unions were 
trying to organise. It became evident that in many cases BME workers and union members 
did not necessarily self-identify as 'black'. This appeared to vary according to the extent of 
involvement in unions. For example, activists in attendance at the TUC Black Workers 
Conference were much more familiar with the use of 'black' to describe all BME groups, but 
this appeared less so for the newer members who were interviewed for this research. 
Knowledge about BME networks, or structures in the unions, was limited and very rare 
among those new members involved in the organising campaigns. This was in part, due to the 
newness of the membership, but it was also evident that in many cases, many BME members 
did not self-identify as 'black'. 
,The trade union movement has generally adopted the term 'black' to refer to all non-white 
ethnic groups but it is used in a political, rather than a descriptive sense, originating from the 
anti-racist struggles in the 1970s and 1980s. As a consequence, union materials are often 
directed at 'black workers' or 'black trade unionists'. In interviews for this research there 
appeared to be a different understanding of the term 'black' depending on the length of time 
BME workers had been in the UK, or their understanding of its particular UK historical and 
political significance. For example, one' Asian' union member from Africa was confused that 
he was thought of as 'black' in the UK, as he was from an ethnic minority that was 
considered 'white' in his home country. Many of the more recent migrant workers from south 
Asia also assumed that 'black' meant African or African-Caribbean, rather than themselves. 
This highlights the fact that immigrants do not necessarily arrive in a country as ethnic 
minorities, but become ethnicised upon arrival. The process of migration provides migrants 
with a 'new' identity, which shapes their experiences and unions need to reflect on this in 
devising organising campaigns. 
Union structures: do they act as barriers to BME union members' involvement in unions? 
The findings from interviews with BME trade unionists showed that many felt that the way 
trade unions are currently organised made it difficult to get involved in the activities of the 
union. This applied to branch meetings, BME networks, training and education. Retail union 
members were particularly vocal about this saying that there were many barriers preventing 
members getting involved - the time and place of meetings, the culture, racism, union rules 
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and the paucity of information about the union's BME networks. Low attendance at union 
meetings, and weak involvement with union activities, is not a problem associated only with 
BME union members, but interviewees were generally united in saying that there were more 
obstacles to BME member involvement. 
Union activists claimed that unions were perceived by BME workers as 'white organisations' 
and pointed out that the lack of BME officials and senior lay activists reinforced this view. 
The case studies showed that a more representative branch leads to higher BME involvement. 
There was a dramatic improvement in the attendance of BME union members at branch 
meetings where the two Asian officers in the GMB had been organising for some time. 
Participant observation at branch meetings and information from the branch secretary showed 
that the increase in BME membership in the locality had also increased BME attendance at 
meetings, changing the profile of the branch and expanding its activities. The branch 
secretary talked about the 'enormous influence' the two officers had on transforming the 
branch and making it more representative of the local workforce. The meetings went from an 
attendance of two or three white men, to regular meetings of 25-30, where over half were 
BME men and women. Zaheer was responsible for changing the structure of the branch 
meetings creating a new culture that was less formalised and bureaucratic, which enabled 
new members to get involved and playa greater role. 
Reliance on traditional union structures, such as branch meetings, conferences and formal 
meetings, may impose a rigidity that may be at odds with the development of an organising 
culture. Some union members interviewed were not ready, or did not want to be involved in 
their unions in this formal way. Vishram, for example, wanted to be involved by organising 
within the Asian community where he lived and worked, claiming that this was, for him, a 
greater priority than attending branch meetings. Similarly Julie, a shop steward in retail, 
could not find the time to attend branch meetings as they were so far from where she lived, 
but would have liked to playa role as an adviser on work issues to other retail workers near 
to where she lived. As yet, however, union organisation does not readily accommodate these 
types of activities within its structures. 
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Self-organisation and separate spatial structures for BME union members 
One response to the difficulties faced by BME members attempting to get involved in their 
unions has been to argue for the space to organise separately. BME trade union members have 
often had to struggle to get their voices heard within their unions, and BME self-organisation or 
BME networks have provided an opportunity to organise to ensure better representation and 
strength. However, as already noted, it appears that in some instances black self-organisation is 
more associated with black Africans and black Caribbeans than it is with other 'non-white' 
ethnic groups. This highlights cultural differences between groups of BME members and the 
significance of historical and political differences in identity formation. Nevertheless, it is 
evident from comments from interviewees that BME self-organisation has made a significant 
difference in changing the culture of trade unionism, gradually transforming it from its 'pale, 
male and stale' image to a more diverse and representative membership. 
The theoretical debates outlined in Chapter 1 emphasised the importance of the intersection of 
different cultural and economic oppressions and how these are bound inseparably within 
individuals' experiences. However, as the last section has noted, people have multiple identities 
that are contingent - changing over time and place, and varying according to particular 
priorities and circumstances. In terms of union activity, union members sometimes have to 
make difficult choices about which part of the union structures they become involved with, 
according to which part of their identity they wish to prioritise. A single individual may 
experience multiple disadvantages due to their 'race', gender and sexuality and, as such, they 
may be entitled to take part in several of the union's self-organised structures, as well as 
'mainstream' union activity. However, it is unlikely that they would be able to find sufficient 
time or energy to take part in all these different groups and therefore have to choose which part 
of their identity, or which aspect of discrimination they face they wish to prioritise. This makes 
it necessary for unions to consider further changes to their structures, in order to make it easier 
for different groups to playa role in their unions. 
In addition to this critique of self-organisation, some of the union activists interviewed for 
this research thought that self-organised structures tended to compartmentalise oppressions, 
marginalising precisely those issues that they aimed to mainstream. While this was not a 
common viewpoint among interviewees, it does highlight the difficulties of separating claims 
for justice and the interrelationship of cultural and economic claims for both recognition and 
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redistribution (Fraser, 1997). In her framework, Fraser demonstrated that, ignoring claims for 
recognition led to the privileging of norms associated with the dominant groups in society, 
which is what self-organisation aims to avoid. Self-organised structures are important to 
BME members precisely because they are still marginalised in their unions: they need space 
to organise separately in order that the union movement can better organise collectively. 
However, the issue is not straightforward. If we consider those union members with multiple 
and changing identities, or those who feel uncomfortable with the structures of self-
organisation, then there seems little opportunity to take part in union activity. In this case, 
members may also find that they become marginalised within their unions. Consequently, 
while union structures may be inclusive to some members, they are less so to others. Trade 
unions need to continue to think about how structural change within their organisations can 
best keep pace with the increasingly diverse constituencies within the labour market. Less 
formal organisational forms could allow migrant support groups or faith communities, for 
example, to develop links with trade unions, and this may be a means by which unions could 
overcome many of the problems which were highlighted in the research, such as the lack of 
language skills held by union officials, or their lack of embeddedness within different 
communities. 
Extending the analysis of class: a renewed focus on oppression and the influence of identity 
formation 
In reviewing debates about 'race' and class, I illustrated how attempts to assert the primacy 
of either category in struggles against exploitation has failed to provide an adequate 
framework for analysing involvement in working class organisations. Theorising inequality 
in terms of class alone is not sufficient. While class analysis is essential to the understanding 
of workers relationship to capital and the means of production, it is less useful when 
considering divisions within the working class, particularly those of 'race' and culture. 
Moreover, all social relations are mediated by political and economic factors and this takes 
place in the context of cultural and social influences that are forged at specific times and 
places (Brah, 1996). Accordingly, this complex situation requires a broader theoretical 
framework, which recognises that trade union organising begins from the experience of 
individuals' day-to-day lives. 
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Drawing on the work of social theorists, Nancy Fraser, Iris Marion Young and Manning 
Marable, this thesis has argued that the concept of social justice should be at the heart of 
successful union organising, and adopts the idea that oppression is both an individual and a 
collective concern. In trying to synthesise these ideas the thesis has sought to develop a 
conceptual framework that can accommodate 'difference', be it 'race' gender or other 
identity, with collective concerns based around oppression and exploitation. In terms of trade 
union organising, this means that it is necessary to organise from people's understanding of 
their lives and the world around them, rather than assuming that there is some particular 
organisational structure and strategy into which individuals or groups can be neatly fitted. I 
have argued that much industrial relations research does not problematise trade unionism in 
terms of its organisational forms and the question of how these labour institutions should be 
re-constructed is often ignored. Research into trade union renewal would benefit from 
viewing trade unions as organisations that need to be understood from the perspective of 
grass roots members whose daily lives and experiences dictate what they expect from and 
how they participate in these organisations. 
While Fraser's theorisation of the redistribution/recognition dilemma is extremely useful in 
highlighting the tensions inherent in combining claims for social and economic justice, 
Young's argument that we should consider injustice in terms of oppression is particularly 
helpful at avoiding reified essentialisms. We are asked to consider our individual concerns 
within the framework of categories of exploitation, marginalisation, powerlessness, cultural 
imperialism and violence, factors that are inclusive to all regardless of individual 
circumstance or identity. This approach seems to fit well in terms of trade union organisation, 
as the workplace is an arena where people come together in spite of their differences and are 
often forced to confront their exploitation collectively. While different workers may 
experience injustice individually, for example, because of their identity, Young's categories 
of oppression also seek to collectivise individual concerns by allowing links to be made on 
the basis of common bonds of experience such as those based on work. Importandy, these 
bonds of individual and common experience also extend beyond the workplace into all aspects 
of social relations and it is here that new fonns of trade union organisation can be considered. 
As Marable has pointed out, 'organised labor will not make its case for solidarity to minority 
workers unless it develops the capacity to address class and racial issues simultaneously' 
(Marable, 1998: 191). As issues of racism, discrimination and exploitation do not end at the 
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factory gate, then organisational forms need to be considered which would allow trade unions 
to more effectively link with other progressive social forces fighting injustice. 
In its applied form this theorisation lends itself to a form of trade unionism that links the 
workplace to the communities in which workers organise their social lives. Of the three case 
studies, it was only the GMB that had managed to do this. All the union's organising activity, 
by necessity, took place outside the workplace and this caused union officials to give greater 
consideration to the interrelationship between work space and lived space and what this 
meant to the people they were trying to recruit and organise. Moreover, it was also the 
adoption of a wider perspective to secure social justice that helped the union to embed itself 
within the Asian community of west London. Newly employed Asian organisers assisted 
workers with work-based and non-work-based problems, practically demonstrating how 
dealing with individual concerns can translate into collective organisation. In addition, the 
union acknowledged 'race' as a central element in its own organising approach. It was the 
recognition that the union 'had to do more' if it was to be successful in recruiting and 
involving BME workers in the union that caused the change in practice. After adopting this 
perspective and recognising that they were not going to be able to achieve their goals on their 
own, the union began the process of building alliances. The union started organising meetings 
in community spaces, using activists that were part of the community they were trying to 
organise and this led to much greater success than was anticipated by the union. The reason 
for this is to be found in the theoretical work of Marable when he argued that organisation is 
not just a means to articulate grievances - its power lies in the transformation of its subjects. 
The change in the union's philosophy had impacted on the union's Asian membership, which 
in tum was beginning to change the union. 
This form of organising leads us back to Marable's transformative political framework. To be 
effective, he said, organised labour has to be linked to social forces within the community, 
but more importantly, there should not be one organisational form but a grouping of radical 
coalitions where individuals can play their part most effectively. In drawing on these ideas, I 
argue that unions wanting to organise BME workers do need to give closer consideration to 
working with organisations in the wider BME community and that Young's conceptualisation 
of oppression is a useful framework to use in this respect. However, central to building these 
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new alliances is the need for a greater awareness of identity, otherwise cultural norms 
associated with whiteness will prevail and predominate. 
Towards a new model of trade union organisation? 
As a practical as well as academic piece of research, it is important to explore if the ideas and 
issues raised in this thesis may be applied to the development of union organising strategies. 
As this research is primarily based on a number of case studies, the evidence gathered for this 
thesis is necessarily partial. Nevertheless, as the data was gathered from a wide range of 
sources and from different levels of experience, it does provide trade union activists and 
unions with a broad picture of some of the important issues to be faced in the organisation, 
recruitment and inclusion of BME workers in trade unions. Although generalisation is not 
possible from case studies, they do have the advantage of identifying the potential challenges 
to union organising campaigns from the practical level of the workplace and the spaces in 
which organising is actually taking place. 
Moreover, while there has been a particular focus on the organisation, recruitment and 
inclusion of BME workers in trade unions, many of the issues raised are not specific to these 
workers alone and therefore have a much wider application. In what may seem a 
contradiction to the very notion of collectivism, I conclude that a model of trade unionism 
that puts difference at the heart of the process of recruitment and organising is necessary for 
an inclusive form of trade unionism. I am not arguing for a focus on individuality, or for 
fragmentation based on identity, but for recognition that difference is something that is 
inherent in all individuals. Such an approach creates the possibility for a greater 
understanding of the diverse experiences of oppression amongst groups of workers. The 
assertion which was made in the retail campaign, that 'a member is a member is a member' , 
denies the reality of the distinct oppression encountered by BME workers. Despite different 
patterns of discrimination and disadvantage, many workers experience what Iris Marion 
Young has theorised as 'categories of oppression'. Thus I argue that a focus on these 
particular and shared experiences of oppression and our shared resources of resistance. can 
make unions more, not less, effective. Difference therefore needs to be at the heart of trade 
union organising strategies, because it is by acknowledging our different and distinct 
experiences, needs and aspirations, that workers are likely to feel unions have something to 
offer and then get involved in collective organising for change. 
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A second and related point is that union strategies need to consider how citizens identify 
themselves beyond their role as workers and recognise that work is only one dimension of life. 
For example, although the effects of migration and racialisation influence the process of work, 
they may also bring with them issues of more immediate or pressing concern to some groups of 
workers. Migrant workers often form strong social networks in order to provide help, support 
and advice and these could be important links in the development of organising strategies. 
This would involve identifying a broader definition of what constitutes union members' 
interests. However, in order to adopt this approach and develop such links, the trade union 
movement will need to cast itself more in the mould of a social movement and less of an 
institution which just provides support at work (Van Gyes, 2001). I argue that to do this, the 
trade union movement needs to situate itself at the geographical heart of the communities it is 
trying to organise. As outlined in Chapter 2, the Durham Miners Association and Telco, The 
East London Communities Organisation, although exceptional forms of organisations 
operating on behalf of workers, nevertheless, give us cause to think about what their 
approaches can offer to new forms of trade union organising. I therefore conclude that a new 
model of trade union organisation must have a commitment to look outwards to meet the 
needs of different groups of workers who it wants to bring into the fold. In addition, unions 
must be prepared to step outside their current geographical structural forms, which as the 
research has demonstrated, can constrain union officials and members. 
Thoughts and recommendations: some practical implications for trade unions 
I want to end with a number of suggestions that trade unions may like to consider in the light of 
this research. 
BME union membership, density and the labour market 
• Despite the overall decline in union density, unions can take some hope from the increase 
in BME union membership in London. This increase demonstrates that BME workers are 
prepared to join trade unions, but that unions need to take care to monitor the increasing 
polarisation of the labour market and the effect of this ethnic division of labour, 
developing organising strategies accordingly. 
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• Unions need to concentrate on devising strategies to recruit in the more 'difficult to 
organise' workplaces such as retail, hotels and catering (and food manufacturing). 
Clearly, the fact that around 37 per cent of all BME workers in London work in these 
three industrial sectors, where union density is just 8 per cent, requires a targeted and 
strategic approach. This increasingly racialised labour market requires a response from 
trade unions to ensure that groups of workers are not left out of the benefits of collective 
organisation, reinforcing the discrimination of the labour market. 
• The contingent nature of many of the low-paid jobs at the bottom end of the labour market 
means that workers frequently move from job to job and, in the case of work such as 
contract cleaning, many workers do not ever have fixed workplaces. This creates many 
problems for unions who seek to recruit these workers. Experience from US unions 
suggests that, in these circumstances, there is some benefit in trying to organise workers 
rather than trying to organise particular jobs. The turnover of staff in the retail sector is a 
particular example. It is clear that retail workers are prepared to join a trade union but their 
membership often lapses when they start a new job. If unions could devise a method of 
keeping these workers as members, it would give a considerable boost to union density. 
• Similarly, thought needs to be given to the increase in the numbers of student workers in 
the labour market, many of whom are now working in retail stores. Joint working with the 
National Union of Students may perhaps provide a way of reaching student workers, 
which could prove a beneficial way of providing young workers with a means of 
accessing help and advice, and this is an area where further research is required. 
The roles played by BME officers and activists 
• BME lay officers and officials have had an important influence on changing union culture 
and altering the way that unions are perceived by BME workers. Although still few in 
number, these officers and officials have been key to encouraging new BME members to 
get involved and to take up positions in their unions. Unions need to consider new 
strategies of increasing not only the number of BME officers, but also the different roles 
they might fill. 
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• BME officials often faced additional pressures to those of white officials. All BME officials 
interviewed had experienced racism during the course of their work, either from members, 
fellow officials or employers, and they felt that this was sometimes not fully recognised by 
their unions. This needs greater recognition and to be managed accordingly by unions. 
• Although it is common among trade unionists to use 'black' in its political sense to describe 
non-white ethnic groups, many BME workers and trade union members do not necessarily 
self-identify in this way. Although there is considerable resistance to the reopening of this 
particular debate among trade unionists, it is perhaps important to consider how it 
unintentionally excludes groups of workers who are not familiar with this usage of the term 
and this could provide an opportunity for further research. 
Organising strategies 
• One of the key findings of the research is that there is not a blueprint for union organising. 
Each campaign is different. Similarly, the experiences of BME workers are immensely 
varied, and what works in one place may not work in another. Unions must therefore begin 
by addressing the specific lived experience of the workers they wish to recruit and organise. 
• It is important to note the significant differences between different groups of BME 
workers, particularly new and more established migrant BME workers. For example, the 
concerns of recent migrant factory workers working double shifts for the minimum wage 
are very different to the student retail workers who are studying in the belief that in two or 
three years' time they will qualify and obtain a professional job. Campaigns must thus be 
approached from different perspectives that take into consideration the specific concerns 
of various groups of workers. Assumptions about what are key issues in a workplace can 
prove to be false. As one organiser said; 'Many of the migrant workers had all sorts of 
issues in their lives, so what happens to them at work is relatively minor.' In such 
circumstances, an organising approach is needed that can assist with these problems as 
well as trying to address terms and conditions at work. 
Union structures 
• Trade unions need to give greater consideration to how their current union structures 
operate. In many cases, branch, regional and national structures still follow a model of 
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trade union organisation that is no longer applicable to the lives or needs of their 
members. Most structures were established at a different historical time, conceived to 
mirror industrial or employer structures, many of which are not relevant today. It would 
thus be wrong to assume that existing branch structures will always prove an effective tool 
in organisational terms. 
• Although important in terms of democracy, some union branches have become less 
representative of their constituencies due to low attendance. Fewer members are either 
able, or willing, to attend meetings, which are sometimes many miles from their home or 
work and, in some circumstances, can appear exclusionary or off-putting to some groups 
of workers. 
• An essential element of an organising strategy is to consider how to draw members into 
activity and to encourage them to take up positions as shop stewards, or lay organisers. In 
some cases, and in addition to current self-organised structures, it may be necessary to 
create certain forms of interim or informal structures that are more likely to engage with 
BME communities/workplaces and other underrepresented members. One example of 
such an approach would to organise temporary coalitions which would come together for 
the duration of particular organising campaigns. Another would be to promote the use of 
more informal semi-structured meetings/forums that bring people together more broadly 
than has been the case in the traditional model of union branch meetings. 
• A common theme running through the three case studies was how the demarcation of 
work between union officials and union organisers impacted on the process of organising. 
The key problem was the way the two groups of employees perceived their roles within 
the union. In most cases, union officials were the 'old guard' - traditional union officials 
who had worked for many years in a framework of industrial relations based around 
servicing unionism. They primarily saw their role as negotiators, and/or officers, who 
represented workers in disciplinary and grievance hearings. In contrast, union organisers 
saw themselves as union activists, looking for issues around which to mobilise workers in 
order to build an organised workplace. Often trained in the 'organising model' of 
unionism, organisers had a more adversarial approach and felt their role was to find 
innovative methods and tactics that appealed to the groups of workers they were trying to 
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recruit. The problem occurred when union officials and union organisers were required to 
work together. Organisers, generally more junior members of staff, felt constrained by the 
hierarchical structures of the union, particularly as organising units were seen as having a 
peripheral role within the unions' overall structure. In addition, organisers were often unable 
to act upon the grievances raised as they were seen as the workload of officers. 
A community-based approach 
• Despite the fear and difficulties many BME migrant workers faced in trying to organise at 
workplaces where employers were hostile and had no compunction about dismissing those 
they found to be union members, some workers were still prepared to spend what little time 
they had working for unionisation. In order to build trust and respect, unions had to work 
around the workers rather than expecting the workers to fit in with the union. In one case, 
this meant organising Asian women in their homes until they grew more confident to get 
further involved in the union. It also meant using community meeting places that workers 
were familiar in using, such as mosques, temples, or advice and social centres. 
• One characteristic of some BME and migrant communities is that over time they have 
established informal self-help organisations. These are often formalised with the 
establishment of community centre or advice centres, which are then used by individuals 
seeking help or advice. Members of the community often go there when they are looking 
for support over issues and there is no union at their workplace. Trade unions seeking to 
recruit and organise within particular communities may find it useful to consider how to 
build relationships with these organisations, either through holding advice sessions or 
producing union literature translated into appropriate languages so that people know 
where they can seek help. 
• A community-based approach to recruitment is relatively unfamiliar and challenging to 
trade unions in the UK, but as has been demonstrated in the case studies, in some 
circumstances it can have remarkable results. A focus on the workplace may be too 
narrow an approach and the opportunities for radical coalition-building need much greater 
consideration. Trade unions could again become organisations at the heart of 
communities, fighting for social and economic justice in and beyond the workplace, 
uniting issues of both 'race' and class. 
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Finally, to conclude, I want to return to the dedication at the start of this thesis. The group of 20 
Chinese migrant workers who lost their lives as a result of exploitation at the hands of 
unscrupulous 'employers' are a stark reminder of why trade unions need to organise the most 
marginalised workers. The organisation of BME and migrant workers will be increasingly 
important as a result of demographic change, and this will be particularly significant in London 
and the south-east of England. Here, BME workers and particularly BME migrant workers are 
disproportionately found in the lowest paid jobs, sometimes segregated from white workers, 
and, as in the case of workers at CD-Products, 'owned' by gang masters who pay just £2.50 per 
hour. Trade unions who ignore the effects of this socially structured 'race' inequality risk 
distancing themselves from the core concerns of many BME workers. Moreover. a divided and 
fragmented workforce works against the very notion of collectivity for all workers. which is 
central to the concept of trade unionism. 
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Appendix one: TUC Black Workers Conference questionnaire 
Organising black and ethnic minority 
workers in trade unions 
... 
~ Queen Mary 
University of London 
Dear union member 
I am a researcher from Queen Mary, University of London 
conducting research into trade union organising activity in 
Loildon and the South East. The research is sponsored by 
the South East Region TUe and is designed to influence 
policy and practice. 
I am focusing on the organisation and involvement of black 
and ethnic minority workers in trade unions. The aim of the 
research is to assess how much the trade union movement 
is doing to prioritise the recruitment and organisation of 
black workers and to explore what more could be done. 
The research concentrates on the following areas: 
• the extent to which trade unions are directing their 
campaigns in such a way as to encourage the 
organisation of black and ethnic minority workers 
• the extent to which these campaigns address issues that 
are specific to the needs of black and ethnic minority 
workers 
• the ways in which union organising campaigns directed 
at black and ethnic minOrity workers are different from 
general union organising campaigns 
• the extent to which social policy and community 
concerns impact on trade unions 
• the impact new black and ethnic minority members have 
on their unions. 
If you could spare the time to complete this short survey 
I would be very grateful. Please can you return the survey 
to me before you leave conference? There will be a box 
at the back of the conference hall. 
Yours sincerely 
~~e... SERTUC~) _ nJC In LondUl1. tho 
SOUth Em ond Eostem ~glon 
Please complete as many questions as you can 
Name of trade union: 
Name of employer, or sector of employment: 
Age group (please indicate): under 20,20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59,60+. 
Sex (please indicate): female male 
1. When did you first join a trade union (year)? 
2. What were your main reasons for joining? 
3. Were your parents or grandparent members of trade unions? 
- if you know, can you state the name of the union and their occupation? 
Mother Father Grandmotherls Grandfather/s 
Trade union: 
Occupation: 
1 
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4. Do you hold a lay or full-time position in the union (e.g. steward, safety rep, officer, etc)? 
o lay position 0 full-time position 0 none 0 don't know 
- If lay or full-time position, what is it and how long have you held it? 
5. If you are active in your trade union, or have been active in the past, what do/did you do? 
• 
6. Do you think there are any barriers to becoming active in your trade union? 
If so, can you list what they are? 
7. What is your experience of recruiting black workers to the union? Why do they join and what 
reasons do non-members give for not joining? 
2 
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8. Do you feel there is any form of racism (direct or indirect) in your union? 0 yes 0 no 
If yes, please give details. 
9. If you could change your union to increase black and ethnic minority member involvement, 
what would you do? 
10. Are you involved in any black workers/members grouplforum in your union? 0 yes 0 no 
If yes, what do you like about the work that it does? 
11. Do you see any problems of this form of organisation? 
3 
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12. What impact does the black member/workers grouplforum have on your trade union? 
13. Please use this space to to make any additional comments on your trade union. 
13. How you would describe your ethnic origin? 
Black or Black British: Caribbean, African, any other black background (please specify) ________ _ 
Mixed: white and black Caribbean, white and black African, any other mixed background (please specify),---
Asian or Asian British: Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, any other Asian background (please specify) 
Chinese: Chinese. 
White: British, Irish, any other white background (please specify) _______________ _ 
Any other ethnic group: (please specify) ______________________ _ 
My project will continue for a couple of years and I would 
like to talk to you about some of these issues at greater 
length. Would you be prepared to meet me on another 
occasion. at a time and place convenient for you? If so. 
please could you put your name and telephone number 
below? 
yourname ____________________________ _ 
Telephone number _______________________ _ 
4 
Many thanks for completing this questionnaire. 
Jane Holgate 
Department of Geography 
Queen Mary. University of London 
Mile End Road. London El 4NS 
Tel (h) 020 8802 0373. 
Tel (m) 07960 798399 
email j.holgate@qmut.ac.uk. 
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Data analysis ofTUC Black Workers Conference questionnaire 
The questionnaire was circulated to all delegates at the 2002 TUC Black Workers 
Conference. The majority of questions were open-ended so respondents \vere able to freely 
answer the questions without being constrained by a set of fixed answers. This method was 
chosen as it was thought it would provide better insight union members' direct experiences. 
The data was analysed in two ways. Firstly, the data was transferred on to a matrix where a 
content analysis was carried out in order to identify the most common issues arising. The data 
was numerically coded and transferred into Excel (see matrix Table A.I) before being 
analysed in SPSS. This quantitative analysis was useful in providing descriptive statistics for 
respondents' background as well as identifying, which were the most common themes in 
each of the questions. Secondly, a qualitative analysis was undertaken. A closer re-reading of 
the questionnaires was carried out and a second content analysis done in order to extract 
responses that gave a broad range of views from union activists at the conference. 
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Table ~ 1. Matrix of coded data from Tue awe questionnaire 
'0 CJ W Q. I/) s:: ~ I!! :i S s:: s:: Q) s:: ~ 0 E CJ 0 
.2 ~ Q) )( s:: 0 's ;: "> Q) I/) CD .. C Q. s:: 0) ell :2. :g (ii ;: -E (j fl Cl .c: I/) <t CI) W 
ell ~ i .! 0 CJ CIS e -a: f. Q. CIS .c CJ :::e ell s:: CD 
1 1 1 4 2 1982 1 -99 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 
2 1 1 4 2 1982 1 -99 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 
3 2 2 4 1 1976 1 2 1 -99 6 1 1 1 3 
4 3 1 4 2 1979 2 3 1 3 5 1 -99 1 2 
5 2 4 4 1 1994 3 2 1 -99 5 1 2 1 2 
6 2 4 4 1 1974 1 2 2 1 5 1 2 2 1 
7 4 1 5 1 1964 2 2 1 2 5 1 7 2 1 
8 2 5 3 1 1979 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 4 
9 5 6 2 2 1995 2 2 1 1 6 -99 -99 1 3 
10 5 6 4 2 1999 2 1 1 1 5 2 2 2 2 
11 6 7 5 1 1974 2 3 1 3 3 1 2 1 2 
12 7 7 4 1 1975 2 2 1 -99 6 2 -99 1 2 
13 2 7 3 1 1989 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 3 
14 2 5 5 1 1975 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 
15 2 4 3 1 1986 1 2 1 1 2 1 4 1 2 
16 8 5 4 1 1983 1 1 1 -99 6 2 5 1 3 
17 9 7 4 1 1974 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
18 3 1 -99 1 1989 2 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 
19 9 7 3 1 1984 4 1 1 3 1 1 6 1 3 
20 10 1 5 2 1964 -99 1 2 3 1 1 3 1 1 
21 11 1 4 1 1978 4 1 3 5 1 1 1 1 3 
22 12 1 4 1 1979 3 2 1 1 4 1 2 1 3 
23 13 5 5 2 1989 3 2 2 1 5 1 7 2 2 
24 14 4 3 1 1987 2 1 3 -99 -99 -99 -99 2 3 
25 12 1 4 2 1976 2 2 1 -99 6 1 6 1 3 
26 15 8 4 1 1981 2 -99 1 1 5 2 6 1 3 
27 12 1 5 2 1998 2 -99 3 -99 7 1 -99 2 3 
28 12 1 4 2 1974 1 1 2 3 2 1 3 1 1 
29 10 1 4 2 1980 6 1 1 3 1 -99 1 -99 3 
30 16 1 3 2 1994 6 1 2 3 2 1 6 1 2 
31 3 1 3 1 1993 2 1 1 1 6 2 6 1 3 
32 12 1 6 1 1975 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 
33 17 7 4 2 1980 1 1 1 1 3 -99 1 1 1 
34 12 1 5 1 1986 2 -99 1 1 6 1 2 1 3 
35 2 4 4 1 1974 2 1 1 3 5 1 1 2 1 
36 8 5 3 1 -99 -99 -99 3 -99 6 2 -99 -99 1 
37 11 1 4 1 1996 2 2 1 1 4 3 1 1 2 
38 2 4 4 1 1973 4 1 2 1 6 1 1 4 2 
39 18 1 3 2 1984 2 1 1 1 5 1 4 1 2 
40 14 1 4 1 1974 1 2 2 3 6 1 6 1 3 
41 19 1 5 1 1970 1 2 1 2 6 1 2 1 1 
42 2 1 5 2 1984 2 2 1 1 2 1 6 1 2 
43 2 1 3 1 1990 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 -99 4 
44 12 1 4 2 1980 6 1 1 3 4 1 1 1 4 
45 15 8 5 1 1965 -99 -99 1 1 5 1 2 1 4 
46 20 1 5 1 1970 5 -99 1 2 5 2 6 1 3 
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Appendix two: Labour Force Survey - technical notes 
Introduction 
The Labour Force Survey (LFS) is a government sponsored sample survey conducted by the 
Office for National Statistics (ONS). Its purpose is to provide information on the UK labour 
market. Prior to 1992 the survey was conducted annually and since this time it has been 
carried out quarterly. Sixty thousand households are surveyed each quarter and each quarter's 
sample is made up of five waves of approximately 12,000 private households (each 
respondent is surveyed in each of the five waves). The sampling frame is taken from postcodes. 
As a sample survey it is subject to sampling error and, in general, the smaller the sample, there 
is a greater margin of error as a proportion of the estimate. The advice from the ON is that 
estimates lower that 10,000 should be suppressed and not used in publications are the are 
considered unreliable and this advice has been heeded in the analysis in this thesis. 
Use ofLFS 
The LFS is made available for secondary analysis from the UK Data Archive (UKDA) which 
is based at the U ni versity of Essex. For ESRC funded researchers the data is available for 
direct use following registration with UKDA. The data sets used in this thesis (see Table A.2) 
were downloaded electronically and analysed in SPSS. 
Table A.2: LFS data sets used in this research 
Year Reference . Date released Date amended Edition 
2002 SN4626 24-Feb-03 1st 
2001 SN4468 5-Feb-02 I 11-Jul-02 4th 
I 
2000 SN4319 14-Feb-01 4-Jul-02 2nd 
---
1999 SN4082 1-Mar-00 4-Jul-02 3rd 
1998 SN3961 24-Feb-99 10-Jul-02 13rd 
1997 SN3816 30-Jun-98 23-Aug-00 ' 3rd 
-
-
1996 SN3658 26-Aug-97 27-Sep-00 3rd 
1995 __ SN3528 --~Apr-96 I 18-Sep-00 
--13rd 
1994 ___ -fSN3324 28-Apr-95 __ 114-NOV-00 6th 
-1 
1993 SN3256 16-Nov-95 24-0ct-00 4th ~ 
-- ---- _. ---
Questionnaire 
The LFS que tionnair compn e a number of core que tion , .... hich are included in every 
urvey along with non -core qu tion ..... hich change fr m quarter to quarter. for c. ample th 
que tion on trad uni n m mber hip i onl) a ked in the Autumn urvey. Ther are e .. eral 
hundred variable co\ering individual demographic (age. c . ethnicit). rc ... i n f 
re idence). economi activit) (empl yment latu . main j b. indu try. publi clprival r. 
union representation (union rnemb r. hip) . Ithough many of lhcsL' \ ariabl rem. III l 
2 
~oo~~o __________________________________________________________ __ 
a number are subject to variation or revision due to government requirements and EU 
Directives. On occasions, this means that direct comparisons with earlier variables are no 
longer possible. Consequently, it was only possible to compare data from 1993 to 2000 in 
this research. In some instances, it has also be necessary to 're-code' data from different 
variables in order to make direct comparison and these are noted below. 
Ethnicity 
The ethnicity variable (ETHCEN) was re-coded into 'white' and 'BME' in order to conduct 
the analysis in this thesis as estimates at individual ethnic group level are often unreliable due 
to small sample size. The LFS asks a question relating to individual's ethnicity and until 
Spring 2001 people were asked to specify which of the following groups they belonged 
(White, Black Caribbean, Black African, Black Other (non-mixed), Black Mixed, Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese, Other-Asian (non-mixed), Other-Other (non-mixed), Other-
Mixed. In spring 2001, the variable changed to bring it into line with the 2001 Census 
classification (the new classification has 15 categories). As a result, it is no-longer possible to 
make comparisons with earlier datasets. This discontinuity applies even for analysis 
comparing 'white' and 'non-white' groups. As a result the Autumn 2000 LFS was used to 
compare trends from 1993. 
Industry 
The classification of industry sector is based on the Standard Industrial Classification system 
(SIC 1992). The variable used in data sets until Winter 1995 was INDS92M and this then 
changed to INDSECT. Direct comparisons are possible by re-coding the variable which was 
done on the Autumn 1993 LFS. 
Trade union membership 
The LFS asks respondents: 'Are you a member of a trade union or staff association? Trade 
union membership is calculated from 'all persons in employment' (except those in the Anned 
Forces and those on college based scheme). Trade union density is calculated from those 
persons who are classified as 'employees'. Missing values are allocated on a pro-rata basis. 
The trade union variable, although asked in 1992, was missing from the Autumn 1992 LFS 
data set, which is why comparisons were made from 1993 to 2000. 
Age 
The LFS age variable was re-coded into six groups (16-19, 20-29, 30-39,40-49, SO-59, 60+). 
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Appendix three: Sample interview schedules 
Guide for interviews with shop stewards 
(This one was for use with Usdaw but similar questions were used for the TGWe and GMB) 
I. How long have you been a member of USDA Wand how long have you been a steward? 
2. Why did you join the union? Who asked you? 
Have you been a union member before in any other place you have worked either in the UK 
or in any other country? Which? 
3. Why do you think it is important that there is a union at your workplace? 
4. Why did you decide to become a shop steward? 
5. What sort of casework have you had to deal with? 
6. What do you think about the level of support you have had from USDA W? 
7. Why do you think that some of your colleagues have not joined the union? 
8. Why do you think that there are so few members of the union at X? 
9. What more could the union do to build the membership or provide support? 
10. What would you say are the main problems at work? (e.g. conditions, pay, bullying, 
discrimination, respect) 
II. Is racism an issue in the store (either managers or staff)? 
12. What do you think the union could do to make things better for you? 
13. Do you feel think that the union should help you with any problems members might have 
outside of work? 
14. Are you involved in the union at any other level other than the store? 
15. Do you ever attend branch meetings? Why not? 
16. Are you aware that USDA W has a black members network? Have you been along to any of 
their meetings? Do you think it is useful? 
17. M/F: Age: Ethnic origin: 
2"7) 
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Guide for interviews with union members and non-members 
I. How long have you worked at X 
2. How did you find out about the work here? 
3. Do you live locally? Which part of London? 
4. Do you think it is important that there is a union at your workplace? Why? 
5. Why did you join the union? Who asked you? 
6. Have you been a union member before in any other place you have worked? 
7. Why do you think that some of your colleagues have not joined the union? 
8. What are your main concerns at work? (e.g. pay, conditions, pay. bullying, discrimination, 
respect) 
9. Have you ever experienced racism at work, either from customers, colleagues or managers? 
10. What more would you like to see the trade union doing for you at work? 
II. Do you feel that they offer the right level of support for you? 
12. What sort of campaigns would you like to see? 
13. Have you considered becoming active in the union to support your fellow workers? Attend 
union meetings? If not, what are the reasons you haven't? 
14. Did you know that your union has a black workers network that meets to discus issues of 
concern to BME members? Is this something you may be interested in getting involved with 
or attending meetings? 
IS. Do you feel think that the union should help you with any problems you might have outside 
of work? 
16. Are there any other issues you think the union should take up? 
17. Have you considered becoming active in the union to support your fellow workers? Have 
you ever been involved actively in trade unions before? If not, what are the reasons you 
haven't? 
18. Are there any other issues you think the union should take up? 
19. M/F: Age: Ethnic origin: 
20. Highest qualification. 
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Guide for interviews with union officials 
How much is there a national union strategy in terms of recruitment and organisation 
and how much is this left to the regions? 
2 How did the organising section in this region come to be established? 
3 What was the philosophy behind it? 
4 What are its main aims and objectives? 
5 How do you monitor its effectiveness? 
6 How would you like to see the organising unit develop? 
7 One of the challenges for trade unions is to increase the number of BME members and 
activists in the union. How do you think this can be achieved? 
8 Why do you think BME union density is declining? 
9 Do you have specific targets with regards to BME members in this region? Nationally? 
10 Several of your organising campaigns in the London region are directed at 
predominantly BME workers. Was this a conscious decision? If so, why was this? 
11 One of the difficulties at workplaces with a mainly immigrant workforce is that they 
often don't stay in the job for very long. How do you deal with the difficulties this 
causes in terms of recruitment and organising? 
12 Do you have any ideas that could get around some of these problems? 
13 How many BME officials do you have working for the union? 
14 Has the employment of BME officials made a difference to the way campaigns are 
organised? 
15 How does your organising filter through into the wider involvement in the union 
structures? 
16 Do you think the union's structures are in anyway prohibitive to BME members? 
17 Is it necessary to think about changing the structures? 
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